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Preface
Tumor metastasis results from the spreading of a primary tumor and establishment of secondary tumors, mostly in vital organs such as the lung, liver, and brain. Tumor metastasis is responsible for the majority of cancer deaths, yet it remains the least understood stage of cancer.

Metastatic tumor cells acquire new biological features allowing them to migrate, invade normal tissues, escape the immune system control, and develop drug resistance. Many mechanisms have been shown to play an important role in the metastatic process, particularly through the tumor microenvironment. Many factors present in the tumor microenvironment have been identified and demonstrated to play either a pro- or anti-metastatic role, allowing the development of new targeted therapies. However, despite an armamentarium of treatments, patients remain at a high risk for metastasis. Better understanding of the mechanisms leading to cancer metastasis is crucial for the development of novel and more efficacious therapies. Currently many research areas are involved in the identification of novel biological markers and therapeutic targets. Modern approaches including genomics, molecular biology, immunology, imaging and computational biology, are carried out in cancer research, leading to the development of novel therapeutic options. Many therapeutic options based on the manipulation or modulation of the immune system have shown unprecedented results and have provided new hope to cancer patients. The introduction of targeted and immune-based therapies have significantly improved the cancer survival rate. In addition to discussing relevant options of cancer treatment and ongoing clinical trials, recent breakthroughs in cancer development and metastasis are provided in this book.

Important efforts and collaborations with leading experts in cancer research and clinics were crucial for achieving this high quality book. We thank all the contributors for sharing their expertise, discoveries, and their views and bringing new hopes for cancer patients and their families. The readers will appreciate the excellent and reliable knowledge in this book.

Although the cancer survival rate has significantly improved over the years, the improvement is primarily due to early diagnosis and cancer growth inhibition. Limited progress has been made in the treatment of cancer metastasis due to various factors. Current treatments for cancer metastasis are mainly chemotherapy and radiotherapy, though the new generation anti-cancer drugs (predominantly neutralizing antibodies for growth factors and small molecule kinase inhibitors) also have effects on cancer metastasis in addition to their effects on cancer growth. Cancer metastasis begins with detachment of metastatic cells from the primary tumor, travel of the cells to different sites through blood/lymphatic vessels, and settlement and growth of the cells at a distal site. During the process, metastatic cells go through detachment, migration, invasion, and adhesion. These four essential metastatic steps are inter-related and affected by multi-biochemical
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Section 1

Mechanisms of Tumor Progression and Metastasis
Chapter 1
METCAM/MUC18 Promotes Tumor Progression and Metastasis in Most Human Cancers
Guang-Jer Wu

Abstract
In addition to oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes, cell adhesion molecules (CAMs) also significantly contribute to tumor progression and metastasis. For the past two decades, we have demonstrated that METCAM/MUC18, a cell adhesion molecule in the immunoglobulin-like gene superfamily, orchestrates complex interactions of tumor cells with various stromal cells in the tumor microenvironment, resulting in augmentation or reduction of the metastatic potential of carcinoma cells. Here we show that METCAM/MUC18 plays a positive role in the tumor progression and metastasis in most human cancers, such as breast cancer, human melanoma and most mouse melanoma, nasopharyngeal carcinoma type III, prostate cancer LNCaP and DU145 cell lines, and perhaps angiosarcoma, gastric cancer, glioma, hepatocellular carcinoma, non-small cell lung adenocarcinoma, small cell lung cancer (SCLC), osteosarcoma, and human and mouse pancreatic cancer. Possible mechanisms in the METCAM/MUC18-mediated tumor progression and metastasis are proposed. Anti-METCAM/MUC18 antibodies and siRNAs may be used as therapeutic agents to treat these cancers.

Keywords: METCAM/MUC18, Ig-like CAM, tumor promotion, metastasis, breast cancer, melanoma, nasopharyngeal carcinoma, prostate cancer, many solid tumors, mouse models

1. Introduction: cancer and CAM-mediated tumor progression and metastasis
Tumor/cancer is a chronic disease resulting from gradually accumulation of mutations or epigenetic alterations in our genetic material, DNA [1]. Ten to twenty percent cancer risk comes from hereditary factors and 80–90% of cancer risk from environmental factors [2]. The environmental factors in the physical containment include (a) chemically polluted drinking water, air and soil, and diet; (b) irradiation from solar UV, artificial sources, and environmental radioactive elements; (c) pathological agents (tumor viruses, bacteria, and parasites); and (d) the lifestyle (stress, chronic inflammation from obesity, and free radicals from metabolism) [3–5]. These agents aim to attack our DNA in the somatic cells resulting in slow accumulation of mutations and epigenetic alterations in our genes throughout the life span [6]. The question of "Is cancer a metabolic disease or a genetic disease?" cannot be easily answered. Prior to 1970, most cancer researchers thought cancer is a metabolic disease because of the Warburg effect. After 1970 when Warburg died and after 1971 when oncogenes...
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1. Introduction: cancer and CAM-mediated tumor progression and metastasis

Tumor/cancer is a chronic disease resulting from gradually accumulation of mutations or epigenetic alterations in our genetic material, DNA [1]. Ten to twenty percent cancer risk comes from hereditary factors and 80–90% of cancer risk from environmental factors [2]. The environmental factors in the physical containment include (a) chemically polluted drinking water, air and soil, and diet; (b) irradiation from solar UV, artificial sources, and environmental radioactive elements; (c) pathological agents (tumor viruses, bacteria, and parasites); and (d) the lifestyle (stress, chronic inflammation from obesity, and free radicals from metabolism) [3–5]. These agents aim to attack our DNA in the somatic cells resulting in slow accumulation of mutations and epigenetic alterations in our genes throughout the life span [6]. The question of “Is cancer a metabolic disease or a genetic disease?” cannot be easily answered. Prior to 1970, most cancer researchers thought cancer is a metabolic disease because of the Warburg effect. After 1970 when Warburg died and after 1971 when oncogenes
were discovered, most researchers shifted their thinking to view cancer as a genetic disease. After 2010–2015 when cancer was rediscovered as a metabolic disorder, the view was shifted back to “cancer is a metabolic disease.” While cancer as a genetic disease looks to be impossibly complex, tumor cells are a genetic “train wreck” with an infinite number of mutations and epigenetic alterations in ~250 oncogenes and ~700 tumor suppressor genes. In contrast, cancer as a metabolic disease with only seven different “metabotypes” appears to be remarkably simple to deal with, since all the above mutations mainly affect three major metabolic pathways: aerobic glycolysis, glutaminolysis, and one-carbon metabolism.

Besides the traditional oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes [6], cell adhesion molecules (CAMs) also contribute directly to the tumor initiation and metastasis or orchestrate the tumor microenvironment to affect the tumor progression [8]. CAMs are involved in several biological functions, such as cellular social behaviors, tissue architecture, organ formation, blood vessel generation and angiogenesis, immune and inflammatory reactions, and wound healing [8]. An altered expression of CAMs has implications in tumor progression and metastasis, since most CAMs govern cellular social behaviors by directly contributing to cell adhesion, epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT), and cross talk with the intracellular signal transduction pathways affecting other tumor progression-related processes [8]. As a consequence, the aberrant expression of CAMs is capable of changing mobility and invasiveness, influencing outlasting ability and proliferation of tumor cells, and altering new blood vessel formation [8]. It also affects distant organ dissemination of carcinoma cells, because CAMs orchestrate complex interactions of tumor cells with various stromal cells in the tumor microenvironment, resulting in augmentation or reduction of the spreading potential of carcinoma cells [8].

Effects of the aberrant expression of the following CAMs on tumorigenesis and malignant progression are better studied, such as cadherin [9], integrins [10], CD44 [11], CEACAM [12], mucins [13], LIcAM [14], EpCAM [15], ALCAM [16], and METCAM/MUC18 [17]. Over the past 25 years, our team investigated the role of METCAM/MUC18 in several types of tumors, such as melanoma and breast, nasopharyngeal, ovarian, and prostate cancers [17–37].

2. METCAM/MUC18: an immunoglobulin-like (Ig-like) CAM

METCAM/MUC18 was first demonstrated to be abundantly expressed on the cellular membrane of most malignant human melanomas and hence was named as MUC18 [38] and MCAM [37]. It has been implicated to play a pivotal role in the malignant progression of human melanoma and hence was named as Mel-CAM [39]. However, subsequent studies showed that METCAM/MUC18 was not found to be exclusively expressed in melanoma, and furthermore, it did not initiate the transformation of normal cutaneous melanocytes to melanoma [39]. Instead METCAM/MUC18 was also expressed in endothelial cells and other epithelial tumors, and it could initiate or promote the transformation of other epithelial cells into carcinomas [40]. Thus METCAM/MUC18 also bears other names, such as S-endo1, CD146, A32, or METCAM [40, 41]. Later METCAM/MUC18 was also found to act as a suppressor in tumorigenesis and metastasis in some cancer cell lines [17, 37, 40].

The human METCAM/MUC18 (huMETCAM/MUC18) is a cell adhesion molecule (CAM) belonging to the Ig-like gene superfamily. The METCAM/MUC18 usually has an apparent molecular weight of 110–150,000 due to its high glycosylation in all cell types. The naked huMETCAM/MUC18 is a single-chain transmembrane protein of 65–72 kDa consisting of 646 amino acids with an extracellular
N-terminal domain of 558 amino acids, a transmembrane domain with 24 amino acids, and a cytoplasmic domain of 64 residues (Figure 1) [38, 42].

Figure 1 shows that the N-terminal extracellular domain of the protein is composed of a signal peptide sequence (SP) and five immunoglobulin-like domains and one X domain [37, 38, 40, 42]. The intracellular cytoplasmic domain has one, three, and one protein kinase consent sequences that are potentially to be phosphorylated by PKA, PKC, and CK2, respectively [37, 38, 40, 42]. The amino acid sequence of huMETCAM/MUC18 reveals nine potential N-glycosylation sites, of which six are conserved between human and mouse proteins, in the extracellular domain. METCAM/MUC18 is conserved in mouse, in which the amino acid sequences of mouse METCAM/MUC18 (moMETCAM/MUC18) are 72.6% identical to the huMETCAM/MUC18 [43]. Therefore, both huMETCAM/MUC18 and moMETCAM/MUC18 are capable of performing similar general functions of CAMs, such as controlling cellular social behaviors by impacting the adhesion status of cells and modulating signaling. Furthermore, overexpression of both human and mouse METCAM/MUC18s similarly affected tumor cells in in vitro motility and invasiveness, in vitro and in vivo tumorigenesis, and in vivo metastasis [42, 43].

The huMETCAM/MUC18 is expressed in at least ten normal tissues: hair follicular cells, smooth muscle cells, endothelial cells, cerebellum, basal cells of the lung, activated T cells, intermediate trophoblasts [44], breast epithelium [18–19], nasopharyngeal epithelium [23], and ovarian epithelium [27]. The protein is also expressed in several carcinomas, such as breast carcinoma, intermediate trophoblast tumors, melanoma, prostate adenocarcinoma, osteosarcoma, and others [17, 44]. Our studies also indicate that overexpression of METCAM/MUC18 augments tumorigenesis of breast carcinoma [18–20], nasopharyngeal carcinoma type III [24, 26], and prostate adenocarcinoma [34], but it does not have an obvious effect on tumorigenesis of most melanoma cell lines [21]. METCAM/MUC18 overexpression also initiates the distant organ dissemination of prostate cancer [32–33] and augments the distant organ dissemination of melanoma [21] and breast carcinoma [45].

In contrast, overexpression of METCAM/MUC18 represses tumorigenesis of a mouse melanoma cell line, K1735-9 [22], nasopharyngeal carcinoma type I [24–25], and perhaps hemangiomas [46]. METCAM/MUC18 overexpression also represses the distant organ dissemination of the mouse melanoma cell line, K1735-9 [22]. Thus, METCAM/MUC18 plays a dual role in some of these cancers [17, 37].

Figure 1.
The human METCAM/MUC18 (huMETCAM/MUC18). The figure represents the protein structure of huMETCAM/MUC18 with its three domains: (1) A large extracellular domain showing a signal peptide (SP), the five Ig-like variables (V1 and V2) and conserved (C1, C2, C2'; and C2") domains, each of which held together by a disulfide bond, and one X domain; six conserved N-glycosylation sites indicated as wavy lines in V1, the interdomain C2'-C2", C2", and X domains. (2) A short transmembrane domain (TM). (3) A cytoplasmic domain containing five potential phosphorylation sites (P).
3. METCAM/MUC18: a promoter in tumor progression and metastasis of human cancers

The protein METCAM/MUC18 is expressed in breast cancer, melanoma, nasopharyngeal carcinoma, and prostate cancer and also expressed in others cancers, such as angiosarcoma, gestational trophoblastic tumors, Kaposi's sarcoma, leiomyosarcoma, some lung adenocarcinoma and squamous and small cell carcinomas, and some neuroblastomas [44]. However, its role in the progression of most of these cancers is not well known. Recent meta-analysis suggests that high METCAM/MUC18 expression in many solid tumors appears to be associated with poor prognosis and patient survival [47]. In addition, METCAM/MUC18 expression and its possible role in other solid tumors began to emerge, such as angiosarcoma, gastric cancer, hepatocellular carcinoma, glioma, non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC), small cell lung cancer (SCLC), osteosarcoma, and pancreatic cancer, as described in the following.

3.1 Breast cancer

Breast carcinomas were heterogenous with three histological subtypes (ER+, PR+, and ERBB2 receptor (HER)) ([48] for a review), with at least five distinct molecular subtypes (luminal A (ER+ and PR+), luminal B (ER+ and PR+), basal-like (ER-, PR-, AR-), HER2-enriched (HER2+), and normal-like) [49], or with ten combined genomic/transcriptomic subtypes [50]. HuMETCAM/MUC18 was found to be expressed in breast cancer cell lines and tissues of basal-like and mesenchymal subtypes at much higher levels than in luminal subtypes, which poorly or very weakly expressed the protein [18, 51]. METCAM/MUC18 was suggested by two groups to play a tumor suppressor role [52, 53] but by two other groups as a tumor promoter in the progression of human breast cancer [51, 54]. To resolve this controversy, we started separate studies to explore the real role of METCAM/MUC18 in the tumor progression of human breast cancer. We demonstrated that ectopic expression of METCAM/MUC18 in two breast cancer cell lines (MCF7 and SK-BR-3) augmented their ability in epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT) and formation of colony in vitro and increased tumor-take and tumorigenesis (in vivo tumorigenesis) in athymic nude mice [18–20].

Treatment with an anti-METCAM/MUC18 antibody decreased the motility and invasiveness of the two basal-like cell lines, MDA-MB-231 and MDA-MB-468, which endogenously express the protein [19]. Overexpression of huMETCAM/MUC18 could also induce metastasis of the MCF7 cells in SCID/beige mice with the supplement of estrogen [45]. Furthermore, enforced expression of METCAM/MUC18 increases the metastasis of both basal-like cell lines in athymic nude mice [45]. The tumor suppression role of huMETCAM/MUC18 in tumorigenesis of human breast cancer cells previously observed by one group [52] has not been supported by evidence published later [18, 45]. The most likely reason may be due to the artifact of including fetal bovine serum in their injection mixtures, as extensively discussed in our published paper [18]. The other discrepancy may be because only in vitro experiments were done, but not in vivo animal test [51, 53, 54]. Taken together, METCAM/MUC18 plays a positive role in the tumor progression of four human breast cancer cell lines. From the results of further preliminary mechanical study, we suggest that METCAM/MUC18 promotes the progression of human breast cancer cells by increasing proliferation, angiogenesis, epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT), and switching to aerobic glycolysis [18–20]. METCAM/MUC18’s downstream signaling molecules may also be used as therapeutic targets for the treatment of breast cancer.
3.2 Melanoma

Most malignant human melanomas overly expressed huMETCAM/MUC18 on the cellular surface, suggesting that it may promote the malignant progression of human melanoma [38]. This notion is supported by the evidence that enforced expression of the huMETCAM/MUC18 increases the metastatic ability of three nonmetastatic human melanoma cell lines in the immune-incomplete mouse models [55, 56]. It is further corroborated by our results that enforced expression of moMETCAM/MUC18 also augments the lung nodule formation ability of two low-metastatic mouse melanoma cell lines, K1735-3 and K1735-10, in a syngeneic mouse model with the complete immunity [21]. However, overexpression of moMETCAM/MUC18 in K1735-3 and K1735-10 subline has a minimal effect on tumor formation.

METCAM/MUC18 enables melanoma cells to establish pulmonary metastasis only when the METCAM/MUC18-expressing melanoma cells are injected into the tail vein (experimental metastasis) [18–20, 55, 56], but not when the cells were injected subcutaneously (spontaneous metastasis) either in immune-deficient mouse models [55, 56] or in immune-competent syngeneic mouse models [21]. Thus, it bypassed the initial stages of metastasis, suggesting that METCAM/MUC18 may promote melanoma metastasis only in the later stage of metastasis. This result is consistent with a later observation in that huMETCAM/MUC18 does not confer melanocytes the ability to initiate the tumor progression into melanoma [39]. Surprisingly when another mouse melanoma cell line, K1735-9, was used for the similar test in the syngeneic brown mouse model, a totally opposite result was obtained [22], to be described in Section 4. The exact reason for the dual role of METCAM/MUC18 in the tumor progression and metastasis is not clear, but one possibility is suggested in Section 5.

Taken together, our syngeneic mouse system should be more useful than the immune-incomplete mouse system to comprehend the complex mechanisms played by METCAM/MUC18 in the malignant progression of melanoma cells. Furthermore, the knowledge learned from our syngeneic mouse systems should also be useful for testing the real efficacy of various therapeutic strategies before the treatment of clinical melanoma, because they should more closely mimic the clinical melanoma cases than the xenograft models.

3.3 Nasopharyngeal carcinoma

Most (90%) nasopharyngeal carcinoma (NPC) occurs in the non-lymphomatous, squamous epithelial lining of the posterior nasopharynx [23, 24]. Three histological subtypes of NPC are defined according to World Health Organization (WHO) classification: WHO type I (keratinizing squamous cell carcinomas), WHO type II (nonkeratinizing squamous cell carcinomas), and WHO type III (undifferentiated carcinomas) [23, 24]. Epidemiological studies suggested three major risk factors, such as genetic predisposition, dietary and environmental factors, and the Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) infection, that may induce the unusual incidence of NPC in endemic areas [23–26]. However, the biological mechanisms of their contribution to tumor initiation, development, and malignant progression remain elusive. Since aberrant expression of CAMs, such as CD44, connexin 43, E-cadherin, and ICAM, has been associated with the progression of NPC ([23] for a review), it is highly probable that these risk factors may alter cell adhesion molecule (CAM) expression and lead to tumorigenesis and malignant progression of NPC. In order to test this hypothesis, we initiated the studies on the possible role of altered METCAM/MUC18 expression in the malignant progression of nasopharyngeal carcinoma. First, we investigated if an aberrant expression of METCAM/MUC18 was associated with NPC
[23] and then the effect of METCAM/MUC18 overexpression on the tumorigenesis of two NPC cell lines in an athymic nude mouse model [24–26], as described next.

We used immunohistochemistry (IHC) method to determine the expression level of huMETCAM/MUC18 in 7 tissue specimens of normal nasopharynx and 97 specimens of three different types of NPC and also used immunoblot method to determine several cell lines established from type I to type III NPC [23]. The results showed a weak expression of the METCAM/MUC18 protein in only 27% of the NPC tissues (no expression in 73% of the NPC tissues), in contrast to all the normal nasopharynx tissues which exhibited a high expression of the protein, suggesting that METCAM/MUC18 may play a tumor suppressor role in the development of NPC during the progression of cancer [23]. Then, we further tested the hypothesis by examining the effect of ectopic METCAM/MUC18 expression on in vitro cellular behavior and in vivo tumorigenesis of the two NPC cell lines in athymic nude mice. Indeed, the predicted hypothesis was supported by the results when NPC-TW01 cells were used for the tests [24–26], as described in Section 4. Surprisingly, contrary to the hypothesis, when NPC-TW04 cell line was used for similar in vitro and in vivo tests, we observed that overexpression of METCAM/MUC18 actually promoted in vitro and in vivo tumor growth of NPC-TW04 cells [24, 26], which were established from type III NPC [57]. We thus conclude that METCAM/MUC18 plays a positive role in the tumor progression of the type III NPC [24, 26]. Overall, METCAM/MUC18 plays a dual role in the tumor progression of NPC.

3.4 Prostate cancer

For the past two decades, we have first demonstrated that METCAM/MUC18 expression in human tissues was associated with the progression of human prostate cancer [31] and also with that of mouse adenocarcinoma in a transgenic model, TRAMP [33]. We further showed that overexpression of METCAM/MUC18 promotes the progression of a human prostate cancer cell line, LNCaP, which was established from lymph node lesions [32, 34], as described next.

First, by using IHC and immunoblot assays to determine the expression of huMETCAM/MUC18 in the tissues of human normal prostate gland, patients with BPH, and patients with prostate cancer and metastatic lesions, we found that METCAM/MUC18 was highly expressed in all of the high-grade PINs and most of prostate carcinoma at advanced pathological stages and metastatic lesions, but it was not expressed in most normal prostate glands and in all BPH lesions. Thus, huMETCAM/MUC18 expression is associated with the progression of human prostate cancer [31].

Second, by using similar immunological methods to determine the expression of moMETCAM/MUC18 in the prostatic tissues of a transgenic mouse model, TRAMP, at different times of life span, we found that moMETCAM/MUC18 expression was increased with the progression of the mouse adenocarcinoma in this transgenic mouse model. Thus, moMETCAM/MUC18 overexpression is associated with the progression of mouse prostate adenocarcinoma in a transgenic mouse model, TRAMP [33].

Third, we tested the effect of overexpression of huMETCAM/MUC18 in a human prostate cancer cell line LNCaP on its tumorigenesis when the cells were injected at the non-orthotopic SC sites in nude mice. We observed that huMETCAM/MUC18 overexpression promoted the tumorigenesis of the cell line at the non-orthotopic sites [34]. Then, we tested the effect of overexpression of huMETCAM/MUC18 in the LNCaP cell line on its tumorigenesis and establishing metastatic lesions when the cells were injected at the orthotopic site (in the dorsal and lateral lobes of mouse prostate gland) in a male nude mouse model [32]. We found that
huMETCAM/MUC18 overexpression promoted the tumorigenesis at the orthotopic prostate gland and also initiates metastatic lesions at periaortic lymph nodes and multiple distant sites (such as seminal vesicles, ureters, and the kidney). From the results, we conclude that ectopic overexpression of huMETCAM/MUC18 promotes in vivo tumorigenesis of the cells at either at non-orthotopic SC sites or at orthotopic prostate gland and also that it also initiates metastasis of the cells to multiple distant sites when cells were injected at the orthotopic mouse prostate gland. Taken together, we concluded that huMETCAM/MUC18 expression promotes the tumor progression of LNCaP cells in an athymic nude mouse model [31–36].

Fourth, to check if the above conclusion is also extended to another human prostate cancer cell line, DU145, we recently tested the effect of knocking down the endogenously expressed METCAM/MUC18 on tumorigenesis in a nude mouse system, since DU145 endogenously expresses a high level of METCAM/MUC18 [58]. We found that knocking down of the endogenously expressed METCAM/MUC18 with three shRNAs decreased the subcutaneous tumorigenesis in male nude mice in comparison to a control shRNA, as shown in Figure 2. We thus concluded that METCAM/MUC18 expression in DU145 cell line, which was established from brain lesions, plays a positive role in tumorigenesis (and perhaps metastasis) similar to in LNCaP cells.

In summary, we conclude that METCAM/MUC18 plays a positive role in the tumor progression and metastasis of two human prostate cancer cell lines, LNCaP and DU145. However, we recently observed an opposite result when the third human prostate cancer cell line PC-3 was used for the similar test, as described in Section 4, suggesting that METCAM/MUC18 also plays a dual role in the tumor progression of human prostate cancer.

3.5 Other solid tumors

3.5.1 Angiosarcoma

METCAM/MUC18 very likely promotes the formation of angiosarcoma, as supported by our preliminary results as described next. MoMETCAM/MUC18 was expressed at a higher level in one angiosarcoma clone, SVR, which was transfected with H-Ras, than in the control cell line, MS-1, an immortalized normal endothelial cell line [59]. Furthermore, the tumorigenicity of the SVR cell line was higher than the control cell line, thus in direct association with the higher expression level of

Figure 2.
Tumorigenicity of four shRNA knockdown clones of DU145. Effect of METCAM/MUC18 expression on in vivo tumorigenicity (left) and final tumor weight (right). (Left) Average tumor volumes from 5 mice S.C. injected with each of the 46 (control), 72, 24, and 27 clones/cells, which were transfected with 4 corresponding shRNAs in pGIPZ vector, were plotted against time. (Right) Average final tumor weights from five mice S.C. injected with the same clones/cells and standard deviations were plotted at the end point of experiment. P values are shown in the figure by comparing the data to the control clone [58].
moMETCAM/MUC18 [40, 59]. This suggests that METCAM/MUC18 very likely promotes the tumor progression of angiosarcoma [40, 59].

3.5.2 Gastric cancer

The expression of huMETCAM/MUC18 in gastric cancer was investigated to evaluate its clinical-pathological and prognostic significance [60]. The expression of huMETCAM/MUC18 and three EMT-related proteins (E-cadherin, β-catenin, and vimentin) was examined by IHC method in 144 gastric cancers. Forty-one percent of the gastric cancer specimens were positive for the huMETCAM/MUC18 expression. HuMETCAM/MUC18 was also correlated positively with lymph node involvement and a poor prognosis. Furthermore, the huMETCAM/MUC18 expression was directly correlated with the lost expression of the epithelial marker, E-cadherin, and the gained expression of the mesenchymal markers, nuclear β-catenin and vimentin, suggesting that huMETCAM/MUC18 promotes EMT and also tumor progression in gastric cancer. It is possibly used as an independent index for a poor prognosis in gastric cancer and as a potential therapeutic target for patients with gastric cancers [60].

3.5.3 Glioblastoma

Glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) is the most common brain malignancy, accounting for more than 45% of all primary malignant brain tumors. YY146, an anti-METCAM/MUC18 monoclonal antibody, was created and radiolabeled for the noninvasive positron-emission tomography (PET) imaging of orthotopic GBM models. $^{64}$Cu-labeled YY146 was demonstrated to be preferentially accumulated in the U87MG xenografted tumors, which permitted the obtaining of high-contrast PET images of small tumor nodules (~2 mm). Furthermore, tumor-take of glioblastoma in an orthotopic xenograft mouse model correlates with the expression level of METCAM/MUC18 in a highly specific manner. Furthermore, YY146 can mitigate the EMT of these U87MG cells. Moreover, using YY146 as the primary antibody for histological studies of the World Health Organization, grades I through IV primary gliomas showed that there was a positive correlation between METCAM/MUC18-positive staining and high tumor grade, which concurred with the GBM data available in The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA). Taken together, METCAM/MUC18 appears to promote the aggressive phenotypes and hence the tumor progression of glioblastoma U87MG cells [61].

3.5.4 Hepatocellular carcinoma

Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) remains the fifth most common malignant cancer and as the third leading cause of cancer-related mortality [62]. High-throughput flow cytometry (HT-FC) profiling was used to characterize the expression of METCAM/MUC18 in the tumor cells from 30 human HCC samples. Increased expression of METCAM/MUC18 expression was significantly increased in hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) tumor tissues as compared with the matched adjacent normal liver tissues. The METCAM/MUC18+ cells purified from HCC tumors have significantly increased colony-forming capacity, consistent with the characteristics of the cancer stem cells or the tumor-initiating cells, which are considered to contribute to the pathogenesis of HCC [63]. The high expression of METCAM/MUC18 in HCC samples and in HCC cell lines isolated from HCC samples was also confirmed by RT-PCR and Western blot analyses [64]. The HCC cell lines, which stably expressed METCAM/MUC18, had been shown to promote EMT, IL8 upregulation, and STAT1 downregulation, suggesting that METCAM/
MUC18 promotes tumor progression and metastasis and predicts poor prognosis of hepatocellular carcinoma [64].

3.5.5 Non-small cell lung cancer

Lung cancer is the cancer with the highest mortality rate in the world [62], and non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) is the cause for about 80% of all lung cancer. The frequency of occurrence of adenocarcinoma, which is one of the major histological subtypes of NSCLC, has recently increased [65]. Eighty-five specimens of NSCLC were immunohistochemically analyzed by using an anti-METCAM/MUC18 monoclonal antibody (clone N1238) on an NSCLC tissue microarray, and the staining was semiquantitatively scored. METCAM/MUC18 has been shown to express in 51% of NSCLC, preferentially squamous cell carcinomas. Positive expression of METCAM/MUC18 has also been associated with a shorter survival of patients with adenocarcinomas and used to predict the poor overall survival in patients with lung adenocarcinomas [65, 66]. Another group also used IHC to show that METCAM/MUC18 expression was more frequently detected in males than in females. The positive expression of METCAM/MUC18 was associated with a poorer 5-year overall survival rate according to the survival analysis, suggesting that METCAM/MUC18 may be a useful marker for predicting poor prognosis in patients with NSCLC following complete resection [65]. The third group reported that METCAM/MUC18 protein expression was found in 46.61% of squamous cell carcinomas and 37.47% of adenocarcinomas. METCAM/MUC18 expression positively correlated with vimentin but inversely with E-cadherin, indicating a positive correlation with EMT. METCAM/MUC18 expression in surgically treated primary tumor NSCLC is clearly associated with lymph node metastasis and is a statistically significant prognostic factor [67]. Consistent with the results and also supporting the conclusion described above, we also showed that METCAM/MUC18 is expressed in a lung type II alveolar epithelial cell carcinoma cell, A549, and highly expressed in an adenocarcinoma cell line, H838, in comparison with its no expression in an immortalized normal embryonic WI38 cell line [68], as shown in Figure 3.

Furthermore, the fourth group observed that METCAM/MUC18 expression mediates acquisition of cancer stemness and enhances tumor invasion and metastasis in a mouse model [69–70]. High expression of METCAM/MUC18 correlates with intrapulmonary metastasis of NSCLC cells in a mouse model [69–70]. Taken
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Expression of METCAM/MUC18 in normal lung tissue (SV40-immortalized normal lung cells) (WI38, lane 2) and lung type II alveolar epithelial cell carcinoma cell (A549, lane 3) and lung primary adenocarcinoma (H838, lane 4) [From [68]].
Tumor Progression and Metastasis

together, METCAM/MUC18 plays a positive role in the tumor progression and metastasis of NSCLC.

3.5.6 Small cell lung cancer

Small cell lung cancer (SCLC), a lung cancer subtype with an aggressive and highly metastatic nature, is the cause for about 10–20% of lung cancer incidence. The 5-year survival rate is at 7%, still very gloomy because choices of systemic treatment for SCLC patients have not been much increased. SCLC is highly responsive to chemotherapy at the start of treatment. Despite favorable responses to initial therapy, SCLC relapse occurs within a year exhibiting a multidrug-resistant phenotype, which eventually contributes strongly to poor prognosis. Through in-depth proteomic profiling, METCAM/MUC18 was identified as a markedly upregulated surface receptor in chemoresistant SCLC cell lines that exhibited a mesenchymal phenotype as well as in chemoresistant patient-derived xenografts compared to matched treatment-naive tumors. METCAM/MUC18 knockdown in chemoresistant cells reduced cell proliferation and decreased the IC50 inhibitory concentration of chemotherapeutic drugs. METCAM/MUC18 was found to modulate sensitivity of SCLC cells to chemotherapeutic drugs through upregulation of MRP1/ABCC1 expression and of the PI3/AKT pathway in a SOX2-dependent manner. Metabolomic profiling revealed that METCAM/MUC18 modulates lactate production in chemoresistant cells that exhibit a distinct metabolic phenotype characterized by low oxidative phosphorylation. METCAM/MUC18 may serve as a novel therapeutic target to overcome chemoresistance in SCLC [71]. In summary, the above results point to the positive role played by METCAM/MUC18 in the tumor progression and metastasis of SCLC.

3.5.7 Osteosarcoma

Osteosarcoma is the most common primary malignant bone tumor in children. Clinically evident metastatic disease is present in 10–20% of patients at diagnosis. Despite advancements in multimodality treatment, 5-year survival rates are ~40–50% [72]. METCAM/MUC18 was widely expressed on both osteosarcoma and Ewing’s sarcoma cells. METCAM/MUC18 protein and RNA are highly expressed in osteosarcoma cell lines (SaOS, MG-63, U-2OS), but not in normal osteoblast cells [72–73]. ABX-MA1, an anti-METCAM/MUC18 antibody, did not appear to inhibit the in vitro proliferation of osteosarcoma cells, and neither did it significantly inhibit the in vivo growth of KRI8 human osteosarcoma cells in the tibias of nude mice. Nevertheless, after 1½ months, a noticeably fewer number of ABX-MA1-treated mice spontaneously developed pulmonary metastatic lesions than the control antibody-treated mice. Furthermore, ABX-MA1 reduced the in vitro invasiveness of osteosarcoma cells in the Matrigel-coated trans-well assay and disturbed the homotypic adhesion among osteosarcoma cells and the heterotypic interaction of them with vascular endothelial cells. Osteosarcoma is effectively treated with anti-METCAM/MUC18 monoclonal antibodies [73–74]. Taken together, METCAM/MUC18 plays a positive role in the metastasis of osteosarcoma [72–74].

3.5.8 Human and mouse pancreatic cancer

Pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) is the cancer that has the fourth highest mortality rate in the western countries [62]. The 5-year survival rate of all PDAC patients is 6%. Since this tumor is highly aggressive, cancer incidence is almost equivalent to its mortality rate [62]. Most pancreatic cancer deaths are due to metastasis. Especially, the events of tumor spreading are heterogeneous,
is almost equivalent to its mortality rate [62]. Most pancreatic cancer deaths are all PDAC patients is 6%. Since this tumor is highly aggressive, cancer incidence highest mortality rate in the western countries [62]. The 5-year survival rate of 3.5.8 Human and mouse pancreatic cancer metastasis of osteosarcoma [72–74].
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a distinct metabolic phenotype characterized by low oxidative phosphorylation. METCAM/MUC18 modulates lactate production in chemoresistant cells that exhibit AKT pathway in a SOX2-dependent manner. Metabolomic profiling revealed that therapeutic drugs through upregulation of MRP1/ABCC1 expression and of the PI3/Tau2 pathway.
which augments angiogenesis and proliferation and survival of cancer cells. These are mediated in part by the promotion and activation of c-myc in cancer cells. Dispensation of a new specific monoclonal antibody pinpointing on sMETCAM/MUC18 represses tumor angiogenesis and growth of huMETCAM/MUC18+ pancreatic cancer cell xenografts in mice models. Taken together, sMETCAM/MUC18 secreted by METCAM/MUC18+ tumors exhibit promoting effects on tumor angiogenesis and growth. Thus, an antibody pinpointing on sMETCAM/MUC18 successfully represses vascularization, growth, and survival of METCAM/MUC18-positive pancreatic tumors [75].

The expression of a homeodomain transcription factor MEIS1 (myeloid ecotropic viral integration site) has been associated with a ducal phenotype in pancreatic tissue architecture. To investigate a possible role of MEIS1 in the malignant progression of PDAC, pancreatic cancer cell clones/lines, which overexpress MEIS1, were generated and tested for in vitro proliferation rate and motility. Overexpression of MEIS1 had no effect on in vitro proliferation rate but augmented motility. Furthermore, an upregulation of the METCAM/MUC18 gene in the migrating cells has been found in the subsequent expression analysis. The interaction of MEIS1 with the enhancer DNA of METCAM/MUC18 is revealed by employing DNA pulldown and chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) assay. Furthermore, the transcriptional activation of METCAM/MUC18 also facilitates migration of pancreatic cancer cells in vitro. Activation of METCAM/MUC18 through MEIS1 occurs in a cell type-dependent fashion, reflecting the different routes that lead to metastasis in vivo. Thus, the transcription factor MEIS1 activates METCAM/MUC18 expression to promote migration of mouse pancreatic tumor cell lines [76].

In summary, the positive role played by the METCAM/MUC18 in the progression of solid tumors has been extended from breast cancer, human and mouse melanoma, and prostate cancer to angiosarcoma [40, 59], gastric cancer [60], glioblastoma [61], hepatocellular carcinoma [63, 64], non-small cell lung adenocarcinoma [65–70], small cell lung cancer [71], osteosarcoma [72–74], human and mouse pancreatic cancer [75, 76], and prostate cancer [32–36, 58]. Taken together, METCAM/MUC18 appears to be more prevalently playing a positive role than a negative role in the tumor formation and/or cancer metastasis of various tumors/cancers. Table 1 summarizes the positive role of METCAM/MUC18 in the tumor progression of many solid tumors/cancers.

4. METCAM/MUC18: a tumor suppressor and metastasis suppressor in some cancers

In contrast to the positive role played by METCAM/MUC18 in the above cancers, recent results of testing the effects of METCAM/MUC18 expression on tumorigenesis of other cancer types revealed that it also plays a negative role in the tumor progression and metastasis in some cancers, such as colorectal cancer, hemangioma, one mouse melanoma cell line K1735-9, NPC type I, ovarian cancer, human pancreatic cancer, and one human prostate cancer cell line PC-3, as described next.

4.1 Colorectal cancer

Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the third leading cause of cancer deaths in recent years [62]. Cancer stemness contributes to carcinogenesis, tumor relapse, and chemoresistance in traditional cancer therapeutics ([77] for a review). Stemness, which is the cell state with the properties of self-renewal, differentiation, and tumor-initiating potential, might be characterized by a set of more dynamic features
influenced by the nature of the microenvironment. Various extrinsic cues and intrinsic signaling pathways, such as Wnt, Notch, and Hedgehog signals, are involved in the maintenance of stemness. Since METCAM/MUC18 has also been identified as a pluripotent marker for mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs), it was also hypothesized to exert potential effects on cancer cell stemness. One group of investigators has provided evidence to demonstrate that reduced expression of METCAM/MUC18 actually functions as a positive regulator of stem cell properties in colorectal cancer through augmenting the Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway. METCAM/MUC18 may actually manifest multifaceted effects on tumor progression in a context-dependent manner. The above evidence suggests that METCAM/MUC18 expression suppresses the tumor progression and metastasis of colorectal cancer [77].

4.2 Hemangioma

The expression of METCAM/M/MUC18 in hemangioma is inversely proportional to the progression of hemangioma, suggesting that METCAM/MUC18 plays a negative role in the progression of hemangioma [46].

4.3 Mouse melanoma

As shown in the above section, moMETCAM/MUC18 does not have an obvious effect on the tumorigenesis of the two K1735 cell lines, such as K1735-3 and K1735-10 [21]. In contrast, moMETCAM/MUC18 definitely acts as a tumor suppressor for the K1735-9 cell line. Overexpression of moMETCAM/MUC18 in K1735-9 also completely suppressed lung nodule formation in immunocompetent syngeneic C3H brown mouse model [22]. Thus, METCAM/MUC18 expression suppresses the tumor progression and metastasis of the mouse melanoma K1735-9 cell line [22].

4.4 Nasopharyngeal carcinoma (NPC)

According to the IHC results as shown in the above section, we suggested a hypothesis that METCAM/MUC18 may play a tumor suppressor function in the development of NPC during the progression of the cancer [23]. Then, we further tested the hypothesis by examining the effect of METCAM/MUC18 overexpression on the in vitro cellular behaviors and in vivo tumorigenesis of the two NPC cell lines in athymic nude mice. When the METCAM/MUC18-overexpressing NPC-TW01 clones/cells, which were established from NPC type I, were used for the animal test, indeed tumor suppression was observed [24, 25]. However, the opposite results were obtained when the METCAM/MUC18-overexpressing NPC-TW04 clones/cells, which were established from NPC type III, were used for the similar tests. Thus, METCAM/MUC18 plays a dual role in the tumor progression of NPC [23, 24–26].

4.5 Ovarian cancer

Two independent groups showed that METCAM/MUC18 expression is correlated with the progression of ovarian cancer [27, 78] and it affects in vitro behaviors of ovarian carcinoma cells [79]; however, the role of METCAM/MUC18 in the progression of epithelial ovarian cancer has not been directly tested in animal models. For this purpose, we initiated testing the effect of METCAM/MUC18 overexpression on the in vitro cellular behaviors and in vivo tumorigenesis and malignant progression of human ovarian cancer cell lines in nude mice. First, we used a human ovarian cell line, SK-OV-3, for the in vitro and in vivo tests. We observed that overexpression of METCAM/MUC18 reduced in vitro motility and
invasiveness [28] and suppressed in vivo tumorigenesis on subcutaneous (SC) sites and in intraperitoneal cavity as well as in vivo malignant progression of the human ovarian cancer cell line SK-OV-3 in intraperitoneal (IP) cavity in female athymic nude mice [28]. When the other human ovarian cancer cell line, BG-1, was similarly tested, similar results were also observed [80]. In summary, we supplied in vitro and in vivo evidence to definitely support the conclusion that METCAM/MUC18 plays a suppressor role in the tumorigenesis and malignant progression of two human ovarian cancer cell lines [28–30, 80], suggesting that METCAM/MUC18 is a strong candidate as a new tumor and metastasis suppressor in human ovarian cancer cells.

4.6 Human pancreatic cancer

In contrast to the above results of human and mouse pancreatic cancer that METCAM/MUC18 expression plays a positive role in the malignant progression of PDAC, a group has demonstrated that METCAM/MUC18 expression in cancer-associated fibroblasts (CAFs) has been correlated with the pre-pancreatic intraepithelial neoplasia (PIN) and the invasive ductal pancreatic cancer with a low histological grade. Furthermore, the prognosis for the patients with a low METCAM/MUC18 expression is poorer than those with a high METCAM/MUC18 expression. Suppressing METCAM/MUC18 expression in CAFs augmented tumor cell in vitro motility and invasiveness in a co-culture system that includes both tumor cells and CAFs. Knockdown of METCAM/MUC18 also augmented CAF activation, possibly via regulation of NF-kB activity, which in turn induces the yield of factors for tumorigenesis. In line with this notion, METCAM/MUC18 overexpression in CAFs decreased in vitro motility and invasiveness of the cancer cells co-cultured with CAFs. Moreover, METCAM/MUC18 expression in CAFs was decreased by interaction with cancer cells. Taken together, reduced METCAM/MUC18 expression in CAFs and reduction of METCAM/MUC18 augment tumor progression of pancreatic cancer [81]. Therefore, METCAM/MUC18 expression suppresses the tumor progression and metastasis of pancreatic cancer. In comparison with the results from Section 3.5.8, METCAM/MUC18 expression also plays a dual role in pancreatic cancer.

4.7 Prostate cancer

We recently used the knocking down strategy similar to that of DU145 cell line to test the effect of decreased endogenous METCAM/MUC18 expression on in vivo tumorigenesis of another human prostate cancer cell line, PC-3, which was established from bone lesions. Surprisingly we found that knocking down the endogenously expressed METCAM/MUC18 increased the tumor proliferation of PC-3 cells, suggesting that expression of METCAM/MUC18 suppressed the tumorigenesis of the human prostate cancer cell line PC-3 [82]. We thus conclude that METCAM/MUC18 serves as a tumor suppressor in the PC-3 cell line. Thus, similar to mouse melanoma, NPC, and pancreatic cancer, METCAM/MUC18 expression also plays a dual role in tumor progression and metastasis in human prostate cancer.

In summary, METCAM/MUC18 may also suppress tumor progression and metastasis of the following solid tumors, such as colorectal cancer [77], mouse melanoma K1735-9 subline [22], NPC type I [24, 25], ovarian cancer [28–30], human pancreatic cancer [81], one prostate cancer cell line PC-3 [82], and perhaps hemangioma [46]. Thus, METCAM/MUC18 appears to play a negative role in tumor progression and metastasis of some solid tumors but a dual role in some other solid tumors. It is not clear why METCAM/MUC18 plays a dual role. Since METCAM/MUC18 only plays a dual role in different cell lines from the same type...
of cancer or in different type of cancers, but never in the same cancer cell line, it is logical to suggest a possible explanation that the intrinsic properties of each cancer cell line may provide specific co-factors or heterophilic ligands that may positively or negatively modulate the METCAM/MUC18-mediated tumorigenesis and metastasis. This can be readily scrutinized by identifying these specific intrinsic cofactors or heterophilic ligands by using immunological coprecipitation method in the future studies, which is feasible as described in Section 5.5.

5. Preliminary and possible mechanisms

Since the huMETCAM/MUC18 was first discovered in the 1980s, three groups have worked on the role of huMETCAM/MUC18 in melanoma metastasis [38, 39, 55, 56], another group on the role of huMETCAM/MUC18 in the biology of endothelial cells [41, 83], and one group on breast cancer [45], and our group joined in the effort to study the role of huMETCAM/MUC18 in the progression of mouse melanoma [43] and prostate cancer [31–36] and later breast cancer [18–20], ovarian cancer [27–30], and NPC [23–26], as described above. Recently, more research groups have participated in further exploring the possible role of METCAM/MUC18 in other solid tumors in different organs, such as the colorectum [77], gastro-organ [60], glial cells [61], liver [63, 64], lung [65–71], bone [72–74], and pancreas [75, 76, 81]. Furthermore, preliminary work in leiomyosarcoma, esophagus squamous cell carcinoma, clear cell renal sarcoma, and gallbladder adenocarcinoma are also beginning to emerge [47]. Thus, after decades of group effort, we are beginning to understand the biology of METCAM/ MUC18-mediated tumor progression.

However, we still know very little how METCAM/MUC18 mediates or regulates tumor progression and metastasis of cancer cells. Thus, the biological mechanisms describing the role of METCAM/MUC18 in tumorigenesis and malignant progression are still not well clarified. By deducing knowledge learned from the tumorigenesis of other tumors [6, 17, 37, 40] and angiogenesis [41, 83], we may be able to find some common clues to begin understanding its mechanisms. As such, the following five important aspects are much needed for immediate future studies, such as differential regulation at the transcription level in tumors of different organs; different signaling pathways involved; contributions of different domains of the protein; possible different extent of N-glycosylation in different cancer cell lines, which may critically modulate the function of METCAM/MUC18 in tumor progression; and different kinds or quantities of cofactors or heterophilic ligand(s) in different cancer cell lines.

5.1 Transcriptional regulation

The mechanism of transcriptional control of METCAM/MUC18 gene is minimally studied [17]. So far, only 900 bp of the core promoter region of the huMETCAM/MUC18 gene are sequenced [84]. The core promoter reflects a typical housekeeping gene, which is rich in GC sequences but does not contain a TATA box. Nevertheless, it includes many consensus sequences presumably as putative binding sites for various transcription regulatory factors, such as SP-1, CREB [85], AP-2 [86–87], c-Myb [88], N-Oct2 (Brn2) [89], Ets [90], CArG [91], and Egr-1 [92], and three insulin-responsive elements (one Ets and two E-box motifs) [93], suggesting that transcriptional control of the huMETCAM/MUC18 gene is regulated by various growth signals [37, 40]. For example, the huMETCAM/MUC18 gene is positively regulated by PKA/CREB (cAMP-responsive element binding protein) and negatively regulated by AP-2α [94]. Having a longer DNA containing sequences for tissue-specific expression of the gene is essential for further understanding the roles
of other regulators [17]. In line with this hypothesis, recently, the Ets sequence in the 10 kilo-bp upstream region has been shown to regulate the expression of huMETCAM/MUC18 gene [95]. We have also engaged in this task by screening in a phage library containing the human genomic sequences and obtained several phage clones which contain at least 4 kilo-bp of in the upstream region of the promoter region of the gene for future studies [96]. Thus, the regulatory mechanism of tissue-specific expression of the METCAM/MUC18 gene may be forthcoming.

The epigenetic control of the expression of huMETCAM/MUC18 gene has been implicated in human cancers, because huMETCAM/MUC18 gene is located at the locus of human chromosome 11q23.3 [97] that has been shown to be hypermethylated in NPC [98], suggesting that the expression of this gene may be regulated by epigenetic controls. To support this notion, our preliminary results of treating NPC cell lines with 5-Aza-2'-deoxycytidine (Aza-C) showed that after the treatment with Aza-C, METCAM/MUC18 expression was somewhat elevated in the NPC-TW01 cell line, but not in the NPC-TW04 cell line [99]. METCAM/MUC18 has also been shown to be methylated in the early stage of most prostate cancer [100]. Thus, it is highly possible that the gene is epigenetically controlled in other cancers.

5.2 Signaling pathways

The cytoplasmic tail of huMETCAM/MUC18 contains consensus sequences potentially to be phosphorylated by PKA, PKC, and CK2, suggesting that its functions may be mediated by these protein kinases and regulated by cross talk with various signaling pathways [17, 37, 38, 40, 42]. First, it is necessary to biochemically prove how many sites are actually phosphorylated in the cytoplasmic tail of the METCAM/MUC18 protein purified from different cancer cell lines and which protein kinase is responsible for the phosphorylation. After this is answered, then we can further study how METCAM/MUC18 mediates cross talk and networking with different signal pathways and is to be compared with the cytoplasmic tails of other CAMs [6, 8, 41]. Knowledge learned from the impact of other CAMs on tumor progression suggests that METCAM/MUC18, as an integral membrane Ig-like CAM, should mediate inside-in, inside-out, and outside-in signals to participate in intercellular communication and interaction of cell with the extracellular matrix, which results in impacting EMT [6, 8, 41, 101]. Furthermore, huMETCAM/MUC18 has been shown to express in normal mesenchymal cells (smooth muscle, endothelium, and Schwann cells) in the tissue stroma and be a marker for the mesenchymal stem cells [102]; thus, expression of METCAM/MUC18 may augment the EMT of cancer cells and hence the progression of many cancers. Moreover, METCAM/MUC18 may affect cancer cell progression by cross talk with signaling pathways that affect apoptosis, survival and proliferation, angiogenesis, and energy metabolism of tumor cells [6, 8, 101]. This is indeed found in our preliminary mechanical studies in breast cancer [19, 20], melanoma [21, 22], NPC [24–26], ovarian cancer [28–30], and prostate cancer [34–37]. Further systematic studies by using specific RNAi’s to knockdown the downstream effectors one by one in the METCAM/MUC18-expressing clones may be necessary to further understand this aspect of mechanism. Moreover, its interaction with cofactors or cognate heterophilic ligand(s) may alter these signals, which in turn should affect intrinsic tumor proliferation or impact tumor angiogenesis and/or mediate targeting to specific organs and promoting metastasis. Finally, METCAM/MUC18 may interact with various hormonal receptors, growth or anti-growth factors/receptors, various chemokines/receptors, and the Ca++-mediated signaling members and affect tumor progression [17].
HuMETCAM/MUC18 expression in melanoma cells is reciprocally regulated by AKT, in which AKT upregulates the level of huMETCAM/MUC18 and overexpression of huMETCAM/MUC18 activates endogenous AKT, which in turn inhibits apoptosis and increases survival ability [103]. A similar mechanism is also likely to be used in other cancers; however, the detailed mechanism of how AKT upregulates the expression of METCAM/MUC18 in most cancers has not been reported. After the cytoplasmic tail is phosphorylated, then it may facilitate its interaction with FAK, thus promoting cytoskeleton remodeling, which in turn augments tumor cell motility and invasiveness [83]. Alternatively, after phosphorylation, huMETCAM/MUC18 may interact with the downstream effectors of Ras, activating ERK and JNK, which in turn may transcriptionally activate the expression of AKT or other genes that promote the proliferation and angiogenesis of tumor cells. Moreover, by predicting from the relatively less selectivity of CK2 for its substrate and many CAMs which are phosphorylated by CK2, such as CD44, E-cadherin, and L1-CAM, and one of the integrin receptors in the extracellular matrix protein, vitronectin [104], huMETCAM/MUC18 is very likely to be phosphorylated by CK2 and linked to AKT to affect the proliferation, survival, and other tumorigenesis-related functions [105]. Recent findings appear to support this mechanism in that METCAM/MUC18 may promote EMT of breast cancer cells via activation of RhoA and upregulation of slug [45]. HuMETCAM/MUC18 may play an important role in regulating tumor dormancy or awakening, driving or preventing cancer cells to pre-metastatic niche, and formatting a microenvironment for favorable or unfavorable tumor growth in secondary sites [17, 37].

HuMETCAM/MUC18 may mediate hematogenous spreading of melanoma cells, as implicated by its expression in endothelial cells and malignant melanoma cells [106] and presence in junctions of endothelial cells [107, 108], essential for tumor angiogenesis in three tumor cell lines [109] and human prostate cancer LNCaP cells [110], and it is highly likely for that in other cancers [111, 112]. HuMETCAM/MUC18 may also be implicated in promoting lymphatic metastasis of cancer cells, since it is one of the lymphatic metastasis-associated genes, which are upregulated in malignant mouse hepatocellular carcinoma [113]. However, the detailed mechanisms of huMETCAM/MUC18-mediated hematogenous and lymphatic spreading of cancer cells remain to be investigated. For this purpose, labeling cells with viable dyes and employing a newly developed non-intruding, but highly photo-penetrating imaging photoacoustic tomography (PAT) to monitor each step of the process in real time in hairless nude mice may be helpful to provide some answers [114].

HuMETCAM/MUC18 may interact with the host immune system and affect tumor progression, though the immune system may have a contradictory role in the process [115]. This notion is positively supported by a recent finding that a subset of host B lymphocytes may be implicated in regulating melanoma malignant progression via interaction with huMETCAM/MUC18 [116]. Our syngeneic mouse system for mouse melanoma should be useful for exploring the role of immune T and B cells in the progression of METCAM/MUC18-expressing melanoma cells. However, the role of B and T cells in the progression of most human cancer cells may not be explored in the athymic nude mouse models since most human cancer cells can only grow as xenografts in these immunodeficient mouse models. Nevertheless, to investigate the effect of huMETCAM/MUC18 expression on mediating NK cells in metastasis may be possible in these nude mouse models, which can be tested by pretreatment of nude mice with anti-NK surface marker antibodies to deplete the NK cells prior to injection of the huMETCAM/MUC18-expressing cancer cells. This possibility is supported by the finding that the surface huMETCAM/MUC18 expressed in cancer cells may have a homophilic interaction with the NK cells, which also express huMETCAM/MUC18 and enhance cytotoxic functions of NK cells [117].
5.3 Functional domain

To begin addressing the relation of the protein structure of huMETCAM/MUC18 to its functions in tumorigenesis and metastasis, we have generated mutant-deleted different domains of huMETCAM/MUC18 by using a special PCR method [118] and used them to determine their contribution to tumorigenesis. Surprisingly, our preliminary results showed that the ecto-domain and the intact copy of huMETCAM/MUC18 cDNA equally efficiently induced tumorigenesis in LNCaP cells in nude mice, suggesting the key role of the ecto-domain in inducing tumorigenesis of prostate cancer cells in vivo. However, this stirs up a puzzling question that the cytoplasmic domain was not essential for this process [119]. Nevertheless, critical direct test of using only the cytoplasmic domain for inducing tumor should be performed. It is essential that a systematic study has also to be performed in other cancer cell lines before a definitive conclusion can be drawn.

5.4 Glycosylation

Malignant progression of cancer cells has been shown to associate with an abnormal glycosylation, resulting in expression of altered carbohydrate determinants [120]. Thus, the glycosylated status of huMETCAM/MUC18 in different cancer types may be different from normal cells and may manifest either a positive or negative effect on the progression of different cancer types, which should be very intriguing since huMETCAM/MUC18 possesses six conserved N-glycosylation sites in the extracellular domain [17, 37, 40].

Glycosylation of a protein may affect the proper folding, stability, and/or activity of a protein [121]. Both huMETCAM/MUC18 and moMETCAM/MUC18 are very likely heavily glycosylated, sialylated, and/or posttranslationally modified, because both have an apparent molecular weight of about 110–150 kDa, in comparison with the naked protein with a molecular weight of about 65–70 kDa [122]. The possible roles of METCAM/MUC18 glycosylation in inducing/promoting or suppressing the metastasis of cancer cells should be explored [123]. To initiate the study, we subjected the huMETCAM/MUC18, which was isolated from one human cancer cell line, to the digestion with N-glycosidase F, neuraminidase (sialidase), O-glycosidase, or endoglycosidase H. We observed that the apparent molecular weight of the protein was decreased after digestion with N-glycosidase F and neuraminidase (sialidase), but not with O-glycosidase or endoglycosidase H [37, 40], suggesting that both sialic acid and N-glycans are probably the major carbohydrate side chains of huMETCAM/MUC18. It is also possible that glycosylation may differ depending on the type of cancers. Thus, we suggested that different N-glycans at the N-glycosylation sites of huMETCAM/MUC18 may differ in different cancer cell lines, which may have significant positive or negative impacts on their EMT abilities as well as tumorigenesis and metastasis. Our hypothesis is supported by a recent report that described GCNT3 as an upstream regulator of METCAM/MUC18 in that it glycosylates METCAM/MUC18 and extends its half-life which results in further elevation of S100A8/A9-mediated cellular motility in melanoma cells [124]. The role of glycosylation in the six N-glycosylation sites should be genetically altered to explore their effects on the functions of METCAM/MUC18 in tumor progression and metastasis.

5.5 Heterophilic ligands and cofactors that modulate the function of METCAM/MUC18

Since METCAM/MUC18 only plays a dual role in different cell lines from the same type of cancer or in different types of cancers, but never in the same cancer cell line, it
is logical to suggest a possible explanation that the intrinsic properties of each cancer cell line may provide specific cofactors or heterophilic ligands that may positively or negatively modulate the METCAM/MUC18-mediated tumor progression and metastasis. This can be readily scrutinized by identifying these specific intrinsic cofactors or heterophilic ligands in different cancer cell lines by using immunological coprecipitation method. This approach appears to be feasible as shown in our preliminary result in that a putative heterophilic ligand, 72 kDa protein, is identified [17, 37, 40]. This protein is present at a higher concentration in PC-3 cells than in DU145 that may be responsible for an opposite role of METCAM/MUC18 in tumor progression of these two cell lines. Thus, it is possible that mechanisms of huMETCAM/MUC18-mediated cancer progression may be different in different cancer cell lines due to their different intrinsic properties, which possess different concentration or completely different heterophilic different ligands and/or cofactors. The heterophilic ligands and/or cofactors of METCAM/MUC18 may contribute to the cellular intrinsic properties, such as adhesion-associated signaling cascades and cytoskeleton rearrangement, leading to different EMT of these cells and modulating the huMETCAM/MUC18-mediated tumor progression and metastasis. Different intrinsic cofactors in different cancer cell lines may modulate METCAM/MUC18 and alter cell-to-cell and cell-extracellular matrix interactions in the tumor microenvironment, resulting in affecting tumor progression and metastasis in vivo. Finally, these cofactors/ligands may interact differently with METCAM/MUC18 in different cell lines and affect other host physiological factors, which may augment or suppress in vivo tumor progression and metastasis by affecting metabolic switch, pro-apoptosis/anti-apoptosis, tumor angiogenesis, and host immune system in the tumor micro-milieu and in various metastatic sites [17, 37, 40, 111, 112]. Thus, the identification of the cofactors and the huMETCAM/MUC18-cognate heterophilic ligand(s) is critical for understanding the mechanism.

6. Conclusions

METCAM/MUC18 also plays a key positive function in the progression of angiosarcoma, breast cancer, gastric cancer, glioblastoma, hepatocellular carcinoma, lung cancer, melanoma, NPC type III, osteosarcoma, pancreatic cancer, prostate cancer, and possibly other cancers. On the other hand, METCAM/MUC18 plays a key role in suppressing the progression of colorectal cancer, one mouse melanoma cell line, NPC type I, ovarian cancer, pancreatic cancer, prostate cancer PC-3 cell line, and perhaps hemangioma. To further understand its role in these processes, it is essential to further identify its cofactor regulators and cognate heterophilic ligands, define its functional domains, and study its cross talk with members of various signal transduction pathways, the regulation of its expression at the level of transcription, and effects of N-glycosylation on the functions of the protein.

7. Research perspectives and clinical applications

7.1 Research perspectives

The current studies have laid an important foundation for future intriguing investigation to further understand the detailed mechanism of METCAM/MUC18-mediated tumor progression and metastasis of various cancer cell lines. For this purpose besides those have been described above, other future endeavors may include (a) understanding the mechanisms in the METCAM/MUC18-mediated tumor progression and metastasis, such as intrinsic growth capability, key chemokines and cytokines
participating in the evasion of immunological responses, and key pro-angiogenic and anti-angiogenic factors participating in the augmentation of angiogenesis, (b) identification of possible miRNAs and noncoding RNAs participating in the process upstream and downstream of METCAM/MUC18 [126], and (c) possible clinical applications that should be explored. Precaution should be taken that a thorough picture may be possibly revealed only after the comprehensive studies are successfully executed.

7.2 Clinical applications

Four major approaches may be taken to decrease or stop the progression and metastatic propensity of cancer cells and keep them staying at the primary site, stopping them in a dormant state or keeping the disseminating cancer cells at the state of micrometastases: (a) Dispense humanized anti-METCAM/MUC18 antibodies to the cancer patients [125]. (b) Knocking down the METCAM/MUC18 expression by siRNAs to silence the genes [35, 36]. For knocking down therapy, the METCAM/MUC18 gene-specific siRNAs may be delivered by liposomes or other delivery methods [126]. (c) Target at downstream key members in the signaling pathways which are activated by the promotion. (d) Target at the cofactors or the cognate heterophilic ligand(s) of METCAM/MUC18. The above strategies may be used in single or better in combination for treating the patients. However, the dual role of METCAM/MUC18 in cancer progression may limit the above clinical applications to only cancers exhibiting a positive METCAM/MUC18-mediated tumor progression and metastasis.
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Chapter 2
Molecular Genetics of Metastatic Breast Cancer
Hülya Yavuzci and Beyza Akin

Abstract
Breast cancer is the most common form of cancer in women. Breast cancer has a heterogeneous etiology. Genetic and environmental factors contribute to the pathogenesis and progression of breast cancer. Various genes as proliferation and nuclear factors have been identified in breast cancer. Therefore, the genetic component of patients is important in determining disease behavior, response to anticancer therapeutics, and patient survival. Prognosis of breast cancer is associated with potential metastatic properties of primary breast tumors. Metastasis is the leading cause of death in patients with breast cancer. Therefore, it is important to understand the mechanisms underlying the development of distant metastases to specific regions and has clinical value. Metastasis shows an organ-specific spread pattern and occurs with a series of complex and multistep events associated with each other, such as angiogenesis, invasion, migration-motility, extravasation, and proliferation. Breast cancer often metastasizes to the bone, liver, brain, and lungs. Metastasis may develop years after successful primary treatment. The metastatic process will become clear, as information about molecules and genes associated with metastases increases, and this is extremely important for cancer treatment.
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1. Introduction
Breast cancer, which is one of the most common malignant diseases of women worldwide, is a heterogeneous disease with unknown pathogenesis. Genetic and environmental factors contribute to the pathogenesis and progression of breast cancer. Although an improvement has recently been detected in the diagnosis and treatment of breast cancer compared with other cancers, its contribution to survival was inadequate.

Breast cancer-associated death or survival is associated with the potential metastatic features of the primary breast tumors. Metastatic disease is the leading cause of death in breast cancer patients. Distant metastasis develops in ~20–30% of the early-stage breast cancer patients. Approximately 90% of deaths result from the complications due to recurrent or metastatic diseases. Therefore, it is very important to understand the underlying mechanisms in the development of distant metastases to specific regions. Metastases may show an organ-specific dissemination pattern. Metastasis may develop years after successful primary treatment. Metastasis frequently develops in the bone, liver, brain, and lungs in breast cancer. Identification of the molecules, and genes associated with metastasis, and clarification of the contribution of these molecules to metastatic process are important
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Identification of the molecules, and genes associated with metastasis, and clarification of the contribution of these molecules to metastatic process are important...
for the treatment of cancer. Metastasis is the dissemination of the cancer cells from their primary region to different tissues and organs in the body. Metastasis develops with a series of complex and multistep chains of events such as angiogenesis, invasion, migration-motility, extravasation, and proliferation.

The anomalies of different genes as BRCA1, BRCA2, MYC, TP53, RB1, JUN, and CDK2A which have roles in cell proliferation are detected in breast cancer [1]. Therefore, performing the genetic and molecular screenings of patients is important for the identification of the behavior of disease, the anticancer therapeutic response, and the survival.

Different breast cancer cellular subtypes in primary breast cancer tissue metastasize in relation to their target organ. The route of metastasis is generated with the interaction of this different subtype cells and microenvironment of the tumor and with the organ they will locate, and this is named as “organotrophic metastasis.”

Understanding the molecular mechanism of organotrophic metastasis is very important for biological indicator prediction, developing the innovative therapeutic strategies, and for improving the survival. Development of metastasis in distant regions is associated with the interaction between the tumor cells and host microenvironment. Before the initiation of tumor dissemination, the host microenvironment is modified to support the tumoral growth, in other words to create a pre-metastatic niche (PMN). PMN is organized with the factors secreted from tumor cell with the changes in the host cell metabolism and microenvironment. In addition, tumor cells also interact with the extracellular matrix (ECM) of the host tissue to facilitate metastasis.

Generally, breast cancer is classified as in situ carcinoma and invasive carcinoma in a simple way, and most breast cancers are invasive. More than 80% of invasive breast cancers may be investigated in two different subgroups as invasive ductal carcinoma (IDC), and some breast cancers may be investigated as invasive lobular carcinoma (ILC). Organ preference of metastasis in ILC and IDC is significantly distinct. Invasive ductal carcinomas do metastasis to the lungs, distant lymphatic glands, and central nervous system (CNS); however, ILC is known to do threefold higher metastasis to the peritoneum, gastrointestinal system, and ovaries [2].

Breast cancer has a tendency to do metastasis on the bone, liver, lung, and distant lymphatic glands. The most common metastasis type is the bone metastases detected in 70% of metastatic breast cancer patients [1]. The second most common metastasis region was the liver with ~30%, and the brain was reported as the third most common metastasis region with a rate of 10–30% [1].

The most common metastatic region in all subtypes except basal-like tumors is the bone. Luminal B, HER2+/ER/PR+ and HER2+/ER/PR, tumors do more metastasis to the brain, liver, lungs, and bone than the luminal A tumors. Basal-like tumors do higher rates of the brain, lungs, and distant lymphatic node metastasis; however, the liver and bone metastases are less frequently detected in basal-like tumors [3]. Although triple negative breast cancer (TNBC) tumors show a metastatic ratio similar to non-basal tumors, TNBC tumors have less liver metastasis than the non-basal tumors [1].

Some molecules may have different roles in different metastasis regions in accordance with their content. Although transforming growth factor beta (TGF-β) promotes the lung metastasis of breast cancer, its interaction with Src signaling pathway may cause bone metastasis [4]. In cancer cells with insulin-like growth factor (IGF1) and IGF1 receptor (IGF1R), bone metastasis shows higher expression than the cancer cells with brain metastasis [5]. EGFR ligands and cyclooxygenase 2 (COX2) were reported to be associated with lung metastasis and, however, were reported to be not associated with bone or liver metastasis [6].

Wnt-1-inducible-signaling pathway protein1 (WISP-1) and CCN4 are heparin-binding glycoproteins of the CCN protein family that are rich in cysteine. These
proteins are expressed in various inner organs such as the lung, kidney, and spleen. WISP-1 binds to BMP-2 and increases the mesenchymal cellular proliferation and osteoblastic differentiation. WISP-1 was reported to be associated with the increased metastasis risk among early-stage ER-positive lymphatic node-negative breast cancer patients [7]. Therefore, future studies will demonstrate whether genetic factors associated with WISP-1 and EXT1 genes may show metastasis risk or may be used in identification of metastasis. In addition, the increase of WISP-1 expression was proven to be associated with the pathogenesis of the primary lung cancers. Although the possibility of WISP-1 to be used as a prognostic indicator for lung metastasis of breast cancer was suggested, it was not clarified yet whether WISP-1 was a tumor stimulant or a tumor suppressor.

Breast cancer cells are detected to highly express the chemokine receptors CXCR4 and CCR7 genes in the studies investigating the contribution of chemokine receptors to organ-specific metastases. Chemokine receptor-specific ligands CXCL12 and CCL21 were demonstrated to be highly expressed in the organs to which breast tumors do metastasis such as the lymph nodes, lungs, liver, and bone marrow [8]. In addition, the blockade of CXCR4 gene in experimental animal models was demonstrated to inhibit the metastasis of breast cancer cells. The activation of the RAS/mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) with chemokine signaling pathway causes changes in primary cancer cells such as changes in the intracellular actin molecule polymerization, development of pseudopodia, and increased cellular motility, cellular migration, and tissue invasion. Any of these changes contribute to the development of organ-specific metastasis by contributing to the survival, metastasis, and vitality ability of cancer cells.

2. Metastasis-associated signal transduction pathways and genes

2.1 p38/MAPK pathway

p38/MAPK signal transduction pathway increases the breast carcinoma vascularization and growth by promoting the expression and accumulation of pro-tumorigenic factors.

The inactivation of the p38/MAPK signaling pathway was provided by the expression of the kinase-inactive mutant (dn-p38) of p38/MAPK14 in metastatic breast cancer cells in the studies, and with the deterioration of the tumor p38/MAPK signal, the development of breast cancer and metastasis ability was shown to decrease in breast carcinoma xenografts [9]. The conducted kinase-inactive mutant significantly decreased the dn-p38, tumor blood vessel density, and lumen dimensions. p38 controls the expression of the pro-angiogenic extracellular factors such as matrix protein fibronectin, cytokine, vascular endothelial growth factor A (VEGFA), and IL8. p38/MAPK signal transduction was demonstrated to increase the tumoral growth, and vascularization in addition to increasing the expressions of tumor-associated fibroblasts, and pro-angiogenic factors. All these effects were suppressed by the dn-p38 kinase-inactive mutant. The data analyses showed that p38 had higher expression in breast cancers which was an indicator of recurrence and poor prognosis. The activation of the p38/MAPK signaling pathway in the tumor increased the development of breast cancer and metastasis. p38 contributes to the vascularization of carcinoma by facilitating the expression and accumulation of the pro-angiogenic factors. In conclusion, all these results suggested that all the genes which have a role in p38/MAPK pathway might be a therapeutic target against tumor vascularization and metastasis.

Tumor microenvironment (TME) is an important factor in cancer progression, recurrence, and response to treatment. TME blood vessels consist of stromal
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Figure 1.
The role of p38/MAPK in the regulation of tumor angiogenesis in breast cancer.

cells (fibroblasts, adipocytes) and infiltrating immune cells. Myeloid cells stimulate the tumor vascularization and metastasis by secreting metalloproteinase MMP9/gelatinase-B cells which increase the gathering of endothelial cells and pericytes. In addition to myeloid cells, MMP9 is also produced by the breast carcinoma cells, and the MMP9 destruction in carcinoma cells significantly decreases tumor vascularization [10]. Therefore, all three cellular components of the TME of breast contribute to the tumor vascularization by interacting with MMP9. p38/MAPK signal contributes to the development of breast cancer and metastasis by increasing the tumor cell invasiveness and tumor vascularization.

MMP9 that has a role in tumor angiogenesis and intratumoral vascularization-associated ICAM1 works correlated with p38/MAPK signal. ICAM1 is also suggested as a target in triple negative breast cancer (TNBC) [11]. The inhibition of p38/MAPK signal affects the TNF-induced ICAM1 expression or the induction of MMP9 by the cytokines TGF-β and TNF.

The deterioration of p38/MAPK signal causes no decrease in the expression of MMP9 and ICAM1 that are secreted by tumor cells. p38/MAPK signal contributes to fibronectin expression by responding to cytokines and tumor-fibroblast interactions [9].

p38/MAPK induces the expression of pro-angiogenic cytokines that include VEGFA, IL8, and HBEGF in addition to inducing an extracellular matrix protein fibronectin. TAK1 controls the expression of MMP9 which releases VEGF and activates the IL8 (Figure 1). Pro-angiogenic cytokines increase the tumoral growth by stimulating the tumor vascularization.

p38/MAPK affects the development and metastasis of breast cancer by changing the tumor microenvironment of p38/MAPK signal. The inactivation of p38/MAPK signal in breast cancer cells decreases the growth of tumor xenografts and metastasis. Tumoral and stromal cells in breast TME stimulate the cytokine-mediated p38/MAPK signal which increases the expression of the pro-angiogenic and pro-invasive factors such as VEGFA, IL8, IL6, HBEGF, and fibronectin. p38/MAPK which affects

Figure 2.
Tumor endothelial marker 8 (TEM8)
the vascular structure and stroma of tumor is detected to be definitely a potential target for anticancer treatment. Researchers suggested that anti-p38 drugs were a new therapeutic option in the treatment of breast cancer including metastatic disease [9].

### 2.2 Tumor endothelial marker 8 (TEM8)

Tumor endothelial marker (TEM8) was first discovered in the human tumor endothelial and was associated with tumor angiogenesis. TEM8 also known as Anthrax toxin receptor 1 (ANTXR1) is highly regulated in tumor endothelial and is expressed in breast cancer. TEM8 was demonstrated to be required for tumoral growth and angiogenesis [12]. The role of TEM8 in angiogenesis is organized with the regulation of downstream VEGF signal with its interaction with vascular endothelial growth factor receptor 2 (VEGFR2). Primary tumor development and metastasis are highly dependent on angiogenesis. Because the tumor cannot grow more than a few millimeters unless new blood vessels that will provide the oxygen and nutrients to tumor tissue are generated. The extravasation and dissemination of metastatic cells out of the vessel are facilitated and accelerated due to the leaky structure of the rapid developing tumor vessel network during tumor angiogenesis. Therefore, treatments targeting TEM8 can differentiate the physiologic and pathological angiogenesis and can prevent the cancer progression without causing serious adverse effects. Due to this feature, TEM8 is suggested to be a new possible therapeutic target in inhibiting the metastasis.

The destruction of TEM8 in osteosarcoma cells causes the decrease of the cell proliferation [13]. TEM8 interacts with the lipoprotein receptor associated protein 6 (LRP6) and regulates the downstream signaling of Wnt which is a protein that induces both the cellular proliferation and migration. TEM8 was reported to regulate metastasis and a new molecule specific for metastasis by contributing the breast cancer stem cells (BCSC) and tumor growth with activating the Wnt signal with collagen VI [14]. TEM8 is associated with invasive and aggressive phenotype in breast cancer. In addition, TEM8 expression was demonstrated to be highly expressed in the tumor tissues of breast cancer patients compared to the normal tissues [14].

TEM8 expressed by cancer cells causes the development of angiogenesis by affecting the cancer cell proliferation and endothelial cell migration. TEM8 knockout (KO) cells were generated using CRISPR/Cas9, TEM8 expression was demonstrated to significantly disappear, and TEM8 was inhibited in the studies investigating the association of TEM8 with metastasis (Figure 2). Thus, angiogenesis decreased in tumor cells, and metastasis ability of TEM8 significantly

![Figure 2](image-url). The effect of TEM8 in breast cancer metastasis.
degraded with the deletion in cancer cells. Cancer cell proliferation, angiogenesis, and metastases are blocked with the prevention of cell cycle and the expression of the kinetochore-associated genes with the inhibition of TEM [15]. Cancer cells are known to secrete the pro-angiogenic signals such as VEGFA and open the angiogenic lock by affecting the tumor microenvironment. TEM8 is known to work in cooperation with other factors such as VEGF for promoting endothelial cell migration and angiogenesis. In conclusion, TEM8 expression is higher in tumor cells than in normal cells. Studies conducted using TEM8 knockout metastatic breast cancer cell lines designed with CRISPR/Cas9 emphasize the role of TEM8 in cancer development, tumor angiogenesis, and local metastasis. All these studies reveal the potential of TEM8 as a therapeutic target for combating the disease; however, more clinical studies are required for developing the TEM8-targeted therapies [15].

2.3 APOBEC3B gene

Another important molecule in the development of metastatic potential of breast cancer is APOBEC3B. High level of APOBEC3B mRNA expression was demonstrated to be a significant prognostic biological indicator demonstrating the poor prognosis of breast cancer in ER-positive primary breast cancer cases. In addition, this molecule in distant metastasis regions was demonstrated to be highly expressed than the levels in regional lymph node metastases. This showed that APOBEC3B not only in the primary tumor stage has a role in the development of different metastatic stages of breast cancer. In conclusion, APOBEC3B causes the progression of metastatic breast cancer [16]. Therefore, the identification of different expression levels of APOBEC3B suggests that it carries a biological marker feature that may show a different metastatic stage and may be used in the identification of the metastasis stages in future.

3. Metastasis of breast cancer to different organs

3.1 Lymph node metastasis

Lymph node metastasis shows that distant metastasis risk is higher. The absence of lymph node metastases is associated with lower metastasis risk; however, the presence of more than four lymph node metastases is the precursor that distant metastasis risk is significantly higher. Distant tumor metastasis develops through axillary lymphoid nodes (ALD) and blood circulation. Therefore, lymph nodes are used as an indicator of the metastasis ability of tumor cells. There is an association between the tumor size and the rate of lymph node metastasis.

CCN proteins which have oncogenic functions in breast cancer mainly consist of CCN1 and CCN2. CCN1 protein is expressed in ~30% of breast cancers particularly in estrogen receptor (ER)-positive HER-2-negative tumors compared with the normal breast tissues. Higher CCN1 expression is associated with lymph node metastasis and poor prognosis in breast cancer patients. CCN1 increases the breast tumor vascularization and causes metastasis with Hg signaling [17]. In addition, CCN1 has a regulatory role in fibroblast production by affecting MMP-1 for increasing the breast cancer cell migration and invasion. CCN4 expression is associated with lymph node metastasis and poor prognosis.

3.2 Bone metastasis

The common cause of morbidity and mortality in most advanced stage breast cancer patients is the development of osteolytic bone metastasis. The most
frequently detected area of metastasis in metastatic breast cancer is the bone and constitutes 70% of the metastases. Most bone metastases detected in breast cancer are associated with osteolytic-type metastatic lesions owing to the osteoclast-mediated bone resorption. Although all subtypes of breast cancer have a tendency of bone metastases, luminal subtype tumors develop higher bone metastases (80.5%) than the basal-like (41.7%) and HER2+ tumors (55.6%) [18].

Tumor cells demonstrate different reactions in accordance with the environment in the new organ such as gene expression, growth ability, and response to treatment. Therefore, any of the breast cancer cell reaching to the bone may promote the excessive growth in molecular interaction with osteoblasts and osteoclasts. The molecules produced by cancer cells or with the parathyroid hormone-associated protein in the bone microenvironment and converting growth factor β (TGF-β) mediate this growth. The elimination of the tumor suppressor feature of TGF-β is suggested to stimulate the tumor invasion and metastasis [19]. Cytokines, chemokines, and other growth factors support the development of bone metastasis. Prometastatic cytokine TGF-β, osteolytic angiogenic factors interleukin-11 (IL11), and CTGF expression are accepted as the molecules that increase the osteolytic metastatic activity. Although SMAD4 is a tumor suppressor which inhibits the tumor cell proliferation, it is an osteolytic metastasis promoter which binds the TGF-β signal to the following IL11 induction [20]. SMAD4 activates VEGF and CXC chemokine receptor 4 (CXCR4) to induce the bone metastasis in breast cancer through HIF-1α and TGF-β signal.

Some cancer cells in the primary tumor accumulate additional genetic changes which lead to bone metastasis. This causes invasion and colonization of tumor cells to the bone matrix. The destruction of the bone matrix with tumor cells facilitates the metastasis by the TGF and metastasis genes responding to TGF causing the increase of CTGF and IL11 expression. IL11, CTGF, CXCR4, and MMP-1 are the four most effective genes that are overexpressed in bone metastasis. Another effective gene is the protein osteopontin (OPN) which has various functions including the stimulating ability of the bone matrix to attach to the osteoclast. This protein is continuously overexpressed in metastatic cells. The genes effective in bone metastasis affect the tumor microenvironment toward metastasis. The overexpression of these genes develops the osteolytic bone metastasis. IL11 is a strong osteoclast inducer which is synthesized by the progenitor cells in the bone marrow [17]. The in vivo testing of IL11-transfected MDA-MB-231 for metastatic activity of metastatic breast cancer cell line showed that the single expression of IL11 did not significantly increase the metastasis. Therefore the presence of other genes in cooperation with IL11 in bone metastasis and their investigation were suggested [17]. IL11 and OPN significantly increased the osteolytic bone metastasis by increasing the osteoclast function. MMP-1 alone or in combination with IL11 and OPN is another important molecule in the development of bone metastasis.

Because TGF-β is abundantly stored in the bone matrix, TGF-β that is secreted during osteolysis stimulates the metastatic breast cancer. TGF-β increases the IL11 and CTGF expressions which are already higher in metastasis. The significantly overexpressed genes in bone metastasis encode the cell surface and secreting proteins which have functions that could possibly change the host tissue environment, each promoting the formation of osteolytic bone lesions.

Figure 3 demonstrates the functioning between the CXCR4 gene responsible in bone marrow extravasation, MMP-1 and ADAMTS1 genes having roles of proteolysis and also FGF5 and CTGF genes that are known to be expressed in angiogenesis, and IL11 genes which have a role in osteoclastogenesis.

Primary breast tumor develops with the accumulation of oncogenic mutations from normal breast epithelium. The increased expression of gene classes that
facilitate metastasis to different organs among tumor cells enables the invasion of the bone matrix, colonization of metastatic tumor cell, and destruction of the bone matrix [21].

CCN protein family consists of six members as CCN1 (Cyr61), CCN2 (CTGF), CCN3 (Nov), CCN4 (WISP-1), CCN5 (WISP2), and CCN6 (WISP3) which have central roles in development, inflammation, and tissue repair [22]. In addition, CCN proteins have roles in various pathological cases by organizing the extracellular signals in the cellular environment. In MDA-MB-231 metastatic breast cancer cell line, CCN3 reorganizes the actin cytoskeleton and increases the cell trafficking by activating the GTPase Rac1 [23]. CCN3 was demonstrated to increase the bone metastasis in the studies conducted in metastatic breast cancer cell line [23]. This significant effect of CCN3 in metastasis was reported to deteriorate the osteoblast differentiation and provided a favorable environment for osteolytic breast cancer bone metastasis owing to supporting the osteoclastogenesis [23].

One of the overexpressed genes in bone-specific metastasis is the NAT1 (N-acetyltransferase-1) and is a potential biological indicator for breast cancer.

### 3.3 Liver metastasis

The liver is the most common metastatic region for cancers and represents the second organ where breast cancer metastasis occurs. The development of liver metastasis in breast cancer patients is associated with Wnt signal and Ki67 signal independent of beta-catenin and an indicator of poor prognosis.

CXCR4 is the most common chemokine receptor that mediates the initiation of liver metastases. In addition, the dysregulation of cell adhesion molecules N-cadherin and E-cadherin was demonstrated to contribute to liver metastases in breast cancer (Figure 4). Breast cancer cells with higher N-cadherin level develop liver metastasis. E-cadherin which inhibits the metastasis was found lower in breast cancer cells with liver metastasis [24].

Although N-cadherin increases the liver metastasis, in normal conditions E-cadherin suppresses the development of liver metastasis. In addition, IL-6
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**Figure 3.** The molecular mechanisms that are mediated by the genes effective in breast cancer-associated bone metastasis.
expression in liver metastasis of breast cancer facilitates the development of liver metastasis by inhibiting the E-cadherin expression [24].

Metastasis is a multistep procedure which is responsible for most cancer-associated deaths and is affected by both cell-cell or cell-matrix interactions and tumor microenvironment (vascularization, etc.).

Clinically, low oxygen level (hypoxia) is known to be associated with metastasis [17]. Lysyl oxidase (LOX) expression is both associated with tumor suppression and tumor progression, and its role in tumorigenesis changes in accordance with the cellular location, cell type, and transformation. LOX expression is regulated by the hypoxia-inducible factor (HIF). Mostly distant metastasis is detected, and overall survival is poor in patients who have tumors which highly express the LOX. The LOX inhibition eliminates metastasis in breast cancer patients. LOX is required in metastatic growth to form a niche. LOX is required for hypoxia-associated metastasis. Although LOX inhibition has no significant effect on primary tumor growth, LOX was associated to significantly decrease the lung metastases and inhibited the liver metastasis [25]. LOX molecule is suggested to be a good therapeutic target in prevention and elimination of metastasis [25].

3.4 Brain metastasis

Brain/CNS (central nervous system) metastasis develops in 10–30% of metastatic breast cancer patients. Brain metastasis (BM) is detected as a complication that generally develops in the late stages of disease. Brain metastases develop after systemic emergence of metastases in the lungs, liver, and bone [26]. Two main primary tumors that do metastasis to the brain are lung and breast adenocarcinomas [18]. Brain metastases are associated with neurological disorders by affecting both the cognitive and sensory functions in addition to their association with highly poor prognosis.

Breast cancer is the most common cancer type where brain metastasis develops after lung metastasis. Lung and breast cancer-associated brain metastasis is more frequently detected than the primary brain tumors. Brain metastasis incidence has gradually been increasing in breast cancer patients. Due to the development of systemic therapies, many breast cancer patients live longer, but still in a way brain metastases may develop. Various factors were described for increased brain
metastasis risk in breast cancer patients. These factors may be reported as early age, poorly differentiated tumor histology (high grade), hormone receptor negativity, and metastasis in more than four lymph nodes. These factors were associated with the brain metastasis risk [26]. HER2-positive and TNBC patients have a higher risk of brain metastasis than the luminal-type breast cancer patients. Brain metastasis is detected in 30–40% of HER2-positive and triple negative breast cancer patients [26]. Brain metastasis in lung cancer generally develops within 2 years after the diagnosis of primary lung cancer, and brain metastasis in breast cancer is generally associated with the metastatic stage of the disease and develops 10 years after the primary diagnosis and after a successful treatment. However, brain metastasis in triple negative breast cancer patients develops in earlier periods. The development of brain metastasis in breast cancer was detected to be associated with Wnt, Notch, and EGFR pathways [27]. CXCL12 that is expressed in the brain and CXCR4 receptor located in the surface of the breast tumor cells block the cell signaling pathway together with CXCR4 in brain metastasis. Breast cancer-associated brain metastasis generally develops in ~20–30% of breast cancer patients. Breast cancer-associated metastasis shows poor prognosis due to the lack of molecular therapeutic targets. The rate of detection of brain metastasis in HER2+ and triple negative breast cancer subtypes is 20–50%.

HER2 amplifications and mutations were frequently demonstrated in breast cancer and in breast cancers with brain metastasis [27]. There are no target-specific treatment options in the clinical practice generally in breast cancers that carry BRCA1 and BRCA2 gene mutation and triple negative brain metastasis. New molecular targets HER2, EGFR, VEGFR, PARP, mTOR, and CDK-4/6 were discovered in the treatment of breast cancer with metastasis to the brain.

Brain metastasis is a multistep procedure with migration, intravasation, circulation, adhesion, extravasation, and brain microenvironment. Particularly the blood–brain barrier (BBB) is highly selective in the entrance of tumor cells and therapeutics to the brain microenvironment. In compliance with that, the cells to make a metastatic lesion in the brain have a specific clonal origin. This shows that a brain metastasis shared the common abnormalities with a metastasis ancestor cell, and the further abnormalities could only be present in only brain metastatic subclones. More frequent detection of TP53 mutations in breast cancer with brain metastasis compared with the other breast cancers is an example. COX2, EGFR, and HBEGF were described as the extravasation stimulating factors through colonization in breast cancers with metastases to the brain and lung. The higher expression of the genes CXCR4, PLLP, TNFSF4, VCAM1, SLC8A2, and SLC7A11 facilitates the development of brain metastases. In addition, the majority of snoRNAs and snRNAs have higher expression in breast cancer metastasizing to the brain [28].

### 3.5 Lung metastasis

Luminal breast tumors have the tendency to do metastasis to the bone; however, basal-like breast tumors mainly do metastasis to the lungs. The genes that are effective in the emergence of lung metastasis are generally associated with poor prognosis [29]. An epidermal growth factor receptor-ligand epiregulin (EPR) and the genes such as COX2, MMP-1, and MMP-2 affect the tumor angiogenesis and facilitate the lung metastasis by reaching to the lung capillary vessels. The inhibition of EGFR and COX2 minimizes the lung metastasis [30]. Protein deacetylase SIRT7 was demonstrated to inhibit the development of lung metastasis of breast cancer cells by antagonizing the TGF-β signal [31]. An increased expression was reported in the genes DSC2, TFCP2L1, UGT8, ITGB8, ANP32E, and FERMT1 that are associated with cell involvement and signal transduction in patients with lung metastasis of breast cancer [31].
Other genes except PTEN were detected to be overexpressed in the studies investigating the mechanism of lung metastasis. Although none of the described genes were found to be associated with previous metastasis, some of the encoded molecules were detected to have significant roles in the acquisition of proliferative and invasive characteristics to epithelial cells. The regulation of the epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT) is highly important in metastatic process. Integrins regulate the EMT by mediating the TGF-β signal activation [32]. FERMT1 gene is known to be an effective gene in TGF-mediated epithelial-mesenchymal transition. Therefore, FERMT1 gene is suggested to be associated with lung metastasis.

The decrease of the expression of a tumor suppressor gene PTEN was found to be associated with lung metastasis in a study [33]. PTEN is one of the main molecules which regulates the signaling pathways associated with reproduction, growth, cell viability, and cell migration and was detected to mutate in various different tumors. In addition, PTEN regulates the EMT in lung metastasis by affecting the cell viability and CXCR4 chemotaxis. The biological indicators EGFR and FOXC1 were demonstrated to be associated with each other and controlled the metastasis in breast cancer [33]. The survival rate of breast cancer patients with lung metastasis is very low despite the treatment options as chemotherapy, radiotherapy, and target-specific treatment against lung metastasis. Therefore, the development of new therapeutic strategies is significantly important for understanding the underlying mechanisms in lung metastasis.

A Notch signaling pathway receptor Notch-1 was demonstrated to have a critical role in cell renewal, reproduction, and apoptosis of BCSC by regulating the epithelial-mesenchymal transition in breast cancer [34]. The abnormal activation of notch signaling pathway contributes to the breast cancer metastasis by primarily regulating the EMT and angiogenesis.

Wnt/β-catenin signaling has a significant role in the embryonic induction and tumorigenesis of the breast gland [35]. The nuclear localization and overexpression of β-catenin are an indicator of Wnt/β-catenin signal activation. Various clinical and laboratory studies showed that the abnormal activation of Wnt/β-catenin signaling was associated with poor prognosis in breast cancer patients and mainly increased in triple negative cancer subtype [36]. In addition, the Wnt-helper receptor LRP6 was commonly overexpressed in highly aggressive triple negative breast cancer. Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway contributes to the EMT and breast cancer metastases in addition to controlling the cell proliferation in breast cancer (Table 1).

Hedgehog (Hg) signaling pathway has a significant role in the development of ducts of the breast. In addition, Hg regulates the breast cancer stem cells and has a significant role in cancerogenesis [37]. Hg proteins regulate the breast cancer cell migration. Hg, Notch, and Wnt signaling pathways demonstrate joint behavior in tumor development and metastasis in cancer. These signaling pathways have significant roles in the development of breast cancer and lung metastasis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notch pathway</th>
<th>Wnt pathway</th>
<th>Hedgehog pathway</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Uncontrolled growth</td>
<td>The self-renewal of breast cancer stem cells</td>
<td>TGF-β</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The self-renewal of breast cancer stem cells</td>
<td>EMT</td>
<td>CXCL12-CXC4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angiogenesis, EMT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formation of lung niches</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of lung metastasis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.
The functioning of signaling pathways in breast cancer-associated lung metastasis.
Breast cancer is characterized with a separate metastatic pattern including the regional lymph nodes, bone marrow, lung, and liver. Chemokines are a group of small-molecular-weight protein which bind to chemokine receptors attached to G protein. Chemokines have a significant role in various pathological conditions such as cell migration, development, and inflammation. Binding of chemokines to receptors causes a structural change which activates the signaling pathways and promotes the migration. Chemokine and chemokine receptors have a critical role in identification of metastatic targets of tumor cells. Chemokines are divided into two groups in accordance with their functions as inflammatory chemokines and homeostatic chemokines. Inflammatory chemokines are induced by inflammation, and homeostatic chemokines are structurally expressed and have a role in homeostatic immune regulation [38].

Chemokines have a significant role in the progression of cancers [38] and have functions in tumoral growth, aging, angiogenesis epithelial-mesenchymal transition, and metastasis. The expression of chemokines and their receptors changes in malignity and then causes abnormal chemokine receptor signaling. This change stems from the inactivation of the tumor-suppressive genes or from the structural activation of oncogenes that have a role in the regulation of chemokines [38].

Chemokine receptors CXCR4 and CCR7 are highly expressed in human breast cancer cells, malignant breast tumors, and metastases [38]. In breast cancer cells, CXCL12 or CCR7 signaling mediates the actin polymerization and pseudopodia and then induces the chemotaxis and invasion.

The in vivo inactivation of CXCL12/CXCR4 interactions significantly inhibits the metastasis of breast cancer cells to the regional lymph nodes and lungs [38]. CXCL12/CXCR4 interactions also cause bone marrow metastasis of breast cancer cells.

Tumor cell migration and metastasis have various similarities with the leukocyte trafficking that are regulated by chemokines and their receptors. Cell trafficking-associated ligands CXCL12/SDF-1α and CCL21/6Ckine are highly expressed in the organs representing the first targets of metastatic breast cancer [38]. Malignant melanoma which has high skin metastasis and has a similar metastatic characteristic with breast cancer has high CCR10 expression in addition to CXCR4 and CCR7 [38]. Therefore, both CXCR4 and CCR7 are highly critical molecules for cell trafficking and tissue homeostasis.

CXCL12 is the only ligand known for CXCR4. Metastatic breast cancers were demonstrated to selectively express CXCR4 and migrated to organs which highly express the ligand CXCL12 that is also known as SDF-1 [38]. CXCR4 expression is known to be higher in malignant breast tumors than the levels in healthy breast tissues. CXCL12 was highly expressed in organs such as the lung, bone, liver, and lymph nodes where the breast cancer cells preferred to do metastasis [38]. This showed that metastatic breast tumor cells selectively expressed CXCR4, and thus breast cancer cells which reached to organs have high CXCL12 expression levels. In addition, the in vivo inhibition of CXCR4-CXCL12 interactions was demonstrated to significantly decrease the metastasis of breast tumor cells to the lymph node and lungs [38]. Therefore, CXCL12-CXCR4 signaling is suggested to be an important therapeutic target for metastatic breast cancer treatment.

CXCR4-CXCL12 receptor-ligand interactions in breast cancer allow the invading of tumor cells of neighboring tissues and for successful metastasis. The receptor-ligand interaction triggers the actin polymerization and facilitates the formation of pseudopodia. Thus, the invading of breast tumor cells of the neighboring tissues or distant tissue is induced or facilitated [39]. Chemokine CXCL12 activates the chemokine receptor CXCR4 in endothelial cell which supports the endothelial cell migration and growth [39]. The high expression of CXCL12 in the lung, liver, and lymph nodes showed that these chemokines have a role in the metastasis of breast cancer cells for these anatomic regions.
CCL21 and its receptor CCR7 have critical importance in the settlement of lymphocytes to secondary lymphoid organs. The primary breast cancer cells in lymph nodes and most metastatic cancer cells express CCR7, and there is an association between CCR7 expression and lymph node metastasis. In addition, higher CCR7 expression was demonstrated to be associated with poor prognosis and shorter survival [38].

Extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins tenascin-C (TNC), periostin (POSTN), and versican (VCAN) are highly important molecules in the formation of metastasis and have a critical role in the formation of breast cancer colonization in the lung tissue that has a tendency for metastasis. Tenascin-C, which is normally produced by fibroblasts, is also secreted by breast cancer stem cells. This abnormal expression of tenascin-C by breast cancer stem cells forms a niche in lung colonization and creates a metastasis-initiating effect. Periostin is a stromal factor that may bind to Wnt ligands and is effective in breast cancer metastasis [40].

Cancer-associated fibroblasts (CAF's) have a significant role in breast cancer metastasis by expressing the Tiam1 and osteopontin in breast cancer tissue [40]. In addition, the expression of a CAF-associated protein thrombocyte-associated growth factor receptor (PDGFRβ) is highly associated with lung metastasis in breast cancer. In addition, CAFs increase the primary tumor growth through TGF-β and contribute to the development of lung metastasis-associated fibrous tissue in breast cancer [41]. Therefore, CAF is suggested to be a potential anticancer therapeutic target. The development of strategies targeting the microenvironment may be effective in the treatment or inhibition of breast cancer metastasis.

Because the lungs have a unique histological feature, cancer cell meets with high interstitial fluid pressure and thus supports the PDGFRβ expression when a cancer cell does metastasis to a small interstitial tissue between the alveoles. Lung metastasis is known to be associated with triple negative breast cancer.

As conclusion, the expression changes in these genes in breast cancer cells may be detected in bone, lung, brain, liver, and lymph node metastases. The studies revealed that there were important differences in metastatic behavior between breast cancer subtypes (Table 2). Therefore, the treatment of metastatic breast cancer must be performed by targeting the organ with metastasis, and the development of target molecules will form the future treatment protocols.

Luminal B, HER2+/ER/PR+ and HER2+/ER/PR, tumors do more metastasis to the brain, liver, lung, and bone than the luminal A tumors. Basal-like tumors do higher rates of brain and lung metastases. As demonstrated in Table 2, breast cancer cells do metastasis to the lung through triple negative breast cancer, basal, luminal B, HER2 molecular subtypes, the genes activated by growth factor receptors, matrix metalloproteinases, and the pathways of COX2 and LOX2 genes. Breast cancer cells with HER2+, luminal-HER2, triple negative breast cancer, and basal histologies primarily have a tendency to do metastasis to the brain. These molecular subtypes do metastasis to the brain with the effect of genes activated by growth factor receptors, matrix metalloproteinases, COX2, and chemokinesis. Clarifying the association of these signalings and genes with molecular subtypes suggests the significant new therapeutic targets for metastatic breast cancer treatment. The bone metastasis of luminal and HER2 breast cancer molecular subtypes is caused by growth factor genes and interleukins. Chemokine and integrin molecules that cause liver metastasis are more frequently detected in HER2+, ER+, luminal B, and luminal-HER2 molecular subtypes. BCR pathway proteins and CCN proteins, the genes responsible in Hg signaling pathway, cause lymph node metastasis in luminal type and HER2+ molecular subtypes [1].
Individualized target-specific appropriate treatment methods will be developed for metastatic breast cancer owing to the knowledge of the association of genes with each other that cause metastasis and the follow-up of the pathways where these genes gained function. There is an association between genomic differences and various gene expressions that cause poor prognosis in breast cancer. The gene expression profiles of primary tumors must be compared and associated with metastasis for describing and clarifying the tumor factors of metastatic breast cancer. The better understanding of the functioning of these genes will help to develop specific therapeutic approaches for metastatic breast cancer.

The molecules and genes on the pathways will be used in the diagnosis, prognosis and treatment response of metastatic breast cancer in the future. These effective molecules will be used as a tumor-specific indicator, and also detected in different biological materials like tissue, saliva, blood, serum, and urine in metastatic breast cancer. In addition, these genes may be used as therapeutic targets. The inactivation of these genes by inhibition or with biological antibodies through apoptosis is significantly important to resolve the tumor and metastasis. Different therapeutic strategies will be developed, and these molecules will be used in individualized treatment for inhibiting the tumor metastasis considering the associations between these genes, and chemokines, and integrins. The breast cancer molecular subtypes will be treated, and a progress will be enabled in the treatment of metastatic breast cancer with the development of molecular drugs which inhibit the active pathways or eliminate the pathway transition of the genes effective in metastatic breast cancer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tissue</th>
<th>Lung</th>
<th>Brain</th>
<th>Bone</th>
<th>Liver</th>
<th>Lymph node</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Molecular subtypes of breast cancer</td>
<td>TNBC</td>
<td>HER2+</td>
<td>Luminal</td>
<td>HER2+</td>
<td>Luminal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Basal</td>
<td>Luminal-HER2</td>
<td>HER2</td>
<td>ER+</td>
<td>HER2+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Luminal B</td>
<td>TNBC</td>
<td>Luminal B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HER2+</td>
<td>Basal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Molecular pathways and genes</th>
<th>Growth factors</th>
<th>Growth factors</th>
<th>Growth factors</th>
<th>Chemokines</th>
<th>CCN proteins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TGF-β</td>
<td>VEGF</td>
<td>CXCR4</td>
<td>BCR pathways</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGFR</td>
<td>HBEGF</td>
<td>IGF1</td>
<td>Hedgehog pathway</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VEGF</td>
<td>PGE2</td>
<td>CCCL21</td>
<td>(Hg) pathway</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matrix</td>
<td>Metallproteinases</td>
<td>TGF-β</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMP-1</td>
<td>MMP-9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMP-2</td>
<td>Chemokines</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MMP-1</td>
<td>IL-6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>N-cadherin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>E-cadherin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemokines</td>
<td>CXCL12</td>
<td>IL11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CXCR4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CCR7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMP inhibitors</td>
<td>CXCL12</td>
<td>IL-1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CCR7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other factors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COX-2</td>
<td>Notch pathways</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOX</td>
<td>Wnt pathways</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. The organ-specific genes and signaling pathways effective in metastatic breast cancer.
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Abstract

Reversible phosphorylation of proteins, executed by kinases and phosphatases, is the major posttranslational protein modification in eukaryotic cells, causing them to become activated or deactivated. This intracellular event represents a critical regulatory mechanism of several signaling pathways and can be related to a broad number of diseases, including cancer. Few decades ago, protein tyrosine phosphatases (PTPs) were considered as tumor suppressors. However, nowadays, accumulating evidence demonstrates that a misregulation of PTP activities plays a crucial and decisive role in cancer progression and metastasis. In this chapter, we will focus on the molecular aspects that support the crucial role of PTPs in cancer and in turn make them promising for prediction, monitoring, and rational appropriate therapy selection of individual patients.

Keywords: protein tyrosine phosphatases, cancer hallmarks, tumor suppressor, metabolism, epithelial-mesenchymal transition

1. Introduction

Protein tyrosine phosphorylation plays a key role in cellular biology, once it can create a new recognition site for protein-protein interactions, control protein stability, and specify the protein location, and, more importantly, regulates enzymatic activity. Therefore, this intracellular event represents a critical regulatory mechanism of several signaling pathways and, once it is dysregulated, can be related to a broad number of diseases, including tumor development. Reversible phosphorylation of proteins is controlled reciprocally by both protein tyrosine kinases (PTKs) and protein tyrosine phosphatases (PTPs). These phosphatases are hydrolases that preferentially act on phosphotyrosine residue of a wide range of proteins, having as products dephosphorylated protein at tyrosine residue and inorganic phosphate. PTPs consist of a large protein superfamily with 107 members that can be divided into four families (class I, II, III, and IV) according to differences in the amino acid sequence at their catalytic domains and the amino acid used in the catalytic reaction, cysteine-based PTPs (class 1, 2, and 3) and aspartate-based PTPs (class 4) [1, 2]. So far, most of PTPs have been reported to act as tumor suppressors;
However, some PTPs can also act as oncogenes depending on the tumor stages or the expression of their interacting partners.

Along human tumor development, cells acquired biological plasticities that were firstly defined by Hanahan and Weinberg, as hallmarks of cancer. These authors proposed some capabilities of cancer cells that contribute for the disease complexity, aggressiveness, and invasiveness: sustaining proliferative signaling, evading growth suppressors, resisting cell death, enabling replicative immortality, inducing angiogenesis, deregulating cellular energetics, avoiding immune destruction, and activating invasion and metastasis [3]. Surprisingly, in the last decade, some reports have shown the relevance of PTPs for tumor cell plasticities. In this chapter we aim to draw an organized picture of the molecular mechanisms by which PTPs take part on tumor biological plasticity acquisition (Figure 1).

2. PTPs modulate energetic metabolism in tumors

Under normal conditions, cell metabolism depends on a tightly coordinated regulation of key regulatory enzymes and, consequently, metabolic pathways responsible for converting nutrients into building blocks for synthetic macromolecules, energy production, and biomass. However, cancer cells display efficiency...
capacity in reprogramming their metabolism through genetic or epigenetic changes in order to get survival, proliferation, migration, invasiveness, and resistance to death stimuli [5]. In recent years, it has been demonstrated that PTPs display a key role in favoring cancer cell metabolic plasticity.

2.1 PTPs and Warburg effect

Otto Warburg showed that tumor cells substantially metabolize glucose to lactate, even with the availability of oxygen. Under normal conditions, glucose is metabolized to pyruvate by a series of enzymatic steps in the glycolytic pathway, which is subsequently oxidized by the TCA and respiratory chain, generating CO₂, H₂O, and 32 or 34 molecules of ATP per glucose molecule, while in glycolysis, 2 ATPs/glucose are produced. This alteration in glucose metabolism depends on increased transcription of GLUTs, glycolytic enzymes, and oncogenes and increased demand of mitochondrial metabolism for biosynthetic processes [4–6].

Until a few years ago, the importance of protein kinases for the Warburg effect had been focused on several studies. However, recently, in the discovery that PTPs also have relevance in tumor onset and progression, attention has been given to the role of these phosphatases in tumor metabolism, as it is the case of Cdc25A, LMWPTP, PRL-3, and PTEN.

Cdc25A—Until 2016 it was believed that the relevance of Cdc25A in cancer was due to its positive effect on CDK. However, Liang and collaborators [7] performed an elegant study showing the Cdc25A as a positive regulator of PKM2 in human glioblastoma specimens. PKM2 catalyzes the conversion of phosphoenolpyruvate to pyruvate, the last step of glycolysis pathway. These authors described that the EGFR activation triggers the phosphorylation of Cdc25A at Y59 residue, mediated by Src. Consequently, the interaction between Cdc25A and PKM2 is favored at a nuclear compartment, leading to PKM2 dephosphorylation at S37, and in turn induces PKM2-dependent β-catenin transactivation and c-Myc-upregulated expression of the glycolytic genes GLUT1, PKM2, and LDHA [7].

LMWPTP—Our group demonstrated that, in chemoresistant chronic myeloid leukemia cells, the LMWPTP was overactivated and cooperated to Warburg effect. A downregulation of mitochondrial proteins—PDH1, SDHA, and VDAC—was also observed, while GLUT 1 expression and production of lactate were increased [8]. Later on, Lori and colleagues performed a phosphoproteomic analysis of A375 melanoma cells with silenced LMWPTP. These authors identified six possible substrates, of which four, PKM2, GAPDH, α-enolase, and triose phosphate isomerase, take part in the glycolytic pathway. In contrast to the findings reported by Faria and coworkers, it was observed that the inhibition of LMWPTP leads to an inactivation of PKM2, which causes a decrease in glycolytic flux and increase of GLUT1 and hexokinase 2 [8, 9].

PRL-3—It was reported that when colorectal cancer cells (LoVo cell line) overexpress, this phosphatase had an increase of glucose consumption and lactate production in comparison to LoVo cell line wild type. Accordingly, high amount of HK2, PKM2, and LDH were detected when PRL-3 is overexpressed [10]. Importantly, these authors also reported similar results when patient colorectal carcinoma samples were screened. PRL-3 displays a lower expression level in adjacent normal tissue but was overexpressed in colorectal carcinoma lesions. Furthermore, there was a positive correlation between the expression of glycolytic enzymes (GLUT1, HK2, PKM2, LDHA) and PRL-3.

PTEN—In different models (MEFs, prostate cancer cell lines, xenografts, genetically modified mouse and patient prostate cancer samples), the loss of PTEN specifically increases the expression of HK2 [11]. More recently, it was reported that
the knockdown of PTEN in prostate cancer cells (DU145 cell line) leads to an increase of lactate, pyruvic acid, succinic acid, citric acid, fumaric acid, malic acid, and 2-ketoglutarate, in comparison to DU145 wild type [12]. These findings indicate that glycolysis and glutaminolysis pathways are active in prostate cancer DU-145 cells when PTEN is not functional. Accordingly, it was demonstrated that the PTEN higher expression compromises the proliferation and Warburg effect, in melanoma and breast tumor, by dropping the expression of HIF1 and increasing the mitochondrial function, which are, at least in part, caused by decreasing glucose uptake and inhibiting PI3K/mTOR pathway [13–16].

2.2 PTPs and glutamine/lipid metabolism

Some tumor cells become “addicted” to glutamine, once this amino acid can provide energy and substrates necessary for cell division. As a consequence, the tumor increases the mass of tumor cells and controls the potential redox through the synthesis of NADPH [17]. PTEN knockdown, in prostate cancer, reduces the protein level of GLS, enzyme involved in the glutaminolysis pathway, and increases the FASN expression [12]. Tumor cells also exhibit substantial alterations in lipid metabolism. During fast growth and aggressive progression, tumor cells required many metabolic intermediates and coordinate the activation of lipid synthesis leading to membrane formation, energy storage, and second messenger production [17, 18].

3. PTPs favor tumor growth through survival positive regulation, and cell death resistance

While normal cells tightly control the synthesis, secretion of growth factors, and proliferative signaling pathways, in order to ensure cellular homeostasis, cancer cells carry one or more defects along the signaling pathways from extracellular compartment, for example, growth ligands and their receptors, to intracellular mediators, such as PI3K, MAPK, and Akt, which give them survival advantages [19, 20]. In this context, PTPs’ overexpression through gene amplification, loss, or inhibition contributes for aberrant signaling and, in turn, promoting tumor cell survival as exemplified below:

**CDC25A, CDC25B, and CDC25C**—CDC25A regulates cell cycle transition, from G1 to S phase, where it activates the cyclin E/CDK2 complex, whereas the phosphatases CDC25B and CDC25C act in the G2/M phase progression [21, 22]. Deregulations of these enzymes are correlated with imbalance in the cell cycle, genetic instability, and uncontrolled proliferation. In addition, the high expression level of these proteins is related to tumorigenesis [23, 24]. For instance, the overexpression of CDC25A was related to proliferation of breast, colon, hepatocellular, ovarian, lung, and nonmelanoma cancers [25]. Besides propitiating cancer cell proliferation, it was reported that CDC25A modulates Foxo1, consequently activating the expression of matrix metalloproteinase (MMP)-1, key mediator of cell dissemination. Moreover, the CDC25B overexpression was associated with gastric cancer, and its knockdown reduces the proliferation rate of gastric cells [26].

**EYA**—EYA dephosphorylates tyrosine residues of H2AX, a protein involved with DNA repair that prevents cell death caused by damage to the DNA molecule. Chemical inhibition of EYA phosphatase diminished angiogenesis and tumor growth [27]. WD-repeat-containing protein 1 (WDR1) is a specific substrate of EYA3; thus, this PTP can modulate cytoskeletal reorganization [28]. Another identified substrate of EYA is ERβ, which its dephosphorylation decreases the antitumor potential [29].
**LMWPTP**—In normal cells, the increase of LMWPTP expression was associated with a reduction of PDGFR phosphorylation, consequently dropping in the mitogenic capacity [30]. However, later on, LMWPTP was described as a positive modulator of Ras-MAPK, FGF, and Eph receptors [31, 32]. It was also reported that the overexpression of LMWPTP contributes for invasive profile and primary sarcoma formation in nude mice [33]. In this context, higher LMWPTP amount (mRNA and protein) in primary human prostate cancer in relation to normal adjacent tissue was found. Interestingly, the high level of mRNA of LMWPTP was detected in lymph nodes, an indication that this phosphatase takes part in the metastasis process [34]. In the same study, 147 patients out of 481 with prostate cancer presented higher expression of LMWPTP and worse clinical outcome [34]. Accordingly, the LMWPTP has been categorized as a potential biomarker for recurrence prediction for prostate cancer [35]. The importance of the LMWPTP in cancer progression was also reported in colorectal cancer. It was demonstrated that the LMWPTP overexpression in colorectal cancer correlated to a higher potential to liver metastasis [36]. Importantly, it was also demonstrated that the LMWPTP knockdown decreases CRC cell survival and sensitizes them to chemotherapy [36].

**PTPIB**—PTPIB is overexpressed in several cancers, such as prostate, ovarian, stomach, and colorectal [37–40]. For instance, in esophagus squamous cell carcinoma, this phosphatase overexpression is directly related to invasion and metastasis [38]. Similar effect was described in lung cancer, which was due to Src and Erk activation. Interestingly, the PTPIB knockdown in colorectal cancer cells decreases proliferation rate by blocking β-catenin signaling, a pathway responsible for supporting the cancer secondary site colonization [39, 41].

**SHIP2**—SHIP2 positively affects tumor cell proliferation and migration. For instance, it was observed that the overexpression of SHIP2 in colorectal cancer was associated with migration and invasive profile through AKT activation [42].

**SHP2 (PTPN11)**—SHP2 (PTPN11) propiciates activation of Ras and MAPK triggered by mitogens (insulin, EGF, and lysophosphatidic acid) and cell adhesion. Notably, it has been shown that this phosphatase controls cell shape by contributing to cytoskeletal organization. In addition, SHP2 also regulates integrin-mediated cell adhesion, spreading, and migration. Also, inhibition of SHP2 is accompanied by expressice increase in the numbers of actin stress fibers and focal adhesion contacts. In contrast, overexpression of the SHP2 mutant also increased the strength of cell-substratum adhesion [43]. SHP2 has been considered as a proto-oncogene in several human cancers such as leukemia, glioblastoma, gastric carcinoma, lung cancer, and breast cancer. This phosphatase improves cancer progression and poor prognostic by activation of Ras/Raf/ERK and PI3K/Akt/mTOR pathways [44]. In hepatocellular carcinoma, the overexpression of SHP2 correlates with malignant cancer profile. Accordingly, it was reported that the inhibition of SHP2 diminishes metastasis by inhibition of cell adhesion and migration [45].

During cell transformation to malignancy, tumor cells became expert in overcoming a broad diversity of stresses, such as uncontrolled signaling regulation, starvation, DNA damage, hypoxia, and also anticancer therapy. In this aspect, different researchers have shown that PTPs are involved in tumor cells resistant to chemotherapeutic agents.

**DUSP1 or PTPN10**—It was shown that DUSP1 inhibits the MAPK (JNK) by dephosphorylation and in turn blocks apoptosis process. This effect might be one of the explanations in which DUSP1 promotes cancer cells escaping from apoptosis. Indeed, it has been reported that DUSP1 is involved in many cancers: gastric intestinal, lung, breast, squamous cell carcinoma, and head and neck [46].

**LMWPTP**—Our group has reported that in chemoresistant human chronic myeloid leukemia cells (Lucena-1), LMWPTP is around 20-fold more active than in
their sensitive counterpart (K562). Importantly, the knockdown of LMWPTP in Lucena-1 cells reverted chemo resistance to vincristine and imatinib mesylate and culminated in inactivation of Src kinase and Bcr-Abl. Both kinases are well known to have a relevant contribution in leukemogenesis [47].

PTPN3—Wang and collaborators [40] performed a very elegant study, in which they found somatic mutations in six PTPs, including PTPN3, in colorectal, lung, breast, and gastric cancers. Later on, it was reported that PTPN3 induces drug resistance (cisplatin and doxorubicin) in ovarian cancer [48].

SHP2—A study using a RNA interference-based genetic screen in BRAF-mutant colon cancer cells identified the SHP2 as one of the key mediators of intrinsic and acquired resistance. Once this phosphatase maintains the receptor tyrosine kinases activated, even in the presence of BRAF inhibitor, it is still possible to have activation of cell proliferation and survival through involvement of ERK [49].

4. PTPs contribute for metastasis through extracellular matrix remodeling and epithelial-mesenchymal transition

In this chapter subtitle, we will focus on strategies for migration and invasion as part of the metastasis process.

PTPs activate the extracellular matrix remodeling and epithelial-mesenchymal transition. ECM is a three-dimensional noncellular scaffold crucial for life in multicellular organisms which is dynamically and continuously remodeled. ECM is mainly composed of water and almost 300 proteins, for example, collagens (fibrillar forms such as I–III, V, XI and non-fibrillar forms), proteoglycan (aggrecan and glycosaminoglycan such as heparin sulfate and hyaluronic acid), and glycoproteins (especially elastin, laminins, and fibronectin) [50, 51]. This essential component is considered an extremely organized meshwork in a strict contact with cells providing both biochemical and biomechanical support. It is well known that despite the physical support to cells, ECM also modulates cell differentiation, migration, and proliferation [50, 52]. Therefore, abnormal ECM remodeling (exacerbate deposition or degradation) can be observed during pathological conditions such as fibrosis and cancer [50, 52]. In tumor microenvironment, much of the ECM proteins are produced not only by stroma cells, e.g., cancer-associated fibroblasts [52], but also tumor cells can produce ECM proteins [53]. Malignant transformation is characterized by changes in the organization of cytoskeleton resulting in abnormal cell signaling related to cell-cell and to cell-ECM adhesion, a phenomenon termed epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT). EMT consists of the loss of epithelial cell characteristics to possess properties of mesenchymal cells. Several studies have shown that the EMT contributes to tumor progression, invasion, metastasis, and acquisition of therapeutic resistance. During the EMT process, the cancer cells acquire a fibroblastic morphology with a positive regulation of mesenchymal markers (N-cadherin, vimentin, and α-actin) and a negative regulation of epithelial cell markers (E-cadherin, ZO-1, claudins, occludins, and cytokeratin) as well as a regulation of transcription factors that are associated with increased migratory capacity (Slug, ZEB1/ZEB2, Twist1/Twist2). These factors bind to the E-cadherin gene promoter and repress it [54–56]. EMT requires a rupture of basement membrane permitting invasion and migration of cancer cells through the ECM, then causing remodeling, and creating a tumor-permissive environment [57].

Characteristic loss of E-cadherin-mediated cell-cell adhesion is commonly found during malignant transformation [58] in which process kinases and phosphatases have key roles [59, 60]. Several PTKs, including SRC and EGFR, phosphorylate the
cadherin-catenin complex on different residues, resulting in a loss of cell adhesion [60]. For instance, PTP1B regulates cadherin-based adhesion by dephosphorylating β-catenin at Tyr654 [61]. In addition to β-catenin, p120-catenin phosphorylation increases binding and affinity to E-cadherin, and PTPμ appears to be a regulator of p120-catenin phosphorylation status, also acts as a scaffold, and recruits similar and regulatory molecules to sites of cell adhesion [61, 62]. SHP2 is also able to bind to cadherin-catenin complex and integrin molecules [62].

Cell migration through ECM requires integrin-mediated adhesion as well as turnover of focal adhesions [63]. A decrease in tyrosine phosphorylation by PTPs is involved in the formation and disassembly of focal adhesions. For instance, PTPα is required for the activation of Src kinase following integrin interaction [64], and the dephosphorylation of p130 CRK-associated substrate, by PTP-PEST, is necessary for disassembly of focal adhesions, enabling cell migration [64]. The relation between PTPs and upstream regulators of cell matrix adhesion and Rho family of small GTPases has also been shown [65]. Most Rho proteins have intrinsic GTPase activity which is stimulated by GTPase-activating proteins (GAPs), and these GAPs are modulated by phosphorylation at tyrosine sites. Consequently, PTPs can influence Rho protein activation through regulating the phosphorylation state of GAPs. Sastry and colleagues showed that PTP-PEST overexpression reduces Rac1 (a kind of G protein) activity resulting in protrusion and retraction during cell migration [66]. On the other hand, SHP2 seems to have some contradictory action, while some literatures reported a RhoA activity inhibition by SHP2 [67] and others suggested a stimulation [43]. In addition, p190RhoGAP, a GAP for RhoA, is a target for SHP-2 and LMWPTP and, in turn, regulating cytoskeletal rearrangement [68].

Metalloproteinases (MMPs) are one of the most important ECM-remodeling enzymes produced by tumoral cells, which are linked to tumorigenesis and metastasis [69]. More recently, it was reported that MMPs promote cell survival, angiogenesis [69], and induction of EMT [70]. Hwang and coworkers [71] observed that the treatment of MCF-7 breast cancer cells with BVT948 (a PTP inhibitor) decreases invasion through suppression of NF-κB-mediated MMP-9 expression. On the converse side, PTPμ knockdowns resulted in elevated adhesion, invasion, and proliferation of breast cancer cells due to activation of ERK and JNK signaling pathway and consequent elevated MMP-9 activity [72]. It was demonstrated that the overexpression of PRL-3 increased the migration and invasion capacity of DLD-1 colorectal cancer cells, which was dependent on the expression of MMP-7 [73]. Maacha and coworkers demonstrated that the contribution of the PTP4A3 for malignancy of uveal melanoma is related to MMP-14 [74]. Yuan and colleagues found that overexpression of PTPN9 reduces invasion and decreases MMP-2 gene expression in MDA-MB-231 cells through inhibition of STAT3 downregulation [75]. Interestingly, still in the context of breast cancer, William Du and his team [76] analyzed the levels of microRNA-24 in patients with breast carcinoma and found higher content of this microRNA in breast carcinoma samples than in benign breast tissue. They also generated constructs expressing miRNA-24 and studied their functions in vivo and in vitro. In vivo experiments in mice indicated that the expression of miRNA-24 enhanced tumor growth, invasion, and metastasis to the lung and decreased survival. Molecularly, in vitro and in vivo experiments showed high EGFR phosphorylation but repressed expression of PTPN9 and PTPRF due to direct target of these phosphatases by miRNA-24. Consistently, they found in patients with metastatic breast carcinoma a higher phosphorylation of EGFR but lower levels of PTPN9 and PTPRF. Another confirmation was the upregulation of MMP-2 and MMP-11 but downregulation of MMP inhibitor (TIMP-2) which supports the roles of miRNA-24 in tumor invasion and metastasis in breast cancer suggesting miRNA-24 as a potential target for cancer intervention. In another
study, Liu and collaborators [41] observed that PTP1B promotes the aggressiveness of brain cancer through decreasing PTEN levels and, consequently, promoting AKT activation and increasing of MMP-2 and MMP-7. Previously, it was reported that PTP1B promotes gastric cancer cell invasiveness through modulating the expression of MMP-2, MMP-9, and MMP-14 [77]. Another interesting study shows the relationship of PTP1B and interruption of cell adhesion and induction of the anoikis effect in cancer cells. Inhibition of PTP1B in breast cancer cells leads to cell death and loss of extracellular matrix fixation, leading to negative regulation of cell adhesion proteins and interrupted actin polymerization. They saw that with the inhibition of PTP1B the activity of Src is consequently decreased by the adhesion pathway and motility is impaired [78].

Besides being involved in ECM remodeling by modulating MMP activities, PTPs (PTEN, SHP2, PTP1B, PRL3, PTP1B, PWRB, and PTPN9) have a key role in signaling cascades that promote expression of EMT markers.

**DUSP1**—It has been reported that the knockdown of DUSP1 culminates in low migratory and invasive efficiency of non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC). Similar effect was also observed in in vivo model [79].

**PTEN**—It has been reported that the loss of PTEN or its negative modulation by phosphorylation or microRNA propiciates EMT. For instance, in lung cancer cells, the inactivation of PTEN stimulated the nuclear translocation of β-catenin and transcription factors snail and slug [80]. The authors also observed that the PI3K/AKT/GSK-3β pathway is essential for inducing EMT in PTEN-knocked-down cells. The relation between PTEN and negative regulation of AKT/β-catenin pathway was also described by Li and colleagues in squamous cell carcinoma of the esophagus [81]. It was observed that the glycan-1, a cell surface proteoglycan, promotes cell proliferation by regulating the PTEN/AKT/β-catenin pathway, which culminates in a positive regulation of N-cadherin and β-catenin and a negative regulation of E-cadherin. In colorectal cancer cells, the loss of PTEN is associated with a change in E-cadherin protein expression which was linked to EMT [82]. Wang and co-authors [83] reported that tetraspanin 1 induced liver cancer cell EMT via the PI3K/AKT/GSK-3β pathway. These authors also show that the PTEN repression was fundamental for this process. In addition to the effects reported above, one event that is associated with PTEN induction of EMT is the dysregulation of microRNAs. Studies have shown that PTEN is a target of some microRNAs. Wu and collaborators [84] showed that MiR-616-3p is upregulated in metastatic gastric cancer cells during angiogenesis process, and PTEN was one of the targets of this microRNA. Li [85] also showed that MiR-181-a is associated with lung cancer cell EMT through inhibition of PTEN protein expression. Another strategy to inhibit PTEN is via TGF-β cascade. The phosphorylation of the PTEN C-terminus leads to a conformational change, consequently provoking the loss of membrane binding and downregulation of PTEN phosphatase activity [86]. TGF-β derived from the tumor microenvironment induces malignant phenotypes such as EMT and aberrant cell motility in lung cancers, by at least in part, due to inhibition of PTEN by phosphorylation [87].

**SHP2**—Sun and coworkers reported that IL-6 induces SHP2 activation by phosphorylation, which was required for breast cancer cell EMT stimulation in response to IL-6 [88]. This phosphatase also has a positive connection in lung cancer cell EMT triggered by TGF-β1 [89]. In addition, these authors identified the protein Hook1 as an interactor of SHP2 and classified this protein as an endogenous negative regulator of SHP2. The expression of Snail and Twist1, key mediators of EMT process, has been positively modulated by SHP2 in oral cancer, via its interaction with ERK1/ERK2 [89].

**PTP1B**—Hiraga and colleagues reported that PTP1B is one of the mediators of pancreatic cancer cell EMT induced by TGF-β [90].
PRL-1—This phosphatase causes activation of AKT, and inhibition of GSK3β, consequently, contributes for elevated levels of Snail expression and decreased E-cadherin expression. In agreement, the high level of this enzyme was associated with more aggressive phenotype and poorer prognosis in hepatocellular carcinoma patients [46].

PRL-3—PRL-3 activates the PI3K/PKB pathway and promotes EMT by decreasing PTEN protein expression [23]. In addition, it was demonstrated that expression of PRL-3 in hepatocellular carcinoma patients was positively correlated with the expression of MMPs 1, 9, 10, and 12 [46].

PTRB—Overexpression of PTRB has an opposite effect on EMT markers: decreased the expression of E-cadherin and increased the amount of vimentin [91].

5. PTPs that act as tumor suppressors

Tumor suppressors operate in different ways and compartments to limit cell growth and proliferation. Besides the important contribution of PTPs in cancer progression, some PTPs that act as tumor suppressors are described below:

PTEN—Is a central tumor suppressor, mainly due to its negative effect on key pathways related to cell proliferation, survival, and metastasis: PI3K-Akt-mTOR, NF-κB, and HIF [92, 93]. Therefore, the loss of PTEN, which occurs in the major of the tumors, is correlated with tumor aggressiveness and low response to therapy. In prostate cancer studies, PTEN has been shown to ameliorate the malignant phenotype by dephosphorylating the activator residue of PTK6 (Tyr 342), a kinase related to a cancer aggressive phenotype [94]. In addition, other oncogenic kinases, such as PDGFR and FAK, have been reported as a substrate of PTEN [95, 96]. Although the molecular mechanisms by which PTEN acts as a tumor suppressor are well known, until few years ago, there were not a lot of information about the posttranslational regulation of PTEN. Recently, Park and collaborators [97] have reported two mechanisms of PTEN regulation that directly are connected to its tumor suppressor property: (a) deubiquitination by ubiquitin-specific protease 11 (USP11), responsible for increasing the stability of nuclear and cytosolic PTEN; (b) the level and activity of PTEN are also autoregulated by this phosphatase via PI3K-forkhead transcription factor (FOXO)-USP11 cascade [97].

SHP1 (PTPN6)—Has been described as a major negative regulator of MAPK, JAK/STAT, and NF-κB signaling pathways [98, 99]. Therefore, SHP1 activity is inversely related to cancer development. Indeed, the SHP1 expression in stomach cancer is very weak. Accordingly, the overexpression of SHP1 in stomach cancer cell lines induces a decrease of proliferation, migration, and invasion [100]. In addition, Chen and colleagues showed that SHP1 dephosphorylates and inhibits PKM2, a kinase that stimulates proliferation in hepatocellular carcinoma [46].

SHIP1—Is expressed only in hematopoietic-derived cells and acts as a negative modulator of PI3K pathway [101]. It was described that the PTEN and SHIP1 loss is deeply related to lymphoma survival [102].

PTPN9 (PTP-MEG2)—Low expression of this phosphatase predicted poor survival in patients with hepatocellular carcinoma. It was observed that PTPN9 indirectly inhibits activity of STAT3 and STAT5 through direct dephosphorylation of EGFR and HER2, in breast cancer [46]. In addition, the overexpression of PTPN9 decreases the phosphorylation of AKT protein at its activatory residue, which culminated in diminishing the EMT process efficiency [103].

PTPN12 (PTP-PEST)—Regulates oncogenic tyrosine kinases such as HER2 and EGFR and has a role in modulating EMT. Not surprisingly, it has been decreased or lost in human hepatocellular carcinoma tissues, and by using this carcinoma cell...
lines as models, it was demonstrated that PTPN12 downregulation stimulated cell migration [46].

**FAP-1 (PTPN13)—**Downregulates Src-ERK pathway by inhibiting EphrinB1 [104]. FAP-1 can also interact and dephosphorylate Her2, thus reducing the aggressive potential of tumors that have high expression of this receptor [105]. It was also demonstrated that overexpression of this phosphatase caused an upregulation of the epithelial marker, E-cadherin, and downregulated mesenchymal markers such as Snail, Slug, and MMP-9, which are a strong indication that FAP-1 inhibits EMT in hepatocellular carcinoma progression [46].

**DUSP2—**It has been shown that DUSP2 is involved in P53-induced cell apoptosis; however, this phosphatase is dramatically reduced in different solid tumors compared to their normal counterparts. Accordingly, it was reported that the diminished DUSP2 leads to prolonged ERK phosphorylation, increased drug resistance, as well as an inflammatory response due to overproduction of prostaglandin in colorectal cancer [106]. It was also reported that DUSP2 knockdown in xenograft tumors promotes higher vessel density and metastasis events from colorectal cancer to the liver [107].

**PTPRT (PTPr)—**Is commonly mutated in several types of cancer, including colorectal cancer [40]. Many studies have reported the tumor suppressor potential of this PTP, and among the possible substrates of this phosphatase are paxilin and STAT3 [108, 109].

**PTPRH—**This phosphatase interacts with Grb2 and then modulates Ras pathway activity. Studies have reported that PTPRH blocks cell growth and migration by dephosphorylating proteins associated with focal adhesion, such as p130 [110].

**PTPRD—**It has been shown that patients with the high level of PTPRD display better long-term survival rate and low chance of liver cancer recurrence. However, the mechanisms underlying this action are not elucidated.

**PTP receptor type F (PTPRF)—**Is involved in Src kinase inactivation; therefore, it is not surprising that this enzyme is frequently downmodulated in hepatocellular carcinoma patients and upregulation of PTPRF is associated with better prognosis [46].

**PTP receptor type O (PTPRO)—**Plays as a chronic lymphocytic leukemia, lung, and breast tumor suppressor by inhibiting proliferation and stimulating apoptosis, at least in part, due to STAT3 dephosphorylation [46].

**PTP receptor S (PTPs)—**Is an important negative modulator of EGFR. Therefore, the downregulation of this phosphatase has been connected to decreased overall survival and high risk of postoperative recurrence in HCC patients [46].

### 6. Conclusions

Over the past two decades of research on PTPs, the field has achieved a great progress in understanding the immense role of these phosphatases in cancer progression. Here, we presented an organized picture that clearly shows the participation/contribution of PTPs as key mediators of cancer plasticity, due to their loss of function or overexpression. In summary, the above compendium highlights the importance of PTPs not only in cancer progression but also as potential targets for therapeutic interventions. Indeed, during the transition from good to poor outcome of different cancer subtypes, PTPs are extremely plastic, with the capacity to readjust themselves across a wide spectrum of stimuli. This plasticity of PTPs together with the loss of function of PTP suppressors provides tumor cells with all conditions for growth, proliferation, and survival. Illustrative examples are PTEN (loss), LMWPTP, PRL-3, and PTP1B serving as “signaling hubs” that connect different hallmarks (such as sustaining proliferative signaling, evading growth
suppressors, resisting cell death, deregulating cellular energetics, and activating invasion and metastasis). This connection might explain, at least in part, the great capacity of tumor cells’ plasticity.
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**Appendices and nomenclature**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>130 CRK</th>
<th>p130 Crk-associated substrate (member of an adapter protein family that binds to several tyrosine-phosphorylated proteins)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AKT</td>
<td>also known as protein kinase B (PKB), is a serine/threonine-specific protein kinase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bcr-Abl</td>
<td>tyrosine-protein kinase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cdc25</td>
<td>dual-specificity phosphatase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDK2</td>
<td>cyclin-dependent kinases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUSP1 (PTPN10)</td>
<td>dual-specificity protein phosphatase 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUSP</td>
<td>dual-specificity protein phosphatase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECM</td>
<td>extracellular matrix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGFR</td>
<td>epidermal growth factor receptor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMT</td>
<td>epithelial-mesenchymal transition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eph</td>
<td>ephrin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERbeta</td>
<td>estrogen receptor beta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERK</td>
<td>extracellular signal-regulated kinase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eya</td>
<td>eyes absent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAK</td>
<td>focal adhesion kinase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FGF</td>
<td>fibroblast growth factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOXO-1</td>
<td>forkhead box protein O1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAPDH</td>
<td>glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAPs</td>
<td>GTPase-activating proteins or GTPase-accelerating proteins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLS</td>
<td>glutamine synthetase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLUT</td>
<td>glucose transporter 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSK-3beta</td>
<td>glycogen synthase kinase 3 beta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2AX</td>
<td>H2A histone family member X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIF</td>
<td>hypoxia-inducible factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HK</td>
<td>hexokinase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAK</td>
<td>Janus kinase 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDHA</td>
<td>lactate dehydrogenase A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LMWPTP</td>
<td>low-molecular-weight protein tyrosine phosphatase, also known as ACP1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAPK</td>
<td>mitogen-activated protein kinase</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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MEF mouse embryonic fibroblast
MMP-1 matrix metalloproteinase-1
mTOR mammalian target of rapamycin
NFKB nuclear factor kappa-light-chain-enhancer of activated B cells
PI3K phosphatidyl inositol-3-kinase
PKM2 pyruvate kinase isozymes M2
PRL-3 phosphatase of regenerating the liver-3, also recognized as PTP4A3
PTEN phosphatase and tensin homologue
PTKs protein tyrosine kinases
PTP σ protein tyrosine phosphatase sigma
PTP μ protein tyrosine phosphatase
PTP-PEST (PTPN12) PTP-PEST (PTP—proline, glutamic acid, serine, and threonine rich)
PTP1B tyrosine-protein phosphatase non-receptor type 1
PTPN3 protein tyrosine phosphatase non-receptor type 3
PTPN11 protein tyrosine phosphatase non-receptor type 11
PTPN13 PTP also referred to as FAP1
PTPN9 tyrosine-protein phosphatase non-receptor type 9
PTPRδ protein tyrosine phosphatase receptor delta
PTPRF protein tyrosine phosphatase receptor type F
PTPRH receptor-type protein tyrosine phosphatase H, also referred to as stomach cancer-associated protein tyrosine phosphatase-1 (SAP-1)
PTPRO protein tyrosine phosphatase receptor type O
PTP σ protein tyrosine phosphatase receptor T
PTPs protein tyrosine phosphatases
Raf serine/threonine-specific protein kinase
Ras class of protein called small GTPase
Rho Ras homologue of small GTPase
RhoA Ras homologue of small GTPase member A
SHIP1 Src homology 2 (SH2) domain-containing inositol polyphosphate 5-phosphatase 1
SHIP2 Src homology 2 (SH2) domain-containing inositol polyphosphate 5-phosphatase 2
SHP1 Src homology 2 (SH2) domain-containing phosphotyrosine phosphatase, also known as PTPN6
SHP2 Src homology 2 (SH2) domain-containing phosphotyrosine phosphatase 2, also known as PTPN11
Slug SNAI2, a zinc finger transcription factor
Src proto-oncogene tyrosine-protein kinase
STAT3 signal transducer and activator of transcription type 3
TCA tricarboxylic acid cycle
TGFβ transforming growth factor beta
Twist Twist-related protein
WDR1 WD-repeat-containing protein 1
ZEB 1/2 zinc finger E-box-binding homeobox ½
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Risk Factors for Ovarian Cancer
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Abstract
Ovarian cancers remain a perplexing group of diseases that continue to raise questions over their etiology and clinical behavior. They are the most fatal of gynecological cancers. Despite a global lifetime risk of only 1–2%, they contribute the highest mortality and the lowest 5-year (overall) survival rate of just 35%. The three broad histological groups: epithelial, sex cord-stromal and germ cell cancers have different biologic behavior and may constitute different clinical disease entities. Of the eight subtypes in the epithelial group, high-grade serous are universally the most common and have the worst prognosis. Globally making 65–85% of all ovarian cancers, most of the focus on risk factors has been directed on the epithelial group but the importance of other primary malignancies cannot be overemphasized as a step towards understanding their etiology and clinical behavior. The normal ovary has none of the epithelia that produce the range of epithelial ovarian cancers or there is an obvious premalignant stage, symptoms are very vague, screening and early diagnosis are difficult and indeed unrewarding. No specific etiology is known for any of the histologic groups. However, commonly mentioned risk factors like increasing age, genetics, nulliparity, prolonged infertility, use of fertility drugs, high animal fat, obesity, endometriosis, polycystic ovary syndrome, previous history of cancer, use of hormone replacement therapy, pelvic inflammatory disease and smoking may not apply to all the subtypes, while factors like increasing parity, breast feeding, use of oral contraceptive pills, hysterectomy, tubal ligation and use of antioxidants may differ in the degree of protection they provide. There may also be geographical and probably racial variations in the relevance of some of the risk factors. Thorough understanding of the predisposing and protective factors of the various histologic subtypes is an important step understanding the disease and therefore improving treatment outcome or providing effective prevention.
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1. Introduction
Ovarian cancer (OC) is an important public health problem with a lifetime risk of 1–2%. Recent estimates indicate that 295,414 cases are expected in 2018 with about 184,000 of victims dying from the disease [1]. This reflects an increase of over 54,000 cases in incidence and 32,000 cases in mortality compared with earlier figures [2, 3]. Public screening for ovarian cancer has been neither feasible nor beneficial due to a lack of most appropriate screening test for the range of malignancies produced by the ovary. Use of tumor markers is largely unreliable since different tumor markers are secreted by different histological varieties and up to 50% of early disease may be associated with insignificant rise of tumor markers [4, 5]. Besides tumor markers could be raised by non-malignant conditions as well.
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Keywords: risk factors, ovarian cancers, histologic subtypes, variation

1. Introduction

Ovarian cancer (OC) is an important public health problem with a lifetime risk of 1–2%. Recent estimates indicate that 295,414 cases are expected in 2018 with about 184,000 of victims dying from the disease [1]. This reflects an increase of over 54,000 cases in incidence and 32,000 cases in mortality compared with earlier figures [2, 3]. Public screening for ovarian cancer has been neither feasible nor beneficial due to a lack of most appropriate screening test for the range of malignancies produced by the ovary. Use of tumor markers is largely unreliable since different tumor markers are secreted by different histological varieties and up to 50% of early disease may be associated with insignificant rise of tumor markers [4, 5]. Besides tumor markers could be raised by non-malignant conditions as well
as other malignancies [6–8]. Cancers of the lung, pancreas, colorectal, breast and non-Hodgkin’s lymphomas are associated with a rise in CA125 [9, 10] which is also raised in benign conditions such as endometriosis, ovarian cyst, leiomyoma uteri and pelvic inflammatory disease [4, 8, 11]. Only 50% of early OC is associated with raised CA125 making it unreliable for early diagnosis. More than 75% of OC are diagnosed in late stages of disease [12–14] when prognosis is very poor. Screening did not reduce mortality in two large trials [12, 15].

The ovaries are totipotential in their ability to form wide histologic varieties of cancers with different biology, natural history and possibly mechanism of onset [16–18]. These heterogeneous tumors differ in their clinical behavior including response to treatment and prognosis. Knowledge of the cause or genesis of OCs is very scant and the available hypotheses do not explain observed disease phenomena [19, 20]. The uniqueness of OC in having no known premalignant stage, no reliable screening tool, very vague symptoms in early and advanced stages make identification of at risk group important for prevention, early diagnosis and possibly as a step towards defining its etiology.

The World Health Organization classifies ovarian cancers based on histologic origins of the cells, as epithelial, sex cord-stromal and germ cell tumors [16, 21] (Table 1). The epithelial ovarian cancers are made up of eight histologic subtypes with different cellular origin, pathogenesis, gene expression and response to treatment [13, 16, 17]. The most common type, serous cyst adenocarcinoma with two distinct subtypes may be arising from the fallopian tube epithelium. The high grade serous accounts for 85% of the epithelial ovarian cancers and up to 80% of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Histological</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I. Epithelial tumors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. Serous cyst adenocarcinoma</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Mucinous Cyst adenocarcinoma</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Endometrioid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. Clear cell (mesonephroid)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. Brenner's</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. Mixed epithelial</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. Undifferentiated</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. Unclassified</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II. Sex cord-stromal tumors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. Granulosa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Androblastoma</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Gynandroblastoma</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. Unclassified</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III. Lipid cell tumors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV. Germ cell tumors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. Dysgerminoma</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Endodermal sinus tumors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Polymembrana</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. Choriocarcinoma</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. Teratoma</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. Mixed tumors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V. Gonadoblastoma</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI. Soft tissues not specific to the ovary</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII. Unclassified</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIII. Metastatic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. WHO histological classification for ovarian cancers.
ovarian cancers generally [22]. It is the most challenging in terms of treatment outcome. Mucinous adenocarcinomas have cells similar to the cervical epithelium, endometrioid cancer cells resemble the endometrium, while Brenners tumors have transitional epithelium akin to that of the bladder [19].

The fimbriated end of the fallopian tube has morphologic and molecular similarities with high grade serous ovarian cancers which also expresses TP53 signature suggesting that neoplastic process may be originating from tubal epithelium and shed into the ovary where aggressive neoplastic process proceeds [14, 19]. Low-grade serous ovarian cancers share similar histogenesis but progress through a separate pathway and has different prognosis [18, 23, 24]. It represents less than 5% of the epithelial cancer [25].

The sex cord-stromal tumors are a heterogeneous group, which include several histologic subtypes (Table 1). Apart from adult granulosa tumor that affects women in their fifth decade, sex cord-stromal tumors mainly affect women in the second or third decade of life and account for about 5% of malignancies in women 15–24 years [26]. Several subtypes are associated with genetic predisposition, including in patients with Peutz-Jeghers syndrome [27].

The germ cell tumors, which include dysgerminomas, immature teratoma, embryonal tumors and endodermal sinus tumors form only 1.5–5% of OC. Approximately one-third are dysgerminomas, another third immature teratomas and a further one-third include the rest three (embryonal tumors, endodermal sinus tumors, choriocarcinoma and mixed cell types) [19, 28]. Malignant germ cell tumors of the ovary may be developing through similar pathways with testicular germ cell tumors but the ovarian have greater histological complexity than most solid somatic tumors.

This diversity in genesis may partly explain the observed differences in clinical behavior.

2. Hypothesis for ovarian carcinogenesis

Development of OC has remained a mystery since hypotheses advanced do not convincingly explain the observed phenomena. It is important to explain how other surface epithelia form aggressive primary neoplasm in a separate organ.

The 'incessant ovulation' theory explains that repetitive ovulatory micro trauma to the ovarian surface in association with the tubal epithelium results in carcinogenesis through mistakes in repair of the damaged surface epithelium [29, 30]. While this hypothesis partly explain serous cystadenocarcinoma, it fails to explain other subtypes in the epithelial group and does not offer plausible explanation for the germ cell tumors and the sex cord-stromal tumors.

The pituitary “gonadotropin hypothesis” indicates that high levels of estrogens and gonadotropins such as luteinizing hormone and follicle-stimulating hormone would over stimulate the ovarian epithelium causing increased proliferation and subsequent malignant transformation [31, 32].

The “inflammation hypothesis” proposes that factors such as endometriosis, pelvic inflammatory disease and other inflammatory conditions may stimulate cancer formation [31, 33].

These theories have failed to provide plausible genesis for ovarian cancer therefore new hypothesis have been proposed [19, 34].

Understanding a clear etiology is far from site, a thorough global analysis of the risk factors of the disease may be a good starting point to unraveling the etiology and therefore an effective strategy towards disease control and prevention. It is however expected that the range of tumors may very well differ in risk factors and epidemiology.
3. Predisposing factors

Predisposing and protective factors for ovarian cancers vary according to histologic type [13, 18]. Although most studies concentrate on epithelial ovarian cancers, particularly serous cystadenocarcinoma, which tends to form the major global disease burden, risk factors to other histologic types are important prerequisite to their genesis and will be considered in this review.

4. Racial and geographical risk

Ovarian cancer is a cosmopolitan disease as it occurs in every geographical location and in every race [1, 30]. Epithelial ovarian cancer is the commonest subtype all around the world with high-grade serous accounting for 60–85% of cases [22, 35–38].

Highest incidence of OC is found among white females in Northern and Western Europe and in North America with age adjusted incidence exceeding 8.4/100,000 [1, 30]. Recent statistics from the US show a decline in incidence from 16.6/100,000 in 1985 to 11.8/100,000 in 2018 [39]. Incidence is also high in New Zealand and among Jewish women in Israel but low in Africa and Asia with estimated rates of <3/100,000 [37]. Japan, though reported to have low incidence is experiencing a rising trend in the disease of recent [40].

All regions of North America show higher incidence of invasive ovarian cancer among white women [41].

Within Europe too, there is difference in incidence and mortality across the region. Using WHO data base of 28 European countries from 1953 to 2000, Bray et al. reported Nordic countries, Austria, Germany and the United Kingdom to have the highest trend in the 1960s but the trend tended to decline over the recent years while Southern European countries showed an upward trend. Similarly, central and eastern European countries with hitherto low incidence are experiencing a rising over time [12, 35]. In the most recent 5-year period (2003–2007), the incidence of ovarian cancer was highest in Eastern/Southern Europe, followed by Northern Europe, and Western Europe. Asian sub region reports lower rates than Europe and America [2, 3].

South Eastern Asia have highest rate in the subcontinent and Eastern Asia has the lowest rate.

Migration to areas of high risk increases the risk of disease therefore cultural and dietary factors may be responsible for the observed difference. Japanese immigrants to the US have equivalent risk as natives [42]. Racial variations in the incidence of ovarian cancer are best observed in the USA. Age adjusted incidence rate are higher in whites than in non-whites and Indians in the USA have lowest mortality from ovarian cancer. While Caucasian Americans have higher disease incidence, African-Americans have 1.3 times higher disease mortality and lower survival rates even with equal access to care [43]. They also experienced poorer 5-year survival rates irrespective of stage of diagnosis [44, 45].

From the Surveillance Epidemiology and End Result (SEER) database (1992–1998), AA experienced a fall in 5-year survival rates from 47.9 to 40.3%, while their Caucasian counterparts witnessed an improved survival from 40.7 to 45% in the same period. The observed disparities have been linked to interplay of socioeconomic, environmental, genetic and epigenetic factors [43].

Determining the incidence of ovarian cancer in four US populations of heterogeneous racial-ethnic composition, Weiss and Paterson found 19–42% lower incidence among Japanese, Chinese, Hispano and black women compared with white women [44]. The observed difference is primarily due to lower rates of serous and papillary tumors. Chinese women also had decreased incidence of mucinous
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tumors, while Hispanic and black women had lower incidence of endometrioid-clear cell tumors.

The incidence of non-epithelial cancers remains fairly constant between the races; especially germ cell tumors which has remained stable in incidence for three decades [44]. However, data from SEER suggest that the incidence of sex cord-stromal tumors is significantly lower among white women compared with black women (0.18 vs. 0.35 per 100,000 person years; relative risk, 0.53; 95% confidence interval (95% CI): 0.42–0.67) [46].

OC rates from Africa though reported to be low must be considered in the background of health circumstances in the region of lack of cancer registries, poor utilization of health facilities and rudimentary statistics.

Ovarian cancer is reported to be more common in developed countries than developing nations but over the last three decades, ovarian cancer incidence has remained stable in high-risk countries, while an increasing trend has been reported in low-risk countries.

5. Age as a risk factor

Increasing age is a risk factor for ovarian cancer which is generally considered a disease of the older women. Globally, the annual incidence regardless of age is 42 cases/100,000 women. Data from US SEER, ovarian cancer is rare before the age of 40 years and incidence rises steadily after the fifth decade to reach a peak at 80–84 years, when the age specific incidence is 61.3/100,000 women. More than half of cases of ovarian cancers are diagnosed in women over 65 year [47].

In the United States, the annual incidence is 61.3 per 100,000 for women aged 75 and 79 years.

In the UK, the overall incidence of a symptomatic ovarian cyst in a premenopausal female being malignant is approximately 1:1000 increasing to 3:1000 at the age of 50 years although 1000 women under the age of 50 years develop ovarian cancer annually in the UK [48–50]. Most diagnose are other histologic subtypes like borderline tumors and germ cell tumors. EOC are generally reported to be uncommon in young premenopausal women in the UK [50]. Women aged 65 years and above make 64% of mortality from OC [47, 50]. Young premenopausal women are more commonly affected by germ cell tumors and borderline tumors in most reports from European literature [35, 51].

Similarly, a meta-database analysis of 5055 ovarian cancer patients of 4 prospective phase III intergroup trials identified 294 (5.8%) patients under the age of 40 years from European studies. Young age appeared a strong independent protective on overall incidence of EOCs as well as prognostic factor for PFS and OS [52].

The issue of age and ovarian cancer diagnosis may however be different among non-Europeans races. Reports from India show much younger age affected than most European papers for EOC. Murtha et al. reported increased risk after 35 years with peak at ages of 55–64 years. Saini et al. have reported mean age of 55 years Basu et al. had 48.8 ± 11.2 years while Mondel had 48 years and Jindal et al. had a mean of 48 years. Malik from Pakistan found mean age for EOC to be 49.5 ± 13 years [53–57].

Mostafa et al. from Egypt reported a mean age of 47 years for epithelial ovarian cancers, with 1% of cases affecting women of 30 years and only 3% occurring in older women of 70 years [58].

From African subcontinent, findings contradict increasing age as a risk factor for EOC as reports show young premenopausal women to be mostly affected with serous cystadenocarcinoma, which is the most common histiotype. There is increasing report of rising incidence of ovarian cancer from Africa [38, 59–61].
Most reports suggest EOC to be the commonest but predominantly seen in young premenopausal, generally parous women [38, 60, 61].

A global report by the International Federation of Gynecology and Obstetrics (FIGO) has noted that the highest incidence of ovarian cancer was moving towards a younger age group, although the majority of patients with epithelial cancer were more than 50 years in age [38].

It is interesting that high grade serous cyst adenocarcinoma remains the commonest variety while literature from USA, Europe, Israel and Australia find it in older women above 65 years, in Asia, the Arab world and Africa, it is observed in young premenopausal women. Research for this important difference is worthwhile.

Early menarche is considered a weak predictor of ovarian cancer risk and women whose menarche was earlier than 12 years are at increased risk of epithelial tumors [62, 63]. Meta-analysis of 22 case–control studies and 5 cohort studies has reported a statistically significant inverse association between menarcheal age and ovarian cancer risk (RR = 0.85; 95% CI: 0.75–0.97) [62], but this association is most significant in invasive serous and borderline tumors. In this respect, ‘incessant ovulation’ theory as possible cause of tumor genesis provides plausible explanation [30, 34]. No association was found when menarche begins after age 16 years. Late menarche has not been shown to be protective [64].

Women who experience natural late menopause are at increased risk [13, 34, 65]. Odds ratios for late natural menopause were reported as low as 1.19 and as high as 1.25 (95% CI: 0.95–1.49) [65]. These findings may suggest that earlier menarcheal age and late natural menopause might increase risk of ovarian cancer by increasing a woman’s lifetime number of ovulations. Results from the Nurses’ Health Study (NHS) confirmed increased risk of endometrioid epithelial cancers with late natural menopause but not of serous or mucinous cancers (RR = 1.3, 95% CI: 1.04–1.22). Furthermore, the European Prospective Study into Cancer and Nutrition Cohort (EPIC) age at menopause >52 years was associated with increased risk compared with 45 years or less [66].

### 6. Infertility and use of ovulation induction drugs

Infertility either by itself or in association with some of its causes like endometriosis, is a risk factor and prolonged period of infertility is associated with higher risk [67].

A large cohort study, involving 54,362 women with infertility in the Danish fertility clinics (1963–1998) used parity specific cancer incidence and reported significantly increased from infertility (1.46, 95% CI: 1.24–1.71) [68].

Whittemore et al. analyzed 12 US case–control studies between 1957 and 1985, with 2197 cases of ovarian cancer and 4144 controls and confirmed higher risk in nulligravid subfertile women compared with controls [20].

However, study by Ness with 5207 cases of ovarian cancer and 7705 controls found only a weak association between infertility and epithelial ovarian cancer (OR 1.16, 95% CI: 1.02–1.31) [69].

Drug treatment of infertility may further increase risk as untreated infertile nulliparous women have 1.5–2-fold risk, while women who received treatment and failed to conceive have even higher risk [70].

Use of ovulation induction agents like clomiphene citrate, gonadotropins are associated with three times higher general population [69] particularly prolonged use of clomiphene (for more than 12 cycles). This is associated with rise in risk for invasive and borderline cases by about 11.1-fold compared with infertile women with no clomiphene use [67].
Use of gonadotropins is also associated with increased risk [31, 70]. There are, however, a number of studies that show no increased risk of OC with use of ovulation induction agents [71]. However, studies that report increased risk do of borderline tumors only not high grade serous.

7. Genetic factors

More than one-fifth of OC cases are hereditary from highly penetrant autosomal dominant genetic susceptibility [72]. Although accounting for only a limited number of cases, heredity is a strong risk factor for OC. The lifetime risk of a woman who has a first degree relative with OC is 5% compared with 1.4% in a woman without. The risk rises to 7% if two members of the family are affected [73]. These rate has been thought to be a probable underestimate as a British study has shown that where two close relatives (not necessarily first degree) are affected, the risk may be as high as 30–40% [73, 74]. The risk for confirmed carriers of BRCA at the age of 70 may be as high as 63% [73, 75]. Ovarian cancer in a first degree relative, has been shown to be a strong positive indicator of early onset epithelial cancer and positively associated with non-mucinous tumors [76].

The three main clinical types of genetic ovarian cancers include site-specific, hereditary breast and/or ovarian cancer (HBOC) and hereditary non-polyposis colorectal cancer (HNPCC) or Lynch II syndrome [77].

The first two syndromes are related to inheritance of BRCA1 and BRCA 2. Patients with HNPCC have inherited mismatch repair genes (MLH1, MLH2, MLH6, PMS1, PMS2 and possibly some other yet unidentified genes).

BRCA genes are common in the Ashkenazi Jewish population where 29–41% of ovarian cancer is believed to be secondary to inheriting one of three founder mutations in BRCA1 and BRCA2, against 10% in non-Ashkenazim [78].

BRCA 1 gene is an oncogene located at chromosome 17q, it participates in chromatin remodeling and crucial steps in cell cycle [79].

OC associated with BRCA mutations are diagnosed at a younger age and are of high-grade serous type. In one study, the average age at diagnosis of OC in BRCA1 and BRCA2 mutation carriers was 52 and 62 years, respectively [77, 80]. BRCA mutations do not seem to play a significant role in the development of mucinous or borderline ovarian tumors. The BRCA associated OCs also tend to have better clinical outcome with longer overall survival and recurrence-free interval than sporadic cancers [77].

There is no standard clinical definition of hereditary breast and ovarian cancer syndrome but affected families may be identified from:

- Several cases of breast cancer diagnosed before the age of 50 years.
- One or more cases with ovarian cancer in the family.
- One or more relatives with both breast and ovarian cancer.
- The presence of a BRCA1 or BRCA 2.
- However, many women without a family history may still have a gene mutation associated with their BRCA1 or BRCA 2.

Lynch syndrome (LS) or hereditary non-polyposis colon cancer (HNPCC) refers to germline mutations in MMR genes (MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, MLH3, and PMS2),
which lead to the loss of expression of one of the MMR proteins. Clinically, LS is associated with higher risk of colorectal cancers that have specific predilection to location proximal to splenic flexure [72, 81]. Confirmed case of Lynch syndrome is associated with 6–10% life time risk of OC of early onset. MLH1 carriers are often diagnosed of ovarian cancer at average age of 52 years and MLH2 carriers at age of 45 years [82, 83].

HNPCC syndrome is also associated with cancers of the stomach, small bowel, hepatobiliary tract, pancreas, renal pelvis, ureter, breast, prostate and brain (particularly glioblastoma) [72, 84]. The OCs associated with LS are commonly endometrioid and clear cell varieties [82, 85] and tend to be diagnosed at a relatively early stage with high stage-specific survival rate compared with non LS type [86, 87].

The Li-Fraumeni syndrome is an autosomal dominant syndrome characterized by heterozygous germine mutation in TP53. It is the most frequently mutated gene in human cancer thus the syndrome is associated with development of multiple cancers at young age. About 50% will develop first tumor at age of 30 years [88] and up to 35% will develop multiple tumors in their lifetime [89]. Li-Fraumeni syndrome associated OC, though not the most common but tend to occur at around 39.5 years [90].

Peutz-Jeghers syndrome (PJS) is a rare autosomal dominant condition occurring in 1 in 25,000–30,000 livebirths [91] characterized by benign hamartomatous intestinal polyps with very low tendency to malignancy, cutaneous lesions increased risk of OC in addition to cancers of breast, colon, rectum, pancreas, stomach, testicles and lungs. Tumor suppressor gene STK11 (LKB1), located on chromosome 19p13.3 is responsible for this syndrome. OC risk is as high as 18–21% [92]. The ovarian cancers associated with this syndrome are sex cord tumor with annular tubules (SCTATs) in addition to a range of other gynecological cancers [92, 93].

Mutations in double strand breaks repair system like CHEK2, RAD51, BRIP1 and PALB2 are also associated with increased risk of various types of ovarian cancer [89, 94]. To date, more than 16 genes are known to be involved in the mechanism of hereditary ovarian tumorigenesis and new ones are being discovered [77, 95].

8. Use of perineal talc

Talc, a metamorphic mineral composed of silicon, magnesium and oxygen, is a common component of genital powders. Applied by women for moisture absorption to prevent perineal chafing and rashes, talc has similarities to and co-occurs with asbestos in its natural form, which is a known carcinogen [96, 97]. Contamination of talc with asbestos was hypothesized to have a causal role in ovarian carcinogenesis [13, 98]. The finding of talc materials in ovarian cancer specimens supports this argument [99]. The International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) in 2006, classified genital talc use as possibly carcinogenic to humans based on evidence from epidemiologic studies (carcinogen group 2B) [100, 101].

Although the biological basis of talc carcinogenicity is not clear, direct physical contact with ovarian epithelium may cause chronic inflammation and retrograde transport of talc particles through the reproductive tract as suggested by some workers may occur [98]. An immune mechanism may also be the case.

Several case-control studies report association between perineal talc use and ovarian cancer and data from Women Health Initiative support this association also support this fact [98, 102–104]. Furthermore, a prospective study has confirmed association with serous cystadenocarcinoma and talc use. However asbestos-free talc has been in use in cosmetic products at least in most developed countries and later case-control studies show no association between use of talc and ovarian cancer [104]. Other case-control studies found increased risk by 92% that is a relative risk of 1.92 [98]. A study by Cook et al. reported 1.60 relative risk of ovarian cancer with use than non-use. This is an increase of 60%. Finally, a meta-analysis of about 20 published
works reported 35% increased risk of cancer in women who used talc [102]. Scientific evidence has weighed heavily against the makers of talc products who recently lost over 4 billion dollars to a group of 22 women who developed ovarian cancer following talc use adding a court evidence to ovarian carcinogenesis by talc [105].

9. Diet and ovarian cancer

Diet has been directly or indirectly related to risk of ovarian cancer though very few studies specify the histologic subtype in relation to dietary types. Diet may be modifying the risk of ovarian cancer through effect on endogenous hormones, antioxidant activity or other anticarcinogenic mechanisms. There is however a unanimous finding of reduced incidence of ovarian cancer with higher intake of vegetables especially for epithelial ovarian cancer [106–111]. The average finding is a reduction of risk by about more than 50%. High dietary fiber, carotenoids total ligands and phytochemicals are associated with reduced risk [112].

Dairy products have received conflicting results. While over the years, studies showed no associations between dairy intake and ovarian cancer of any type [113, 114]. Faber et al. using the Danish population-based case-control studies reported increased risk especially with milk and lactose but decreased risk with cheese [115]. An interesting study by Merritt et al. using data from New England case-control study examined including histological subtypes and tumor aggression in relation to intake of dairy foods. They reported decreased risk of serous borderline and mucinous cancer with higher intake of calcium and vitamin D. High Vitamin D intake was also found to be inversely related to serous borderline and endometrioid cancers [116]. Merritt et al. found no evidence between lactose intake and risk of ovarian cancer [116].

High intake of total fat, animal fat, cholesterol and saturated fats may be associated with increased risk. Meta-analysis of 16 independent studies reported significant increase in risk of ovarian cancer with high intake of total saturated and trans fats with serous cancers being especially susceptible to dietary fats than other histologic subtypes [117, 118]. Huncharek and Kupelnick reported a RR of 1.70 or an increased risk of 70% in patients with high fat intake [117], however Bertone et al. found no association with intake of fats alone but associated increased with when combined with high intake of eggs [119]. High intake of eggs alone are reported to increase risk [111, 120]. This effect has been linked to high dietary cholesterol which may be increasing risk of ovarian cancer through increased circulating estrogens [111, 121].

Although the link between ovarian cancer and high intake of meat has been controversial with some studies finding no association [122], majority report positive association between high intake of red and processed meat with epithelial ovarian cancer, while poultry and fish have either no relative increase or observed reduction in risk [123–126].

High alcohol consumption has been studied in reasonable depth and only few studies show no association [127] while others show a reduction in risk with minimal and moderate intake of alcohol [128, 129]. The observed phenomenon may be due to the anti-oxidants in the wine and alcohol rather than the alcohol itself [130]. While tea consumption has not been associated with risk of ovarian cancer, coffee is associated with modest reduction of risk [131, 132].

High dietary intake of B carotene is reported to be protective against epithelial ovarian cancer; in a meta-analysis of over 3782 subjects, a modest 16% reduced risk was found [133]. Supplemental selenium (>20 μg daily) is associated with 30% risk reduction [134]. This fact, however, does not support use of selenium as a preventive strategy [135]. These antioxidants may be reducing risk by limiting oxidative stress to the ovarian epithelium.
The effect of vitamin D, particularly D3, has been of interest because of its ability to cause apoptosis of cancer cells in vitro and the demonstrated increased risk of ovarian cancer in vitamin D deficient Europeans [136], more research is necessary to define clinical implication of these findings as some researchers propose supplementation of vitamin D for preventive purposes [137].

10. Smoking

Association between cigarette smoking and ovarian cancer is not as clear as other cancers like lungs oropharynx and lungs that are very well documented [138]. However, metabolites of nicotine which are potent hydrocarbons and carcinogens like cotidine and benzopyrene have been isolated in follicular fluid and OC has been induced in rodents with cyclical hydrocarbons [139].

Cigarette smoking is associated with increased risk of mucinous ovarian cancers [140–143] but the effects on other histologic types is less clear. A Norwegian study, found increased risk of invasive borderline cancers in addition to mucinous [140]. Smokers however have a deficit of endometrioid tumors.

Survival of patients who smoke is also found to be worse than that of non-smokers [142, 144]. Studies have confirmed the increased risk of mucinous epithelial cancers in smokers to be directly proportional to the pack-years of smoking [145, 146]. A twofold increased risk of mucinous epithelial cancers is the generally observed phenomenon [141, 143, 146], but could be up to fourfold increase in women who have smoked for 40 years or more [146].

There is a suggestion however that with the deficit in clear cell and endometrioid cancer and despite the increase in borderline and mucinous cancer smoking may not be associated with overall increase in ovarian cancer mortality [144].

11. Endometriosis and risk of ovarian cancer

OC prevalence in women with endometriosis is higher than the general population 1.32–1.9 [147]. A recent systemic review agrees with this modest increase in risk of endometrioid, borderline and clear cell cancers with endometriosis [148]. Some reports suggest about two to threefold increase in risk [149]. This association between endometriosis and OC is not a proof of causality for the histiotypes.

It is more common in patients with longstanding or recurrent endometriosis and removal of endometrioma is not preventive towards development of OC [150]. The increased risk might be due to high estrogen concentration or due to gene mutations caused by oxidative stress due to iron in the endometriotic cyst [151].

12. Polycystic ovarian syndrome

PCOS is the commonest endocrine disease in women of reproductive age with incidence of about 20% [152]. Associated with infertility, obesity and abnormal gonadotropin secretion, PCOS is associated with 2.5-fold increased risk of epithelial ovarian cancer [153]. The risk of ovarian cancer in women with PCOS is greatest in lean women and those who never used oral contraceptive pills [153, 154].

A systemic review involving eight studies and a meta-analysis found increased incidence of borderline serous cancer in patients with PCOS [155]. Proteomic biomarkers for identification of patients with PCOS who are at increased risk of ovarian cancer may be useful for early diagnosis but the clinical use of these markers need further verification [156].
13. Pelvic inflammatory disease

Inflammation has been implicated in ovarian carcinogenesis but studies investigating the association between pelvic inflammatory disease (PID) and ovarian cancer risk are few and inconsistent with some studies reporting positive association [157, 158] and others excluding such association [159, 160]. A pooled reanalysis of 13 studies reported increased risk of borderline ovarian tumors in women who had multiple episodes of pelvic inflammation [157]. This association may be pronounced among Asian women [158]. Rasmussen et al. in a population-based cohort study recently reported increase in risk of serous ovarian cancer in patients with PID [157]. Therefore we can conclude that repeated episodes of PID is associated with statistically significant risk of borderline and serous cancers but not non-epithelial cancers which have been found not to be associated with PID [158].

14. Hormone replacement therapy (HRT) and risk of ovarian cancer

Women who use menopausal hormone therapy are at an increased risk for ovarian cancer. A review and meta-analysis of data published between 1966 and 2006 concluded that current use of postmenopausal hormone therapy (HT) increased the risk of ovarian cancer by 30% compared with never use of HT [161]. Estrogen alone was thought to confer higher risk than combined estrogen and progesterone which is refuted by finding from data from million women study [162, 163]. Recent studies indicate that using a combination of estrogen and progesterin for 5 or more years significantly increases the risk of serous and endometrioid OC in women with intact uterus, but for women who have had hysterectomy, 10 or more years of use is associated with increased risk [161, 164, 165]. In a recent pooled analysis of 52 epidemiological studies, the risk of serous cancer was 51.4% and that of endometrioid was 48.6% [164]. The increase has been interpreted to mean one extra OC in 1000 users and one extra mortality in 1700 user [166]. There is more risk with prolonged use irrespective of the type of HRT, regimes used or mode of administration.

15. Obesity

Obesity may be increasing risk of ovarian cancer significantly [166–168]. Obese women (BMI > 30 kg/m²) who have not used menopausal hormone replacement therapy (MHR) had 25–80% increased risk compared with women with normal BMI (18.5–24.9) no relationship between BMI and OC in women with family history. Obesity is associated with an almost 80% higher risk of ovarian cancer in women 50–71 who had not taken hormones after menopause. For women who have not used HRT, evidence shows risk of ovarian cancer to increase by 10% with every 5 kg/m² increase in BMI (Collaborative Study). Higher BMI in young adulthood is reported to increase risk of premenopausal ovarian cancers [167]. Evidence from meta-analysis of 14 studies shows that slightly worse survival in obese women with ovarian cancer compared to non-obese women (pooled HR = 1.17, 95% CI: 1.03–1.32) [169].

Obesity may be increasing this risk for ovarian cancer through increasing inflammatory biomarkers and increase in hormonal factors especially androgens which is important in development of mucinous tumors [170]. Histologic subtypes associated with obesity include low-grade serous, mucinous tumors and endometrioid cancers. No association was found between high grade serous and obesity therefore reducing BMI is unlikely to reduce the incidence of
high grade serous cancers [171]. Moreover, obese women with HGSC have poorer outcome than their non-obese counter parts [172]. Recent systemic review of 43 studies involving more than 3 million women concludes that the evidence is inconsistent that obesity is a definite risk factor for ovarian cancer [173]. This finding may be due to the dominance of HGSC which risk is not affected by obesity.

16. Protective factors that reduce risk of ovarian cancer.

16.1 Pregnancy

Pregnancy is thought to be protective against ovarian cancer [13, 47, 65]. Pregnancy whether uncompleted or term confers a protective benefit against epithelial ovarian cancer. Increasing parity is associated with a reduction in the risk of ovarian cancer [36, 63, 65, 174]. Pregnancy may be protective against all histological subtypes. A Swedish study has reported reduced risk for epithelial, stromal and germ cell tumors, but less consistent decrease in borderline cancers [63]. However, it appears that the protective effect of pregnancy (and breast feeding) so called reproductive factors, may be more significant in the West, parts of the US and among Jewish women as reports of ovarian cancer of all histologic subtypes in parous women in developing countries is so widespread and requires further research [38, 53, 55, 57, 59, 60]. The significance of this phenomenon is that the protective effect of pregnancy may be lost in the face of other more important risk factors that need to be defined. All theories of ovarian carcinogenesis are not plausible explanation for the observed protective effect of pregnancy, therefore pregnancy-induced clearance of malignant cells has been proposed [63] which must to be case in all races to be an acceptable hypothesis.

16.2 Breastfeeding

Breast feeding exerts a strong protective effect with long-term breast feeding being more protective especially against epithelial cancers [175]. The mechanism may be by suppression of gonadotropins through unovulation, resulting in depressed production of plasma estradiol and unovulatory cycles [65, 176]. Breastfeeding also reduces the levels of gonadotropins, especially luteinizing hormone [176], which may be causal mechanism for ovarian carcinogenesis [177]. Meta-analysis of 12 US studies and 9 studies from developed countries showed an inverse association between breastfeeding and ovarian cancer risk [175]. Women who breast fed for up to 6 months showed duration-dependent benefit with women who breastfed for long having more protection. Breast feeding may be reducing risk of epithelial cancers by up to 30% compared with women who did not breast feed.

16.3 Oral contraceptives

The use of oral contraceptives decreases the risk of developing OC and the benefit may be enjoyed up to 25–30 years after stopping the pill [178, 179]. COCP use is associated with about a 40–50% lower risk compared with never use [178, 180]. Length of pill use appears to influence the degree of protection, with a relative risk of 0.4 for more than 5 years reported in pooled European and US studies [178, 181]. The protective benefit may be experienced even in high risk women though there is not enough evidence for use of the pill for chemoprophylaxis [180, 182, 183]. Women who use the pills for more than 5 years enjoy more protection of about 50% reduction [179]. This protection is enjoyed by women of all ages and parities.
Therefore while HRT is associated with increasing risk, the pills are associated with reduced risk a position both have similar active ingredients and estrogen has been blamed in ovarian carcinogenesis.

### 16.4 Hysterectomy/tubal ligation

Observational epidemiologic evidence strongly support tubal ligation and hysterectomy to be associated with a decrease in the risk of ovarian cancer, by approximately 26–30% [184]. Having fallopian tubes tied hysterectomy and unilateral oophorectomy may reduce risk by up to 67% [184, 185].

Patients with BRCA1 but not with BRCA2 are found to benefit from the protection conferred by tubal ligation to OC [186]. Tubal ligation and hysterectomy reduce risk of low grade more than high grade serous cancers. Risk of endometrioid cancer is almost halved. Tubal ligation is not observed to reduce the risk of mucinous tumors [187].

### 16.5 Physical activity and exercise

Physical activity may be beneficial in both risk reduction of inflammation, decreasing body fat and frequency of ovulation. Survivors of ovarian cancer may also experience general health benefit of physical activity [188]. The specific effect of physical exercise on ovarian cancer in general and the various histologic subtypes have shown inconsistent results. The most consistent result obtained by research is that of increasing risk by prolonged sedentary life style physical inactivity [188, 189].

Considering direct effect of physical activity however, some studies report no effect on the risk of ovarian cancer [190, 191] while other studies report risk reduction [190, 191]. The reduction of risk may be to epithelial cancers. Physical activity may not be affecting sex cord-stromal and germ cell cancers of the ovary.

### 17. Conclusion

The risk of ovarian cancer in women is modified by a number of biologic, hormonal, lifestyle and geographic factors the extent of which differs between the histologic varieties. There may be racial or regional variation in the extent to which these factor increase risk or protect against particularly the most common histologic subtype.
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Chapter 5
Appendiceal Neuroendocrine Tumors and Anorectal Melanoma
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Abstract
Tumor growth and spread are a complicated matter and are the result of many interconnected factors. The analysis of patterns emerging from highly numerous populations might help shed some light on such an intricate mechanism. In this respect, our studies are mostly based on the SEER database, a nation representative dataset collecting data regarding the US population, over a very long time span. This approach is revealed to be particularly useful for rare tumors, as prospective studies are not feasible. Here, we present the results and the clinical implications of our inquiries: we show the impact on overall survival of several morphological and demographic characteristics of various malignancies including anorectal melanoma and neuroendocrine tumors of the appendix. The impact of surgical treatment is discussed as well. Finally, we endorse the need to find more reliable markers of tumor biology, such as genetic patterns, to tailor an effective multidisciplinary treatment.

Keywords: neuroendocrine tumors of the appendix, anorectal melanoma, multidisciplinary treatment, lymph node spread, carcinoid tumors

1. Introduction
Tumor progression is the result of several complex and interrelated mechanisms. Apart from stage of the disease, biologic features of the neoplastic cell play a relevant role. Size, location, grading, cell differentiation, genotype mutation, and expression of oncogene are well-known features of the primary tumor all responsible for tumor progression and disease aggressiveness. Progression of the disease may occur either as a result of local growth and invasion or by means of distant spread of the disease in targeted organs via lymphatic or venous outflow. The two phenomena are a consequence of specific biologic features of the neoplastic cell and thus may occur independently from each other.

Rare tumors are particularly difficult to investigate, since prospective analyses are not easy to plan due to the small number of patients observed and treated. Therefore, reliable prognostic information are lacking or are controversial. Neuroendocrine tumor in general and those located in the appendix in particular are subjected to several controversies. Size and histology of appendiceal carcinoids, for instance, seem to influence heavily lymphatic spread and thus prognosis. Surgical strategy is debated in consequence of such features with the aim of obtaining adequate lymph node harvesting to establish a correct stadiation and prognosis.
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Rare tumors are particularly difficult to investigate, since prospective analyses are not easy to plan due to the small number of patients observed and treated. Therefore, reliable prognostic information are lacking or are controversial. Neuroendocrine tumor in general and those located in the appendix in particular are subjected to several controversies. Size and histology of appendiceal carcinoids, for instance, seem to influence heavily lymphatic spread and thus prognosis. Surgical strategy is debated in consequence of such features with the aim of obtaining adequate lymph node harvesting to establish a correct stadiation and prognosis.
As far as recto-anal melanoma is concerned, prognosis is very poor due to frequent diagnostic delay and rarity of the disease leading to misdiagnosis and advanced stage at presentation. However, in spite of poor prognosis, extensive surgery is still advocated although the experiences reported in the literature are very limited and sparse, undoubtedly weak to support such aggressive approach.

Thus, since high-quality data regarding rare diseases such as appendiceal carcinoids or anorectal melanoma neither are presently available nor can be obtained prospectively in a short time, a reasonable approach to partially overcome such limitations is to analyze a pool of data in large tumor registry, collecting retrospective cases. In order to maximize the statistical power of the study, potential confounders by means of multivariate analysis must be taken into account. Mathematical models can be adopted to achieve such a goal; in particular Cox regression models or matching populations by the propensity score can be successfully adopted. Populations can be described by using descriptive statistical methods for categorical and continuous variables.

We planned a study on appendiceal carcinoids and anorectal melanoma accessing the Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) database, a dataset collecting a large amount of data pertaining cancer in the US population over a time span of decades.

We were able to demonstrate the impact on overall survival of different morphological and demographic characteristics of anorectal melanoma and neuroendocrine tumors of the appendix [1–4], discussing their impact on surgical treatment and prognosis.

We accessed the SEER database to retrieve the data to analyze. Then, we selected the variables that we wanted to introduce in our models to assess their impact on survival. In any statistical test performed, \( P < 0.05 \) was considered significant. The covariates we focused on were demographic and morphologic. In most occasions, we retrieved data on age of the patients, gender, stage of disease, ethnicity, tumor size, and lymph node invasion.

### 2. Melanoma of the anorectum

Melanoma of the anorectum has a dismal prognosis since frequent early metastases make any treatment ineffective, despite a multimodal approach [5]. The rectum and anal canal represent the third most common primary site of origin [6]. The resemblance to benign common conditions such as hemorrhoids often delays the diagnosis, strongly impairing the possibility of treatment with intention to cure (Figure 1) (Table 1).

Site of origin is a determining prognostic factor for cutaneous melanoma [7]. With regard to mucosal melanomas, vulvar tumors proved a better outcome than those originating from the vagina [8]. Our interest was based on the fact that although most of the tumors arise in the anal canal, a not negligible percentage of the neoplasia is located more proximally in the rectum [9]. It seems reasonable that distal tumors could have a better prognosis, because they are clinically apparent sooner than more proximal masses. The latter, in fact, tend to become apparent only when symptoms of occlusion of the large intestine ensue. Moreover, anorectal melanomas arising in the anus/anal canal or rectum drain in different lymph node chains. To verify such hypothesis, we investigated the impact of site of origin on overall survival. Bello et al. [10] showed different patterns of local recurrence: anorectal melanoma recurred more often systemically, whereas tumors of the anal canal recurred first at inguinal lymph nodes. However, the overall survival did not vary between the groups. Our results confirmed that the site of origin along the rectum and anal canal does not influence survival (\( P = 0.164 \)).
Stage of disease did not prove to have an impact on survival (P = 0.880 for regional stage and P = 0.347 for distant stage). However, our results should be considered with caution, given that we had to use the SEER historical stage classification to obtain data consistent through time. In fact, the TNM has been changing over time, and we decided to avoid its use, in order to not reduce the overall number of cases available for final analysis. In other studies, stage showed a significant impact on survival [11, 12].
In addition, we inquired the prognostic value of locoregional metastatic lymph nodes and the impact of lymphadenectomy on overall survival. To better understand the role of lymph node metastasis on prognosis, we introduced the concept of lymph node ratio, defined as the ratio between metastatic lymph nodes and total lymph nodes harvested. This was necessary to avoid bias related to the extent of lymphadenectomy. In our series, performing lymphadenectomy did not improve survival \( (P = 0.904) \). This could be due to early tumor spread to distant sites, thus overcoming the potential benefits of local control. Sentinel lymph node biopsy has not proven to be useful in anorectal melanoma due to the low rate of positive findings, despite the presence of more distant metastases \[13\]. Therefore, lymph node spread of anorectal melanoma is far less predictable than, for example, the carcinoma of the breast.

Size of the tumor did not affect survival \( (P = 0.519) \), although it was previously associated with an increased risk of mesorectal and mesenteric lymph node metastases in anorectal melanoma \[14\]. Gender \( (P = 0.707) \) and age of the patient at time of diagnosis \( (P = 0.150) \) did not affect survival as well. Interestingly, ethnicity was found to be an independent predictor of survival \( (P = 0.019) \). Specifically, American Indian/Alaskan Native and Asian/Pacific Islander (other) ethnicity showed a worse outcome.

Radical surgery is the best option for cure and should be the goal of treatment \[15, 16\]. Optimal surgical strategies need to balance the need for radical excision including lymphadenectomy against increasing operative morbidity. Consistently with the recent literature, the type of surgical intervention was not a significant prognostic factor \( (P = 0.183) \). The fundamental dilemma regarding the treatment of anorectal melanoma is the choice between abdominoperineal/anterior resection and local excision. Previous studies suggested that aggressive treatment could provide better overall results by achieving local oncological control of the disease. More recently, another trend of treatment has been emerging. According to Matsuda et al. \[17\], no significant differences between the two options of treatment in terms of overall survival were apparent. Abdominoperineal resection has failed to show any advantage in terms of survival, adding a higher morbidity and poorer quality of life. Thus, local excision has now become the standard of treatment. In case of tumor recurrence, abdominoperineal or anterior resection can be performed as a salvage procedure \[18, 19\].

Radiation therapy did not influence prognosis \( (P = 0.864) \), although it has been demonstrated to provide better local control, especially in patients undergoing local excision \[20\]. The reason stands on the fact that multifocality of the disease and radial microscopic spread make effective radical excision difficult. Targeted or systemic immunotherapy as well as regional chemotherapy has been described to improve overall survival in patients with pelvic recurrences \[21–23\]. Molecular analysis of recurrence melanoma is an important factor in determining which type of therapy should be adopted \[24\]. However, better local control is ineffective when distant spread has occurred early in the natural history of the disease.

Interestingly, race resulted to be associated with prognosis. In particular, Spanish people showed a more than double hazard ratio of death as compared to African Americans. Although this result might be intriguing, we do not have sufficient data to discuss it, given the lack of genetic analyses regarding our series. Probably, both genetic and environmental factors may play a role.

### 3. Appendiceal neuroendocrine tumors

Current surgical strategy for primary neuroendocrine tumors of the appendix is mostly based on tumor size. Right hemicolectomy is warranted for neuroendocrine...
tumors larger than 2 cm in diameter, whereas appendectomy alone is performed for tumors smaller than 1 cm. Patients affected by neuroendocrine tumors with a diameter of 1–2 cm are candidates for hemicolecction in case of invasion of the cecum or mesoappendix or infiltration of the lymph-vascular system [25]. This treatment algorithm was introduced on the basis of retrospective outcome data provided by Moertel and his colleagues. The disease is usually quite indolent, and overall survival is good [26] (Table 2).

At present, there is no proof of survival benefits of right hemicolecction compared to appendectomy alone. In one of our studies, we wanted to verify whether 2 cm is a good cutoff value for identifying the best candidates for right hemicolecction. The indication for such a procedure in patients with neuroendocrine tumors larger than 2 cm in diameter stands on the augmented risk of visceral lymph node involvement. In fact, tumor size is a predictor of nodal spread [27]. Assuming that there may be a progression from positive lymph nodes to distant metastases, hemicolecction is recommended to achieve oncologic radicality. It has been argued that a more extended procedure may have a staging value, but not an actual impact on survival [28].

Our data showed that the type of surgical procedure did not reach statistical significance (P = 0.513), proving that an extended procedure does not confer a survival advantage. Such findings and the indolent course of the disease suggest that formal right hemicolecction should be performed in young healthy patients, whereas those burdened with comorbidities can be treated with appendectomy without affecting oncologic outcomes. In other words, tumor size greater than 2 cm should not be considered an absolute indication for right hemicolecction.

In another study, we focused on the natural history of metastatic lymph nodes and their clinical impact for primary pure and mixed neuroendocrine tumors of the appendix (Figure 2). The rationale for the surgical treatment is based on the risk of lymph node spread. However, the role of such an event on the natural history of the disease is not clear. First, the survival curve of our populations showed that pure carcinoids have a better prognosis than those with mixed variants (P < 0.001). After controlling for age, sex, tumor size, surgical intervention, and lymph nodes rate, a Cox proportional hazards model showed that histology was an independent predictor of overall survival (P = 0.004). This suggested that pure and mixed carcinoids differ with respect to their biological aggressiveness. For that reason, we analyzed patients having either pure or mixed carcinoids as two distinct series.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interaction* (P value)</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>P value</th>
<th>Hazard ratio</th>
<th>Confidence interval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender (female)</td>
<td>0.066</td>
<td>Pure</td>
<td>0.154</td>
<td>0.538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>0.347</td>
<td>1.201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tumor size (≤2 cm)</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>Pure</td>
<td>0.896</td>
<td>0.937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgical intervention</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>Pure</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>0.241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(less than RHC)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>1.675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>Pure</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>1.083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>1.041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LN rate</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>Pure</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>5.295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>17.471</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.
Cox regression models for neuroendocrine tumors.
Age and surgical intervention (less than right hemicolectomy compared to hemicolecotmy or more extended procedure) were found to be independent prognostic factors for both pure (P < 0.001 and P < 0.001) and mixed carcinoids (P = 0.029 and P = 0.019). In the latter group, tumor size (P < 0.001) was another independent predictor of survival. It is well established that the biological behavior of mixed neuroendocrine tumors can somewhat resemble that of adenocarcinoma, therefore showing a more aggressive behavior. Lymph node rate was found to have a strong independent negative impact on survival for both pure (P = 0.039) and mixed neuroendocrine tumors (P < 0.001). Metastatic spread to lymph nodes is thus of major importance to both groups. The presence of metastatic nodes largely affects overall survival and represents a reliable clinical hallmark of the aggressiveness of these tumors.

Right hemicolectomy or a more extended procedure exerted a significant protective effect with pure neuroendocrine tumors and a negative effect with mixed neuroendocrine tumors. This controversial result could be related to the higher frequency of distant metastases in the mixed group, although we were unable to test that idea because of the limitations of the SEER database.

Our studies however suffer from several limitations due to their retrospective nature and to well-known shortcomings of the SEER database. Some data were missing, thus limiting the numerosity of the populations. Moreover, the SEER database provides only a certain type of variable and no entries regarding aspects...
related to molecular biology. However, these are the best data available, when it is not feasible to design randomized prospective studies.

4. Conclusion

Tumor growth and spread are complex processes. Rare diseases are the most difficult to analyze, due to controversial issues and lack of data. Moreover, morphologic data retrieved from large databases do not always provide accurate results regarding the biologic aggressiveness and survival. Therefore, molecular biology markers and genetic profiling should be the basis of future investigations.
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Abstract
Organism homeostasis is regulated through the tri-directional relationships between immune, endocrine, and nervous systems. These relationships are established by a complex network of chemokines, cytokines, hormones (peptide and non-peptide), neurotransmitters, and neurohormones that act onto its target cells, through common receptors. Despite initial attribution of the exclusive action of each molecule group (neurotransmitters, hormones, and cytokines), to the function of one specific system (nervous, endocrine, and immune, respectively), ligand and receptor pleiotropy and redundancy showed the multidirectional communication between systems. Cancer and metabolic and autoimmune diseases get established when homeostasis is disrupted. These interactions act in different disease levels, in cancer, since initial immunosurveillance phase, until immunosubversion and metastasis, in all cases is crucial for tumor development, cancer outcome, and patient prognosis.
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1. Introduction
Cancer is one of the most common health issues worldwide. According to the World Health Organization (WHO), in 2018 18,078,957 new cases and 9,555,027 related deaths were reported. Breast cancer is the second leading cancer, after lung cancer, but is the first in women incidence and prevalence [1]. An estimation made in 2009 calculated that one out of eight American women could develop breast cancer in their life course [2].

There are several risk factors associated with breast cancer. The first and most important is gender; as mentioned before, women get breast cancer more often than males. Other risk factors are early menarche, first terminal pregnancy after 30 years old, late menopause, nulliparity, no breastfeeding, overweight or obesity, family or personal history of breast cancer, alcohol abuse, consumption of hormone oral
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Either lobules or ducts can become dysplastic and eventually neoplastic, a phenomenon in mammary epithelia are regulated by the extracellular matrix (ECM) signals [10]. Epithelial cells, adjacent to the basement membrane [9]. Proliferation and apoptosis of formed by luminal epithelial cells and basal epithelial cells, also known as myoepithelial cells [7].

Duct branches form each mammary gland epithelium whose caliber is controlled proliferation of cells in the breast tissue. Vascular, fibroblasts, and immune cells, may favor the transformation and uncontrolled proliferation of cells in the breast tissue.

2. System interactions in breast cancer

Benign disease and noninvasive cancer (NL) share the same condition, where transformed cells do not trespass the basal membrane but are differentiated by histological grade. An example of this is developing carcinoma [6]. On the other hand, in the invasive cancer, cells migrate through basal membrane to stromal breast and/or adjacent tissues and organs [11]. Developing carcinoma can progress into invasive carcinoma, which is an irreversible process, and finally the interactions between them.

Several interactions determine different outcomes in tumor development, including the interactions among nervous, immune, and endocrine systems with smooth muscle. At least, $\beta_1$, $\beta_2$, and $\beta_3$ receptors, of which noradrenaline is the main ligand, can be found in the adipose tissue and cardiac muscle. And $\beta_3$ receptors can be found in the adipose tissue and cardiac muscle. And $\beta_2$ receptors can be found, although the latter also is expressed in platelets and endothelial cells.

The role of the nervous system on tumor growth and metastasis

Mammary gland, ovaries, prostate, lymphoid tissue, bones, and different types of mucosa- (MALT), bronchus- (BALT), and gut- (GALT) associated lymphoid organs, spleen and lymph nodes (secondary lymphoid organs), and different tissues, and produce norepinephrine [12, 14]. Nowadays, it is known that $\alpha_1$, $\alpha_2$, and $\beta_2$ adrenergic receptors are expressed differentially. In smooth muscles, $\alpha_1$, $\alpha_2$, and $\beta_2$ receptors are expressed, with $\beta_2$ being the most abundant. $\alpha_1$ and $\alpha_2$ receptors can bind with different affinities to adrenergic receptors $\alpha_1$, $\alpha_2$, and $\beta_2$. $\alpha_1$ and $\alpha_2$ receptors are expressed in mast cells, platelets, and neutrophils [14]. $\beta_3$ adrenergic receptors have been detected in breast cancer cell lines, with different $2\beta_3$ expression levels [15]. $2\beta_3$ expression has been detected in breast cancer cell lines, with different $2\beta_3$ expression levels [15]. $2\beta_3$ expression has been detected in breast cancer cell lines, with different $2\beta_3$ expression levels [15].

2.1 The role of the nervous system on tumor growth and metastasis

Stress stimulates sympathetic fibers and blood vessels infiltrate tumor, which binds to $\beta_2$-adrenergic receptor in the tumor cell membrane and activates adenylate cyclase through G-protein-coupled receptor subunit $\alpha$. $\alpha$ promotes ATP-cAMP conversion, and cAMP activates protein kinase A and exchange protein activated by adenyl cyclase. PKA phosphorylates $\beta$-adrenergic receptor kinase, CREB, and GATA transcription factors. BARK recruits $\beta$-arrestin, inhibits $\beta$-adrenergic signal, and activates Src kinase, which in turn activates STAT3 and downstream focal adhesion kinase. FAK enhances migration. CREB, GATA, and STAT3 promote VEGF, IL-6, IL-8, and MMP-9 expression, enhancing angiogenesis, migration, and invasion. In the other pathway, activated through cAMP, EPAC also promotes cell migration. Stress stimulates hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenocortical axis, and the hypothalamus secretes corticotropin-releasing factor (CRF) that stimulates the adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH) secretion into blood vessels and systemic circulation. ACTH in adrenal gland cortex stimulates cortisol release. In tumor, cortisol binds to glucocorticoid receptor (GCR) in breast cancer cells and promotes the expression of MAPK phosphatase-1 (MKP1) and serine/threonine protein kinase 1 (SGK1) and other genes related to cell survival and apoptosis protection.

Figure 1. Nervous regulation during breast tumor growth and metastasis. Sympathetic fibers and blood vessels infiltrate tumor, which binds to $\beta_2$-adrenergic receptor in the tumor cell membrane and activates adenylate cyclase through G-protein-coupled receptor subunit $\alpha$. $\alpha$ promotes ATP-cAMP conversion, and cAMP activates protein kinase A and exchange protein activated by adenyl cyclase. PKA phosphorylates $\beta$-adrenergic receptor kinase, CREB, and GATA transcription factors. BARK recruits $\beta$-arrestin, inhibits $\beta$-adrenergic signal, and activates Src kinase, which in turn activates STAT3 and downstream focal adhesion kinase. FAK enhances migration. CREB, GATA, and STAT3 promote VEGF, IL-6, IL-8, and MMP-9 expression, enhancing angiogenesis, migration, and invasion. In the other pathway, activated through cAMP, EPAC also promotes cell migration. Stress stimulates hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenocortical axis, and the hypothalamus secretes corticotropin-releasing factor (CRF) that stimulates the adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH) secretion into blood vessels and systemic circulation. ACTH in adrenal gland cortex stimulates cortisol release. In tumor, cortisol binds to glucocorticoid receptor (GCR) in breast cancer cells and promotes the expression of MAPK phosphatase-1 (MKP1) and serine/threonine protein kinase 1 (SGK1) and other genes related to cell survival and apoptosis protection.

To classify breast cancer, the actualized TNM anatomical staging system categorizes primary tumor (T), regional lymph node invasion (N), and distant metastases (M), to determine the actual stage group of breast cancer. This classification is very useful, not only for diagnosis and prognosis but also for treatment. In addition to the anatomical staging system, factor-based prognostic stage groups that include tumor grade (histological), hormone receptor status, and a multigene panel status (when is available) were added in the 2017 TNM meeting [2, 3, 6].

Hormone receptor status takes into account the presence of estrogen receptor (ER), progesterone receptor (PR), and human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER-2) in tumor mammary cells. There are some characteristics that determine the status of the tumor, such as anatomical localization, tumor grade, hormone receptor status, and, with it, the prognostic and treatment of breast cancer [6].

A normal breast is composed of mammary glands (lobules and ducts), fibrous connective and adipose tissues, blood and lymph vessels, lymph nodes, nerves, and ligaments [7]. Duct branches form each mammary gland epithelium whose caliber is decreased until it forms ductules that flow into lobes [7, 8]. The epithelium is formed by luminal epithelial cells and basal epithelial cells, also known as myoepithelial cells, adjacent to the basement membrane [9]. Proliferation and apoptosis of mammary epithelia are regulated by the extracellular matrix (ECM) signals [10]. Either lobules or ducts can become dysplastic and eventually neoplastic, a phenomenon also regulated by ECM, and adjacent cell interactions, including stromal,
vascular, fibroblasts, and immune cells, may favor the transformation and uncontrolled proliferation of cells in the breast tissue.

In breast cancer progression, there are three phases: benign disease and noninvasive and invasive cancer (Figure 1). By definition, benign disease and noninvasive cancer share the same condition, where transformed cells do not trespass the basal membrane but are differentiated by histological grade. An example of this is the lobular carcinoma in situ, classified as a benign tumor, with associated risk in developing carcinoma [6]. On the other hand, in the invasive cancer, cells migrate through basal membrane to stromal breast and/or adjacent tissues and organs [11].

Several interactions determine different outcomes in tumor development, including the interactions among nervous, immune, and endocrine systems with the tumor. Next, we described the overall function of these systems in breast cancer and finally the interactions between them.

2. System interactions in breast cancer

2.1 The role of the nervous system on tumor growth and metastasis

Nervous regulation during cancer is mainly mediated through the sympathetic nervous system (SNS) and the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenocortical (HPA) axis [12].

2.1.1 Sympathetic nervous system

The sympathetic nervous system regulates the organism’s vital involuntary functions and is in charge of the “fight-or-flight” response in danger and stressful situations and modulates the connection between the central nervous system and immune system [13].

SNS nerve fibers emerge from the thoracolumbar spinal cord, innervate different tissues, and produce norepinephrine [12, 14]. Nowadays, it is known that sympathetic nerve fibers innervate the bone marrow, thymus (primary lymphoid organs), spleen and lymph nodes (secondary lymphoid organs), and mucosa- (MALT), bronchus- (BALT), and gut- (GALT) associated lymphoid tissues [15–17]. Epinephrine arrives to the target tissue through blood circulation after being produced in the adrenal gland. Both norepinephrine and epinephrine bind with different affinities to adrenergic receptors α (α1/α2) and β (β1/β2/β3) in target cells in different tissues and organs, such as the heart, brain, adipose tissue, mammary gland, ovaries, prostate, lymphoid tissue, bones, and different types of cancer cells [13, 14].

These adrenergic receptors are expressed differentially. In smooth muscles α1AR and α2AR can be found, although the latter also is expressed in platelets and neurons [14]. Regarding β receptors, of which noradrenaline is the main ligand, β2AR can be found in the adipose tissue and cardiac muscle. And β1-adrenergic receptors (β2ARs) are expressed in tumor and immune cells, in the heart, lung tissue, and smooth muscle. At least, β3AR can be found in the adipose tissue. Either β1AR, β2AR, or β3AR activates cAMP and in turn stimulates protein kinase A (PKA) [14].

2.1.2 Adrenergic signaling in tumors

β2AR expression has been detected in breast cancer cell lines, with different densities among them [18], and also in human breast tumor biopsies [19, 20]. Therefore, β2AR expression should be considered if a β2AR agonist treatment is going to be performed [21].
It is known that $\beta_2$-AR signaling regulates proliferation and tumor cell invasion; this is evidenced with $\beta_2$-AR blockers and the associated beneficial effect in breast cancer recurrence and bone, lung, and brain metastasis [13, 22]. Interestingly, primary TN tumor cells expressed lesser $\beta_2$-AR mRNA and protein than TN brain metastatic cells from primary breast tumor; these metastatic cells exhibited increased proliferation and migration. In vivo and in vitro, invasive and metastatic potential of these cells was diminished when treated with propranolol [22].

There have been different mechanisms described that regulate invasion and metastasis through $\beta_2$-AR signaling in tumor cells. Norepinephrine, epinephrine, or agonists bind $\beta_2$-AR and activate adenylate cyclase (AC) through G-protein-coupled receptor subunit $\alpha$ (G$\alpha$). AC activation promotes ATP-cAMP conversion (Figure 1) and $\text{Ca}^{2+}$ intracellular increase [23]. In highly metastatic breast tumor cells (MDA-MB-231HM), another G-protein subunit, G$\beta\gamma$, also promotes intracellular $\text{Ca}^{2+}$ augmentation through $\beta_2$AR signaling. Either through G$\beta\gamma$ or G$\alpha$, cAMP activates effector PKA and exchange protein activated by adenylyl cyclase (EPAC) and inhibits pERK1/pERK2; therefore, cell proliferation is mediated independently by ERK phosphorylation [23]. PKA phosphorylates CREB/ATF, GATA1 transcription factors, and $\beta$-adrenergic receptor kinase (BARK). BARK recruits $\beta$-arrestin which activates Src kinase, and this activates STAT3 [24]. Focal adhesion kinase (FAK) activated by STAT3 enhances migration and apoptosis resistance. CREB/ATF, GATA1, and STAT3 promote VEGF, IL-6, IL-8, and MMP-9 expression and enhance angiogenesis, migration, and invasion (Figure 1) [24]. Meanwhile, in breast tumor cells (MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231) treated with an EPAC inhibitor (ESI-09), migration inhibition was found associated with mis-localization of the A-kinase anchoring protein 9 (AKAP9); therefore, EPAC also promotes cell migration [25].

Another way in which $\beta_2$AR signaling stimulates tumor growth is through promoting DNA damage and p53-associated apoptosis suppression [26].

### 2.1.3 Tumor innervation

During tumor initial innervation, nearby healthy tissue provides sympathetic fibers that infiltrate the periphery of the growing tumor [27], in response to neurotropic factors secreted by tumor cells, such as neurotrophic growth factor (NGF) [28] and brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) [29]. These factors increase nerve fiber growth and thereby tumor innervation [28]. Tumor innervation is associated with vasculature; therefore, together with nerve fibers, blood vessels go through the tumor mass [30] (Figure 1). Sympathetic innervation in tumor is the main catecholamine source [30, 31]; this is evidenced because its local concentration is higher than plasma [31]. In this sense, innervation is a feature of tumor microenvironment associated with tumor aggressiveness [28].

Therefore, $\beta$-receptor antagonists could have an important role in the development of new therapies that diminish metastasis risk and promote a slow tumor progression.

### 2.1.4 HPA axis

The HPA axis also plays an important role in stress response in mammals. In the hypothalamus, the paraventricular nucleus neurons secrete corticotropin-releasing factor into hypophyseal portal blood. CRF stimulates the release of adrenocorticotropic hormone by the anterior pituitary gland, to the blood vessels and systemic circulation. When ACTH reaches adrenal glands, the cortex stimulates the corticosterone production (in rodents) or cortisol (humans) (Figure 1) [32].
Cortisol and corticosterone (glucocorticoids) exert their effects through glucocorticoid receptor. Different immune and breast cancer cells express this receptor, and glucocorticoids exert different effects in these cells.

GCR in breast cancer cells, especially in triple-negative lines (MDA-MB-231), promotes the expression of genes related to cell survival and apoptosis protection, for example, MAPK phosphatase-1 and serine/threonine protein kinase 1 (Figure 1) [33, 34]. In addition, the activation of the GCR induces the expression of genes related to cell survival, adhesion, and EMT in a premalignant breast [35]. Correspondingly, in xenograft MDA-MB-231 breast tumors in mice pre-treated with systemic dexamethasone, the paclitaxel treatment effect was inhibited [36]. Therefore, glucocorticoids protect breast cancer cells from apoptosis and enhance their survival capabilities, favoring tumor growth.

2.1.5 Stress and tumor growth

Stress is largely linked to cancer development. Stressor exposition and SNS activation promote noradrenaline release into the tumor that regulates tumor progression [30]. In animals under social isolation (a stress experimental model), there is an increased tumor size and reduced survival [37]. Also in other stress models, increased tumor progression and metastasis have been observed [38, 39].

During metastatic establishment, β2AR overexpression enhances cell proliferation and invasion, to ensure metastatic establishment, and, maybe, that is why in primary tumor resection, the surgery induces stress and releases norepinephrine and epinephrine that enhance tumor metastasis. Thus, the use of treatments that antagonize the effect of these neurotransmitters may reduce metastasis [22].

Thus, nervous control of tumor growth is regulated by the sympathetic and HPA systems. The sympathetic regulation is via tumor innervation with sympathetic fibers and the adrenergic signaling in tumor, through local and peripheral catecholamine (epinephrine and norepinephrine) production and the β2AR expression in tumor and immune cells. Meanwhile, HPA system regulates glucocorticoid production, which enhances tumor cell survival and downmodulates inflammatory response, thus enhancing tumor growth and metastasis (Figure 1).

3. Immune response in mammary tumors

Tumorigenesis usually courses a slow development during years, and the immune response depends on the different stages of the disease and the tumor microenvironment [40].

Every day, immune cells detect and destroy transformed cells, in a phenomenon called immunosurveillance. But, when transformed cells evade elimination mechanisms (immunoevasion), survive and proliferate. At this point, tumor can remain in a state of dormancy, partially by the action of immune cells, but when the balance between stromal, immune, and tumor cells with their secretory products leads to local immunosuppression, the immunosubversion is established, and the tumor grows (Figure 2) [41, 42].

3.1 Immune innate cells in mammary tumors

3.1.1 Dendritic cells

Dendritic cells are antigen-presenting cells (APCs) that recognize, uptake, process, and present antigens to different cells including T cells. In the immunosurveillance
CD4+ T helper cells produce cytokines and chemokines that modulate the immune cells and NK cells, which detect and induce apoptosis to transformed cells; meanwhile, stimulate CD8+ T-cell proliferation. (3) In immunosubversion and metastasis, when invasive ductal produce IL-12 that enhances dendritic cell antigen presentation to CD8+ cells. Also mast cells MHC-I+ in an equilibrium phase. Indirectly, other cells enhance cytotoxic response, for example, M1 macrophages 118 subsequent proliferation, the CD8+ T and CD4+ T cells migrate to the site where trans- a mature cell, antigens to naïve T cells are present [43–45]. After the activation and subsequent proliferation, CD8+ T cytotoxic and CD4+ T helper cells migrate. Cytotoxic cells induce apoptosis to transformed cells, and T helper cells produce cytokines and chemokines to enhance cytotoxic effect. (2) In the equilibrium state, transformed cells evade immune recognition and proliferate to hyperplasia (benign disease) and eventually to ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS). In these phases immune cells are recruited, and cytotoxic cells (CD8+, neutrophils, and eosinophils) may eliminate transformed cells in an equilibrium phase. Indirectly, other cells enhance cytotoxic response, for example, M1 macrophages produce IL-12 that enhances dendritic cell antigen presentation to CD8+ cells. Also mast cells MHC-I+ stimulate CD8+ T-cell proliferation. (3) In immunosubversion and metastasis, when invasive ductal carcinoma is established, tumor dendritic cells (tDC) are induced through IL-10, vascular endothelial factor (VEGF), prostaglandin E2 (PGE2), hypoxia, and lactic acid and by direct contact with tumor CTLA4+. tDC produce IL-10, which in turn induces their own expansion as well as T regulatory cell (Tregs) proliferation and the inhibition of effector CD4+ and CD8+ T cells, Th2 differentiation, and CD8+ T cells function. Also, IL-10, D vitamin, and cortisol activate M2. M2 macrophages produce IL-4, IL-10, IL-13 (that feedback M2 generation), NGF, and TGF-β that with IDO inhibit cytotoxic NK function. Mast cells secrete VEGF, tryptase, chymase, and IL-8 that enhance metastasis to different organs (lung and bone). Neutrophils may enhance metastasis because they form premetastatic niches that promote tumor cell migration and metastasis establishment.

Figure 2.

Immune response in breast tumor development. (1) In immunosurveillance, breast tissue-resident conventional dendritic cells (cDC) capture antigens released by transformed cell after recognition and destruction by cytotoxic cells (NK cells). cDC migrate to peripheral lymph node and as DC type 1 (DC1) or DC type 2 (DC2) present antigens to CD8+ T cells or CD4+ T cells, respectively. In lymph nodes T follicular cells activate B lymphocytes into plasma (antibody producer) or B memory cells. After the activation and subsequent proliferation, CD8+ T cytotoxic and CD4+ T helper cells migrate. Cytotoxic cells induce apoptosis to transformed cells, and T helper cells produce cytokines and chemokines to enhance cytotoxic effect. (2) In the equilibrium state, transformed cells evade immune recognition and proliferate to hyperplasia (benign disease) and eventually to ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS). In these phases immune cells are recruited, and cytotoxic cells (CD8+, neutrophils, and eosinophils) may eliminate transformed cells in an equilibrium phase. Indirectly, other cells enhance cytotoxic response, for example, M1 macrophages produce IL-12 that enhances dendritic cell antigen presentation to CD8+ cells. Also mast cells MHC-I+ stimulate CD8+ T-cell proliferation. (3) In immunosubversion and metastasis, when invasive ductal carcinoma is established, tumor dendritic cells (tDC) are induced through IL-10, vascular endothelial factor (VEGF), prostaglandin E2 (PGE2), hypoxia, and lactic acid and by direct contact with tumor CTLA4+. tDC produce IL-10, which in turn induces their own expansion as well as T regulatory cell (Tregs) proliferation and the inhibition of effector CD4+ and CD8+ T cells, Th2 differentiation, and CD8+ T cells function. Also, IL-10, D vitamin, and cortisol activate M2. M2 macrophages produce IL-4, IL-10, IL-13 (that feedback M2 generation), NGF, and TGF-β that with IDO inhibit cytotoxic NK function. Mast cells secrete VEGF, tryptase, chymase, and IL-8 that enhance metastasis to different organs (lung and bone). Neutrophils may enhance metastasis because they form premetastatic niches that promote tumor cell migration and metastasis establishment.

phase, dendritic cells resident in the breast tissue sense and capture different antigens released by transformed cells and then migrate to draining lymph nodes, where, as a mature cell, antigens to naïve T cells are present [43–45]. After the activation and subsequent proliferation, the CD8+ T and CD4+ T cells migrate to the site where transformed neoplastic cells reside. The cytotoxic response is carried out mainly by CD8+ T cells and NK cells, which detect and induce apoptosis to transformed cells; meanwhile, CD4+ T helper cells produce cytokines and chemokines that modulate the immune response and recruit other immune cells (Figure 2).

Two lineages of dendritic cells are responsible for T-cell priming. The first are DC1s that express chemokine receptor CXR1 and present antigens through MHC-I
preferentially to CD8+ T cells. The second are DC2s that express CD172a and MHC-II (high), to activate CD4+ T cells [43]. DC1s can be lymphoid-resident DC1s (CD8α in mice) or migratory DC1s (CD103+ in mice), being the latter mentioned as the main subset of DC that can induce a strong cytotoxic response against tumor through the activation of CD8+ T cells [46]. Meanwhile, DC2s (CD11c+ in mouse) seem to fail in tumor antigen presentation to CD4+ T cells in lymph nodes, but it is unclear why. A possibility is an inadequate process of antigen or the nature of tumor antigen. These DC2s cells can be tolerogenic, because they cannot generate an adequate activation and stimulation [43].

Three features lead to the induction of suppressive or tumor phenotype DC. The first is the presence of tumor cell neoantigens that leads eventually to immunoevasion and the failure of immunosurveillance. The second is the degree of DC maturation, in which immature DC acquire a tolerogenic phenotype and generate regulatory T cells. And the third is related to the immune suppression in the tumor microenvironment mediated by other cells and soluble factors. The balance of stimulatory and suppressive signals determines tumor progression and is related to cell tumor phenotype and the interaction among cells [43].

There are many tumor microenvironment factors that suppress DC activation in vitro, for example, IL-10, vascular endothelial factor, prostaglandin E2, hypoxia, and lactic acid [47]. Another important interaction is when breast tumor and DC are in contact. Chen et al. showed a decreased expression of CD40, CD80, CD86 (costimulatory molecules), HLA-DR, and CD83 and a reduced production of IFN-γ, TNF-α, IL-1β, IL-2, IL-6, and IL-12, in lipopolysaccharide (LPS)-stimulated human DC, when co-cultured with CTLA4+ breast cancer cells. These suppressive DC inhibit CD4+ and CD8+ T-cell proliferation, Th1 differentiation, and cytotoxic lymphocyte (CTL) function (Figure 2) [48].

When a transformed cell escapes of the immune recognition and destruction, and starts proliferating, it recruits different immune cells and promotes a pro-tumoral and suppressor microenvironment. Among these tumor-recruited cells are DCs, which migrate to local lymph nodes and present tumor antigens to lymphocytes. Meanwhile some recruited DC go to lymph nodes, and another subset of DC remains in tumor and developed suppressor functions through the direct inhibition of the local activation of CD4+ and CD8+ T cells or through suppressive cytokine production (IL-10) (Figure 2) [43, 49]. These DC may have an important role in lymphocyte priming in tumor, associated with the presence of tertiary lymphoid structures (TLS) in breast tumors, specially placed in stroma and with naive T cells in tumors that are activated in situ [50, 51].

### 3.1.2 Neutrophils

Neutrophils are polymorphonuclear (PMN) cells and the most abundant leukocyte in human. These cells are responsible for host defense to bacterial, fungal, and viral infections and support wound healing [52]. Neutrophils can phagocyte, form neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs) to eliminate invasive microorganisms, and synthesize and store in cytoplasmic granules neutrophil elastase, cathepsin G, proteinase 3, neutrophil collagenase (MMP-8), gelatinase B (MMP-9), reactive oxygen species (ROS), and antimicrobial peptides [53–55]. Through chemotactic stimuli, neutrophils arrive to the inflammation site and phagocyte the invading microorganism. Thereafter, cytoplasmic granules in the neutrophil get fused with the phagolysosome where the microorganism is destroyed [52]. Under adverse circumstances, neutrophil can release proteinases through microbursts, to the extracellular space, or produce NETs to fix the microorganisms, stop their migration, and concentrate on toxic factors [56].
Some authors mentioned a neutrophil polarization similar to classical activated macrophages (M1) and alternative activated macrophages (M2), named N1 and N2; also, neutrophils present different degrees of activation, and according to it, there are four types of PMN: naïve circulating, mildly activated, activated (acute inflammation), and highly activated (sepsis, unsuccessful phagocytosis). Among mildly activated neutrophils are tumor-associated neutrophils (TANs) that in mice express CD11b+ and Ly-6Ghi markers [52, 57].

Cellular cytotoxic role in cancer is traditionally associated with cytotoxic T cells, NK cells, and macrophages, and little attention is focused on neutrophils, but nowadays, reports are linking neutrophils to different stages of cancer [56]. Naïve neutrophils are recruited to the tumor, mainly by macrophages, and display the same repertory to kill a microorganism for the destruction of a tumor cell, and eventually a pro-host or pro-tumoral effect in situ is developed (Figure 2) [52].

The presence or absence and quantity of neutrophils within the tumor, associated with tumor type, determine the prognostic of the disease [57]. In an orthotopic murine model of breast cancer with 4T1 (metastatic cells) and 4T07 (nonmetastatic cells), more neutrophils within 4T1 tumors in comparison to 4T07 tumors were detected. Also in 4T1 tumors, higher mRNA expression of CXCL1, a neutrophil-recruiting chemokine, was detected [58]. For example, a pre-metastatic niche has been reported in remote organs, where neutrophils come together and shape a microenvironment that favored the migration of tumor cells (Figure 2) [59]. One of the mechanisms that shape a pre-metastatic niche could be mediated by NETs, as has been demonstrated in an experiment where neutrophils were co-cultured with 4T1 cells in a transwell chamber assay and produced more NETs than neutrophils co-cultured with 4T07 cells. In the same report, authors proved the presence of NET structures located next to 4T1 cells, which was assumed to contribute to support metastasis [58].

3.1.3 Eosinophils

Eosinophils are granulocyte cells that can be found in the spleen, lymph nodes, thymus, and gastrointestinal tract [60] and are able to phagocyte and act as antigen-presenting cell in lymph nodes, through the expression of major compatibility complex and costimulatory molecules (CD40, CD80, CD86) [61]. Furthermore, eosinophils produce cytokines, chemokines, growth factors, lipid mediators, and cytotoxic granules (Table 1).

Eosinophils are usually related to parasitic infections, especially helminthiasis, in which eosinophilia is a characteristic feature. But recently their role in cancer has become relevant. Depending on its cytokine profile production, a new classification of eosinophils has been proposed; the eosinophils that secrete Th1 cytokines (IL-8, TNF-α, and IFN-γ) are called E1, and the ones that produce Th2 cytokines (IL-4, IL-5, and IL-13) are E2. Despite this classification, in breast cancer it is unknown if the eosinophils secrete any of those cytokines, although blood eosinophilia is related to a good or poor prognostic of the disease, depending on the cancer type [79]. Related to eosinophil infiltration into the breast cancer tumor, the presence of eosinophils is one indicator of increased survival, maybe because these cells participate in host-tumor interactions and because of their cytotoxic activity [83].

3.1.4 Mast cells

Mast cells originate in bone marrow, then circulate and migrate to tissues, and in nearby blood vessels mature into effector cells, in which along with DC and macrophages, are the first cells to recognize and interact with pathogens or allergens [84, 85]. Inside mast cells there are granules with preformed substances that included histamine...
CD11b+ and Ly-6Ghi markers [52, 57]. Activated neutrophils are tumor-associated neutrophils (TANs) that, in mice, express...four types of PMN: naïve circulating, mildly activated, activated (acute inflammatory), and tissue macrophages (M1) and alternative activated macrophages (M2), named N1 and N2; these are...eventually a pro-host or pro-tumoral effect in situ is developed (Figure 2).

Neutrophils are recruited to the tumor, mainly by macrophages, and display...cells, NK cells, and macrophages, and little attention is focused on neutrophils, but nowadays, reports are linking neutrophils to different stages of cancer [56].

Inside mast cells there are granules with preformed substances that included histamine and serotonin, which was assumed to contribute to support metastasis [58]. Related to eosinophil infiltration into the breast cancer tumor, the presence of eosinophils is one indicator of increased survival, maybe because these cells participate in host-tumor interactions and because of their cytotoxic activity [83].

Eosinophils are usually related to parasitic infections, especially helminthiases, but their role in cancer has become relevant. Depending on its cytokine profile production, a new classification of eosinophils was proposed, in which eosinophilia is a characteristic feature [75]. Related to eosinophil infiltration into the breast cancer tumor, the presence of eosinophils was correlated with higher serum levels and lymph node metastasis [67].

Some authors mentioned a neutrophil polarization similar to classical activated neutrophils. This polarization may have different effects; in early stages favors tumor growth but in late stages favors tumor regression [69].

In 4T1 tumors, higher mRNA expression of CXCL1, a neutrophil-recruiting chemokine, was detected [58]. For example, a pre-metastatic niche has been reported to favor the migration of tumor cells (Figure 2) that favored the migration of tumor cells.

In an experiment where neutrophils were co-cultured with 4T1 cells in a transwell chamber assay and produced more NETs than neutrophils co-cultured with 4T07 cells. This experiment demonstrated that NETs could shape a pre-metastatic niche, as has been demonstrated in other models. A pre-metastatic niche is a microenvironment formed by different cells and molecules that attract tumor cells and facilitate the development of metastatic tissue in remote organs.
The mast cell activation stimulates the production of inflammatory mediators, such as histamine, serotonin, and tryptase. Mast cells interact with B cells through superficial IgM and IgD, and with T cells through TCR-CD3 on the T cell surface, mediated by the H1 histamine receptor [89, 90]. Mast cells can also release serotonin, dopamine, tryptase, and chymase. The mast cell activation stimulates the production of leukotrienes and cytokines (e.g., TNF-α, IL-8, TGF-β, TNF-β, transforming growth factor β; VEGF, vascular endothelial cell growth factor; GM-CSF, granulocyte/macrophage colony-stimulating factor).

Despite mast cells releasing angiogenic factors, as VEGF, chymase, tryptase, heparin, fibroblast growth factor-2 (FGF-2), IL-8, TGF-β, and nerve growth factor, the inhibition of mast cell degranulation did not change the mammary tumor vascularization, but that does not mean that degranulation may enhance angiogenesis [91]. In this regard, a study informed that tryptase did not stimulate the proliferation of MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells but indeed enhances its migration and invasion [92]. In malignant breast carcinomas, there are more tryptase-containing mast cells detected through immunohistochemistry assay than that in benign lesions [93]. Given the prominent angiogenic character of mast cells, to date, their presence has not been strongly associated with the enhancement of the tumor vascularization, and it is not clear if comorbidities favoring increased quantities of mast cells may improve tumor vascularization and metastasis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cytotoxic granules</th>
<th>Eosinophil cationic protein</th>
<th>Tissue remodeling, suppression of T-cell proliferation, mast cell degranulation, and secretion of airway mucus [75]</th>
<th>Proliferation inhibition in colorectal carcinoma and oral squamous cell carcinoma cell lines, via osmotic lysis [76, 77]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eosinophil-derived neurotoxin</td>
<td>Cytotoxic activity and chemoattractant of DC, monocytes, neutrophils, mast cells, and T cells [79]</td>
<td>Cytotoxic activity in colorectal carcinoma cell line [80]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eosinophil peroxidase</td>
<td>Related to inflammatory tissue injury [81]</td>
<td>Absent in normal breast tissue but present in breast cancer tumor stroma [82]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Functions and related cancer features of cytokines and chemokines.

(Receptor), heparin (anticoagulant), serotonin, dopamine, tryptase, and chymase. The mast cell activation stimulates the production of leukotrienes and cytokines (e.g., TNF-α) and the cell degranulation [86].

Mast cells may perform both immunosuppressive and inflammatory functions depending on the interaction with the effector or regulatory immune cells [85]. For example, the expression of MHC-II in mast cells can be induced by the exposure of LPS and IFN-γ, and the interaction of MHC-II expressing mast cells with effectors T cells induces the expansion of Treg cells; meanwhile, mast cells expressing MHC-I can enhance the proliferation of CD8+ T cells [87, 88]. Besides direct contact with T cell, an alternative activation mechanism could be the mast cell production of IFN. This cytokine enhances the proliferation of T cells, depending on the number of mast cells within the microenvironment, for example, at low numbers proliferation is enhanced, but in higher numbers proliferation is inhibited, in a mechanism mediated by the H1 histamine receptor [89, 90].

On the other hand, for naïve B-cell survival and activation and for plasma cell proliferation and differentiation, mast cells interact with B cell through superficial CD40L. Also for the B-cell synthesis of IgE, the secretion of IL-4 and IL-13, among others, by mast cells is necessary [85].

Despite mast cells releasing angiogenic factors, as VEGF, chymase, tryptase, heparin, fibroblast growth factor-2 (FGF-2), IL-8, TGF-β, and nerve growth factor, the inhibition of mast cell degranulation did not change the mammary tumor vascularization, but that does not mean that degranulation may enhance angiogenesis [91]. In this regard, a study informed that tryptase did not stimulate the proliferation of MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells but indeed enhances its migration and invasion [92]. In malignant breast carcinomas, there are more tryptase-containing mast cells detected through immunohistochemistry assay than that in benign lesions [93]. Given the prominent angiogenic character of mast cells, to date, their presence has not been strongly associated with the enhancement of the tumor vascularization, and it is not clear if comorbidities favoring increased quantities of mast cells may improve tumor vascularization and metastasis.
vascularization, and it is not clear if comorbidities favoring increased quantities of mast cells may improve tumor vascularization and metastasis.

3.1.5 Macrophages

Macrophages are mononuclear phagocytic cells that according to environment signals turn into different phenotypes. One of these phenotypes is the classically activated macrophages or M1, induced by Toll-like receptors (TLR) and IFN-γ. These cells are characterized by the expression of IL-12, the major histocompatibility complex class II (MHC-II) and TNF-α, and ROS and nitric oxide (NO) production and are associated with microorganisms and cell destruction [94]. The second phenotype is the “alternatively or selectively” activated macrophages, which are characterized by the secretion of IL-4, IL-10, IL-13, and TGF-β and the expression of arginase-1 and VEGF and are related to wound healing and humoral response [94, 95].

Macrophages, monocytes, and DC can be found in tumor microenvironment, being the macrophages the most abundant phagocytic population. Tumor-associated macrophages (TAMs) are characterized by the cell surface expression of CD68 and have been related to invasion and migration of cancer cells, being a prognostic factor in cancer [95, 96]. Some reports have shown that the density of TAMs in breast cancer samples is related to hormone receptor status, lymph node metastasis, stage, and prognosis. Higher concentrations of TAMs are associated with a poor prognosis, and the worse prognostic group is the one with a high proportion of CD163 and CD206 (M2 markers) [95].

TAMs are related to immunosuppressive features, for example, low antigen-presenting capability, low tissue remodeling activity, and low toxicity functions that promote tumor growth and metastasis [97]. These immunosuppressive TAMs function as M2 macrophages and are activated by IL-4, IL-10, IL-13, glucocorticoids, and vitamin D3 [98].

3.1.6 NK cells

The innate immune system recognizes and kills infected and transformed cells; NK cells are responsible for this task, through granzyme b-perforin system, TNF-related apoptosis-inducing ligand (TRAIL), and the expression of CD95 ligand [99]. NK cells produce IFN-γ, granulocyte/macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF), and TNF [100] and are one of the main cells in antitumoral response.

Depending on the signals that NK cells receive, activation or inhibition receptors or coreceptors are expressed [101, 102].

NK cell cytotoxicity is activated by different ligands upregulated during cellular stress, also with the recognition of antibodies in the antibody-dependent cellular toxicity (ADCC) through the expression of CD16 (Fc immunoglobulin fragment low-affinity receptor) and with the detection of cells that underexpressed HLA-class I molecules [101, 103]. In immunosurveillance, tumor cells are detected and destroyed by NK cells, through these mechanisms (Figure 2). In immunosubversion, tumor cells evade NK cell recognition, and tumor microenvironment leads to NK cell impairment, through the inhibition of surface-activating receptor expression, such as NKP46 and NKG2D or Nkp30 and NKG2D mediated by indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase (IDO) and TGF-β1, respectively (Figure 2) [101, 104, 105].

In breast cancer patients, tumor NK cells possess a more prominent inhibitory phenotype than peripheral NK cells. Also depending on disease progression, for example, in late stages, NK cells lose their cytotoxic activity and express inhibitory
receptors (NKG2A); meanwhile, in early stages NK cells express activating receptors (NKGp30, NKG2D, DNAM-1, and CD16). One of the stroma-derived suppressor factors that induced NK cell function impairment is TGF-β1 [101].

### 3.2 Immune adaptive cells in mammary tumors

#### 3.2.1 T lymphocytes

T lymphocytes are one of the most important cell populations in cancer. The activation of T cells is performed, firstly, through TCR stimulation with its specific antigen, presented in the context of MHC, by a dendritic cell or another professional antigen-presenting cell; secondly, with the binding of “costimulatory” molecules in the dendritic cell; and, thirdly, by the cytokine milieu and soluble factors [106, 107]. In addition, antigen presentation is performed by immature DCs, resulting in a non-responsive or anergic T cells [108]. In breast cancer tertiary lymphoid structures and germinal centers were detected next to tumor in extensively infiltrated tumors. This TLS possesses a similar structure to lymph node, including a T-cell zone with CD3+/CD4+ T cells and a germinal center with B cells and T follicular helper (Tfh) cells [109].

#### 3.2.2 T helper cells

Different factors such as the expression of transcription factors, chemokine receptors, signal transduction activators, and the chemokine and cytokine secretion regulate the effector phenotype and function of these cells [107]. Regarding human breast cancer, different effector phenotypes have been reported, for example, through flow cytometry of invasive breast tumors, Tfh, Th1, Th2, Th17, and Tregs were found [109].

#### 3.2.3 T follicular helper (Tfh) cell

The effector phenotype Tfh cell stays in the lymph node and induces activation and differentiation of affine B cells into plasma or memory cells [110]. But, in advanced stages of invasive breast cancer, CD4+ Tfh cells were detected in the T-cell zone and germinal centers of TLS. This localization is may be due to their function in tumor, because Tfh cells were localized near to B cells [111].

#### 3.2.4 T helper 1 (Th1)

CD4+ T helper 1 (Th1) cell differentiation and IFN-γ production are modulated by IL-12 produced by APCs (monocytes/macrophages, DCs, and even NK cells) and IFN-γ (Figure 2) [112–114]. Th1 cells express the transcription factor T-bet; secrete IFN-γ, TNF-α, and IL-2; and function as regulators of monocyte activation and T lymphocyte differentiation induction [115, 116]. Th1 cells are associated with early tumor phases, because of their IFN-γ production that activates CD8+ cytotoxic T cells (Figure 2) [117]. Therefore, there is an association between improving survival and the infiltration of Th1 and CD8+ T cells in breast tumors [118].

#### 3.2.5 T helper 2 (Th2)

A T helper subset related to immunosubversion and tumor progression is the CD4+ T helper 2 (Th2) cells, characterized by the expression of transcription factor GATA3 and the secretion of IL-4, IL-5, IL-10, and IL-13 [121]. Th2 cells are related to...
nematode response, tissue repair, and antibody production. In breast cancer, Th2 cells have been found in human mammary tumors [109], and IL-13 is reported to be present also in human breast tumors, promoting tumor development (Figure 2) [119].

3.2.6 T helper 17 (Th17)

CD4+ Th17 (T helper 17) cells are related to autoimmunity, tissue inflammation, and host defense against bacteria, fungi, viruses, and protozoa and play an important role in mucosal immunity [120]. Th17 cells produce IL-17 and IL-22 and express transcription factor RORγt [121]. Regarding Th17 cells in tumor, it is not recognized if they could be induced in tumor or be recruited from other places, but their presence has been detected in breast tumors [109]. Th17 cell tumor infiltration mediates an inflammatory microenvironment [122].

3.2.7 Regulatory T cells (Tregs)

Tregs are a subset of T helper cells that express Foxp3 transcription factor and have an important role in controlling inflammation and autoimmunity in mouse and man [123]. These cells normally are residents in the secondary lymphoid organs, lung, peripheral blood, gastrointestinal tract, liver, and skin and can be recruited to other tissues, under inflammatory conditions [124]. Tregs are CD4+, CD127low, CD25hi, and also CTLA+ and exert immune suppression through different mechanisms, for example, the production of tolerogenic cytokines (IL-10, IL-35, and TGF-β), the induction of arginine depletion that leads to T-cell dysfunction, the expression of suppressive molecules (CTLA-4, CD80/CD86), and the direct cytolysis through granzyme b-perforin system and through local consumption of IL-2 (with the constitutive expression of high-affinity receptor CD25) [125, 126].

IL-10 is a suppressive cytokine secreted by macrophages, NK cells, NKT cells, B cells, DCs, and CD4+ T cell (specially Treg cells), that suppress inflammatory responses, prevent autoimmune diseases, and enhance tumor growth (Figure 2) [127–129].

3.2.8 T cytotoxic lymphocytes (CTLs)

CD8+ cytotoxic T lymphocytes play an important role in adaptive antitumor response; therefore, when tumor immunosubversion is established, the cytotoxicity of CD8+T cells gets compromised (Figure 2). During immunosurveillance, in secondary lymphoid organs (lymph nodes and spleen), APCs present tumor-associated antigens and tumor neoantigens to CTLs, which in the presence of costimulatory and cytokine signals, such as IL-12 (produced by DCs) and IFN-γ (produced by Th1 cells), undergo activation, maturation, and clonal expansion [117, 130]. After, CTLs migrate through the body, search for specific antigen, and kill the tumor antigen-specific cell through IFN-γ release and perforin and granzyme system (Figure 2) [117, 131, 132]. Also, through the activation of its receptor, IL-12 promotes the differentiation of effector CD8 cells and inhibits at the same time the development of memory CD8 cells [133, 134]. When effector CTL cells failed in killing target cell and are exposed to persistent antigen stimulation (in chronic infectious diseases or in tumors), CTL express inhibitory cell surface receptors, PD-1, LAG3, TIM3, TIGIT, and CTLA-4, and became exhausted CD8+ T cells. During tumor immunosubversion CD8+ T cell exhausted profile is generated; therefore, cytolyis or IFN-γ secretion mediated through CTLs is inhibited (Figure 2) [135].

Another important cytokine related to CD8+ T cells is IL-2, which is described not only as a growth factor, secreted by CD4+- and CD8+-activated T cells, but also
as a differentiation inducer for CD8+ effector cells [115]. CD8+ T cells cultured with IL-2 presented an upregulation in perforin (Prf1) transcription and a suppressed expression of Bcl6 and IL-7Rα (memory CD8+ markers). Meanwhile, in CD8+ T cells with deficiency of IL-2 receptor (IL-2Rα or CD25), cell differentiation impairment was shown in vivo, demonstrated with granzyme B and perforin diminished expression and a poor ex vivo cytotoxicity [136].

In regard to CD8+ T cell antitumor activity, an experiment in tumor from four T1 mammary gland tumor cells in syngeneic mice showed that in mice injected with IL-12, tumor growth was suppressed through an increased CD8+ cell infiltration and production of IFN-γ and the induction of apoptosis of tumor cells [137]. This effect correlates with good prognosis in CD8+ T cell infiltration in breast tumors in women [138]. With the time, CTLs lose their cytotoxic phenotype and acquired an exhausted phenotype that needs further characterization in breast tumors but is likely to be associated with late stages (triple-negative breast cancer).

4. Endocrine factors related to the development of breast cancer

Mammary gland epithelium is highly dynamic, characterized by proliferation, differentiation, and apoptosis cycles, regulated in part by hormones. Breast cancer is associated with an abnormal proliferation of epithelial cells, related to genetic mutations and epigenetic modifications in suppressor and DNA repair genes and oncogenes [139].

4.1 Estrogens and progesterone

During life, the mammary gland development is divided by different stages and modulated by hormones such as estrogens (17β estradiol) and progesterone. These stages are related to sexual development and includes embryonic and prepuberal phase, puberty, pregnancy, lactation, and involution. Epidermal growth factor (EGF) and estrogens that arrive through the breast stroma during puberty induce ductal elongation and branching. Meanwhile, the lobes formed by secretory epithelial cells organized in alveoli develop during gestation and probably in lactation, through the placental lactogens, progesterone, and prolactin signaling [140]. In lactation, milk secretion is promoted by the contraction of rounding epithelium smooth muscle cells mediated by oxytocin [8].

Estrogen effects are regulated through alpha and beta estrogen receptors (ERα and ERβ), both expressed in mammary normal tissue [141]. ERα signaling is responsible for ductal elongation in puberty and the stromal invasion in normal breast tissue [142].

The sharing ERα-ERβ distribution suggests that ERβ may be related to a negative ERα regulation, through antiestrogen or non-habitual effects [143]. The ERα or ERβ receptor dimerization is induced by ligand-receptor union and leads to the formation of homodimers (ERα/α, ERβ/β) or heterodimers (ERα/β). Recently, it was described that the dimer conformation is associated with their function. ERα/α is linked with proliferation induced by estrogen, and ERβ/β homodimer is linked with antiproliferative and pro-apoptotic functions; meanwhile, ERα/β effects are not elucidated as well (Figure 3) [144].

Proliferation in breast tumor cells is ligand-dependent in early stages and ligand-independent in late stages. In the estrogen-dependent pathway, cell proliferation is activated through cytoplasmic or membrane estrogen receptors. Intracellular signaling begins with estrogen-receptor union, their consequent translocation to nuclei, where the estrogen-receptor complex binds to specific
estrogen-response elements in estrogen-responsive genes or to other transcription factors, such as AP1 or Sp1, in a non-ERE way, functioning as gene transcription co-regulator [145, 146]. Furthermore, estrogen-membrane ER signals through GPR30 and Erk to elicit proliferation (Figure 3) [145]. Meanwhile, the estrogen-independent pathway is mediated through ligand binding and activation of growth factor receptors (GFRs), such as epithelial growth factor receptor (EGFR), insulin-like growth factor receptor (IGF), and HER-2, among others. This activation promotes ER phosphorylation and activation through PI3K/AKT and Ras/Raf/MAPK pathways [145, 147].

On the other hand, progesterone exerts its action through two receptors (PRA and PRB), both signaling and activating gene transcription [148]. ERα and PR are co-expressed in the mammary gland in 15–30% of epithelial cells [149]. Meanwhile, estradiol and progesterone drive epithelial mammary gland proliferation directly through the hormone-receptor union and have been proposing a second control mechanism in which epithelial cells sense hormone concentrations through their estrogen and progesterone receptors and, in consequence, secrete or not growth factors to promote nearby cell proliferation [148].

In breast cancer staging, ER and/or PR expression loss is associated with more aggressive tumors, with self-sufficiency of growth signals independently of estrogen or progesterone receptors. Additionally, positive ERα tumor is related to a better prognostic, as well as ERβ tumor expression [150].
Besides the receptor’s presence in tumor cells, another important issue to consider is the hormone levels within the tumor. Intratumoral estradiol concentration in normal breast tissue was lower than in ductal carcinoma in situ and invasive ductal carcinoma [151].

In this regard, aromatase is an important enzyme responsible for the production of estrogens, estrone, and estradiol, through the aromatization and conversion of androstenedione and testosterone [152]. Invasive ductal carcinoma expresses a higher amount of aromatase mRNA than DCIS and normal breast tissue, and both epithelial and stromal cells expressed aromatase mRNA [151]. Therefore, tumor cells have different sources of estrogen, called endocrine (ovary), intracrine, and paracrine, which enhance cell proliferation of tumor target cells.

4.2 Androgens

Meanwhile estrogens stimulate mammary gland development, and androgens inhibit it. For example, estrogen treatment in prostate cancer patients promotes mammary gland growth and ingestion of androgens by athletes or transsexuals and produces mammary gland atrophy [153].

Androgens as testosterone (T) and dihydrotestosterone (DHT) exert their effects through the union to their androgen receptor (AR). This receptor has been colocalized with ER and PR in mammary gland epithelia, but not in adjacent stromal cells; therefore, androgen-mediated proliferation is regulated in the mammary epithelium [154]. The androgen receptor (AR) has been reported to be present in 80% of primary breast tumors, and its presence is associated with a favorable response to endocrine treatment and a better prognostic, especially if ER is also present [155].

In this sense, the union of BRCA1 gene product with AR activates AR functions; therefore, the mutation of this BRCA1 may interfere with AR antiproliferative functions and allow cell proliferation [156].

4.3 Adrenal steroids

Dehydroepiandrosterone, an estrogen and testosterone precursor [157], is an adrenal steroid which is metabolized into active metabolites, such as Δ5-androstene-3β, 17β-diol (17β-androstenediol), Δ5-androstene-3β17α-diol (17α-androstenediol), and Δ5-androstene-3β,7β,17β-triol (17β-androstenetriol) [158]. DHEA is able to activate ERα, ERβ, AR, and glucocorticoid receptor (GR); meanwhile, its metabolites showed a weaker activation [159]. All of androstene hormones (DHEA, 17β-androstenediol, 17α-androstenediol, and 17β-androstenetriol) have been shown to have an antiproliferative effect in cellular lines, including breast cancer (Figure 3) [160]. Only DHEA presented a protective effect in vivo, but the other androstenes have not been tested in vitro [160]; therefore, there is a promising search field around androstenes and the development of breast cancer.

5. Tumor development and neuroimmunoendocrine interactions

The relation between nervous and immune systems is importantly transduced through β2AR and GCR localized in immune cells, such as B lymphocytes, T lymphocytes, NK cells, and macrophages, which regulate cytokine production, molecule expression, development, survival, proliferation, circulation, and cell recruitment [161]. Meanwhile, interactions among endocrine and immune or nervous systems are regulated through the hormone receptor expression (ER, PR, and AR) and the effects driving in immune and/or nervous cells (Figure 4).
In mice treated with selective $\beta_2$AR agonists, such as clenbuterol or salbutamol, to stimulate these receptors, the lymph node egress of CD4$^+$, CD8$^+$ T lymphocytes, and antigen-primed T cells and B cells is retarded and is associated with lymphopenia. This lymphocyte retention is mediated through CXC chemokine receptor 4 (CXCR4) in T cells and B cells and is thought to explain the reduction of T-cell-mediated inflammation and lymphopenia [161]. CXCR4 is also expressed in monocytes and dendritic cells. CXCR4 ligand is the stromal cell-derived factor 12 (CXCL12), and both are linked to breast cancer metastasis. CXCR4-CXCL12 union promotes cell migration and adhesion and angiogenesis [162].

In lymph nodes with breast cancer metastasis, an increased level of CXCR4 transcript was detected compared to nonmetastatic lymph nodes. Also, a higher mRNA expression was found in breast cancer tumor stages III–IV than in stages I–II. Interestingly, in tumor tissues with HER-2 expression, CXCR4 transcription levels are also more elevated than in HER-2-negative tumors; therefore, there is a positive correlation between CXCR4 and HER-2 expression in breast tumors [163]. This phenomenon is explained because HER-2 enhances and impedes CXCR4 degradation [164]. CXCR4-CXCL12 axis is evolved in organ-directed metastasis, mainly associated with a higher CXCL12 expression in lymph nodes and lung, liver, and bone tissues where breast cancer metastasis is very common. CXCL12 acts as a chemotactrant for breast cancer cells that express CXCR4, promoting the arrival of these cells [165, 166].

Another group of immune cells, in which $\beta_2$AR produces an inhibitory effect, is the DCs. The stimulation of $\beta_2$AR with salbutamol inhibited the NF-$\kappa$B transcription [167]. This transcription factor is required for DC antigen presentation; for the expression of CD80, CD86, and CD40 (costimulatory molecules); and for IL-12 secretion [168]. Also, salmeterol ($\beta_2$AR agonist) diminishes the IL-1, IL-6, and TNF-$\alpha$ production, in LPS-activated DCs [169].

On the other hand, in human monocytes primed during 16 hours with IFN-$\gamma$ and stimulated with LPS, the addition of salbutamol diminished the IL-12 and TNF-$\alpha$ secretion, but not the IL-1$\alpha$, IL-1$\beta$, or IL-10 production. Also, in neonatal CD4$^+$ lymphocytes, the Th1 cell differentiation in vitro was inhibited; instead, these CD4$^+$ T cells, stimulated with $\beta_2$AR agonists, produce IL-4 (Th2 cytokine), but not
IFN-γ (Th1 cytokine) [168]. Meanwhile in rats, adrenaline or metaproterenol (β2AR agonist) in physiologic doses inhibited NK cell activation [170].

Either by directly action on tumor or immune cells, sympathetic signals regulate tumor progression. In this regard, as mentioned before, immune cell recruitment is a crucial step in immunosurveillance and immunosubversion. Sympathetic innervation in distant organs such as bone marrow promotes noradrenaline secretion that activates bone marrow-resident cells and promotes immune cell development and trafficking [171] and the posterior cell recruitment to tumor microenvironment mediated through tumor chemokine release and chemokine receptor expression in immune cells [166]. In this sense, tumor primary macrophage recruitment [39] and tumor cells increasing cytokine pro-inflammatory expression [21] are β2AR mediated and influencing tumor progression [37, 39].

Despite the differences in β2AR breast tumor cell expression that as an example in MB-231 cell line is higher than in MB-231BR cell line, the treatment with a β2AR agonist (terbutaline or norepinephrine) modulates VEGF secretion through cAMP-PKA pathway, which is diminished in MB-231 cell line and augmented in MB-231BR cell line (metastatic to mouse brain). Meanwhile, IL-6 production in both cell lines was increased, in a cAMP-dependent and PKA-independent pathway [21]. These differences in VEGF secretion are maybe associated with the brain metastatic potential of MB-231BR cell line, because VEGF enhances blood vessel neoformation for tumor growth.

As mentioned before, immunosuppressive TAM works as M2 macrophages and, in this sense, has been found that epinephrine induces M2 macrophage polarization, in RAW 264.7 cells. This polarization is regulated through β2AR. Also, in breast tumors co-expression of CD163+ (M2 macrophages human marker) and β2AR cell has been demonstrated; thus, macrophages in tumor microenvironment are influenced by adrenergic signals [37]. The relationship between M1 or M2 macrophages and hormone receptor status in breast cancer is due to the development of the disease. Hollmen et al. reported that when a cell line positive for the estrogen receptor (ER) is co-cultured with human monocytes, they acquire an M1 phenotype; meanwhile, the co-culture of them with ER- breast cancer cell line induced an M2 phenotype. The above indicates that ER governs the changes of the macrophages phenotype [172]. ER+ breast cancer is related with an “early” development and a better prognostic, maybe associated with a M1 acute phase inflammatory response that effectively controls tumor progression. Meanwhile, TNBC usually presents a worse prognosis, and the presence of M2 exerts an immunosuppressive intratumoral effect that allows breast tumor growth and metastasis. Therefore, the macrophage phenotype is due to microenvironmental conditions and is associated consequently with tumor staging and prognosis.

Overexpression of HER-2 is correlated with β2AR expression levels in breast tumor samples. In this sense, in MCF-7 cells overexpressing HER-2 (MCF-7/HER-2), β2AR expression was also elevated, in an autocrine way through MCF-7/HER-2 epinephrine secretion. Interestingly, β2AR activation with epinephrine, with norepinephrine, or with β2AR agonists (isoproterenol and salmeterol) induces HER-2 expression in MCF-7 breast cancer cells. These findings are important because in HER-2+ breast cancer cells, the activation of this surface tyrosine kinase may improve epinephrine secretion, through ERK signaling. Epinephrine may upregulate either β2AR expression or HER-2 [173].

Concerning to breast cancer, in more aggressive tumors (TNBC), an increased amount of Foxp3+ lymphocytes can be found in than less aggressive tumors (ER+ or HER+ tumors); this higher Treg tumor infiltration is also related to an increased risk of recurrence and a poor prognosis [174].
Ali et al. reported that in ER− and HER+ breast tumors, CD8+ cell infiltration in tumor was associated with a reduction (28%) of mortality risk, but if these cells were in the tumor stroma, the risk reduction was lower (21%). A similar risk reduction (27%) was found in ER+/HER+ breast tumors [138]. The CD8+ T-cell presence in tumor is associated then with the induction of tumor cell apoptosis that improve the prognosis and in some point is still acting as an effector-killing cell rather than a memory cell.

6. Conclusion

In breast cancer development, tumor cell proliferation is extensively studied, and almost all the treatments are encouraged to diminish it. Tumor cell interactions with other immune, nervous, tumor, and stromal cells, through the production of soluble factors and the expression of receptors, are the drivers of this proliferation. These relations may be driven inside the tumor or across the organism in distant places that respond to tumor signals. Therefore, elucidating not only molecular mechanisms but interactions among cells may enhance the development of new and more effective therapies against breast cancer.
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Abstract
Despite the advancements in biomarker-based personalized cancer therapy, the inadequacy of molecular and genetic profiling in identifying effective drug combinations was defined in most cases. Drug resistance remains a major limitation of the current predictive oncology. Emerging reports indicate that the success of anticancer therapy is usually limited by intratumoral heterogeneity which is not captured by the existing cancer cell biomarker-based approaches. Cell heterogeneity, not only genetic but also phenotypic, is considered to be the root cause of resistance to anticancer treatment, cancer progression, and the presence of cancer stem cells. Therefore, functional testing of live cells representing various cell types within the tumor exposed to potential therapies is needed for identification of effective drug combinations. Here we look at the different existing model systems, including ex vivo models of the patient’s tumor cells, 2D/3D in vitro cultures/cocultures, patient-derived cellular organoids, single-cell models, ex vivo tumor platforms containing tumor microenvironment and extracellular matrix, etc., scoping at drug efficacy evaluation and solving the problem of cancer resistance.
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1. Introduction
Fighting cancer is a major challenge for scientists and clinicians. As a result of human population aging, today cancer is the most common cause of death in the world. One of the most promising measures to reduce cancer deaths is believed to be prevention. However, only smaller part of cancers can be prevented by avoiding environmental risk factors. The recent results presented in Science suggest that only one-third of the cancer risk is attributable to environmental factors or inherited predispositions, and that unavoidable random errors or mutations (bad-luck mutations), occurring during DNA replication in normal stem cells, are a major contributing factor in cancer development [1]. Authors suggest that this stochastic factor is the major contributor to cancer overall. The results are consistent with
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1. Introduction

Fighting cancer is a major challenge for scientists and clinicians. As a result of human population aging, today cancer is the most common cause of death in the world. One of the most promising measures to reduce cancer deaths is believed to be prevention. However, only smaller part of cancers can be prevented by avoiding environmental risk factors. The recent results presented in Science suggest that only one-third of the cancer risk is attributable to environmental factors or inherited predispositions, and that unavoidable random errors or mutations (bad-luck mutations), occurring during DNA replication in normal stem cells, are a major contributing factor in cancer development [1]. Authors suggest that this stochastic factor is the major contributor to cancer overall. The results are consistent with
epidemiological estimates of the fraction of cancers that can be prevented by changes in the environment.

Therefore, random, replicative errors every time a cell divides can contribute to cancers all along tumorigenesis, and at the same time, environmental factors can play a role during all phases. Authors suggest two prevention strategies in cancer: primary and secondary [2].

The importance of spontaneous endogenously generated DNA damage in oncogenesis is supported by the other recent studies [3, 4]. This understanding is vital for designing strategies to reduce deaths from cancer, suggesting the essential role of intervention. From that point of view, choosing the most effective medication and the treatment strategy as well as the ability to predict the treatment outcome is of particular importance.

Nowadays, biomarker-driven personalized cancer therapy has emerged as a powerful concept and significantly improved the results of cancer therapy. However, although discoveries in tumor genomics have led to the identification of a number of new cellular targets and the development of novel targeted drugs, currently available FDA-approved targeted therapies fall over time due to the development of drug resistance after impressive initial response. Intrinsic and acquired resistances remain the major limitation of the current predictive oncology.

Data presented in Nature indicate that precision oncology strategy to target the specific mutations in a tumor (to link genetic testing of patients with the drugs that would work best for them) has not been shown to work well, and perhaps it never will [5–7]. Therefore, in addition to more targeted agents, there is a great need for new approaches and for more predictive model systems to substantially improve in vitro drug testing.

Emerging reports indicate that the success of anticancer therapy is usually limited by intratumoral heterogeneity which is not captured by the existing cancer cell biomarker-based approaches. Cell heterogeneity in the tumor is considered to be the root cause of resistance (both intrinsic and acquired) to anticancer treatment including conventional chemotherapy, radiation therapy, and molecularly targeted therapy. Traditionally, it is thought that it arises from distinct mutations in “driver” oncogenes; however, intratumoral heterogeneity depends not only on genetic modifications but also on nongenetic processes involving either stochastic events or epigenetic modifications [8].

The development of tumor cell heterogeneity is believed to be related to cancer stem cells (CSCs). Reversible transitions between CSCs and non-CSCs within the tumor contribute to intratumoral heterogeneity. The heterogeneity of cellular states in cancer has been linked to drug resistance, cancer progression, and the presence of cancer stem cells [9, 10]. Therefore, subpopulations of cancer cells can be morphologically and/or functionally distinct, and this phenotypic diversity of cancer cells may account for differences in drug resistance. These data propose a different strategy in treating cancer by exploiting the observed phenotypic heterogeneity in cellular types.

Although current therapies rarely take intratumoral heterogeneity into account when predicting clinical response, the future oncology will likely require designing new innovative approaches involving ex vivo platforms that consider intratumoral heterogeneity in the context of therapy resistance mechanisms [11]. Detailed analysis of the response of phenotypically different cancer cells to the applied drugs is required in each individual patient’s case. This analysis could be performed by using ex vivo patient-derived cancer cell lines and functional testing of different tumor cells exposed to potential therapies. Patient-derived models are needed to identify effective drug combinations for cancer treatment. New research, combining large-scale molecular studies data from patients, laboratory cancer cell lines, and drug
sensitivity tests, showed that patient-derived cell lines did carry the same genetic alterations that drove cancer in patients, and thus are suitable to predict how tumor will respond to a drug [12]. This means that cell lines can be used to create tools for physicians to select the best available drugs for each patient individually. A reliable patient-specific model system, which includes patient’s ex vivo heterogeneous cancer cells as an experimental model, for the identification of effective drug combinations in individual cells in each individual cancer case should appear.

In any case, before running complex and expensive trials of individualized cancer treatment (including clinical trials, genetic, epigenetic, cellular, and immunological research), studies involving the development of appropriate experimental cell culture models must be carried out. Only then the models can be used for the evaluation of cellular response of different tumor subpopulations to the chemotherapy/targeted therapy treatment in every individual case, as well as for the identification of the best cell-type-specific treatment along with a proposed molecular mechanism and characteristic markers of the case.

Currently, various models are used for tumor resistance studies. Most popular methods are these: in vitro acquired resistance models using commercial cancer cell lines, while the other is searching for presumptive biomarkers. However, the first strategy does not reflect the actual situation of the individual patient, whereas the second strategy, without live cancer cells, lacks functional component. Experimental models of mouse tumors, including genetically modified mice and human tumor xenografts, due to large requirement of space, duration, and relatively high price, are not very promising for use in the clinic. Also, these methods do not consider tumor cell heterogeneity. It is believed that cell-based functional studies and methods, once optimized, could bypass the need for whole animal cancer avatars [13].

Single-cell models (e.g., circulating tumor cells), being very promising for genomic, transcriptomic, and multiplex proteomic analyses, however, also have a disadvantage: functional studies in models of single cancer cells do not estimate the importance of extracellular interactions within a solid tumor, especially in response to the treatment [14]. Over the last few years, Science and other journals have published works on the use of patient-derived cell lines in the selection of targeted medicines in specific cases of resistant tumors, but cell subpopulations were not included in the studies [15, 16]. The most advanced model systems that contextually conserve the personalized tumor ecosystems, designed as a personalized ex vivo human cancer platform for the evaluation of the clinical response to the anticancer treatment—the CANScript and OncoCilAir—are a highly promising methodology that includes cell heterogenicity and tumor environment [17, 18]. The latter platform is new in vitro model of nonsmall cell lung cancer which combines a reconstituted human airway epithelium, human lung fibroblasts, and lung adenocarcinoma cell lines. These two are complex and expensive technologies and can emerge as a powerful platform for tailored cancer therapy. However, they do not evaluate the response of phenotypically different groups of cells to the treatment.

Until now, cellular in vitro technology has not been used in a clinic, but it is already in commercial use. According to BBC market research report, the global cell-based assays market was $15 billion in 2015 and is expected to reach over $28 billion by 2021. In the treatment of cancer, researchers return to individual, disease-determining cell research models (“Back-to-the-Future with Tumor Cell-Based Avatars”). There is no doubt that in the near future ex vivo models of tumor cells will be used in the clinic, and this would be an important step toward even more personalized cancer therapy. These approaches can be used to create tools for doctors to identify the best therapies for individual cancer patients.
2. Cancer genomics

Today, in the epoch of innovative technologies, a breakthrough in replacing conventional molecular diagnostics technologies with new ones such as next-generation sequencing (NGS), has led to higher content analyses of cancer disease with improved cost-effectiveness and speed, higher sensitivity, and specificity [19]. It has enabled cancer biologists and clinicians to obtain valuable data of complex molecular alterations from clinical cancer patient samples rapidly. Based on this, The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) (a collaboration between the National Cancer Institute and the National Human Genome Research Institute) has characterized diverse genomic alterations underlying individual human cancers by using over 11,000 tumors from 33 cancer types. Multidimensional maps of key genomic changes in those tumors were generated, and systematic studies of these genetic changes were performed. Based on sequence and structure, 299 driver genes with >3400 putative missense driver mutations were identified with implications regarding their anatomical sites and cancer/cell types [20]. In addition, comprehensive characterization of 10 selected signaling pathways was performed across the 33 cancer types analyzed by TCGA. Alterations in those signaling pathways across 9125 samples from 33 cancer types were determined. RTK/RAS/MAP-kinase and PI3K/Akt signaling pathways, among others, were frequently found to be genetically altered in cancer [21]. Results from TCGA Pan Cancer Atlas project greatly deepened the current understanding in various fields of oncogenesis such as somatic driver mutations, germline pathogenic variants and their interactions in the tumor, the influence of the tumor genome and epigenome on transcriptome and proteome, and the relationship between tumor and the microenvironment, including implications of prevention and treatment [22]. Based on recent genomic cancer research, new data are currently employed in the development of novel targeted drugs focusing on genes that are mutated in a tumor, e.g., activated oncogenes and their downstream signaling components [23].

At present, in the post-genomic era of the cancer therapeutics, the shift away from the use of conventional cytotoxic drugs toward molecularly targeted agents has occurred. Conventional chemotherapy is mostly directed at the majority of proliferating cells in tumors. Cancer is a genetic disease with genotypic changes that include: mutations, insertions, gene amplifications, deletions, gene fusions, chromosomal rearrangements, transposition of the genetic elements, translocations, and microRNA alterations. Detection of genetic alterations in specific regulatory molecules that are responsible for oncogenic transformation has enabled the development of targeted therapies [24, 25]. According to Hanahan and Weinberg, six hallmarks of cancer can be highlighted: sustained proliferative signaling; evasion of growth-suppressive signaling, resistance to cell death; limitless replication;
induction of angiogenesis; invasion; and acquisition of metastatic capability. In a
while, the same authors have emphasized additional cancer properties: deregulation
of cellular energetics, avoidance of immune destruction, genome instability,
and tumor-promoting inflammation [26]. The phenomenon of “oncogene addic-
tion,” describing a special cancer cell dependency on a particular “driver” alteration
for their survival, was defined in 2002 by Weinstein. In the last decade, the strategy
to eliminate acquired genetic dependencies on oncogene addiction drivers by
blocking them in each patient and in each tumor cell specifically has been widely
translated into the clinic. Accordingly, the major classes of current US Food and
Drug Administration (FDA)-approved targeted therapies include drugs that were
designed to inhibit specific oncogenic mutations and molecular alterations specific
to cancer cells, or aimed to increase the antitumor immune response, or inhibiting
neoangiogenesis. Additionally, beyond direct targeting of genomic defects,
the process of differentiation, epigenetic alterations, and microenvironmental
properties were taken into account in drug discovery. Novel treatments include
advanced molecularly targeted therapies that may consist of cell-, hormone-, small
molecule-, vaccine- or antibody-based therapies. They are tailored to inhibit signal
transduction, regulate gene expression, induce apoptosis, diminish angiogenesis,
and serve as an immunotherapeutic in specific cancers.

Individual genomic drivers are usually identified from the sequencing of the
human genome. Molecular genotyping is now a customary practice applied to the
cancer patients aiming to define their genetic profile. Consequently, genomic and
other omics data are used to predict the drug sensitivity of an individual tumor
[27, 28]. In parallel, a variety of molecularly targeted drugs are being studied
in preclinical settings or clinical trials, and many targeted therapies have been
approved by the FDA for treatment of different kinds of cancer. However, a range of
drawbacks are monitored; for example, numerous drugs fail in early and late stages
of clinical trials, partly due to insufficient drug efficacy. Before that, only 5–15%
of investigational cancer drugs succeed in receiving clinical approval. Data suggest
that new targeted drugs without proper stratification may reach only 10–20% effi-
cacy. In other words, only for a small fraction of patients, the genomics-driven can-
cer therapy can be very effective and improve the clinical outcome. However, for the
rest, such therapy will not work. It is considered that 20,000 proteins are implicated
and play key roles in cancer biology; however, today, a majority of these structural
and regulatory classes of proteins appear to be undruggable. Alternatively, some
identified targets have no drugs developed [23, 29, 30].

Although prolonged progression-free survival is monitored after successful
targeted therapy, patients with cancer usually develop resistance to the drugs within
6–12 months. As an example, in the case of lung adenocarcinoma, the initial clinical
response to targeted drugs—protein kinase inhibitors—is almost always temporary
due to acquired resistance [31]. In general, despite our increasing understanding
of the molecular determinants of oncogenesis, many forms of the cancer remain
incurable. Therefore, the complementary strategies to match their tumors to
appropriate therapies are needed as genome profiling of tumors is insufficient to
guide the therapy for most patients. Nowadays, molecularly guided therapy involves
determination of DNA, RNA, proteins, metabolites, etc., as complementary
biomarkers. Biomarker sets to detect individual and pathway drivers as molecular
drug targets obtained from protein arrays, mouse avatars, and other models are also
applied [24]. Among them, the application of proteomic technologies to study cell
signaling networks, functionally important protein phosphorylation, and expres-
sion changes might play a key role in the discovery of both new biomarkers and new
therapeutic targets [32].
Nevertheless, it should be stressed that regardless of the mechanisms of the therapies, occurring resistance is a near-universal phenomenon in patients with cancer.

It is considered that genome-based cancer therapeutic matching is limited by incomplete biological understanding of the relationship between phenotype and cancer genotype. Even more, resistance does not necessarily depend on the cancer cell genotype. Although cancer is primarily a genetic disease and genetic mutations are responsible for cancer initiation and progression, they are not necessarily responsible for the resistance to treatment and should not become the targets for therapy. In addition to more targeted agents, there is a great need for new approaches, more predictive model systems.

3. Cancer resistance

It is increasingly realized that cancer resistance occurs nearly in all patients regardless of the therapies used (targeted agents, chemotherapy or immunotherapy). Anticancer drug resistance is a complex process. The cause of tumor resistance could be both intrinsic and extrinsic and it develops through many different mechanisms.

Drug resistance can be categorized as primary (intrinsic) or secondary (acquired). Intrinsically resistant tumors do not respond to the therapy at all due to the resistance mutations which exist within cells prior to the treatment. Acquired resistance (post-therapy resistance) occurs due to selective propagation of pre-existing or de novo-induced molecular alterations after the anticancer therapy. Moreover, besides primary and acquired, authors name one more way for the resistance to arise. Adaptive resistance occurs due to cancer cell plasticity under the pressure of a drug, especially in the microenvironment which is throughout heterogenic. Further, acquired and adaptive resistance can also be subclassified as on-target or off-target.

Causative factors for cancer cell resistance are grouped into three categories: mutational events, non-mutational events, and changes in the surrounding microenvironment. Genetic and nongenetic resistance mechanisms can act alone or in concert, in order to confer resistance to the applied therapy [27, 33]. Genetically caused acquired resistance involves emergence of de novo mutations in cancer cells. These mutations allow escaping the oncogene-targeted therapies by many ways. On-target resistance (alteration of the driver oncogene) occurs when the primary target of the drug itself gets altered. In this case, resistance occurs via a second-site, or secondary, mutation in the drug target. For example, under first generation EGFR TKI treatment, appearance of EGFR-T790M mutation is known as a second-site mutation. Off-target resistance (activating mutations in other genes) occurs via activation of critical signaling molecules or pathways that are either parallel or downstream of the target. Upregulation of a distinct receptor tyrosine kinase is an example of such a bypass mechanism for TKI targeted therapy.

Downstream activation at the genetic level means that cancer cells can become resistant to targeted inhibitors by amplifying the target or acquiring activating mutations in signaling pathway genes downstream of the driver oncogene. In many cases, those are cell growth and survival-promoting pathways. An example of activation of downstream signaling is EGFR-driven tumors with resistant cells, which reactivate MAPK pathway at multiple downstream points by means of upregulated expression and/or enhanced activation of proteins in the EGFR/MAPK signaling pathway. Alternatively, activation of a new (parallel or surrogate) cell growth and survival-promoting signaling pathways beyond the oncogenic driver is another
escape mechanism for drug resistance. It can be exemplified that the inhibition of MAPK ERK signaling pathway molecules led to the activation of a parallel PI3K/AKT/mTOR signaling pathway in lung cancer [27]. In general, various and different types of drug resistances have been shown in cancer cells. They involve activation of pro-growth and/or pro-survival signaling, cell death inhibiting pathways, altering drug targets as well as drug metabolism, enhancing DNA repair. Additional mechanisms of resistance involve alteration in epigenetically regulated drug tolerance, gene expression, epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT), phenotypic transformation, etc. [28]. Interplay between different signaling pathways, e.g., to induce adaptive activation of bypass signaling, was shown during acquired resistance.

3.1 Tumor heterogeneity

Accumulating evidence suggests that intratumoral heterogeneity plays an important role in cancer resistance to applied therapy, both conventional and targeted [9, 10]. Tumors are composed of heterogeneous cancer cell populations, either phenotypically or genetically different, and are marked by spatial and temporal heterogeneity. Even after malignant transformation, cancer cell clones remain dynamic and continue accumulating mutations. This ongoing evolution ultimately generates distinct molecular signatures in different loci of a tumor. Intratumoral heterogeneity itself may be responsible for the evolution of cancers as well as for differential levels of sensitivity to treatment. Various drug-resistant clones with different properties appear within the tumor tissue both prior and after the cancer therapy. Importantly, cellular composition of a tumor can change substantially over the time [31, 33, 34]. In that respect, the combination of different approaches—one targeting pathways and alterations implicated in resistance of different tumor composing cells and the other directed to overcome heterogeneity—is a promising strategy in cancer treatment.

Causes of intratumoral heterogeneity may be intrinsic or extrinsic and genomic or phenotypic. Among intrinsic factors, genomic instability is critical for the development of intercellular genetic heterogeneity in cancer. Genomic instability along to cell-to-cell variation leads to acquired resistance. Extrinsic factors include pH, hypoxia, paracrine signaling, interactions with stromal and other tumor cells, surrounding matrix as well as other environmental influences. Genetic alterations might be caused by exogenous mutagenic factors (UV radiation, tobacco smoke) or endogenous defective processes such as errors during DNA replication, repair, etc. Meanwhile, phenotypic diversity can reflect differences in cell cycle stage, stochastic phenotypic alterations, or hierarchical position during development. Primary genotypic or phenotypic variations prior to therapy also describe intratumoral heterogeneity in many tumors. Therefore, temporal-spatial differences between distinctive subpopulations of tumor cells within the same tumor at both genetic and epigenetic levels cause tumor heterogeneity [34].

Various models have been proposed to explain intratumoral heterogeneity. The clonal evolution model postulates that somatic mutations stochastically occur in various clones within the tumor at different sites and different disease stages, leading to differential growth patterns and resulting in spatial-temporal tumor heterogeneity. In clonal evolution model (linear or branched) genetic mutations gained by tumor cells contribute to their altered phenotype and differences in resistance. Those differences in the biological properties are inherited by individual cancer cells clones. In this way, genomic instability leads to cell-to-cell variation as well as acquired resistance.

In the model of stem cells, clonal expansion of slow cycling cells, displaying stem cell-like behavior (self-renewal and differentiation capability), leads to tumor
heterogeneity [34]. The role of cancer stem cells (CSC) in determining heterogeneity and resistance in cancer will be described below.

One more theory, the so-called phenotypic plasticity model, suggests that cancer cells are capable of switching between different transcriptional programs, and therefore, phenotypic and histological transformation occurs. In this model, unlike the clonal evolution and stem cell theories, reversible molecular changes result in tumor heterogeneity. Inconsistent drug responses between cancer cells can be a result of diversification of epigenomic, transcriptomic, proteomic, metabolic, and functional states driven by tumor cell microenvironment changes [8, 29, 35, 36]. One of the mechanisms of phenotypic change is via EMT, an evolutionarily conserved program of transdifferentiation. EMT is observed clinically in patients with acquired resistance.

Lastly, another mechanism of cancer cell evolution was described. Briefly, there are proofs that cancer cells fuse with fibroblastic or mesenchymal cells to produce genetic hybrids with enhanced malignant profile both in vivo and in vitro [37]. Taken together, all these models in concert explain all the attributes of tumor tissue heterogeneity as well as genetic cell-to-cell variation and acquired resistance. Indeed, the findings of multiple studies demonstrate that a combination of genetic, epigenetic, and functional mechanisms contributes to intratumoral heterogeneity with different levels of sensitivity to anticancer therapies. Moreover, heterogeneity is dynamically changing over time and in concert with changes in therapy [33]. Heterogeneity of cellular states in cancer has been linked to drug resistance, cancer progression, and the presence of cancer stem cells [9, 10].

### 3.2 Cancer stem cells

An important role in the development of cancer heterogeneity is attributed to CSCs. In this model, tumor heterogeneity is determined by CSCs existing at different levels of hierarchical tree and possessing different phenotypes. CSCs are present in almost all cancers as a small population of drug-resistant, tumor-initiating cells and make up less than 1% of the tumor cell population. Recent data show that during cancer progression, gradual loss of a differentiated phenotype and acquisition of progenitor and stem cell-like features are observed. Cells with dedifferentiated phenotype were mostly prominent in metastasis [38, 39].

Different factors are recognized as causes of CSC emergence. It can be cell fusion, horizontal gene transfer, and mutations in somatic or differentiated cancer cells, ultimately resulting in their dedifferentiation and reprogramming. Mutations leading to the aberrant regulation of a majority of stemness and proliferation pathways distinguish CSCs from non-CSCs residing within the tumor. In response to various factors such as wounding, stress, or hypoxia, a differentiated cancer cell can dedifferentiate into a CSC. Reversible transitions between CSCs and non-CSCs within the tumor contribute to intratumoral heterogeneity [40, 41].

Incidences of different oncogenic rearrangements in stem, progenitor, or mature cells can lead to the generation of CSCs too. Authors propose that breast cancer CSCs could have been generated from adult somatic cells, through acquired mutations responsible for uncontrolled reactivation of pluripotency-associated programs. Deregulated canonical and developmental signaling pathways are highly associated with CSC phenotype and regulation of CSC behavior. Alterations in proliferation, differentiation, and programmed cell death pathways have been demonstrated [42].

It is believed that CSCs are a quiescent, low-cycling cell population. Another specific property of CSCs is resistance to chemotherapeutic drugs. Self-renewal and cellular quiescence characterize both normal adult stem cells and CSCs; they also
can divide asymmetrically and be able to produce progenies of multilineage differentiation. CSCs are regulated by similar cell signaling pathways and express similar cell-surface and intracellular markers as normal stem cell. Growth factor TGF-β, signaling pathways FGFR/MAPK or Akt, Wnt, Notch, and Hh, and major transcription factors Oct3/4, SOX2, and Nanog are involved in maintaining self-renewal and pluripotency of CSCs as well as of embryonic stem cells.

Many markers have been associated with the CSC phenotype; however, no universal CSCs markers were found, suggesting the existence of heterogeneous CSC populations within a heterogeneous tumor [38]. Indeed, CSCs are both genetically and phenotypically heterogeneous. CSC plasticity is the major determinant of their intratumoral heterogeneity. Dysregulation of key effectors in the above-mentioned signaling pathways modulate CSC properties [34]. Recent research has emphasized extensive metabolic variability in CSCs—each distinct CSC population possessed a unique metabolic profile. Both intrinsic factors (genetic and epigenetic alterations) and extrinsic factors (mainly tumor microenvironment) were shown to be implicated in the regulation plasticity as well as in maintaining stemness. Signaling molecules of Wnt, Hh, and Notch pathways, along with metabolic regulators such as HIF1α, maintained CSC populations within tumors [34, 38]. Even more, increasing data show that cells with self-renewal potential can be generated from terminally differentiated somatic cells, thus reverting hierarchical developmental organization. For example, there is evidence that breast CSCs have originated from non-stem cancer cells [42]. Under the regulation of multiple factors, differentiated cancer cells could regain “stemness,” in this way confirming bidirectional conversion between non-stem and stem cells [34]. In that case, transformation of “non-stem cell to stem cell” contributes to the development of the heterogeneity within a tumor.

Core signaling pathways that regulate the phenotype of normal stem cells are responsible for dedifferentiation and acquisition of stem cell features in a tumor when transcriptionally and epigenetically deregulated. There are data that CSCs are maintained in the undifferentiated state through extrinsically regulated epigenetic mechanisms [39]. Therefore, CSCs may be considered as a status rather than a fixed subset of cancer cells. Transformation between modes of non-stem cells to stem cells or vice versa contributes to the development of heterogeneity within tumor.

The studies of last decades have shown a link between cancer stem cell formation and the process of epithelial-mesenchymal transition. This connection might be responsible for tumor heterogeneity, progression, and acquired resistance to therapy, followed by disease recurrence [40, 41, 43]. Namely, epithelial cells undergoing EMT acquire CSC phenotype and chemoresistance. Moreover, these cells may go back and forth along this transition. As described in a breast cancer study, two distinct populations (epithelial-to-mesenchymal and mesenchymal-to-epithelial) of CSCs were found [44]. Current data indicate that CSCs are not fixed at full epithelial or full mesenchymal cell status, but maintain plasticity between EMT and MET states [42, 45]. Consequently, tumors are supposed to consist of continuous sequence of cell states along epithelial to mesenchymal positions [46]. Also, non-stem cancer cells were shown to regain stemness through an epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition-mediated process [38].

Processes of EMT are regulated in response to the environmental changes and involve canonical and developmental signaling pathways that induce the expression of transcription factors, referred as “master regulators” of EMT, as well as epigenetic and post-translational regulators. Those include members of the Snail and ZEB transcription factor families. Different signaling pathways, e.g., Wnt/β-catenin pathway or AKT/STAT3, contribute to EMT [47–49]. Although it is widely accepted to link stemness to the EMT, there is another view proposing that these processes
occur in parallel rather than through the same pathway [38]. Regardless, a wide spectrum of hybrid epithelial/mesenchymal (E/M) cellular states which combine epithelial and mesenchymal features are formed during epithelial-mesenchymal transition.

It is increasingly understood that cell plasticity in the tumor can affect treatment outcomes. EMT grants resistance to cell death induced by different agents, including conventional, targeted, and immunological, in cancer cells. Different phenotypes of cancer cells may confer changes to both sensitivity and intracellular regulation of cellular biology; different signaling may be acquired in response to one treatment. There are data about it in various cellular and preclinical models; however, more data from clinical cases are needed [50–54].

As discussed above, drug resistance is a specific property of a CSC. It involves various aspects of CSC functioning and is mediated by multiple mechanisms, such as: ATP-dependent ABC transporter-mediated drug efflux; inactivation of anticancer drugs; changing the targets of chemotherapeutic agents; slow cell cycle/quiescence; self-renewal property and stemness-regulating signaling; disrupted differentiation; metabolic modulation; antiapoptotic measures (upregulation of antiapoptotic and downregulation of proapoptotic genes); improved DNA damage response; epigenetic alterations (DNA methylation, histone alterations, microRNAs); immune escape mechanisms; etc. [34, 38].

Based on the abovementioned features and mechanisms of CSC resistance, different strategies to tackle CSC resistance were developed, mainly focusing on CSC elimination or induction of their differentiation. More than 60 CSC-targeted reagents have been registered for clinical trials (e.g., Reparixin, Demcizumab, Napabucasin, metformin, etc.) [55]. However, to our current knowledge, there are no drug discovery platforms that would include EMT reversal and overcoming its conferred resistance. Nevertheless, the results from TCGA project encourage stemness signatures were found, and certain inhibitors were proposed as potential drugs for various cancers [39].

3.3 Tumor microenvironment

Development of drug resistance in cancer, regardless of mechanism, is highly dependent on the tumor microenvironment [35]. Tumor microenvironment includes the cells composing tumor stroma (normal fibroblasts, cancer-associated fibroblasts (CAFs), vascular endothelial cells, infiltrating immune cells, etc.), soluble molecules, and the extracellular matrix (ECM). Other factors of tumor surroundings, such as availability of nutrients and oxygen, and biophysical properties of the extracellular matrix are also important factors in regulating tumor cell behavior. Cancer cell interaction with stroma cells, with other cancerous cells, and with ECM contribute to direct cell interaction-mediated drug resistance known as tumor cell interaction/adhesion-mediated resistance. Probably the best-known example is the CAFs. Those specific cells are most abundant cells in the tumor stroma responsible for the buildup and remodeling of the tumor microenvironment. CAFs produce ECM components such as collagens (I, III, IV, and V), hyaluronic acid, fibronectins, and laminins; alternatively, they secrete matrix metalloproteinases. Cancer-associated fibroblasts possess high expression of α-SMA, CD44, HI-1α, MMP11, VEGF, CXCL12, TGF-β1, TGF-βRII, IL6, and TNFα biomarkers. In many studies, such cells were demonstrated to be involved in cancer progression and resistance to therapy [56–59]. As an example, it was demonstrated that functional and proliferating colon cancer stem cells that ensured tumor expansion predominantly resided at the tumor edge close to cancer-associated fibroblasts [60]. Furthermore, factors secreted by cancer cells and acting through autocrine mechanisms are involved in
protection of cancer cells against treatments; that is called soluble factor-mediated drug resistance. Various cancer cell–released molecules are known as contributors to chemoresistance; it can be growth factors, glycoproteins, inflammatory cytokines, enzymes, chaperones, tumor–derived exosomes, etc. [61]. As an example, the recent study highlighted that cancer–associated fibroblasts induced ovarian cancer cell chemoresistance in transmanner by secretion of CCL2/CCL5 and induction of IL–6 production [62]. Microenvironment–driven dynamic heterogeneity and phenotypic plasticity was recognized as mechanisms of therapy resistance in melanoma [35]. Hence, development of drug resistance in cancer, regardless of a mechanism, is highly dependent on the tumor microenvironment. Moreover, factors secreted by tumor cells themselves or by the cells of its microenvironment play a crucial role in the development of epithelial–mesenchymal transition at the invasive front of primary tumors. Paracrine and autocrine mechanisms of EMT induction in cancer are evidenced in literature and may include exosomes or free proteins and miRNAs [63]. Consequently, distinct subpopulations of cancer cells with distinctive biological features appear in the tumor and thus respond differently to the therapy.

The critical role of tumor microenvironment, which is composed of cellular and noncellular components in cancer development and progression, is evident. As EMT is considered to be one of the key factors in progression of tumors to malignancy [64, 65], the role of ECM in this process was demonstrated. ECM composition was partially responsible for insufficient therapy and appearance of heterogenic cell populations, which were characterized by different response/ susceptibility to anticancer agent [66]. Dynamic nature of ECM regulates behavior of cancer cells by triggering signaling pathways through adhesion proteins like integrins [67]. Collagen I, which is the major component of extracellular matrix, has been shown to support phenotypic changes of cancer cells [68]. Studies conducted on 3D tumor–ECM in vitro cancer models demonstrated importance of ECM composition and stiffness on this transition regulation [69, 70]. On the other hand, noncellular components of ECM, e.g., proteins, glycoproteins, and proteoglycans, form a physical barrier for penetrating drug. Numerous cell–cell and cell–ECM contacts attenuate penetration of drug molecules into different layers of tumor [71, 72].

4. Models of cancer treatment prediction

Today, a lot of conferences addressed to advancing drug discovery, cancer pharmacology, and tumor modeling are held worldwide, e.g., Predict Tumor Models (London, UK, 2017; Boston, MA, 2019), 3D-Oncology (Boston, MA, 2019), EACR Goodbye Flat Biology (Berlin, DE, 2019), and SelectBio 3D-Culture and Organoids/Organ-on-a-Chip World Congress (San Diego, CA, 2019). Realization that new approaches in oncology are necessary to improve cancer treatment is increasing. The topics in such conferences include: How to satisfy the demand for clinically relevant models for understanding disease progression; Multicellular interactions and the immune microenvironment; Advancing 3D-based models for cancer biology and drug discovery; Influence of microenvironment on stemness; Microenvironment and metabolic regulation of cancer invasion; Highlighting the pitfalls of complex approaches with regards to cost, speed and accuracy; The true utility and translatability of 3D tumor models within drug research; etc. Likewise, big pharma companies and small start-ups are offering nonconventional, patient–specific and often patent-protected cancer models, desirably reflecting the complex nature of tumor microenvironment and cell heterogeneity. For example, Champions Personalized TumorGrafts™ have offered patients and physicians using
their in vivo xenograft mouse avatar-based diagnostic model at a cost of approx. $10,000 [73]. The demand for cancer models that reliably mimic the intrinsic ecosystem of a solid tumor in vivo is really high. However, to create and replicate a system consisting of malignant cells, normal and abnormal stroma, immune cells, as well as dynamic microenvironment containing gasses and nutrients, chemokines, cytokines, growth factors, together with specific extracellular matrix, is totally challenging [74, 75]. In addition, clinical application of such models may become reality only if the patient benefit justifies the cost of the methodology.

The use of reliable in vitro cell model, which precisely reflects the situation in vivo is critically important during preclinical drug studies. Due to the high mortality from cancer, the search of new and more effective anticancer agents still remains a highly challenging area of biomedical research. The principle of targeted cancer therapy is based on biochemical differences between cancer and healthy cells. In regard to low efficacy of drugs passed through Phase II and III of clinical studies and acquired resistance of tumor cells to therapy, more detailed studies of tumor structure, histology, and biology are required. These fields remain very important since a choice of inadequate in vitro drug screening system further results in low efficacy or high toxicity of anticancer agent during clinical studies [76, 77]. Advances made in cancer research in the last decades demonstrate critical role of tumor microenvironment in cancer development, progression, and response to therapy. According to different studies, potent anticancer drugs that demonstrated high efficacy in 2D cancer cell cultures had significantly reduced effectiveness during further studies in vivo [78]. In human body, tumor represents a highly complex architecture that is difficult to replicate in vitro. First of all, it is highly heterogenic multilayer structure, formed by different type of cells, e.g., cancer cells, cancer-associated fibroblasts, tumor infiltrated endothelial cells, and cells of immune system. Cellular components of tumor regulate different features of cancer cells such as proliferation, invasiveness, and susceptibility to drugs [79]. Tumor represents a mixture of genetically, epigenetically, and phenotypically different populations of transformed cells. Elimination of all viable cancer cells which are in different status makes it very challenging to target particular molecular drivers of cancer. It is known as well that cell heterogeneity is increasing with disease progression. Thus, even modern targeted therapy becomes insufficient in some cases of cancer [80–82].

Failure to advance in cancer therapy has been attributed to the complexity of the disease. A solid tumor is often called “an organ” but very heterogenic and of irregular structure with many niches and different conditions inside. Today, there is a gap between scientific understanding of tumor complexity and concrete measures to fight cancer in clinics. This gap is constantly being filled with preclinical cancer models, but up to date, no model, at the same time, is fast, accurate, affordable, and suitable for clinics.

One of the hypotheses to explain cancer resistance to therapy is cancer stem cells, or cancer-initiating cells. Although they are more recognized as a phenotypic status or mode rather than a fixed subset of cancer cells, various authors distinguish certain populations of cells within a tumor that propagate cancer [83–87]. The main trick regarding those cells is that when they are asleep, they evade chemotherapy; when they wake up, they cause cancer recurrence. Killing those cells selectively is a priority [9]. Other authors propose that cancer genome undergoes clonal evolution under the pressure of constant stress and after cancer therapy. One study compared the genomes of 100 early stage resected lung tumors and found driver mutations in EGFR, MET, BRAF, and TP53 are almost always clonal; moreover, cells from different parts of the same tumor had very heterogenic genomes [88]. Accordingly, every single case of cancer is very individual and may be genetically and in other
ways substantially different. Noncellular components of tumor environment such as secreted grow factors, RNA and DNA molecules, metabolites, and extracellular matrix proteins regulate various biological functions of cancer cells [71]. Therefore, commonly used purified cancer cell lines in vitro do not possess the heterogeneity, nor genetic nor phenotypic, and thus may represent only a small fraction of this multiplexed pathology [89]. Even when heterogenic and in an enriched medium, 2D cell cultures lack the architecture and complexity of a real tumor and thus are not suitable for cancer biology and immunology studies [90]. However, ordinary cancer cell cultures on flat plastic are successfully used in fundamental research.

Trying to describe cancer cells in molecular signature led to the emergence of “biomarkers”—certain molecules that are specific to cancer cells. Although this goal is not ultimately achieved yet, many cancer biomarkers are used in cell profiling, cancer research, and targeted drug development. For example, in a search for cancer stem cells in lung cancer, CD44, CD133, and CD90 had been considered as potential biomarkers, but CD44 showed the best specificity in one study [91], and CD133+CXCR4 in another study [92]. In pancreatic cancer, co-expression of CD24, CD44, EpCAM, and CD133 corresponded to more aggressive cell behavior [93]. As we have described above, an initiative called The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) has generated comprehensive, multidimensional maps of key genomic changes in 33 types of cancer in order to investigate somatic driver mutations, germline pathogenic variants, and their interactions in the tumor, the influence of the tumor genome and epigenome on transcriptome and proteome, and the relationship between tumor and the microenvironment, including implications of prevention and treatment [22]. On its basis, other authors have performed analysis by using 26 computational tools and identified 299 driver genes [20] as well as alterations in signal transduction [21]. It is worth mentioning that DNA sequencing is becoming part of routine clinical care that may result in rapid and high-throughput analysis of complex germline and somatic alterations from clinical cancer patient samples [19].

Probably more complex and more ambitious project has been started in 2017—The Human Cell Atlas. Such atlas is believed not only to append new cell types of a human body to the known ones but also to help scientists to track cell lineage, dynamic states, and stemness of cells as well as communication between cells. This database may include not only genomic and transcriptomic data from a single cell, but also profiling the accessibility of the chromatin [94]. It is really important to investigate cells one by one for many reasons when talking about cancer. For example, conversion to stem-cell state in response to microenvironmental cues was regulated by balance between epithelial and mesenchymal regulators (described by expression of CDH1 and SNAI2, respectively) in lung cancer cells [95].

### 4.1 In vivo models

Human tumors can be grafted into immunodeficient mice to generate so-called patient-derived xenograft (PDX) mice. PDX is a powerful tool aiming to test multiple drugs or drug regimens. It is considered as a preferred option in cancer research as it mimics the native features of tumors more closely compared to conventional cell culture drug screening platforms. With its drawbacks as a system, it is still important, widely used, and remains a gold standard for preclinical development and individual drug discovery.

Different PDX repositories exist that represent models of various tumors. Conte and colleagues try to accumulate the data into one comprehensive open global catalog of PDX models and their associated datasets that would ease the identification of PDX models relevant to specific cancer research questions [96]. The standard was also developed to unify generation, quality assurance, and use of PDX models,
because the processes of creation and characterization of PDX models considerably differed among institutions [97].

Beyond PDX mouse model libraries, now patients can be offered individualized mice, which is a platform used for the measurement of efficacy of experimental treatments exploiting patient's own malignant cells. The aim is to have a model with experimental data as close as possible to human disease situation. Individual approach is vital here as cancer is the most genetically diverse and unique disease with different genetic alterations existing between individual patients, individual tumors, and even within a single tumor.

In PDX model, a patient tumor specimen is directly transplanted into immunocompromised mice. This allows representing critical molecular and biological properties of the original tumor, and immunodeficient mice prevent graft rejection. Several types of such mice are used for PDX generation. Currently, the most commonly used types of immunodeficient mice are nude, severe combined immunodeficiency (SCID), and nonobese diabetic (NOD) SCID γ (NSG). The latter is the most severely immunodeficient due to the lack of T, B, and NK cells [98]. NSG engrafting success rate is higher compared with that of in nude and NOD/SCID mice; therefore, NSG mice are considered the most suitable ones for the efficient engraftment of human tumor.

Tumor tissue fragments or single-cell suspension is used for PDX establishment, and both have their advantages and disadvantages. Tumor fragments preserve cell-cell interactions and tissue architecture of the tumor, and all this mirrors the tumor microenvironment. However, a fragment does not represent the whole tumor, unlike single-cell suspension that helps to avoid tumor subclones. One can distinguish an additional PDX model that also recapitulates the molecular heterogeneity of the corresponding tumor and can be used to study cancer biology—circulating tumor cells (CTCs). These are released from cancerous lesion into peripheral blood and may infiltrate distant tissues inducing metastasis. CTCs represent a method for liquid biopsy which is used to generate various CTC-derived preclinical models.

Tumor fragment can be implanted heterotopically, that is, into the area unrelated to the original tumor site (usually subcutaneously). A major disadvantage of heterotopic implantation is that microenvironment of the subcutaneous space differs greatly from that of the original organ. Thus, orthotopic transplant models have been developed in which tumor fragment is directly implanted into the corresponding anatomical organ. Orthotopic PDX is considered an exemplary one as unlike subcutaneous model it mimics primary tumor's natural environment that enables relevant tissue-related gene expression. In some cases, it reflects responses to therapy more closely than heterotopic PDX. Consequently, orthotopic models may be better predictors of therapeutic response [99]. Besides, subcutaneous model rarely produce metastasis [100], while orthotopic PDX is more likely to metastasize [101]. However, orthotopic PDX generation is technically demanding and tumor changes have to be monitored via expensive and laborious imaging process. Therefore, subcutaneous models are currently preferred for preclinical studies.

Tumor engraftment is a critical milestone in PDX generation. Time from tumor sample implantation to progressive growth may range greatly. Authors provide different timeframes for PDX generation or tumor graft latency ranging from 2 to 12 months [102–104]. The differences in time and engraftment rate are determined by tumor characteristics, like aggressiveness, histological type, and tumor cell percentage in the tissue [105]. Prasetyanti and colleagues showed that tumor cell proliferation was associated with successful PDX establishment and as one would expect this allowed to distinguish patients with poor clinical outcomes [106]. The others report the ability of NSCLC to grow as xenograft in mice as an accurate indicator of poor prognosis for patient survival [107, 108]. Similar data were received.
with breast cancer [109] and head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC) models [110]. Here, authors claimed that the clinical application of rapid engraftment as a biomarker for risk stratification could potentially improve the outcome of patients. Despite the wide array of PDXs generated for different tumors, some cancers, e.g., prostate, luminal ER+ breast, and neuroendocrine, remain under-represented [111].

Tumor implant location is another important factor for successful engraftment. It was shown that tumors had higher success rates grafted in subrenal capsular sites [107, 112] due to better blood supply. The strain of immunodeficient mice used for engraftment also plays its role. Not surprisingly, engrafting success rate in NSG mice is increased compared to other strains.

After harvesting the tumor, it can be cryopreserved, characterized, or dissected again for reimplantation and propagation into other mice. This allows to expand PDX from one biopsy into multiple mice and to receive numerous data points from the same original tumor.

PDX retains tumor architecture and microenvironment with physiological conditions reflecting original tumor. Grafted tumor tissue maintains the genetic and epigenetic changes found in the patient, and also it retains patient’s stroma [113, 114]. PDX mice models can preserve tumor heterogeneity at least in early passages. They retain heterogenous molecular pathways of drug resistance that exist in tumor or in the cells comprising tumor environment [115]. As these models retain the biological characteristics of the donor tumors, they become indispensable for drug safety and efficacy research in preclinical studies as well as in co-clinical trials. These models are also exploited to examine personalized treatment strategies—response to antitumor therapeutics and identification of the mechanisms of resistance that can be primary or acquired [116–118]. PDXs may represent intratumoral and intrametastatic heterogeneity and, therefore, more accurately predict mechanisms of resistance to clinical treatments [119].

Mice PDX models from various kinds of tumors have been established to study tumor biology, drug screening, and biomarker discovery. Authors report PDX generated for nonsmall cell lung carcinoma closely mimics the characteristics of patient primary tumors [120, 121], lung squamous cell carcinoma [122], and colorectal cancer [123]. Data are also available for renal cell carcinoma [124], melanoma [125], gastric [126], breast [127], and other cancers.

Data show that PDXs have a predictive power in clinical therapy outcomes since drug activity in PDXs phenomenally correlates with patient’s clinical outcome. In 112 out of 129 therapeutic outcomes, a remarkable correlation was observed between drug responses in patients and the corresponding PDX models of various solid tumors. Data showed that PDXs reproduced patients’ clinical outcomes, even in cases when patients underwent several additional cycles of therapy over the time. This indicates the potential of these models to provide the guidance on treatments [128]. More data with PDX models of breast cancer and lung adenocarcinoma origin confirmed high rate of consistency in patient and relevant PDXs [129, 130]. In addition to that, PDX models of colorectal cancers treated with EGFR inhibitor showed response rates like those of the patient [131]. Gu et al. evaluated the correlations between PDX model-based mouse trials and cancer patient-based clinical trials. Results disclosed a high correlation in the rates of RECIST criteria between mouse trials and Phase II and III studies [132]. Research with pancreatic cancer PDX revealed that metformin treatment did not inhibit the growth of pancreatic cancer; clinical trial echoed PDX data—there was no benefit of adding metformin to combination therapy [133]. Eventually, in renal cell cancer model, correlation was noticed between PDX and clinical results in responses to Sirolimus, Sunitinib, and Dovitinib, but not Erlotinib [134].
Correlation between PDX models and clinical trials also allowed discovery of biomarkers for drug susceptibility and resistance. Vemurafenib-resistant melanoma model was generated using PDX. Resistant tumors showed reliance on BRAF signaling due to the elevated BRAF (V600E) expression [135]. Accordingly, elevated BRAF expression could be a potential biomarker for Vemurafenib resistance. The other data showed relationship between Gemcitabine resistance and survival of pancreatic cells with deoxycytidine kinase activity [136].

Co-clinical trials are parallel studies with mouse PDX models and patients. PDX model is established from the patient participating in a study, and the same treatment is applied to patient and PDX [116]. On the other hand, PDX model can be treated not only with the same drug that is used in the donor patient, but also with other drugs or drug combinations. This concept integrates preclinical and clinical data and facilitates the selection of an individual treatment to the patient. In addition, screening for prognostic biomarkers can be conducted, and drug response as well as resistance mechanisms can be investigated [137]. Usually, with the progression of cancer, the drug becomes less effective partially due to appearance of resistance mechanisms. During a clinical study, it is not possible to reveal timing and mechanism of resistance. Here, PDXs are also of use allowing to predict both the development of resistance to the first-line therapy as well as the response to second-line therapy before this is observed in the donor patient, and to adjust further treatment accordingly [138]. Authors report correlation between clinical results and PDX models. Kim et al. conducted co-clinical trial to identify predictive biomarkers for the multikinase inhibitor Dovitinib in lung squamous cell carcinoma (LSCC) and revealed that FGFR gene expression signatures were predictors for the response to Dovitinib in LSCC [139]. Stebbing et al. provided data that supported the use of the personalized TumorGraft model as an investigational platform for therapeutic decision-making that could guide treatment for rare tumors such as sarcomas [140]. Others showed that PDXs reliably replicated clinical outcome in a Phase II co-clinical study of arsenic trioxide in relapsed small-cell lung cancer [141].

Currently, there are no much data, however co-clinical trials should find their place in the future as they give possibility to evaluate the efficacies of several drugs or drug combinations, save time, and reflect personalized medicine. However, while aforementioned advancements have been made in PDX applications, these models still retain some important limitations that should be noted.

Several practical challenges are related to PDX models. First of all, it is important to transplant the representative tissue, which is a matter of concern when it comes to larger tumors. Those tumors that have genetic heterogeneity cannot always be recapitulated in serial passages if the genetic heterogeneity is not all represented in the dissected tumor that is passaged [142]. Also, the best transplantation strategy should be chosen for specific tumor type. Orthotopic transplantation is considered more suitable; however, it is more complex and special surgical technique is necessary. Consequently, more time and labor are required for model establishment. Engraftment failures are also to be discussed as percentage is still low in some tumor types. It is known that clinically aggressive tumors with many proliferative cancer cells have the highest engraftment rate [143]. Studies in which PDX models had been created simultaneously from primary and metastatic tumors proposed that metastases had a higher engraftment rate [144].

The other limitation of PDX system is the substitution of human stroma with murine components that occurs over the time with repeated passages. Human stromal elements are maintained for only 2–3 passages [111]. Later, the interaction of human cells with the murine microenvironment changes cell functioning and characteristics due to interspecies incompatibility, and the heterogeneity of exact human tumor microenvironment might not be retained. Therefore, therapeutic
studies are more representative in low-passage models. To reduce the influence of murine stroma on the PDX model, co-engraftment of human mesenchymal stem cells or cancer-associated fibroblast cell lines in PDXs is explored. One promising approach is the isolation and co-engraftment of patient-derived fibroblasts [145].

How cancer emerges and develops depends on its interaction with the host immune system. In addition, cancer response to therapy is also determined by pre-existing immune phenotype; it also depends on immune system responses caused by drug introduction [146]. Lately, several cancer immunotherapies have been evaluated in preclinical and clinical studies. However, standard PDX models were inconvenient for the analysis of tumor immunology and immuno-oncology drugs (e.g., immune checkpoint inhibitors) as the immunodeficient mice had no cytotoxic T cells. To overcome this problem, humanized PDX models have been developed using injection of peripheral blood lymphocytes or tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes into NSG mice [138]. But this did not resolve the issue in general, as after several weeks severe graft-versus-host reaction appeared [147]. Therefore, such mice can be used only for short-term experiments. Other model system exploited transplantation of CD34-positive human hematopoietic stem cells into NSG mice and demonstrated the establishment of a humanized PDX model with hematopoietic restoration [148]. In addition, Morton and colleagues demonstrated that CD34-positive cells isolated from patient and injected into mouse blood successfully restored a functional immune system mimicking that of the patient [149]. Such PDX are invaluable for cancer immunology and immuno-oncology drug research. Nevertheless, the time required generating enough tumor material in sufficient number of mice, as well as patient survival, is of utmost importance for personalized medicine application. Time is the main obstacle impeding the extensive use of mouse PDX models, because right drug for the right patient must be given at a right time. Development of an individualized PDX takes anywhere from 3 to 6 or even 12 months, and in many instances, this time is too long, as in the case of metastases, patients may not even survive PDX creation time. Therefore, this method is restricted to patients with a less aggressive disease development.

In addition to that, long time needed to generate sufficient number of mice with the same tumor brings another problem—clonogenicity. Research showed that all PDX models studied experienced moderate drifts or even dramatic clonal selections even within the first mouse passage [150]. Due to selection of preexisting minor clones, authors observed rapid accumulation of copy number alterations (CNAs) during PDX passaging. Particular CNAs acquired during PDX passaging differed from those obtained during tumor development in patients. Some CNAs observed in primary tumors later disappeared in PDXs [151]. The results showed that PDXs were not static and underwent mouse-specific tumor development: PDX that originally had mirrored particular disease after some time changed into the form that did not anymore.

Financial aspects are also to be assessed. PDX models are costly as it takes much time to create PDX, while immunodeficient mice in addition are expensive. Furthermore, PDXs may have limited use in diagnostics due to their low-throughput character: they are restricted to test a few agents due to insufficient number of animal colonies with individual patient’s tumor. However, it is still important for drug validation, biomarker development, and drug resistance analysis.

Other animal models exist; however, those may not meet the requirements for personalized medicine and will not be reviewed in detail here. Among others, cell line-derived xenografts did not reflect the complexity of tumor heterogeneity and displayed pronounced genomic differences compared to relevant tumor [152, 153]. Genetically engineered mouse models (GEMMs) carry mutations in genes of interest; however, generation of mutant mice carrying several genetic
alterations is time-consuming, and complex activation of genetic alterations reduces the attractiveness of the method [154]. Besides, GEMMs may not be able to mirror the personalized therapy as they have less heterogeneity due to only a few genes modified.

4.2 2D in vitro models

Many reviewers have argued that conventional cancer cell lines in a usual 2D culture were an oversimplified model to study cancer. Various studies have demonstrated that both molecular and functional parameters were different depending on cell culture conditions, including substrate dimensionality as well as the method by which it was created, leading to inconsistent data [155]. Alternatively, primary cell-derived 3D spheroids demonstrated different response to therapeutic drugs when compared to spheroids from long ago established breast cancer cell lines [156]. Growing body of evidence demonstrated that cancer cells growing in 3D or 2D environment possessed different susceptibility to anticancer treatment, showing either increased or decreased sensitivity to apoptosis-inducing agents [157, 158]. Therefore, the natural question which models for cancer research should be abandoned is very relevant [159]. Regarding cancer cell lines, in general, it is well known that they are unstable and possess genetic drift. Long-term cultivation causes other problems resulting in poor reproducibility of the results [160–162]. For example, a widely used glioblastoma cell line U87MG was found to be completely different from the original donor, as DNA profiling revealed [163], many other cell lines were misidentified or contaminated [164]. Due to such obstacles, cell line stability and bioproduction are the headache for pharmaceutical companies which try to comply with strict regulations of healthcare manufacturing.

Nevertheless, these cell lines proved to be useful in basic and fundamental molecular biology research, e.g., in studying molecular action mechanisms of anticancer drugs, as reviewed many times elsewhere. Easy handling, homogeneous character, limitless growth, and high-throughput made it the model of choice for many years. After a lot of criticism from more advanced cancer modeling experts, surprisingly, they suddenly appeared to be equally valuable for translational cancer research. For example, in a large-scale study summarizing data from the analysis of 1000 cancer cell lines, their response to 265 anticancer drugs, and 11,000 patient samples of 29 different tumor types, authors concluded that a majority of molecular abnormalities found in tumors including driver mutations were also found in cancer cell lines. Furthermore, the results suggested that cell lines could predict drug response of a tumor [12]. Earlier, by application of computational methods, cell line gene expression profiling and annealing with known pharmacological profiles of anticancer drugs successfully predicted unknown drug sensitivities [165]. Such methodology may be compared to target-based drug discovery approach. However, an alternative approach—agnostic phenotypic screening—has resulted in the discovery of majority of first-in-line drugs, and authors noticed the resurgence of sophisticated, high-content phenotypic screening. By testing the unlimited number of ex vivo cancer cell lines with large libraries of chemicals or biologicals, there is a chance of having a significant hit [166, 167]. The NCI-60 panel was the first widely used cancer cell line panel in drug discovery. By demand, their genomes have been sequenced in 2012 [168]. Today, there is a Human Glioblastoma Cell Culture (HG GCC) resource that consists of a biobank of 48 cell lines representing all molecular subtypes of the disease, with an associated database containing high-resolution molecular data [169]. Similar work was done with 100 ovarian cancer cell lines to make an OCCP panel where the cells were described [170]. Cancer Cell Line Encyclopedia (CCLE) and the Cancer Genome Project (CGP) have served
well in identifying novel biomarkers in drug response. Recently, large collaboration efforts expanded the characterizations of CCLE to include genetic, RNA splicing, DNA methylation, histone H3 modification, microRNA expression, and reverse phase protein array data. These data were collected for 1072 cell lines of various lineages from individuals of different ethnicities to improve the understanding of the molecular features that contribute to cancer phenotypes, including drug responses. Computational integration of these data with functional characterization such as drug sensitivity, short hairpin RNA knockdown, and CRISPR-Cas9 knockout data revealed potential targets and associated biomarkers for further analysis. This information is publicly available [171]. Similarly, immortalized cell line models such as EBV-transformed lymphoblastoid cell lines (LCLs) from the International HapMap Project, Human Variation Panel, and 1000 Genomes Project with multitomics data became available for fundamental cancer research [172].

Various specific cell lines are created for scientific research. HAP1 is a semi-haploid human adherent cell line derived from the male chronic myelogenous leukemia cell line KBM-7, with a single copy of almost every human chromosome. These cells are easy to culture, and authors assert that such cell line is an invaluable tool for gene functional testing and drug discovery by facilitating gene-editing techniques [173]. The well-known resources of cell lines for research and commercial applications include ATCC, JCRB, and other cell culture biobanks with many species covered. The European Collection of Cell Cultures ECACC (UK) offers more than 1500 human iPS lines, 450 monoclonal antibody-producing clones, and many normal tissue and cancer cell lines for disease modeling or bioproduction [174].

The first attempt to solve the disadvantage of cell line “purity” as well as personalization of the treatment approach was the introduction of primary ex vivo cancer cell lines into the cancer research, including drug testing, discovery and therapy response prediction, with improving methodologies and optimizations for cell culturing [175–178]. Heterogeneity found in cell cultures was suggested to be coded by biological mechanisms from the primary tumors, and it was acknowledged as an instrument for clinical implications. Some authors denied the global inadequacy of translating pharmacogenomic data from 2D to clinical settings suggesting that drug resistance was mainly intrinsic and did not depend on cell culturing conditions [179]. However, this question is controversial, as other authors demonstrated that DNA methylation profile rapidly changed when cells had been plated in vitro, namely there was a global loss of 5hmC modification in vitro [180]. In addition, there are also challenges at cellular level. In many reports, ex vivo cancer cell line generation often was not 100% effective, meaning that obtained cells did not proliferate sufficiently or at all. Too long time frame from biopsy to sufficient cell number (2–6 months in lung cancer) [7, 15] is not applicable in clinics as well as there is a risk to select only the fast-growing cells, the subclones that do not resemble the original tumor; moreover, in many cases, patient survival may not be that long. Nevertheless, authors suggested that drug screening may be done using fresh cells, or primary cultures, within days while still in the presence of stroma cells [73]. Additionally, the issue of cell line generation and expansion could be solved by advances in culture medium composition, cell isolation, passaging, and associated techniques, or by means of assisted cell expansion described in [181] which is favorable in the aspect that it also worked with normal cells from the same tissue. Briefly, they used human mammary and prostate epithelial cells from fresh and even frozen biospecimen using an irradiated feeder cell layer and a Rho kinase inhibitor Y-27632 in the culture medium and expanded the culture to 1 million cells in 7 days. In this way, both drug screening and toxicity studies can be carried out for the patient simultaneously in several weeks. Alternatively, recent advance in cell imaging (next-generation...
phenotypic screening) may enable fast, miniaturized, and physiologically relevant analysis of fresh ex vivo cells in suspension within hours after sample acquisition (e.g., IntelliCyt iQue Screener). For adherent cells, various automated, high-throughput imaging platforms, such as CellInsight, ImageXpress Micro, CellDicroverer, MACSim, IncuCyte, etc., are available.

Additional pro for ex vivo cell cultures is the evidence of cancer stem-like cells in such cultures [91, 182, 183] and similar molecular profiles to those of in vivo cancer cells [184]. The latter study suggested that only several existing breast cancer cell lines, namely BT483, T47D and MDAMB453, had satisfactory similarity to molecular pattern of tumors. Another report supplemented the study by stating that primary ovarian cancer cells also differed from the established cell lines in tumor-associated antigen expression (namely BIRC5, CA125, CEA, DDX43, EPCAM, FOLR1, Her-2/neu, MAGE-A1, MAGE-A2, MAGE-A3, MAGE-A4, MAGE-A6, MAGE-A10, MAGE-A12, MUC-1, NY-ESO-1, PRAME, p53, TPBG, TRT, and WT1 mRNAs), but one cell line—OVCAR-3—was quite representative [185]. On the other hand, there is evidence that even in common commercial cancer cell lines established long time ago and being deposited in biobanks such as ATCC, putative cancer stem cells are present [186].

Up to this paragraph, the cell line model has been discussed. However, cells growing in monolayer lack typical interactions that are present in tumors. It was shown that cell cultivation in 2D and 3D cultures results in different cell morphology, intracellular signaling, proliferation rate, differentiation capacity, and thus different response to treatment. For example, PDGFR activity was significantly lower in three sarcoma cell lines grown in 2D than in spheroids; in addition, stem cell markers Nanog, Oct4, and Slug as well as EMT proteins Snail, Slug, and Zeb1 were significantly higher in spheroids [187]. Another study showed that different cytotoxic compounds retained their ranking both in 2D and 3D cultures; however, all the IC50 values were smaller in 3D spheroids [188]. As described by an example of anti-HER2 targeted drug trastuzumab in a beautiful review by Sokolova et al., HER2 formed heterodimers with HER3 in a monolayer culture, but in spheroids, HER2 homodimers prevailed; therefore, a greater antiproliferative effect of this antibody against spheroids in comparison to a monolayer was observed. Importantly, HER2/HER2 receptor led to activation of MAPK signal transduction pathway, whereas HER2/HER3 receptor activated alternative PI3K pathway. Another effect of dimensionality was changes in expression and the basal phosphorylation level of cell-surface receptors. It could be either higher or lower in 3D than in 2D [189]. Similarly, remarkable differences were observed in pancreatic cancer cell lines HPAF-II, HPAC and PL45 when cultivated on 2D or 3D [190]. 3D hepatocyte spheroids (named as human liver microtissues) have demonstrated better prediction of liver toxicity than two-dimensional primary human hepatocytes model [191]. Similarly, large-scale pharmacological profiling of PANC1 human pancreatic cancer and SN12C human kidney carcinoma cell lines in both 2D and 3D was performed, analyzing a collection of 1912 chemotherapeutic agents. Interestingly, comparison of pharmacological responses of cells cultured in traditional 2D monolayer conditions as well as responses obtained from cells forming spheres versus cells already in 3D spheres enabled the identification of those key signaling pathways and cellular processes that when modulated by drugs were able to reduce cancer cell viability in all growth conditions or, to our particular interest, selectively in the different cell growth modes [192]. Thus, 3D culture systems comparing to 2D cultures have more advantages for using them for drug investigation studies. Some of the disadvantages of 2D models were reduced by introducing 3D substrates, scaffolds, and extracellular matrix components, including well-known Matrigel. Such models may be placed between 2D and 3D, sometimes called...
2.5D. Consequently, commercial cell lines or cells isolated from donor tissue can be used in cancer research.

Dimensionality alters cellular surface area for a drug to penetrate. On a porous scaffold, surface area of a cell may increase; however, in a compact spheroid, surface area may decrease when compared to that of a planar 2D adherent cell. One study described generation and properties of multicellular tumor spheroids from different pancreatic cancer cell lines. Briefly, large and dense spheroids represented type I, lose and of different sizes—type II, and floating monolayer films—type III. The three types displayed different expression of adhesion molecules E-cadherin, DSC, and DSG proteins; in addition, type I spheroids had higher resistance to doxorubicin and gemcitabine [155]. More importantly, cell-cell and cell-surface contacts generate intracellular signaling that has been reviewed elsewhere.

Despite the abovementioned in defense of cell cultures, other authors argue that in principle the approach is defective in one additional aspect—enzymatic digestion of a solid tissue/tumor. This procedure is almost absolutely necessary in generating cell cultures. However, the proteolytic enzymes (trypsin, collagenase, dispase, accutase, etc.) cleave both proteins of the extracellular matrix and cell-surface receptors. By doing that, digestion irreversibly changes cellular signaling [193]. However, comparison of different cell-dissociating agents for stem cell isolation from glioma tumorspheres revealed that there was a difference in CD133 antigen retention: the worst result was obtained for nonenzymatic dissociation solution NECDS, while the minimal impact was observed in Libertase-TL-treated cells [194]. On the other hand, disruption of cell-cell contacts during the initial steps of cell culture establishment favors the outgrowth of specific cells, the composition of which do not recapitulate the original heterogeneity of a tumor [177]. Therefore, organotypic tumor slices without application of proteolysis would be the best model for drug selection in the individualized cancer treatment, and it will be discussed here below. In addition, tissue slice generation time can be fast enough to receive the results in days.

### 4.3 3D in vitro models

Phenotypic screening-based drug discovery should rely on 3D models because monolayer culture cell concentration is strikingly low ($10^5$–$10^6$ in mL) when compared to in vivo tissue (40–50 million cells in a mL) [195]. However, this recommendation is not attributable to leukemia cell cultures where physiologically relevant concentration of the cells can be obtained in vitro for the research. Advances in cancer modeling were nicely reviewed in publications [25, 30, 89, 145, 177, 189, 196, 197]. In our previous publication [198], 3D drug testing models with end-point viabiliy-measuring methods were presented, including scaffold-based 3D culture systems, tissue slices, cellular spheroids, organoids, and organs-on-chips. Having both models for normal tissues and a tumor from a single patient would improve the prediction of systemic toxicities to healthy stem cells. As covered by other authors, self-organized and stem cell-derived three-dimensional human organoids give promise to be applied in disease modeling, drug screening, regeneration therapy, and even for host-microbe interaction studies [199]. These models can be patient-specific and thus are suitable for personalized medicine. When generated from cancer patient cells, such organoids have the value in anticancer drug screening [200]. More frequently used 3D culture models of cancer include: tumor mono-cell spheroids, hetero-spheroids (tumoroids), tumor tissue explants, and tumor-on-a-chip. 3D printing, to our opinion, is more relevant to nongenetic pathologies where normal organ-like structures have to be replicated. Tumor, as known, is of
irregular, chaotic structure; thus, there is nothing to reconstruct with a precision of a 3D printer. One more three-dimensional approach is the application of decellularized cadaver organs. For example, rat lungs have been used to determine human adenocarcinoma cell lines H358, PC9, and SW1573 proliferation on the scaffold, cell viability over the culture period and in response to treatment with cisplatin or Erlotinib. A resazurin-based reagent was perfused through the scaffold to evaluate cell number [201].

Multicellular tumor spheroids represent aggregates of cells formed in conditions where cell-cell interactions predominate over cell-substrate interactions. Spheroids closely resemble avascular primary tumors and metastases with respect to their architecture, gradient of oxygen, nutrients and metabolites distribution, distinct proliferation rates as well as microenvironment and drug penetration [202, 203]. One-cell-type spheroids are cellular aggregate formed by one type of cells, in this case cancer cells. In principal, this type of spheroids can be used as a model system for primary avascular tumor or metastasis [204]. Enhanced expression of stem cell markers and drug resistance in sphere-forming nonsmall cell lung cancer cells were reported: tumor sphere-derived cells expressed stem cell markers CD44, CD133, Sox2, and Oct4. Moreover, expression of lung resistance-related protein (LRP), glutathione-S-transferase-π (GST-π), and multidrug resistance proteins-1 (MRP1) were all significantly enhanced in sphere-derived cells [205]. In addition to spheroid formed by one type of cells, more complex multicellular spheroids are used in drug studies. This type of spheroids contains not only cancer but also other tumor-constituting cells, such as fibroblasts, endothelial cell, and immune cell, and thus is closer to situation in vivo due to additional cancer-normal cell contacts.

Various techniques can be used to obtain spheroids: plastic culture dishes with ultra-low attachment surfaces, spontaneous aggregation under free-floating conditions, liquid overlay on agarose, hanging drop cultures, spinner-flask cultures, and micro-fabricated scaffolds [204]. Simplicity in production and use of spheroids has led to widespread use of these techniques. Cancer organoids may be created from CTCs, as nicely reviewed in [206], highlighting the techniques for CTC isolation from patient blood, cell culture enrichment, culture medium supplementation, as well as CTC-derived organoid application in disease modeling, genetic instability studies, drug discovery, and precision medicine. Interestingly, authors have demonstrated that replacing fetal bovine serum with human serum could enhance spheroid formation and increase the invasiveness of cancer cells in vitro [207]. However, not all techniques provide uniform-sized spheroids, resulting in poor reproducibility of experimental data. Cell biological functionality and sensitivity to drugs have a strong correlation with the size of spheroids [208, 209]. The methods of hanging drop and microfabricated microstructures enable researches to modulate spheroid dimensions but have a limitation for mass production potential and cause difficulties for effective harvesting of spheroids. Recently, a number of optimized spheroid production protocols were developed with various robust and effective platforms for high-throughput drug screening. Opera Phenix High Content Screening System with Synchrony Optics and automated image analysis were reported to be well suitable for microtissue spheroid analysis; ImageXpressMicro Confocal automatic imaging system with MetaXpress6 software was used for similar purpose.

In a strict sense, the term “organoid” means that the microtissue has originated from stem cells that had differentiated in tissue-specific manner and formed a mini-organ or organ-like structure. Such models of other than oncologic disease research have been nicely reviewed elsewhere. However, when microtissue is formed from primary cancer cells, some authors call it organoid, and some as spheroid. In either way, cancer cells propagated in three-dimensional (3D) culture systems exhibit physiologically relevant cell-cell and cell-matrix interactions, gene expression and
signaling pathway profiles, and heterogeneity and structural complexity that reflect in vivo tumors. In one study, three lines of ex vivo established colorectal tumor spheroids were analyzed. All three lines expressed EpCAM, CD133, CD44, CD24, ALDH1, and LGR5 biomarkers and maintained them stably for months in vitro. STR phenotyping and mutation profile for APC, KRAS, MLH1, serine-threonine kinase 11, and TP53 coincided with original tumors from which they had been derived [210].

Cancer modeling using organoids was nicely reviewed in [211, 212]; larger view on tumoroid application in cancer research was extensively discussed in [213]. Patient-derived tumor organoids were suggested as the best model enabling high-throughput drug testing in a clinically relevant time frame at the same time being cost-effective [23]. Although multicellular spheroids exhibit physiologically relevant structural complexity of tumor as well as cell-cell and cell-matrix interactions, smaller than 200 μm spheroids do not reflect the in vivo characteristics of tumor cell proliferation, metabolite, and oxygen gradient resulting in necrotic core formation. Authors developed an optimized protocol allowing production of large spheroids that mimic some of the complex tumor microenvironment, including hypoxia. However, in this model, spheroids were unable to develop tumor specific vascular architecture, which was achieved by transplanting of spheroids to immunosuppressed mouse.

Another study described a 3D cell culture system to study tumor-stroma interactions in nonsmall cell lung cancer cells by creating mono and co-culture spheroids of two NSCLC cell lines A549 and Colo699, and lung fibroblasts. The viability of tumor spheroids was determined after 5 and 10 days by using Annexin V/Propidium Iodide flow cytometry. Lower viability was observed in A549 monocultures compared to co-cultures, whereas Colo699 monocultures showed better viability compared to co-cultures. Additionally, tumor-fibroblast spheroid formation was characterized by scanning electron microscope, semi-thin sections, fluorescence, and immunohistochemistry of E-Cadherin, vimentin, Ki67, fibronectin, cytokeratin 7, and α-smooth muscle actin in addition to conventional histology [214].

It is rather difficult to consider which spheroid production method would be most suitable for potential drug studies. The main requirement for high-throughput analysis is reproducibility of uniform spheroids, as cell susceptibility to therapy depends on the spheroid size. It was demonstrated that the size of spheroid may depend on production method used, as growing of squamous carcinoma cells on ultralow attachment plates resulted in higher proliferation rates and increased spheroid size compared to Hanging drop production method. Despite numerous spheroid studies, it is not still clear which time point would be ideal to start treatments and evaluate drug response. Typical spheroid structure consisting of an outer layer of proliferating cells and inner layer of quiescent cells is detected in spheroids larger than 500 μm in diameter. Several agents have been found to be less effective in 3D models than in 2D cell cultures due to the drug concentration gradient in different layers of spheroid which is relative to drug delivery within solid tumor in vivo. Moreover, cell growing in 3D environment showed expression of different genes associated with resistance to therapy [205, 215].

Limited drug penetration to the tumor mass is one of the mechanisms which determines tumor resistance to applied therapy. This critical parameter is not reproduced in monolayer 2D cultures. Meanwhile, spheroids formed from cancer cells mimic both the heterogenic multilayer tumor structure and gradient drug penetration thus providing more physiologically relevant results as compared to monolayer cultures. Cells in the center of spheroid are exposed to nonoptimal drug concentrations; thus, increased drug doses or drug combinations are needed to provide antitumor effectiveness. Recent studies demonstrated the advantage of
spheroid model in evaluating activity of drug combinations and treatment schedules in order to promote drug delivery and accumulation inside a tumor. Therefore, spheroid models can be used to assess penetration of different drug formulations.

In drug development, potential agents are further progressed to antitumor activity screening in vivo where syngeneic mice model, genetically engineered mice models, or xenograft models are used. All these models have some significant limitations leading to inadequate results. First of all, tumors are often implanted subcutaneously—to the site which does not reflect their original in vivo location. Due to the compromised mouse immune system, xenografts are usually characterized by higher proliferation rates compared to primary human tumor [115, 216]. Moreover, transplanted tumor interacts with stromal components which are not of human origin, thus can behave in different manner. Strategy that could significantly increase the rate of success would be more complex, physiologically relevant cellular models used in early lead discovery. For solid tumors, this would include development of 3D in vitro tumor models which recapitulate human tumor architecture and biology, thus providing greater translational potential [217, 218].

### 4.4 Complex 3D models

Solid tumors consist of cancer and stromal cells surrounded by extracellular matrix. All these cellular and noncellular tumor components co-exist in highly interactive 3D environment. Gradient of nutrients, soluble factors, oxygen and metabolites occurring in different layers of tumor as well as different type of interactions such as cell-cell and cell-ECM regulate cell function and behavior. Cancer cells cultivated in 3D environment, if compared to cells growing as a monolayer, are exposed to different signals that modify their response to various stimuli [158, 219]. For example, cells growing in 3D cultures experience different mechanical forces compared to cells growing in 2D. It was demonstrated that mechanical properties can regulate cellular response to therapy and angiogenesis [220]. Additionally, various interactions occurring in multilayer tumor create physical barrier attenuating drug penetration. Recent studies demonstrated that 3D microenvironment had effect on numerous cellular functions including cell morphology, viability, proliferation, differentiation, and migration potential, as well as cell signaling, gene and protein expression following response to the applied therapy. Taken together, these results indicate that 3D models of cancer provide more physiologically relevant results and have greater translational potential to successful clinical studies.

There are several artificially engineered 3D cancer models that are close to natural tissues and thus partially recapitulate the environment into which a tumor cell may invade; for example, three-dimensional organotypic microfluidic model to study the phenotype and invasion of glioma stem cells [221]. Artificial skin was built of stratified terminally differentiated epidermal compartment of keratinocytes and melanocytes, a dermal compartment of fibroblasts embedded in collagen, and a basement membrane deposited by skin cells; such skin reconstruct was used for melanoma modeling [222]. Another example is a 3D bone marrow model derived from endothelial progenitor cells and multipotent mesenchymal stromal cells embedded in alginate and Matrigel. It was used to study immunotherapy on primary multiple myeloma [223]. More advanced bone marrow models are described in [224] and may involve various soluble factors, osteoblasts and the flow of nutrients. Similarly, a lung cancer model named OncoCilAir has almost everything that is available in vivo, except immune system of a patient. Briefly, OncoCilAir was developed by plating lung fibroblasts and bronchial epithelial cells on different sides of a porous membrane. Later, nonsmall cell lung cancer cells were
added to the fibroblastic side, and air-liquid interface was introduced to mimic the conditions in normal lungs [18]. In that way, OncoCilAir includes both healthy and cancerous cells; thus, it can be used to test both tumor-killing activity and the adverse effects of anticancer drugs. Moreover, the model could be maintained for up to 3 months, which theoretically enables studies of such long-term effects as air pollution toxicity, drug resistance, and tumor recurrence.

Organotypic 3D in vitro models are very close to realistic representation of a tumor. When a reasonably thin slice of a real tumor is carefully plated on a porous surface to ensure better diffusion of nutrients and metabolites, both cancerous and stroma cells are present in such a model, including the unchanged intratumoral tissue architecture with ECM and cellular contacts as well as immune cells with natural cytokines. Such a system is well suited to perform drug selection in personalized medicine as it captures the heterogeneity of a tumor, can be multiplexed for various biochemical applications, and also is transparent for optical microscopy. Probably one of the most advanced commercial systems available today is CANScript from Mitra Biotech (India). This platform is intended for prediction of clinical responses to anticancer treatment of a certain patient and is applicable in almost all types of cancer, including bladder, prostate, HCC, cervical, urogenital, NHL, and GBM. In contrast to other similar preclinical models, CANScript and its prediction algorithm has been tested in clinical settings for H&N, CRC, breast, pancreas, stomach, esophageal, lung, ovarian, AML, and CML cancers [ClinicalTrials.gov identifier (NCT number) NCT03253575]. The technology has been validated in mouse xenografts and extremely well correlated with the clinical outcome. Currently, the system is being adapted to become an automated platform available to hospitals. Briefly, the tumor sample from a patient is cut using a tissue chopper into 200–400 μm thick slices that are placed into 48-well cell culture plates with RPMI-1640 medium with supplements including patient blood serum (2%). Importantly, the cell culture plate itself is coated with tumor-grade-matched matrix. Tumor-stroma matrix proteins (TMPs) are analyzed from the same specimen by mass spectrometry after sample processing, selecting certain proteins to further constitute the protein cocktail for plate coating. It ensures the conservation of the tumor microenvironment in addition to the 3D structure of a tissue slice and native patient-specific ligands from their blood serum. It was demonstrated many times that the mentioned factors determine the fate of tumors in terms of integrity, survival, metastasis, and response to chemotherapy. In addition, the CANScript developers have demonstrated that explants in noncoated wells lost tumor architecture and exhibited decreased viability, proliferation, and activation of oncogenic pathways compared with the initial baseline [225]. The method utilizes both morphological and biochemical criteria, including measurement of cell viability, ATP utilization, proliferation status, changes in tumor area and nuclear fragmentation, activation and expression of various signaling proteins by reverse phase phosphoproteomic array, immunohistochemistry and qRT-PCR methods for molecular profiling, and quantification of biomarkers [17].

However, tissue slicing has some minor limitations. For example, when a tumor is larger than the well of a plate into which it has to be positioned, only a portion of a slice would be examined. In such a case, the unexamined part of a tumor and its response to the suggested treatment could be lost. There are data that drug sensitivity and biomarker expression vary considerably within individual samples [77, 226]; hence, multiple-site samples should be taken, making it difficult for the specialist to decide which sites to include in the sampling. Furthermore, cellular signaling and hence the drug response in slices may be altered due to suffered mechanical stress during the precision cutting and cellular necrosis signaling at the incision planes. In addition, it is characteristic to a solid tumor to maintain high interstitial fluid
pressure that limits the absorption, e.g., of a drug, and this pressure is not preserved in the current models. As noticed by PREDECT team, the ultimate goal—clinical application of this method—requires standardization which is impossible in obtaining the samples manually due to different intraoperative manipulation and pathology processing even with the same type of cancer [89]. Additionally, for CANScript technology, identification and individual plate coating with required TMPs appear to be the limiting (expensive and labor consuming) steps, as for these purposes, the biopsies firstly have to be analyzed by liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (LCMS/MS), followed by Venn diagrams and heatmaps to select the proteins to be mixed in a cocktail for the plate coating.

Another and probably the most straight-forward approach in trying to understand the nature of cancer was the initiative The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA), as already described above in this review. Starting from 2006, 20,000 primary cancer and matched normal samples spanning 33 cancer types have been molecularly characterized, yielding over 2.5 petabytes of genomic, epigenomic, transcriptomic, and proteomic data that will remain publicly available at portal.gdc.cancer.gov for the research community to use [227]. Comparatively similar problem in data processing is already arising from the next step in cancer modeling that included real-time monitoring and gave the fourth dimension for in vitro cancer studies. Apparently, it is not applicable in vivo, but definitely it is the future of oncology.

4.5 Single-cell approach

When talking about cancer heterogeneity, we usually think about a complex organ-like tumor. That is correct, because human body is mainly solid, and almost all cell types form solid tissues. However, blood is liquid and it contains many types of different cells; thus, it is also heterogenic. When analyzing blood, we are familiar with flow cytometry and discrimination of cells by their physical parameters and CD antigens. The same is for blood cancer: flow cytometry can discriminate various subpopulations of abnormal blood cells. Additionally, mass cytometry has emerged as a method to evaluate cellular biomarkers on a single cell. Importantly, this method has enabled studying the antibody-based cancer therapies as well as metal containing chemotherapeutic agents at one-cell resolution [228]. Similarly, Western blot method has been miniaturized even to subcellular level [229]. As mentioned previously, blood cancer is quite well treated just because there is no need for a complex model to study the cell response or resistance to a certain drug or combinations. Cells in suspension and can be readily analyzed in vitro not only for the antigens, but also for cellular signaling. For example, phospho-flow cytometry was applied in the search for B-cell precursor acute lymphoblastic leukemia individualized therapy and enabled to screen for small molecule kinase inhibitors that induced cancer cell death [230]. Functional analysis of single-cell mass accumulation rate became available by means of microchannel resonance [231]. Recent technologies have enabled single-cell RNA sequencing thus providing the power to dissect intratumoral heterogeneity and to suggest combination therapies [232]. Today, a Phase II clinical trial (NCT01620216) started in 2012 is still recruiting leukemia patients for ex vivo drug response prediction. However, even here, the microenvironment plays a role. As reported previously, the responses of leukemia cells to chemotherapy in vivo, compared to in vitro, were partly related to the interactions of leukemic cells and the three-dimensional bone marrow/stromal microenvironment. To investigate this phenomenon, leukemic cell lines were co-cultured with human bone marrow mesenchymal stem cell (hu-BM-MSC) in 3D and compared to leukemic cells treated in suspension or grown on a hu-BM-MSC monolayer (2D conditions) [233]. The authors concluded that cultures in 3D were...
more resistant to drug-induced apoptosis compared to cells cultured in 2D or in suspension.

Further, the modeling becomes complicated when it comes to circulating tumor cells (CTCs). During cancer progression, invasive cells evade the primary tumor and enter the vascular systems in search for better environment. Such CTCs are important in many aspects; the ability to target such cells and to eliminate them before the formation of metastasis is of high priority. CTCs are valuable for assessing the profile and heterogeneity of tumor-evading cancer cells. However, their direct use as a single-cell model in predicting tumor response to the treatment is disputable; therefore, researchers usually create CTC culture models as well as mouse xenografts [234]. However, to retrieve CTCs and later to expand their culture in vitro is challenging. One study compared three methods (RT-qPCR for cytokeratin 19, double immunofluorescence with A45-B/B3 and CD45 antibodies, and CellSearch system with CTC kit) to search for and count circulating tumor cells in breast cancer patient blood. Interestingly, there was virtually no agreement between the methods, including the cancer marker CK19 mRNA-positive cells that were also present in 26 healthy female donors [235]. This study demonstrated the limitations of biomarker-based cell characterization as well as weakness of technical standardization procedures. However, authors described that they have succeeded (16.5% success rate) to establish long-term cell cultures from breast cancer CTCs, growing them in serum free media supplemented with epidermal growth factor and basic fibroblast growth factor under nonadherent, hypoxic conditions [236]. Other reports demonstrated that in the case of colorectal cancer, CTC cell line generation was possible only from the patients with stage IV cancer and was not successful in earlier stages, and the cell cultures demonstrated all the attributes of cancer stem cells [182].

In general, pharmacologic response of every single cell from the heterogenic cancer tissue should be analyzed whenever possible. In the case of CTCs, single cell analysis is very helpful in defining their response to the drugs when cells have already escaped from their niche in the tumor tissue, i.e. when cancer cells are circulating in pre-metastatic fashion. However, their behavior does not necessarily correspond to the response of cells in solid tumor from which they have originated. Various microscopy imaging techniques that distinguish individual cells should be preferred over pan analysis methods both in vitro and in vivo [237, 238].

5. Upcoming technologies and perspectives

As of particular interest, there are several reports of drug response analysis in situ by microinjections into the intact solid tumor, as reviewed in “In situ functional diagnostics” [30]. Briefly, the drugs were delivered into the xenograft tumors either as a monotherapy compound or up to 16 slowly releasing drug reservoirs, and the response was evaluated by retrieving the whole tumor for analysis. Alternative approach was used to design acoustofluidic 3D tumor platform to investigate the localized release of temperature-sensitive liposomal doxorubicin in glioblastoma model [239]. Basically, focused ultrasound raises the temperature in the zone of the targeted several square millimeters. When directed at a tumor, such heating favors the disassembly of circulating cargo liposomes that contain toxic substances. This method shows promise in localized activation/release of chemotherapeutic drugs that are not well tolerated in organism and thus fail in dose-escalation trials. One more example is a nano device iNANIVID-assisted multiphoton microscopy of individual cells when physically inserted into a live solid tissue [240]. This short-term (up to 4 h) intravitral mouse tumor monitoring was performed in order to validate
the nanodevice for drug release; in this particular case, for analyzing EGF-induced chemotaxis of metastatic mammary tumor cells. Although this technology seems to us not applicable to humans, at least for long-term drug response studies, such progress may indicate the evolution of 4D cancer modeling.

Summarizing the above stated, the best cancer model is fully natural tumor in a living human. Although it might sound wired, it is true to some extent when talking about child cancer in the United States. More than 80% of children who have cancer are cured successfully in United States so they are comparatively better served by available therapies, as compared to adults. Authors postulate that mainly it was a result of incredibly effective chemotherapy combinations that were established through highly empirical and incremental clinical trials [241]. However, more technical approaches may be emerging to advance noninvasive cancer response monitoring in a patient to guide the best treatment. For example, magnetic resonance methods are able to some extent visualize tumor characteristics and its metabolic phenotypes on an anatomical, microvascular, microstructural, microenvironmental, and metabolomics scale [242]. More specifically, magnetic resonance imaging of muscle-invasive bladder cancer revealed that quantification of apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) of water could reliably predict patient response to the neoadjuvant chemotherapy, i.e., resistant tumors were more heterogeneous in their spatial distribution of ADC values [243]. Alternatively, positron emission tomography showed promising results in molecular cancer biomarker imaging in vivo by using newly developed imaging agents for precise molecular targets. This technique can be useful in clinics for measuring early treatment response to predict therapeutic efficacy and relating tumor response to survival [244].

The next best thing to the real tumor monitoring in vivo (so-called 4D cancer model) is sophisticated 3D in vitro and in vivo mouse models. For fundamental studies, light sheet fluorescent microscopy is a new technology for rapid, low phototoxicity 3D imaging with resolution similar to that of confocal microscopy; moreover, super-resolution variations of the method are becoming available. Probably the best model in both genetic and physiological relevance, more than a humanized mouse, is the putative “patient-on-a-chip.” The model would be comprised of many organ-on-a-chip building blocks that presumably would be printed from patient-derived and differentiated iPSCs, later connecting those blocks in a physiological order by microfluidic channels [245]. For example, an array of 3D bioprinted tissues (skin, bone and cartilage), microfluidics-based kidney-on-a-chip, lumen forming intestine microtissues, and heart model as a multilayer of cardiac fibroblasts alternately layered with iPSC-differentiated myocytes on an elastic silicone membrane for efficient beating, are promising components of such a system [246]. However, this kind of model is considered only in a preclinical setting for drug research. Computational time-lapse movie data analysis also will require the creation of most intelligent software [247].

Photo-degradable gelatin may be used for very specific reasons in 3D gel cellular models. Using this delicate approach, heterogenous cell cultures may be cultivated in one dish until a cell or a colony of interest has to be extracted for analysis, leaving the remaining culture intact. This method was used to separate morphologically different subpopulations from a murine breast cancer cell line [248]. No digestion, no labeling, no flow cytometry is needed.

For 2D cell cultures, noninvasive, time-lapse compatible electrical impedance may be used for phenotypic screening, target identification, compound screening, lead selection, investigating the mechanism of action, and testing drug safety and toxicity [249]. The method also requires gold-plated electrode for cell adhesion.

For single-cell approach, advanced microfluidic techniques are being developed for multiomics data acquisition in nanodroplets. Briefly, high-throughput
single-cell isolation and nucleic acid barcoding methods are making it possible to measure the (epi)genomic, transcriptomic, or proteomic state of individual cells by elegant strategies and techniques described in [250]. Single-cell methods complemented with gene-editing technologies were recognized among the most perspective models for disease modeling [159]. Furthermore, a new technology directed at cellular spheroid generation using microwells that are much smaller than a well of a 1536-well plate may be paving its way. The method involves limiting dilution principle within traditional 2D cell culture plates coated with polydimethylsiloxane. The advantage of this method over traditional limiting dilution is that the small volume of a well limits diffusion of autocrine factors and improves extracellular survival signaling; at the same time, there is no danger of evaporation. Moreover, many clones (300 and more) and other types of cells from a heterogenous cancer tissue may be present in the same culture medium allowing paracrine signaling without complex microfluidic connections [251] or in a microchip format as developed earlier [252].

6. Concluding remarks

Regardless of the abundance of approaches and various models and methods developed, the question remains, which models are the best to assess cell heterogeneous response to anticancer treatment and to evaluate its clinical relevance? Recently, authors have performed SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats) analysis of 3D cell models and suggested that more transparent assessment of the value of new 3D models was needed. Currently, it looks like many popular 3D models have no standardized protocols for validation in clinics as well as they are not convenient enough, do not mimic cancer biology sufficiently, and thus are not suitable for use in clinic. As a result, early enthusiasm regarding 3D models is already followed by disillusionment and disappointing results. Development of long-term, low-throughput, inconsistent, and expensive models should be abandoned for clinical applications; however, such models may have merit in fundamental research [253].

We suggest that the best model would be simple, miniaturized, inexpensive and, at the same time, multifaceted, involving ex vivo analysis of individual cells in different states and in different conditions— suspension, 2D and 3D as well as co-cultures with stroma cells. Drug screening in such a model would require knowledge of which cellular states survive the specific treatment and, according to that, combinational therapy—not only by content but also organized in time and sequence—should be tested in the model system. The short-term cultivation in vitro should be complied for to preserve the patient-specific cellular heterogeneity, cell differentiation status, and molecular profile. For this particular reason, as well as for the ability to recheck the obtained results, patient’s tumor specimen freezing protocols should be developed.
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Chapter 8
The Principles behind Targeted Therapy for Cancer Treatment
Wabel AL-Busairi and Maitham Khajah

Abstract
The advent of molecular and genetic advancement in the field of oncology research has led to a shift in the treatment of various forms of cancer from traditional chemotherapeutics to targeted therapy. The principle behind targeted therapy is utilizing therapeutics designed to interfere with specific molecules that have a relatively specific or higher expression profile in cancer cells and are critical for cancer growth and progression. These were designed as mechanistic therapeutics in the form of small molecules and monoclonal antibodies. Currently, they have been modified to incorporate passive or active targeting delivery systems to improve their specific distribution and enhance cytotoxicity towards cancer cells while simultaneously reducing their systemic toxicity profile. Passive targeting employs encapsulated delivery systems to take advantage of the enhanced permeation and retention effect of the tumor microenvironment, while active targeting relies on receptor mediated interactions, such as cell surface ligands conjugated to the therapeutic moiety. A synergistic strategy for cancer therapy is evolving, where precision medicine acts as a diagnostic prerequisite for targeted therapy via prognostic biomarkers and tumor genotyping. Despite the plethora of research undertaken in targeted therapy, limited numbers were approved for clinical use, and significant challenges remain to be addressed.
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1. Introduction
Various forms of cancers remain to be the leading cause of mortality worldwide. A recent article estimated the incidence and mortality of cancer in 20 world regions (using the GLOBOCAN 2018 estimates), and suggested approximately 18 million new cases and 9.6 million deaths in the year of 2018. Lung cancer was most commonly diagnosed, and the leading cause of cancer-related death followed by breast, prostate, colorectal, stomach, and liver cancer [1]. Although surgery and radiation therapy are considered the primary treatment for localized forms of cancers, chemotherapeutic agents must be used when cancer cells metastasize to the regional lymphatic vessels and bloodstream. This placed more emphasis on the development of drugs and biological molecules as chemotherapeutic agents to minimize the risk of cancer metastasis to other organs, which will lead to organ failure and death [2, 3].

2. Traditional chemotherapeutic agents
The era of cancer drug development was pioneered in the 1940s after using nitrogen mustard as a toxic treatment for cancer [2]. Traditional chemotherapeutic agents
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2. Traditional chemotherapeutic agents

The era of cancer drug development was pioneered in the 1940s after using nitrogen mustard as a toxic treatment for cancer [2]. Traditional chemotherapeutic agents
mediate cytotoxicity by interrupting processes or inhibiting molecules required for rapid cellular division and DNA synthesis at the cell cycle level. They are categorized as either cell cycle specific (they target a specific phase in the cell cycle) or cell cycle non-specific (they target all cell cycle phases) agents [4]. Their main disadvantage relies on their relative non-selectivity in targeting rapidly dividing non-cancerous cells such as hair folicles, bone marrow and gastrointestinal epithelial cells. This commonly manifests as serious adverse effects on patients such as hair loss, anemia, infections (due to low white blood cell count), infertility, nausea and vomiting. As a result, the effective therapeutic dose is unattained and the efficacy of conventional chemotherapeutic agents is compromised. This is commonly experienced in the clinic, when a chemotherapy regimen is administered for a delimited period, but the dose has to be reduced or treatment is postponed as a safety precaution despite tumor responsiveness [5, 6]. Furthermore, many conventional chemotherapeutics do not accumulate in the tumor mass at effective therapeutic concentrations, thereby cannot effectively inhibit their proliferation and metastasis. This is particularly true at the core micro-regions of tumors; due to the disorganized intratumoral vasculature and high interstitial fluid pressure as a consequence of aberrant angiogenesis and poor lymphatic drainage. Some types of cancers such as brain gliomas, are also difficult to reach with traditional chemotherapeutics, as they are unable to penetrate the blood brain barrier. These factors play a paramount role in drug resistance [7]. Chemotherapeutic agents with inadequate bioavailability and pharmacokinetic profiles are more inclined to metabolism and excretion before reaching cancerous cells [8]. Cancerous cells not killed during treatment are likely to acquire resistance and eventually lead to a more aggressive form of tumors with high probability of organ damage and death [4]. In addition, various oncogenes and oncoproteins in a variety of cancers are able to inactivate chemotherapeutic agents and/or eliminate them from tumor cells (e.g., through the activity of multi-drug resistance; MDR) [7, 8].

Mechanisms that mediate resistance have been studied abundantly, and many are attributed to mutations of various oncogenes. They include altered transport of chemotherapeutics across the plasma membrane by ATP-dependent multidrug transporters or upregulation of multidrug resistant gene, which encodes P-glycoprotein responsible for xenobiotic efflux out of cells [7]. Another example are defects in the apoptotic pathways leading to a loss of function in the tumor suppressor gene p53, allowing cells with damaged DNA to continue replicating and hence be unresponsive to DNA damaging effects of chemotherapeutics such as pyrimidine antagonist 5-fluorouracil and the mitotic spindle inhibitor paclitaxel [7, 8]. Enhanced action of DNA repair proteins in cancer cells also contributes to acquired forms of chemoresistance. This phenomenon has been observed with chemotherapeutics causing direct damage to the structural integrity of DNA such as intercalating agents like cisplatin and alkylating agents [7, 8]. While chemotherapeutics that mediate their action by binding to the topoisomerase-DNA complex to prevent DNA synthesis, such as doxorubicin, etoposide and camptothecin are rendered inactive by the altered activity of topoisomerase I and II, hence resistance facilitates the repair of topoisomerase-DNA complex [7, 8].

The design and development of conventional chemotherapeutics is prehistoric relative to recent findings in the complex cancer pathophysiology and tumor microenvironment. Recently, the heterogeneity of tumors is widely established as a challenge for traditional forms of cancer therapy. It is recognized to result from the higher genetic instability of uncontrolled cell division; increasing the likelihood of multiple mutations and replications errors. Ultimately it manifests as phenotypic and functional tumor heterogeneity that can occur within and between tumors [9]. Dynamic and regional variations in the tumor microenvironment in blood, lymphatic vasculature, extracellular matrix metalloproteases and cellular secretions...
in the tumor stroma may greatly influence the diverse development of cancer cells. Furthermore, a distinct population of cells within tumors termed cancer stem cells with a capacity for self-renewal and differentiation are recognized to be responsible for cancer relapse, also contributing to this factor [9]. The heterogeneity of tumors has proved to be a limitation to treatment with traditional chemotherapeutics and restricts their use for a variety of cancer types, it also supports intrinsic resistance to cancer therapy. In order to combat these limitations which ultimately lead to cancer progression and reduces the survival rates of patients, more selective/targeted/efficient therapies are required. This lead to the discovery of new agents which are based on the investigation of molecular behavior, biomarkers, oncogenes and biological pathways used by cancer cells to determine specific key distinctions between them and normal cells, that are responsible for tumor cell proliferation, survival and progression. Once identified these distinctions are targeted “with precision” while sparing normal cells. This concept has been renowned the “magic bullet” of cancer therapy and is the fundamental principle behind targeted cancer therapy [10].

The advent of targeted cancer therapy was established by the development of molecular targeted therapeutics, also recognized as mechanistic or direct-targeted cancer therapy [11]. This strategy utilizes small molecules or monoclonal antibodies (MAb) designed to interfere with specific molecular targets that have a relatively specific or higher expression profile in cancer cells and are critical for their growth and metastasis [11, 12]. Small molecule targeted therapies are usually low molecular weight organic compounds (<800 Daltons), that have a higher rate of cell entry relative to MAb, and so are designed to interfere with the expression/activity of intracellular signaling molecules [4]. On the other hand, MAbs generally have high binding affinities to extracellular domains expressed on cancer cells and are commonly designed to target the extracellular surface of cancerous cells; they mediate their mode of action through receptor ligand interactions [4].

3. Types of targeted therapies

Various types of molecular target mechanisms have been identified for cancer therapy; these include signal transduction inhibitors, hormone therapies, gene expression modulators, apoptosis inducers, angiogenesis inhibitors, immunotherapies and toxin delivery molecules. Many of these mechanisms overlap and with the advancement in cancer research a single anticancer therapeutic agent can encompass multiple molecular mechanisms. This is further elaborated in the subsequent paragraphs of this chapter.

3.1 Signal transduction inhibitors

Signal transduction is considered the link between a ligand mediated activation of a receptor to the resultant cellular responses such as metabolism, gene expression, cell division and apoptosis, and motility/migration, etc. [13]. Hence it is a vital route to explore for molecular-targeted therapies. Many remarkably successful agents have been developed under this category, owning to the understanding of signal transduction pathways in cancer cells. Genetic and epigenetic changes that occur in cancer cells lead to uncontrolled cellular functions (such as proliferation) in part through aberrant/modulated activity of various signaling and metabolic networks [13]. While normal cells have redundant overlapping pathways that allow for alternative signal transduction when one is inhibited, cancer cells have placed more emphasis on distinct signaling pathways owning to various mutations [13]. As a result, they have a diminished signaling network with “hyper-active” pathways
to sustain cell proliferation and survival [13]. These “hyper-active” pathways are reflected in the overexpression of certain proteins in cancer cells. Together, these characteristics make cancerous cells more sensitive to stress and mutagens [13]. This forms the basis of signal transduction targeted molecular therapy. Therefore, theoretically depriving cancer cells from essential signaling elements needed for survival will lead to apoptosis and growth arrest [13]. Furthermore, some cancer cells are “addicted” to specific signaling proteins, as they are dependent on their activity for survival; a prime example is in chronic myeloid leukemia (CML) cancer. CML cells particularly in the early stage of cancer have absolute dependency on the kinase activity of Bcr-Abl fusion protein [13]. Bcr-Abl fusion protein results from an abnormal translocation in the Philadelphia chromosome (Ph) in 95% of CML patients. Fusion of Bcr and Abl genes leads to constitutive activation of Bcr-Abl tyrosine kinase, causing CML cells to grow and divide excessively [13]. Protein kinases are enzymes that regulate the biological activity of proteins by phosphorylation of specific amino acids with adenosine triphosphate (ATP) to induce conformational changes from the inactive to the active form [14]. Protein Kinases have been implicated in cell proliferation and many have transforming capacity making them oncoproteins [14]. Consequently, protein kinases have been extensively studied as a signal transduction inhibitor pathway in targeted drug therapy [13–15].

One of the most successful molecular targets of anticancer agents is the protein tyrosine kinase inhibitor imatinib (Gleevec®), for the treatment of Ph positive CML [4, 9, 10, 12–15]. Its success is based on the extreme “addiction” of CML cells to Bcr-Abl fusion pathway. Imatinib is designed as an ATP mimic which acts by blocking tyrosine phosphorylation, it competitively binds to the ATP binding site on Bcr-Abl fusion protein to disrupt tyrosine kinase activity [14]. It is reported to have up to 80% response rate in Ph positive CML patients [14]. This protein kinase inhibitor is also indicated for a subset of patients with gastrointestinal stromal (GIST) tumors, which have activated point mutations in the c-Kit proto-oncogene or platelet derived growth factor receptor (PDGFR)-α kinase [4, 12, 13]. Constitutive activation of kinase, as in the Bcr-Abl fusion protein, inhibits apoptosis and stimulates cell proliferation [3, 12, 13]. Although imatinib is a highly selective agent, it has been responsive for the inhibition of Bcr-Abl, PDGFR, cKit and Flt3 protein kinases [13]. Unfortunately, long term use of imatinib in some late stage GIST or CML patients may cause drug resistance leading to therapeutic failure. The dynamically complex oncogenic signaling network of cancer cells is able to “escape the addiction” of the Bcr-Abl oncogene as it becomes mutated. Furthermore, tyrosine kinase inhibitors cannot completely eradicate leukemic stem cells; both of these factors facilitate the progression of tumors [13]. Luckily, next generation tyrosine kinase inhibitors are available for imatinib resistant patients [13]. The broad-spectrum protein tyrosine kinase inhibitor Dasatinib (Sprycel®) not only binds to the mutated Brc-Abl kinase but also to Src tyrosine kinase. Despite the reduced selectivity of this inhibitor, the Src kinase family is also responsible for tumor progression, and their overexpression has been linked to several malignancies [13]. Nilotinib (Tasigna®) is another tyrosine kinase inhibitor, which shares imatinib’s narrow tyrosine kinase selectivity profile, it inhibits the mutated Brc-Abl kinase activity, and is more efficient when compared to imatinib [13, 16]. Although lifelong therapy is expected with these next generation tyrosine kinase inhibitors, they are reported to achieve longer response rates [13, 16]. The FDA has approved both agents for first line use in patients with Ph positive CML in the chronic phase and for patients with resistance to imatinib [17]. Another dual Src and Bcr-Abl tyrosine kinase inhibitor called bosutinib (Bosulif®) has also been approved by the FDA for patients with Ph positive CML that have been treated with both imatinib and next generation tyrosine kinase inhibitors. It has been reported to have a superior
molecular response profile relative to imatinib in terms of inhibition potency to Bcr-Abl mutated tyrosine kinase and more selectivity, thereby decreasing its toxicity profile [18]. Imatinib indicated for GIST patients has partial response rates and differs between subset populations depending on the cKit point mutation. Imatinib is able to extend patient life but resistance usually emerges due to modified point mutations in the cKit gene on GIST stem cells, or mutations in other oncogenes and enhanced drug efflux transporters. A second line broad-spectrum tyrosine kinase inhibitor Sunitinib (Sutent®) is indicated for imatinib resistant GIST patients. This is a multi-target inhibitor that affects vascular endothelial growth factor receptor (VEGFR) and PDGFR protein tyrosine kinases; it has also been approved for the treatment of advanced renal cell carcinoma [13].

Most cell surface growth factor receptors have tyrosine kinase activity, and play an important role in cancer pathogenesis. One of the most notable for molecular targeted signal transduction cancer therapy is epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR/ ErbB1/ HER1). It is a member of the epidermal growth factor receptors family (ErbB) of protein tyrosine kinases, which also include ErbB2/HER2, ErbB3/ Her3, and ErbB4/ Her4. Binding of a complementary ligand to these receptors induces receptor homo/hetero dimerization and subsequent tyrosine auto-phosphorylation, leading to activation of various downstream signaling molecules. In various types of cancers, the expression/activity profile of these receptors is increased leading to enhanced cell proliferation. Oncogenic mutations within the receptor kinases of this family have also been found in epithelial tumors, breast carcinomas, gliomas (glioblastoma multiforme) and in the case of EGFR in 10% of patients with non-small cell lung carcinoma (NSCLC) [13]. Currently, there are two FDA approved selective EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitors gefitinib (Iressa®) and erlotinib (Tarceva®) and are indicated as first line therapy for NSCLC patients [13]. Initially, the response rates in patients after administration were not as efficient as expected, and it was later determined that the presence of EGFR overexpression alone does not predict effective therapy [13]. Instead, patients with particular types of EGFR substitution mutation, such as L858R mutation in the kinase domain are more likely to benefit from anti-EGFR therapy [13]. This was concluded from several clinical trials carried out on NSCLC patients comparing the administration of gefitinib to docetaxel in patients pretreated with platinum-based chemotherapy [19, 20]. Results of the trial concluded that gefitinib was either equally effective [19] or more effective [20] than docetaxel. A latter trial was conducted on patients of non-smoker Asian origin, and it was determined that they had a higher incidence of harboring the specific activating mutations in the EGFR kinase domain [13, 20]. Docetaxel is a well-established conventional chemotherapeutic agent which reversibly binds to microtubules with high affinity leading to inhibition of mitotic cell division. It is administered intravenously, and has been reported to cause dose-limiting toxicity and adverse effects of grade 3 and 4 neutropenia in 30% of patients, as well as edema and other common side effects shared by conventional chemotherapies [21]. Gefitinib, on the other hand, is administered orally, with reported adverse effects of grade 1 and 2 diarrhea and skin rash [22]. Therefore, in terms of patient compliance, therapy with gefitinib has greater efficiency than chemotherapy with docetaxel even if they provide the same therapeutic efficacy, since there is a lower incidence of severe adverse effects and oral administration is preferred over intravenous administration. Another important aspect is that not all EGFR mutations in the kinase domain are sufficient to determine patient response and instead only patients with specific EGFR mutations can benefit from certain molecular targeted treatments. In the case of gefitinib, the use of genetic screening is required prior to treatment. This prerequisite highlights the application of precision medicine in targeted cancer therapy and the need for diagnostic strategies involving prognostic biomarkers and tumor genotyping to
determine the choice of targeted therapeutic. Manufacturer AstraZeneca, of gefitinib as Iressa® had partnered with Qiagen to provide FDA-approved Therascreen® EGFR companion diagnostic test to identify eligible patients for this treatment, once they test positive for the specific EGFR substitution mutations [22].

Another member of the ErbB receptor family, HER2, has received wide recognition as a target for breast carcinoma, since it has been found to be upregulated in 20–30% of breast cancers [23]. HER2 tyrosine kinase activation is initiated by homo or hetero dimerization with other ErbB receptors, in turn phosphorylation leads to signaling through two main downstream cascades, phosphatidylinositol 3 kinase (PI3K)/Akt and mitogen- activated protein kinase (MAPK); both predominantly involved in promoting cell growth and survival [13, 23]. The first FDA approved targeted monoclonal antibody (Mab) for cancer was trastuzumab (Herceptin®), which interacts with the extracellular domain of HER2 (with high affinity) and is known to be one of the most successful recombinant humanized anti-ErbB receptor family antibodies [13]. The advantage of trastuzumab as an antibody, over previously mentioned small molecular targeted therapies, is that it exerts its cytotoxicity by several mechanisms as well as binding to the extracellular domain of HER2 on cancer cells with high affinity. Antibodies generally bind to their complementary receptor with higher selectivity or even specificity compared to small molecule therapeutics. Trastuzumab binds HER2 on the surface of cancer cells with high affinity to hinder HER2 dimerization. This also leads to degradation of the receptor and prevents HER2 recycling. As a result, downstream signaling cascades of PI3K and MAPK are diminished, promoting cell-cycle arrest and apoptosis. Furthermore, trastuzumab is able to modulate the immune system by inducing antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity (ADCC) through its Fc domain [13]. It can also bind to Fc receptors on various immune cells, markedly natural killer cells, but also neutrophils, mononuclear phagocytes, macrophages and dendritic cells leading to immune cell recruitment to the tumor tissue. Cytotoxicity is mediated in various ways, natural killer cells inhibit cell proliferation and intratumoral angiogenesis by the secretion of cytokines and chemokines, and they also promote tumor immunogenicity by inducing the expression of major histocompatibility antigen on cancer cells [13]. Macrophages and phagocytes carry out phagocytosis by engulfing and eliminating tumor cells [13]. Complement dependent cytotoxicity is mediated after an antibody bound to the surface of a tumor cell also binds to a nearby complement protein C1q. This activates a series of enzymatic cascades in the classical complement pathway, ultimately facilitating the formation of a cytolytic membrane attack complex on the surface of tumor cells in the form of pores that generate an influx of ions and water molecules leading to tumor cell lysis [13]. Trastuzumab has also been identified to play a role in the inhibition of angiogenesis by interfering with proangiogenic and anti-angiogenic factors, and reverting tumor vasculature back into normal vasculature [13]. This is supported by the enhanced localization of paclitaxel in tumors during combination therapy with trastuzumab [24]. Unfortunately, one of the limitations of trastuzumab is that it is only able to block the dimerization of HER2 with unbound HER3. Consequently, dimerization of HER2 with EGFR and ligand-bound HER3 proceeds despite trastuzumab therapy, serving as one of the reasons of acquired resistance to trastuzumab. Concurrent therapy with another Mab pertuzumab (Perjeta®) is sometimes administered as it targets dimerization of HER2 with neuregulin ligand bound HER3 [13]. Resistance may also develop by mutations that prevent the complementary binding of trastuzumab to the HER2 extracellular domain. For instance, proteolysis leading to mutated isoforms of HER2 kinases, or elevation in the expression of Mucin-4 an O-glycosylated membrane protein that dimerizes with HER2 [23]. Overexpression of other ErbB members such as EGFR that are able to dimerize with HER2 is also common, in this case a small
molecule tyrosine kinase inhibitor lapatinib (Tykerb®), with dual action against HER2 and EGFR has been used [13, 23]. This further reinforces the challenges to treat patients with different molecular subtypes of breast carcinoma. As a result, trastuzumab is indicated for women that have been diagnostically found to strongly overexpress HER2 on their tumor cells and successful treatment response is more likely with early therapy. Transtuzumab has also been indicated as an adjuvant therapeutic particularly after surgery in order to eliminate micrometastases. It is also used in combination with various anticancer agents [13, 23, 24].

### 3.2 Hormone-based therapies

Various hormones are implicated in the pathogenesis of many forms of tumors such as breast, ovarian, and prostate. Hyperplasia and neoplasia can develop from excessive hormonal stimulation or loss of tumor suppressor genes that dictate hormonal secretions as they have a proliferating effect on target cells. Steroid hormone such as estrogen binds to estrogen receptors (ER) that belong to a superfamily of nuclear receptors. Upon binding, the receptor complex homo-dimerizes and interacts with sequence specific estrogen response elements in corresponding genes, leading to the activation of nuclear transcription factors that produce complementary mRNA. Elevated mRNA levels increase protein production in the endoplasmic reticulum, which ultimately result in various effector responses such as enhanced cell proliferation [25, 26]. While estrogen activity mainly regulates growth, development and physiology of reproductive systems in both sexes, ERs are also found in neuroendocrine, skeletal, adipose and cardiovascular systems [25].

Estrogen signaling pathways are complex due to its nuclear and non-genomic influences, and downstream transcriptional activities affect the biological function of different tissues expressing ERs [25]. Two types of ER have been identified ERα and ERβ, where ERα expression is considered the hallmark of hormone dependent tumor growth [25–27]. About 70% of breast cancer patients express the hormone receptors ER and/or progesterone, making them susceptible to endocrine therapy [25–27]. These receptors have categorized breast cancer as intrinsic and molecular subtypes based on the genes the cancer cell expresses, and act as a blueprint for targeted breast cancer therapy [27]. The aim of hormone-receptor positive breast cancer therapy is to reduce the growth stimulatory effects of estrogen on breast cancer cells. A primary way to do this is by interfering with the ability of estrogen to bind to its receptor, via targeting estrogen receptors on breast cancer tumors that overexpress ER and competitively binding ERs to reduce the capacity for estradiol to bind. This concept actually paved the way for targeted cancer therapy, and was first demonstrated by the renowned non-steroidal derivative tamoxifen (Nolvadex®) [25–28]. After FDA approval in the 1970s, tamoxifen became one of the world’s best-selling hormonal cancer drugs largely relating to its efficacy and short-term safety profile relative to traditional chemotherapeutics at the time [28].

Tamoxifen is non-steroidal triphenylethylene derivative; it is classified as a prodrug, since its metabolites have a more pronounced effect on ERs [25, 28]. Tamoxifen and its metabolites act as selective estrogen receptor modulators (SERM) since they have both anti-estrogenic and pro-estrogenic activity contingents on the target tissue [25, 28]. On mammary epithelia, tamoxifen is able to bind competitively to ERs thereby disrupting the binding of estrogen and inhibiting the transcription of estrogen responsive genes that ultimately antagonize hormone dependent breast cancer cell proliferation and tumor development [25, 28]. Tamoxifen is metabolized hepatically by cytochrome P450 (CYP450) isoforms into pharmacologically active metabolites 4-hydroxytamoxifen (4-OHT), N-desmethyl tamoxifen and endoxifen. These metabolites have a higher affinity for ERs. 4-OHT...
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3.3 Anti angiogenic therapies

Angiogenesis is a physiological process where new blood vessels are formed from preexisting mature vasculature [35]. This process allows the surrounding tissues to be supplied with nutrients and oxygen and simultaneously gets rid of metabolic waste products and carbon dioxide. In healthy tissue, angiogenesis is a temporary process and occurs during mensuration and embryogenesis, it is also an attribute of wound healing [35]. Prolonged angiogenesis however, is usually an indication of a pathogenic state such as cancer [35, 36]. The aberrant proliferation of cells during tumor formation in many types of cancers requires an extensive capacity of vasculature to manage the high demand in oxygen and nutrients and eliminate accumulated metabolic waste for tumor cells to grow and survive. Hypoxia in the tumor microenvironment leads to the production of hypoxia-inducible factor 1α; a stimulus for angiogenic switch, inducing the overexpression of pro-angiogenic factors mainly vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF)- A, as well as fibroblast growth factor (FGF), placental growth factor (PlGF) and platelet derived growth factor (PDGF) by tumor and host cells [13, 35, 36]. Subsequently, proliferation of endothelial cells is stimulated and chemotaxis to tumor tissue facilitates the formation of the vascular lumen architecture and simultaneous disruption of surrounding vascular membrane structure [13, 36]. These factors contribute to the defective heterogeneous vasculature surrounding and within the tumor microenvironment, differentiating it from normal vasculature [35, 36]. Tumor vasculature has fenestrated blood vessels, with diminished pericyte coverage, and intratumoral blood vessels resemble immature perforated capillaries. As a result, vasculature is highly permeable, leaky, has poor blood perfusion and interrupted blood flow [35, 36]. Furthermore, the enhanced microvascular permeability leads to the aggregation of fibrin and other plasma proteins in the stroma of tumors, increasing the interstitial fluid pressure within tumors particularly in the absence of adequate lymphatic drainage [35]. This dynamically chaotic tumor microenvironment favors tumor progression in multiple ways. The high interstitial fluid pressure prompts the disintegration of tumor cells into intratumoral capillaries and neo-vessels providing a route for metastasis [36]. Elevated pressure in the tumor core resists the delivery of chemotherapeutics into these micro-regions of the tumor [35, 36]. The heterogeneous vascularization of the tumor microenvironment is dependent on the degree of angiogenesis inflicted by tumor cells, so it can be different within and between tumor tissues, and obviously for different types of cancers [36]. These variations are amplified because intratumoral neo-vessel formation is mediated when pro-angiogenic factors outweigh anti-angiogenic factors within the tumor microenvironment. Luckily, the differential activation of angiogenesis in normal tissue compared to tumor tissue provides a means of targeting this pathophysiology selectively, based on the phenotypic and functional differences between intratumoral vasculature and normal vasculature. Therefore, anti-angiogenic strategies serve as attractive cancer therapy; with the aim of terminating the blood supply to tumor tissues and micro-regions in order to impose widespread hypoxia and necrosis selectively within solid tumors while sparing normal cells.
The most extensively studied target to inhibit the angiogenesis process is the VEGF and its receptor (VEGFR). VEGF is a soluble glycoprotein with pro-angiogenic activity, which is overexpressed in tumor tissue, and also by host fibroblasts and inflammatory cells. It is a ligand for the soluble and membrane bound tyrosine kinase VEGFR expressed on endothelial cells. Upon binding, a signaling cascade is activated leading to endothelial cell proliferation, maturation and migration to tumor tissue and neo-vessel formation. Different isoforms of VEGFR and ligands of VEGF exist; the most influential interaction for intratumoral angiogenesis is VEGF-A/VEGFR-2. The first and currently most successful anti-angiogenic cancer therapeutic approved by the FDA is the humanized monoclonal anti-VEGF-A antibody bevacizumab (Avastin®). It contains complimentary-determining regions of a mice antibody that selectively binds to circulating VEGF-A to neutralize it and inhibit its interaction with VEGFR2 [13, 35, 36]. Hence a unique feature of bevacizumab is that unlike most antibodies that bind to receptors, it binds and traps the ligand VEGF-A, limiting its availability to bind to VEGFR2. This initially leads to vascular normalization, which involves reduction in the overall intratumoral vasculature and hence limits the blood supply to tumors. The interstitial fluid pressure is lowered, hypoxia decreases and intratumoral perfusion is enhanced in the core of tumor tissues. Combination therapy is usually administered with bevacizumab to take advantage of the localization of chemotherapeutics deep into the micro-regions of solid tumors [35, 36]. Bevacizumab has been approved for the treatment of renal cell carcinoma, metastatic colorectal cancer, advanced NSCLC and recurrent glioblastoma [35, 36].

Another anti-angiogenic agent which has a similar mode of action to bevacizumab is ziv-aflibercept (Zaltrap®), acts as a decoy receptor. It is a recombinant fusion protein designed by fusion of extracellular VEGF-A binding domain portions of two isoforms of VEGFR (VEGFR1 & VEGFR2) with Fc portion of human IgG1 immunoglobulin [37]. Incorporation of the two VEGFR isoform binding domains in aflibercept allows this angiogenesis inhibitor to trap VEGF-A, VEGF-B and PI GF [36]. Although VEGF-B is not implicated in the stimulation of angiogenesis, it is overexpressed in metastatic tumors and findings suggest it has a role in tumor progression by maintaining existing vasculature, while PI GF is required for inflammation-associated angiogenesis in cancer progression. The FDA approves ziv-aflibercept for metastatic colorectal cancer in combination with chemotherapeutic agents 5-Fluorouracil, irinotecan and leucovorin.

Many receptors that mediate angiogenesis are activated by the tyrosine kinase motif attached to their intracellular domain, most prominently is VEGFR, but also FGF and PDGR. Therefore, small molecule receptor tyrosine kinase inhibitors have been utilized as angiogenesis inhibitors; these include sunitinib (mentioned previously) and sorafenib (Nexavar®). Like sunitinib, sorafenib has multiple receptor tyrosine kinase inhibition activity, so its mode of action is not limited to the inhibition of angiogenesis, which it does by binding to VEGFR-1, VEGFR-2 and PDGF-B receptors, leading to morphological vascular normalization of tumor tissue [35, 36]. It also inhibits activation of signaling pathway Raf kinase (Raf/MEK/ERK) which is found to be activated in renal cell carcinoma among other cancer types, and c-KIT and Flt-3 kinases; also implicated in different cancer types [35, 36]. Multiple receptor tyrosine kinase inhibitors can be prescribed as mono-therapy since they act on multiple targets in cancer cells. In fact, their co-administration with chemotherapeutics was not found to improve the drug accumulation in tumor tissues [35]. However, it was found less likely to develop resistance to multiple tyrosine kinase inhibitors compared to selective single targeted anti-angiogenic therapies [36]. The opposite is true for bevacizumab and is the reason why it is co-administered with chemotherapeutic agents [35, 36]. During the initial phases of anti-angiogenic
therapy, the intratumoral vasculature undergoes vascular normalization. However, continuous administration of bevacizumab and several other anti-angiogenic therapies causes vascular shutdown and regional tumor tissue necrosis, leaving tumor cells adjacent to normal vasculature viable and prone to resistance [35, 36]. The turning point between vascular normalization and vascular shutdown for anti-angiogenic therapies is called the normalization window and it is this duration that is found to provide optimal intratumoral drug accumulation of chemotherapeutics [35, 36]. Therefore, several factors are taken into account to maximize cancer therapy using angiogenic inhibitors. These include the type of cancer; whether it is dependent on angiogenesis, type of angiogenic inhibitor; hypertension is a common adverse effect for bevacizumab while multi-tyrosine kinase inhibitors can cause more adverse effects. The type of chemotherapeutic agent to insure it will be effective once accumulated in tumor tissues and will not counteract the angiogenic inhibitor. In addition to their temporal sequence and the time lapse between administrations that would define the normalization window; so that the chemotherapeutic agent will be able to localized and accumulate within the tumor core after vascular normalization is induced by the angiogenic inhibitor to increase the overall tumor cell exposure to cytotoxic drugs [35, 36].

In order to define the vascular normalization window and success of anti-angiogenic therapy, predictive detection of vascular parameters is required to enable precision and personal therapy for each patient. Microvascular density analysis is significant to determine vascular integrity during patient treatment and the sensitivity of the cancer to anti-angiogenic therapy; it can be monitored in vivo by magnetic resonance imaging and vessel architectural imaging. These techniques have led to the finding that HER2-negative (triple negative) breast cancer patients have a variable response to bevacizumab therapy and the FDA withdrew its approval for breast cancer [35, 36]. Hypoxia detection is also a significant parameter to consider not only for angiogenesis but also since hypoxia is an indication of cancer aggressiveness, its metastatic potential and it can also contribute to tumor resistance particularly during radiotherapy. This parameter can be evaluated by monitoring oxygenation status during therapy. The use of positron emission tomography for hypoxia imaging has been implemented to select patients that will benefit from specific therapies. Tracers, biomarkers and genetically encoded fluorescent sensors have also been utilized as predictors of vascular normalization. Table 1 summarizes examples of molecular targeted therapeutic agents and the main target they affect.

The previous sections discussed targeted therapeutics based on their molecular mechanisms of action. Although many have proved successful and more efficient than conventional chemotherapeutics, there still remained limitations in terms of toxicity and resistance. The next section addresses a new field in targeted cancer therapy that aims to improve on molecularly targeted therapies by embedding further selectivity into therapeutics. The general principle behind this new and growing field is utilizing the selective delivery of therapeutics to target tumor tissue as well as the selective molecular mechanisms observed in molecularly targeted therapeutics. Targeted delivery therapeutics can be classified into passive targeting which takes advantage of the enhanced permeation and retention effects of the tumor microenvironment or active targeting, which is based on incorporating targeting moieties that will guide the cancer agents to their targets. The following section discusses these two categories in more detail.

3.4 Passive targeting delivery therapeutics

Chemotherapeutic agents are often low molecular weight molecules, with characteristically unfavorable pharmacokinetic profiles usually having short half-lives,
and are released at therapeutic concentrations to exert their cytotoxicity against tumor tissues they passively accumulate in tumor tissues for longer durations with minimal toxicity to surrounding healthy tissue. Once they reach the tumor microenvironment, they can be transported in the circulation safely for encapsulated chemotherapeutics.

Passive targeting of cancer therapeutics aims to improve the pharmacokinetic properties of anticancer agents and tailor them to take advantage of the characteristics and architecture of the tumor microenvironment. The principle behind passively targeted chemotherapeutics is to design delivery systems with improved pharmacokinetic profiles complimentary to the tumor microenvironment. So that encapsulated chemotherapeutics can be transported in the circulation safely for longer durations with minimal toxicity to surrounding healthy tissue. Once they reach the tumor microenvironment, they passively accumulate in tumor tissues and are released at therapeutic concentrations to exert their cytotoxicity against cancer cells. As mentioned previously, tumor vasculature is different from normal vasculature, allowing for enhanced permeation and retention (EPR) effect of tumors. It is attributed to the abnormal vasculature and impaired lymphatic drainage in the tumor microenvironment; the phenomenon is known as the enhanced permeation and retention (EPR) effect of tumors. It is attributed to the imbalance in angiogenic factors and matrix metalloproteinases leading to the application of nanotherapeutics as delivery systems. The design of delivery systems with improved pharmacokinetic profiles and characteristics and architecture of the tumor microenvironment is crucial for the effective delivery of anticancer agents.

### Table 1.
**Examples of molecular targeted therapeutic anticancer agents with their main target.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Targeted Therapy Type</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tyrosine kinase inhibitors:</strong></td>
<td>- Imatinib (Bcr-Abl/c-kit/PDGFR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Dasatinib (Bcr-Abl/Src)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Nilotinib (Bcr-Abl)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Bosutinib (Bcr-Abl)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Sunitinib (VEGFR/PDGFR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Gefinitib (EGFR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Erlotinib (EGFR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Sorafenib (VEGFR-1/2.PDGF-B/Raf/MEK/ERK)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Lapatinib (HER2/EGFR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Monoclonal antibodies:</strong></td>
<td>- Transtuzumab (HER2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Bevacizumab (VEGF-A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hormonal therapies:</strong></td>
<td>- Tamoxifen (ER)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Fluvestrant (ER)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Exemestane (aromatase enzyme)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Anastrazole (aromatase enzyme)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Letrozole (aromatase enzyme)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Anti-angiogenic therapies:</strong></td>
<td>- Ziv-aflibercept (VEGF-A)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

large volumes of distribution in healthy tissue but suboptimal biodistribution in tumors. The systemic circulation also influences their plasma protein binding strength limiting the free drug available for therapeutic action. Polar, and low molecular weight chemotherapeutic molecules (less than 30 kDa) generally have short systemic circulation exposure as they are cleared by glomerular filtration in the kidneys. On the contrary, macromolecules are commonly recognized by macrophages and cleared from the circulation by the reticuloendothelial (RES) system in the liver. Both of these mechanisms of clearance pose a threat to the drug concentration required to produce the desired therapeutic effect in tumor tissue. In turn, higher concentrations of these drugs that usually have a low therapeutic index, need to be administered making non-selective toxicity inevitable. Furthermore, the inability of conventional chemotherapeutics to sufficiently localize and accumulate in the core of tumors contributes to severe adverse effects and therapeutic resistance, rendering many incompetents for cancer therapy.

Passive targeting of cancer therapeutics aims to improve the pharmacokinetic properties of anticancer agents and tailor them to take advantage of the characteristics and architecture of the tumor microenvironment. The principle behind passively targeted chemotherapeutics is to design delivery systems with improved pharmacokinetic profiles complimentary to the tumor microenvironment. So that encapsulated chemotherapeutics can be transported in the circulation safely for longer durations with minimal toxicity to surrounding healthy tissue. Once they reach the tumor microenvironment, they passively accumulate in tumor tissues and are released at therapeutic concentrations to exert their cytotoxicity against cancer cells. As mentioned previously, tumor vasculature is different from normal vasculature.
vasculature. These variations have a unique impact on the behavior of substances in the vicinity of the tumor microenvironment; the phenomenon is known as the enhanced permeation and retention (EPR) effect of tumors. It is attributed to the abnormal vasculature and impaired lymphatic drainage in the tumor microenvironment [37]. The imbalance in angiogenic factors and matrix metalloproteinases leads to the formation of highly disorganized dilated vessels with fenestrations, due to pores and wide gap junctions between endothelial cells that lack sufficient pericytes and a basement membrane [37]. Intratumoral vessels usually lack the smooth muscle layer surrounding endothelial cells and hence remain dilated [37]. As a result, intratumoral vasculature is leaky enough to extravasate macromolecules >600 nM in diameter into tumor tissues as opposed to normal vasculature where tight junctions restrict the permeability of molecules sized >4 nM [37]. Furthermore, the impaired lymphatic system in the tumor microenvironment retains extravasated molecules allowing them to accumulate [37]. Therefore, the enhanced permeation of macromolecules in neoplastic vasculature and their retention and accumulation into tumor tissues lead to the application of nanotherapeutics as delivery systems for targeted cancer therapy.

The design of delivery systems with improved pharmacokinetic profiles and biodistribution that complement the pathophysiology of the tumor microenvironment is made possible by utilizing nanocarriers. The field of nanomedicine, derived from nanotechnology, is extremely broad with a deluge of components synthesized and investigated for various diseased states. Nanocarriers are colloidal drug delivery systems with sizes in the nanometer range (generally <500 nM) imparting a high surface to volume ratio to them and their cargo. This is a significant feature for their characteristics. Variations in size, shape, and synthetic constituents have been investigated to determine the ideal nanocarriers for enhanced bioavailability and therapeutic efficiency of anticancer agents. The principle behind nanocarriers is to allow drugs to behave as though they have a larger molecular weight. Much research has gone into determining the ideal size of nanocarriers for cancer therapy and it was found to range from 10 to 100 nM [38]. Justified as nanocarriers >10 nM are more likely to escape rapid excretion by glomerular filtration in the kidneys. While nanocarrier >100 nM are more likely to be absorbed by proteins for opsonization prior to hepatic uptake and clearance by RES [38]. Surface charge of nanocarriers is another modifiable property to manipulate the pharmacokinetic profiles of therapeutics. It is attributable to the various types of nanomaterial formulations available to synthesis these carriers. Neutral and anionic nanocarriers are favorable in evading renal elimination whereas cationic nanocarriers form better interactions with the negatively charged cell membrane and enhances their cellular uptake [38]. Another way to modify the surface of nanoparticles is by a process called PEGylation. It involves coating the surface of nanoparticles with an inert polymer polyethylene glycol (PEG) so that they are shielded from interactions during systemic circulation, particularly from protein blood components and even aggregation with one another. This imparts stealth properties to nanoparticles and has been effective in increasing circulation times of nanoparticles as they avoid surface absorption and opsonization, reducing the frequency of clearance by phagocytosis and the RES system [39].

Nanocarriers can be categorized into 3 types based on their constituents, organic, inorganic, and hybrid [40]. Organic carriers include liposomes, solid lipid nanoparticles, dendrimers, polymer nanoparticles and polymeric micelles. Inorganic nanocarriers include carbon nanotubes and mesoporous silica nanoparticles, while hybrids are a combination of both. This part of the chapter discusses the most prevalent organic nanocarriers as only two have been approved by the FDA to date for anticancer use.
4. Organic nanocarriers

4.1 Liposomes

These microscopic lipid bilayers have become very popular after the success of the reformulated anticancer drug Doxil (Caelyx®) [41]. They are spherical vesicles with an aqueous core surrounded by single or multiple lipid bilayers, composed from natural or synthetic lipids such as phospholipids and cholesterol that can enter cells by endocytosis. The structure of liposomes allows them to encapsulate both water and lipid soluble drug payloads [41]. Schematic of liposome arrangement is shown in Figure 1. Hence liposomes can improve the pharmacokinetic properties of a range of drugs with different solubilities. Moreover, they can be coated with polymers or PEGylated to provide stealth properties. Doxil for instance is a polyethylene glycol coated liposome with the chemotherapeutic doxorubicin as the drug payload. Currently, it is the sole liposomal cytotoxic agent approved for solid tumors, and indicated by the FDA for ovarian cancer and multiple myeloma [41]. The chemotherapeutic doxorubicin is an anthracycline, which mediates its cytotoxicity by intercalating with DNA and inhibiting topoisomerase I and II activity, leading to apoptosis induction in cancer cells [42]. However, one of its main drawbacks is cardiotoxicity which can be fatal or lead to congestive heart failure, hence patients are only permitted a limited dose in their lifetime [41, 42]. The reformulation of doxorubicin as doxil has overcome this adverse effect; in fact, it has a very different toxicity profile from doxorubicin [41, 42]. While being dose limited by mucocutaneous toxicities, its adverse effects are much less severe. Furthermore, the bioavailability of doxil is preferential to doxorubicin as it is more stable in systemic circulation, has a longer half-life and slower clearance rate [42]. It is also able to extravasate into leaky intratumoral vasculature where its concentration is low compared to normal vasculature where its concentration is higher, by passive diffusion and accumulate substantially more in solid tumors [42]. As a result, it has a better therapeutic efficacy and index compared to doxorubicin [42].

4.2 Nanoparticles

Nanoparticles have been synthesized in a variety of forms from various constituents. Solid lipid nanoparticles constitute organic solid lipids such as mono-di- and
triglycerides, free fatty acids and alcohols or waxes and steroids [40]. These lipids are dispensed in water to form a nanosized colloidal dispersion with a large size range of 50–1000 nM, an emulsifier is added to stabilize the formulation [40]. Lipid constituents offer great advantages as nanocarriers for anticancer drugs classified as class II and class IV in the Biopharmaceutical classification system, where aqueous solubility is low [40]. This is because they increase the solubilization of lipophilic drugs and enhance their bioavailability. These delivery systems also provide controlled drug delivery, they are biocompatible and biodegradable and have greater drug payloads as well as improved stability and are feasible for large-scale manufacture [40].

Another type of nanoparticles is polymeric nanoparticles these are solid nanosized colloidal particles that are formulated as nanospheres or nanocapsules depending on the structural organization [40]. They are made from both synthetic biodegradable polymers such as polylactic acid, polyglycolic acid, PEG and N-(2-hydroxypropyl)methacrylamide, or natural polymers such as albumin, alginate, collagen, chitosan and heparin [40]. The advantage of using polymeric nanoparticles is that they are usually biocompatible and biodegradable, hence reduce toxicity and are degraded in the body by normal metabolic routes [40]. They also offer greater drug stability in the circulation and during storage, are formulated to be homogenous compared to liposomes and retain the enhanced bioavailability characteristic of nanocarriers [40].

A successful example of an anticancer polymeric nanoparticle that has been approved by the FDA is Abraxane®, for the treatment of metastatic breast cancer and NSCLC. It constitutes the chemotherapeutic taxane paclitaxel bound to the natural polymer albumin in a solvent free formulation, forming a colloidal suspension of 130 nM particles. This formulation has several advantages over the use of the traditional chemotherapeutic paclitaxel limited by its poor aqueous solubility. Previously, paclitaxel was administered in a formulation with Cremophor® a solubilizing agent to enhance its solubility in the systemic circulation, however, many patients suffered hypersensitivity reactions from Cremophor® and pretreatment with steroids or antihistamine is recommended for these cases [43]. Albumin acts as a carrier for hydrophobic paclitaxel without Cremophor®, and is found to accumulate in tumors along with its bound constituents [42]. It is also able to enhance the endothelial cellular uptake of paclitaxel by the formation of caveolaes during transcytosis, this is reflected in clinical trials where the permeation and antitumor activity of Abraxane® was higher compared to paclitaxel. It is also found to have a higher maximum tolerated dose and the adverse effects of Abraxane® were reported to be less severe and frequent than the general taxane associated adverse effects [41, 43].

### 4.3 Nanocarriers for gene therapy and smart delivery systems

The enhanced stability during systemic circulation offered by nanocarrier to their cargo has served as a key advantage to the application of targeted gene delivery for cancer therapy. Gene therapy has been implicated to replace or knock out mutations commonly detected in cancer or insert new genes into cancerous cells to induce apoptosis. Therefore, by targeting endogenous tumor gene expressions, a highly potent and specific therapeutic effect can be instigated with minimal off-target toxicity. This is widely applicable to cancer therapy due to its dependence on oncoproteins and oncogenes. Moreover, multiple genes can be targeted to inhibit tumorigenesis, recurrence and resistance [44]. However, challenges with regard to toxicity and instability have rendered gene therapeutics immature for cancer therapy. The introduction of naked genetic material such as DNA, plasmid DNA, small interfering RNA, nucleotides, and peptides in the systemic circulation is limited due to instability and degradation by serum nucleases in the plasma as well as rapid renal clearance and phagocytosis by immune cells [44].
In addition, not only is cellular uptake restricted but nuclear delivery of genes into non-dividing target cells is inefficient and discrepancies exist on long term incorporation of genetic DNA information into the host cell, as it is likely to have unforeseen implications on patient’s safety and toxic immune responses have been reported [44].

Nanocarriers have the potential to be delivery vectors for genetic material as cargo to their target tissue. Their versatility allows them to be designed in a manner that allows high gene delivery efficiency and payload capacity [44]. Genetic material can be incorporated and attached into nanocarriers by electrostatic interactions or surface conjugation [44]. Cationic nanocarriers like liposomes synthesized from cationic and neutrally charged lipids are able to condense DNA, siRNA, nucleotides, peptides and proteins to form complexes of plasmid DNA lipids that self-assemble into lipoplexes. Similarly, polymer nanocarriers are able to form polyplexes with nucleic acids [44]. These complexes protect the genetic cargo from enzymatic degradation in the systemic circulation and aid in cellular interactions that facilitate endocytosis. Hence they are able to deliver their cargo intracellularly increasing the likelihood of efficient transfection.

Moreover, nanocarrier can be synthesized from polymers that are able to respond to specific stimuli based on physiochemical differences between cancer and non-cancerous cells, leading to the development of smart drug delivery systems [45]. Their aim is to reduce dosage frequency in a spatially controlled manner and facilitate the delivery and accumulation of the therapeutic system to the target tumor tissue. Followed by the release of anticancer agent at the specific location at a precise concentration based on internal or external stimuli [45]. Smart polymer nanocarriers can respond to stimuli such as changes in pH, enzyme configurations, redox reactions and light [45]. The application of passive targeted therapy in cancer has proved to dampen down adverse effects experienced with traditional chemotherapeutics. In addition, the improved pharmacokinetic profiles and enhanced efficiency of passive targeted cancer delivery systems has increased the response and survival rates of patients. However, this strategy of targeted cancer therapy is not devoid of challenges as non-selective toxicity and resistance remains to be an issue that impedes cancer therapy. Hence a further extension to passive targeted cancer therapy was explored that pioneered the birth of a different strategy for targeted delivery it is active targeted therapy and is discussed in the final section of this chapter.

4.4 Active targeting delivery therapeutics

Active targeting anticancer therapeutics aims to further increase the selectivity of chemotherapeutics to tumor tissue via delivery strategies through preferentially potentiating their affinity towards cancer cells and escalating endocytic internalization. The principle mechanism of active targeted cancer therapy is based on receptor-mediated interactions. Their framework is established through targeting moieties such as small molecule ligands or antibodies that bind to receptor of proteins, sugars or lipids on the surface of target cells. As a result, these ligands act as delivery agents for the anticancer therapeutic system, prompting its tumor accumulation and enhancing its residence time.

Many of the same receptors targeted in molecular targeted therapeutics have been utilized as active targeted delivery therapeutics, imparting a second functionality to active targeted delivery cancer therapy, whereby one part of the system acts by targeted delivery and the other part mediates molecular mechanisms of cytotoxicity. Commonly targeted cell surface receptors include EGFR and HER2. Widely explored cell surface receptors include folic acid receptor, transferrin, and prostate
specific membrane antigen [11]. The scope of this targeting strategy is endless and a heterogeneous array of targeting components have been utilized and reported as drug-targeting conjugates such as antibodies in antibody drug conjugates (ADC), proteins, peptidomimetic and small molecules.

Much of the success of active targeted delivery therapeutics for cancer therapy has been achieved with ADC. They constitute extremely potent chemotherapeutic agents that are not administered alone, due to their narrow therapeutic window and extreme non-selective toxicity, examples include maytansinoids and auristatins. Maytansinoids are second-generation microtubulin polymerization inhibitors similar to vinca-alkaloid traditional chemotherapeutics, that have been modified to bind to tubulin with >100-fold higher affinity [46]. The ADC trastuzumab emtansine (Kadcyla®/T-DM1) has been synthesized with a derivative of maytansin (DM1) conjugated to trastuzumab, previously mentioned, a MAb for breast cancer patients that overexpress HER2. This design allows targeted delivery of a highly potent cytotoxic agent to tumor cells that express HER2 with a favorable therapeutic window that would otherwise not be achieved by the cytotoxic agent alone. Many factors need to be taken into account with the design of ADC, particularly the binding affinity of the targeting ligand to the receptor after conjugation with the therapeutic agent, in the case of T-DM1, it binds to HER2 with a similar binding affinity to free trastuzumab [46]. This is not always the case as conjugation and linkers connecting the targeting moiety and therapeutic agent can cause steric hindrance or altered structural configurations, which restricts or dissolves binding. Linkers are designed to stably carry the therapeutic system in systemic circulation and insure the therapeutic agent will not dissociate until it has reached the target site. This is achieved to a higher degree with non-cleavable linkers, but cleavable linkers are utilized more commonly as complete cleavage of the therapeutic agent from the system ensures efficient cytotoxic action. Binding of the targeting moiety to the receptor usually induces cellular internalization of the therapeutic system. Targeting moieties and linkers are also designed to facilitate intracellular release of the cytotoxic agent. Trastuzumab in T-DM1 aids in the internalization of DM1 into cancer cells, it contains a non-cleavable linker that keeps the system stable in circulation but may compromise the cytotoxic activity of DM1 if proteolytic lysosomal degradation of trastuzumab is inefficient [46]. In addition to the cytotoxic action of DM1 after intracellular release, T-DM1 is also able to inhibit the antitumor action of trastuzumab regarding inhibition of HER2 signaling and marking HER2 overexpressing cells for ADCC [46].

Although no small molecule active targeting delivery therapeutics for cancer therapy have been approved by the FDA to date, research in this field is growing exponentially. Many of these potential therapeutics in clinical stages of development utilize nanoparticles that are decorated with targeting ligands on their surface and encapsulate anticancer drugs as payloads [11].

5. Conclusion

The origins of targeted therapy started by challenging cytotoxic chemotherapy with an alternative approach to treatment, achieved by adopting the “magic bullet” theory of selectivity between pharmacological principles of cancer and non-cancer cells. Targeted anticancer therapy is an exponentially growing class of chemotherapeutic agents with advantages over conventional anticancer drugs. The advantage is a result of selective targeting of cytotoxic agents towards cancer cells over normal cells. Selective targeting is based on variations in genes, proteins and
pathophysiology of cancer cells compared to non-cancerous cells. This has been explored and achieved in molecular mechanism therapeutics as well as passive and active targeting delivery strategies for cancer therapy. The progress in cancer therapy stems from the understanding cancer biology leading to detailed distinctions between the pathophysiology of tumors and the physiology of normal tissue.

Strategies of targeted anticancer therapy have advanced by applying meticulous selectivity to chemotherapeutic. This commenced with variations in molecular mechanisms of action in mechanistic therapeutics with much success in targeting signal transduction pathways specifically tyrosine kinase proteins. Subsequently, a greater degree of selectivity is investigated by passive targeting mechanisms, which utilizes nanocarriers to take advantage of the enhanced permeation and retention effects of the tumor microenvironment. This strategy has also shown that not only is the pharmacodynamic profile of the anticancer agents significant for the success of cancer therapy but so is their pharmacokinetic profile. Further selectivity has also been explored by active targeting delivery via receptor-mediated interactions with cancer cells. All these targeting strategies can be combined and tailored to achieve efficient response rates for patients.

The application of targeted therapeutics has shifted therapy protocols for cancer patients towards precision medicine; hence various aspects need to be considered with targeting cancer therapy. This approach involves determining diagnostic biomarkers and genotyping tumors to choose the relevant targeted therapeutic for the patient. Furthermore, treatment needs to be designed and tailored for patients in terms of duration, dose and monitoring of adverse effects. Careful selection of combination therapies and dosing regimens are also critical to the success of cancer therapy.

Targeted cancer therapy has proven more effective than conventional chemotherapy as the maximum tolerated dose is higher so patients are able to tolerate therapeutic doses with less severe adverse effects. This resulted in improved patient response rates and survival. Although resistance is still an issue with cancer therapy, the strategies employed by targeted therapy have widened the scope of therapeutics available if resistance occurs. Although much of this field is still under development, the progress made with targeted cancer therapy is changing the perspective of cancer from a fatal disease to a chronic one that can be managed throughout the patient’s lifetime.
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Stereotactic Radiosurgery for Recurrent Glioblastoma Multiforme
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Abstract

Glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) is the most aggressive intracranial tumor that primarily affects adults. Since the introduction of temozolomide in 2005, maximal resection surgery with concurrent chemoradiation has become the standard treatment method for patients with newly diagnosed GBM. Although newly discovered chemoagents have been demonstrated to improve the median survival time, GBM still recurs in most patients. Recurrent GBM is still a therapeutic challenge for clinical physicians. Surgical intervention and other conventional chemoagents have been applied to manage recurrent GBM. Stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS) provides a highly precise radiation dose to the tumor lesion and reduces the dose to the adjacent normal brain tissue. After standard treatment for newly diagnosed GBM is completed, conventional re-irradiation therapy is not suitable for patients with recurrent GBMs. Therefore, SRS may become an alternative option in the treatment of recurrent GBMs. In this review, we discuss the relevant literature regarding SRS for recurrent GBMs and provide treatment advice for clinical physicians.
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1. Introduction

Glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) is the most common primary brain neoplasm in adults [1, 2]. There are 1.6 times more males than females who develop a GBM [1]. According to the latest statistical report of the Central Brain Tumor Registry of the USA, the annual incidence of GBM has been estimated at approximately 3.22 cases per 100,000 people, and the median age is 65 years [3]. The current standard treatment of patients with a newly diagnosed GBM was established in 2005, and it consists of maximal surgical resection of the tumor followed by chemotherapy and conventional radiotherapy [4, 5]. Despite this therapy, the median overall survival time is approximately 15–17 months [2].

GBM is a refractory malignant and infiltrating tumor that may recur any time after initial multimodal treatments are completed [6]. Managing recurrent GBM has always been challenging, and a balance has to be achieved between significant treatment toxicity and associated morbidities and mortalities [6, 7]. Reoperation with maximal resection at recurrence remains as an independent predictor to improve overall survival [8, 9]. However, repeat gross-total resection may not be...
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1. Introduction

Glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) is the most common primary brain neoplasm in adults [1, 2]. There are 1.6 times more males than females who develop a GBM [1]. According to the latest statistical report of the Central Brain Tumor Registry of the USA, the annual incidence of GBM has been estimated at approximately 3.22 cases per 100,000 people, and the median age is 65 years [3]. The current standard treatment of patients with a newly diagnosed GBM was established in 2005, and it consists of maximal surgical resection of the tumor followed by chemotherapy and conventional radiotherapy [4, 5]. Despite this therapy, the median overall survival time is approximately 15–17 months [2].

GBM is a refractory malignant and infiltrating tumor that may recur any time after initial multimodal treatments are completed [6]. Managing recurrent GBM has always been challenging, and a balance has to be achieved between significant treatment toxicity and associated morbidities and mortalities [6, 7]. Reoperation with maximal resection at recurrence remains as an independent predictor to improve overall survival [8, 9]. However, repeat gross-total resection may not be
easily achieved when recurrent GBM involves important eloquent brain structures, such as the brainstem or motor area. Extensive bevacizumab and temozolomide are the two main FDA-approved chemoagents used to treat patients with recurrent GBMs, but the prognosis remains poor [10].

Re-irradiation is an alternative option for managing recurrent GBMs [11]. The majority of recurrent tumors occur at the initial or adjacent regional sites [12]. Because a total dose of 60 Gy in 30 fractions has been prescribed for initial radiation therapy, re-irradiation with further dose escalation appears to produce more significant toxicity [10, 11]. Stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS) is a noninvasive treatment that provides a highly precise, targeted additional radiation boost to the tumor lesion, and it maintains an acceptable rate of adverse radiation effects while reducing the dose to adjacent normal brain tissues [13]. In this review, we searched the relevant literature and investigated the role of SRS in the management of recurrent GBMs. Our results may provide treatment information for clinical treatment.

2. Search methodology

In this study, different combinations of the keywords “recurrent glioblastoma multiple,” “high-grade glioma,” “stereotactic radiosurgery,” and “re-irradiation” were used to search the published literature in the PubMed database until October 31, 2019. The inclusion criteria of the study were (1) patients with recurrent GBMs, (2) treatment with stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS) or a fractionated radiosurgery (less than 5 fractions), and (3) outcomes with overall survival time. Tumor progression was also accepted as a recurrent disease. Potentially relevant studies were identified from the reference lists of the studies obtained from the database search. Articles excluded from the review were those written in languages other than English and those that lacked survival response data. Finally, a total of 49 studies were included in this review.

3. The summary of patients with recurrent GBMs treated with SRS

A total of 49 studies published from 1994 to 2019 were enrolled in this review, as summarized in Table 1 [13–61]. There were 6 prospective studies and 43 retrospective studies. About 2066 patients with recurrent glioblastomas treated with SRS, including linear accelerator (LINAC) radiosurgery, Gamma Knife radiosurgery, and Cyberknife radiosurgery, are reported. In all studies, the median age of the patients who received SRS treatment for recurrent GBM ranged from 34 to 62 years. The majority of patients were males. The median prescribed dose of SRS ranged from 6 to 30 Gy. The median targeted volume for treatment ranged from 1.35 to 21.3 cc. The overall survival time from treatment for SRS ranged from 3.9 to 17.9 months, where the progression-free survival time from the treatment of SRS ranged from 2.1 to 14.9 months. In the prognostic analysis of survival time in patients with recurrent GBMs treated with SRS, a small tumor volume, younger age, higher Karnofsky performance scale (KPS) score, lower recursive partitioning analysis (RPA) class, adjuvant bevacizumab, methylated O6-methylguanine-DNA-methyltransferase (MGMT) promoter, and longer interval between the original surgery and SRS were significantly associated with patients’ survival outcomes.

3.1 The effect of LINAC radiosurgery in patients with recurrent GBMs

From 1994 to 2018, a total of 501 patients with recurrent GBMs treated with LINAC SRS were enrolled in 22 studies, including 3 prospective trials and 17
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Table 1.
Summary of the published literature on stereotactic radiosurgery in patients with recurrent glioblastoma multiforme.

| Study | Tumor Progression and Metastasis | Younger age (less than 46 years) and small tumor volume (less than 10.1 cc) were the significant prognostic factors associated with survival time. There were two studies that enrolled patients with only recurrent GBMs [21, 33]. In 2005, Combs et al. reported 32 patients, including 19 males and 13 females with recurrent GBMs treated with LINAC SRS [21]. The median age was 56 years, ranging from 33 to 76 years. The median prescribed radiation dose was 15 Gy, ranging from 10 to 20 Gy. The median targeted tumor volume was 10 cc with a range of 1.2 to 59.2 cc. The median overall survival time and progression-free survival time were 10 and 5 months, respectively. However, no prognostic factor was significant enough to influence the survival time. In a retrospective study of 19 patients with recurrent GBMs, Sirin et al. also showed that the median overall survival time and progression-free survival time were only 9.3 and 5.7 months, respectively [33]. In the bevacizumab era, three studies reported the combination of LINAC SRS, and bevacizumab improved the overall survival time ranging from 11.2 to 14.4 months [35, 39, 40]. In a retrospective study of 48 patients with recurrent GBMs, Cuneo et al. reported that the median progression-free survival time in recurrent patients who received adjuvant bevacizumab and LINAC SRS was 5.2 months vs. 2.1 months for patients who received LINAC SRS alone. The median overall survival times for patients who received a combination of adjuvant bevacizumab/LINAC SRS and LINAC SRS alone were 11.2 and 3.9 months, respectively. The authors concluded that the combination of salvage radiosurgery and bevacizumab to treat recurrent malignant gliomas seemed to be associated with improved outcomes. Younger age and higher KPS were still significant prognostic factors associated with overall survival time in patients with recurrent GBMs.

3.2 The effect of gamma knife radiosurgery in patients with recurrent GBMs

The median age ranged from 43 to 61 years. The median prescribed marginal dose varied from 6 to 20 Gy. The median targeted tumor volume ranged from 1.35 to 21.4 cc. The median overall survival time ranged from 7 to 30 months, whereas the median progression-free survival time ranged from 3.8 to 14.9 months.

In a retrospective study of 189 patients with recurrent high-grade gliomas treated with Gamma Knife SRS, Larson et al. first reported that the median overall survival time in 66 patients with recurrent GBMs was 10 months [17]. Younger age, smaller tumor volume, higher KPS, and unifocal tumors were significant prognostic factors associated with patients’ overall survival times. Several studies reported the impact of a combination of Gamma Knife SRS and adjuvant chemoagents on overall survival.

Table 1. Summary of the published literature on stereotactic radiosurgery in patients with recurrent glioblastoma multiforme.
retrospective studies [14–16, 19, 21, 23–26, 28, 32, 33, 35, 39, 40, 43, 49, 51, 54, 56, 60, 61]. The median age ranged from 34 to 54 years. The median prescribed dose ranged from 13 to 30 Gy. The median targeted tumor volume was 4.5 to 41.3 cc. The median overall survival time from the treatment of SRS ranged from 3.9 to 14.4 months, whereas the median progression-free survival time was 2.1 to 11 months.

The first study about LINAC radiosurgery for recurrent GBMs was described by Chamerian et al. [14]. The median prescribed dose was 13.4 Gy, and the median treated tumor volume was 17 cc. The median overall survival time was only 8 months, whereas the median progression-free survival time was 4 months. After that, only one retrospective study of more than 100 patients with recurrent high-grade gliomas treated with LINAC SRS has been reported [16]. Shrieve et al. showed that the median survival time of 72 recurrent GBM patients was 10.2 months [16]. Younger age (less than 46 years) and small tumor volume (less than 10.1 cc) were the significant prognostic factors associated with survival time. There were two studies that enrolled patients with only recurrent GBMs [21, 33]. In 2005, Combs et al. reported 32 patients, including 19 males and 13 females with recurrent GBMs treated with LINAC SRS [21]. The median age was 56 years, ranging from 33 to 76 years. The median prescribed radiation dose was 15 Gy, ranging from 10 to 20 Gy. The median targeted tumor volume was 10 cc with a range of 1.2 to 59.2 cc. The median overall survival time and progression-free survival time were 10 and 5 months, respectively. However, no prognostic factor was significant enough to influence the survival time. In a retrospective study of 19 patients with recurrent GBMs, Sirin et al. also showed that the median overall survival time and progression-free survival time were only 9.3 and 5.7 months, respectively [33]. In the bevacizumab era, three studies reported the combination of LINAC SRS, and bevacizumab improved the overall survival time ranging from 11.2 to 14.4 months [35, 39, 40]. In a retrospective study of 48 patients with recurrent GBMs, Cuneo et al. reported that the median progression-free survival time in recurrent patients who received adjuvant bevacizumab and LINAC SRS was 5.2 months vs. 2.1 months for patients who received LINAC SRS alone. The median overall survival times for patients who received a combination of adjuvant bevacizumab/LINAC SRS and LINAC SRS alone were 11.2 and 3.9 months, respectively. The authors concluded that the combination of salvage radiosurgery and bevacizumab to treat recurrent malignant gliomas seemed to be associated with improved outcomes. Younger age and higher KPS were still significant prognostic factors associated with overall survival time in patients with recurrent GBMs.

### 3.2 The effect of gamma knife radiosurgery in patients with recurrent GBMs

From 1996 to 2019, a total of 1247 patients with recurrent GBMs in 23 published studies were treated with Gamma Knife SRS [13, 17, 18, 20, 22, 24, 27, 29, 31, 36–38, 41, 45, 47, 50, 52, 53, 55, 57–59, 61]. The median age ranged from 43 to 61 years. The median prescribed marginal dose varied from 6 to 20 Gy. The median targeted tumor volume ranged from 1.35 to 21.4 cc. The median overall survival time ranged from 7 to 30 months, whereas the median progression-free survival time ranged from 3.8 to 14.9 months.

In a retrospective study of 189 patients with recurrent high-grade gliomas treated with Gamma Knife SRS, Larson et al. first reported that the median overall survival time in 66 patients with recurrent GBMs was 10 months [17]. Younger age, smaller tumor volume, higher KPS, and unifocal tumors were significant prognostic factors associated with patients’ overall survival times. Several studies reported the impact of a combination of Gamma Knife SRS and adjuvant chemoagents on overall survival.
survival times [17, 37, 47, 55, 59]. In 2002, Larson et al. reported a prospective phase II study on patients who received a combination of Gamma Knife SRS, and marimastat had a median overall survival of 8.7 months, whereas the median survival time in patients who received only Gamma Knife SRS alone was 10.1 months. Marimastat did not offer an advantage for patients with recurrent GBMs. However, in a retrospective study of 57 patients with recurrent GBMs, Kim et al. showed that the combination of adjuvant temozolomide and Gamma Knife SRS significantly improved the median overall survival time from 9.2 to 15.5 months [47]. In the bevacizumab era, two studies reported that the median survival time was approximately 13 months after the combined treatment of Gamma Knife SRS and adjuvant bevacizumab [55, 59].

3.3 The effect of Cyberknife radiosurgery in patients with recurrent GBMs

From 2009 to 2017, a total of 318 patients with recurrent GBMs in eight published studies were treated with Cyberknife SRS [30, 34, 42, 44, 46, 48, 51, 54]. The median age ranged from 37 to 59.9 years. The median prescribed marginal dose ranged from 15 to 30 Gy. The median targeted tumor volume ranged from 2 to 24 cc. The median overall survival time after Cyberknife SRS ranged from 5.3 to 12 months, whereas the median progression-free survival time ranged from 4 to 7.9 months.

The first report on Cyberknife SRS for patients with recurrent GBMs was published by Villavicencio et al. [30]. The median overall survival time in a total of 26 patients with recurrent GBMs was 7 months. No prognostic factor associated with the overall survival time was identified. In 2015, Pinzi et al. reported a retrospective study of more than 100 patients who had recurrent high-grade glioma treated with Cyberknife SRS [48]. Among 88 patients with recurrent GBMs, the median survival time was 10 months after treatment with Cyberknife SRS. Adjuvant second-line chemotherapy and/or surgery were the significant prognostic factors associated with overall survival times. The effect of adjuvant chemoagents, including bevacizumab, temozolomide, and anti-epidermal factor (125)-mAB 425, on the overall survival times was evaluated in four studies [34, 42, 44, 46]. In 2012, Conti et al. compared the effect of a combination of temozolomide and Cyberknife SRS with that of Cyberknife SRS alone on the overall survival times of patients with recurrent GBMs [34]. The progression-free survival time and median survival time in patients who received the adjuvant temozolomide and Cyberknife SRS were 7 and 12 months, respectively. The patients who received Cyberknife SRS alone had a progression-free survival time and median survival time of only 4 and 7 months, respectively. In the bevacizumab era, Yazici et al. revealed that the median survival time in 37 patients with recurrent GBMs was 10.6 months, whereas the median progression-free survival time was 7.9 months [44]. A tumor volume less than 24 cc was the only significant prognostic factor associated with overall survival times.

4. Discussion

4.1 The role of SRS for recurrent GBMs

GBM is an incurable disease with local progression in the majority of patients. The management of recurrent GBMs is a clinically challenging problem, and treatment options are limited [7, 10]. Although reoperation with gross-total removal of the tumor has been shown to improve the overall survival time in patients with recurrent GBMs, surgery may not be preferred for patients with tumors in the eloquent area, older age, or lower performance status [8]. Re-irradiation offers an
alternative option for treating recurrent GBMs. In a systematic review and meta-analysis of re-irradiation with external beam radiotherapy for recurrent GBMs, Kazmi et al. showed that the 6- and 12-month overall survival times from the time of re-irradiation were 70 and 34%, respectively, whereas the 6- and 12-month progression-free survival times were 40 and 16%, respectively [11]. The overall toxicity rate was low, ranging from 4 to 10%.

SRS has the ability to combine surgical and radio-oncological treatments to deliver a high dose of focused radiation on the focal tumor lesion and spare the adjacent normal anatomical structures. For recurrent GBMs, the majority of tumors tend to grow within 2 cm of the contrast-enhancing lesion border, and SRS seems to be a reasonable tool to add radiation boost for the focal lesion followed by the standard treatment of initial radiation with 60 Gy in 30 fractions [4, 13]. In our present review, despite the different SRS modalities with the median prescribed dose ranging from 6 to 30 Gy, the overall survival time from the treatment of SRS ranged from 3.9 to 17.9 months, where the progression-free survival time from the treatment of SRS ranged from 2.1 to 14.9 months. Severe prognostic factors, such as small tumor volume, younger age, higher KPS score, and lower RPA class, were mostly suggested to be significantly associated with the overall survival time in patients with recurrent GBMs treated with SRS. These results showed that re-irradiation with the SRS modality are an alternative and feasible method to manage patients with recurrent GBMs.

4.2 The impact of SRS and adjuvant temozolomide for recurrent GBMs

Since 2005, temozolomide, which is an alkylating agent, is the most important FDA-approved chemoagent for the standard treatment of patients with newly diagnosed GBMs [1, 4]. The median overall survival time significantly improved from 12.1 to 14.6 months after the patients with newly diagnosed GBMs received combined treatments with radiotherapy and adjuvant temozolomide. However, the disease frequently progresses within 6–9 months, and the 2-year survival rate is less than 25% [62]. The failure of temozolomide treatment has been found to be associated with the expression of MGMT protein [63–65]. Among the GBM patients with a methylated MGMT promoter, the median overall survival time was 21.7 months after treatment with radiotherapy and temozolomide, whereas the median survival time was 15.3 months in the unmethylated group treated with radiotherapy alone [64].

Due to the blood-brain barrier, temozolomide rechallenge is considered to be a reasonable option in patients with recurrent GBMs. In this review, the combination of SRS and temozolomide was employed in three studies [34, 42, 47]. Cyberknife SRS was performed in two studies, and the other study used the Gamma Knife SRS. The median overall survival time ranged from 9 to 15.5 months, and the median progression-free survival time was approximately 7 months after the time of SRS treatment. In 2012, Conti et al. analyzed the effect of adjuvant temozolomide in recurrent GBM patients treated with Cyberknife SRS [34]. The median overall survival time significantly improved from 7 to 12 months, whereas the median progression-free survival time improved from 4 to 7 months. Based on 57 recurrent GBM patients, Kim et al. also showed that the improved median overall survival time and progression-free survival time were 15.5 and 6 months, respectively [47]. Otherwise, in a retrospective review of 61 patients who received Gamma Knife SRS as a salvage treatment at the time of the first progression, Kim et al. showed that the median overall survival time was 14 months in the methylated MGMT promoter group and 9 months in the unmethylated group [53]. Methylation of the MGMT promoter was significantly corrected with better overall survival times and progression-free survival times. The results mentioned above indicated that the
combination of salvage SRS and adjuvant temozolomide may offer an important treatment option to improve the overall survival times in patients with recurrent GBMs.

4.3 The impact of SRS and adjuvant bevacizumab for recurrent GBMs

Bevacizumab is a recombinant human monoclonal antibody that acts against the vascular endothelial growth factor to prevent the growth and maintenance of tumor blood vessels. In 2009, bevacizumab was approved by the USFDA for the treatment of patients with recurrent GBMs [66, 67]. The use of bevacizumab demonstrated a radiological response of up to 40% [68]. However, in a large prospective phase III trial, the use of adjuvant bevacizumab revealed only improvement in the progression-free survival times from 1.5 to 2.1 months but not in the overall survival times [69]. In a systematic review and meta-analysis, Diaz et al. showed that the survival advantage of bevacizumab at recurrence was limited to 4 months [70]. Although bevacizumab may reduce steroid requirements, there was no additional benefit in the health-related quality of life. The role of bevacizumab in combination with other cytotoxic chemoagents remains unclear.

The role of adjuvant bevacizumab in patients with recurrent GBMs treated with SRS has been reported in nine studies, which were included in our review [35, 37, 39, 40, 44, 46, 49, 55, 59]. The median overall survival time ranged from 5.3 to 17.9 months, whereas the median progression-free survival time ranged from 3.9 to 14.9 months. The comparison of SRA with or without adjuvant bevacizumab was investigated in two studies [35, 37]. Among 49 patients with recurrent GBMs, Cuneo et al. showed that the median overall survival time was 11.2 months in patients receiving SRS and adjuvant bevacizumab and 3.9 months in patients receiving SRS therapy alone [35]. The progression-free survival time also improved from 2.1 to 5.2 months. In a case-controlled study of patients with recurrent GBMs treated with SRS and adjuvant bevacizumab plus temozolomide or irinotecan, Park et al. also showed that the median overall survival time and progression-free survival time improved from 12.2 to 17.9 months and 6.7 to 14.9 months, respectively [37]. In a retrospective study and review of the literature, Morris et al. reported that the dual role of bevacizumab and radiosurgery had a benefit in the overall survival times (11.2–17.9 months) and progression-free survival times (3.9–14.9 months). These results showed the potential therapeutic effect of adjuvant bevacizumab in combination with other treatment modalities, such as cytotoxic chemoagents or salvage SRS, in patients with recurrent GBMs.

4.4 The future of SRS for recurrent GBMs

With the advance of molecular diagnostic techniques, newly diagnosed GBMs should be classified based on the mutant status of isocitrate dehydrogenase 1 defined by the updated guidelines of the World Health Organization in 2016 [71]. These molecular profiles influence the overall survival time and the possible therapeutic effects of chemoagents. Similar to the recurrent GBMs, several main molecules, such as MLH1 [72], CASP8 [73], MSH2 [74], and P53 [74], were found to be different from primary GBMs [75]. The molecular features, intra-tumor heterogeneity, immunogenicity, and microenvironment around the tumor contribute to the clinical prognostic outcomes in patients with recurrent GBMs [7, 10]. Reoperation, re-chemotherapy, and re-irradiation currently remain as the standard treatments for most patients with recurrent GBMs [2, 7, 10, 11]. A growing body of literature, including our current review, demonstrates the tolerability and efficacy of salvage SRS for recurrent GBMs, which did not inhibit re-irradiation, followed by a total of
60 Gy typically applied in the first-line treatment [59]. Although younger age is commonly considered as an important independent prognostic factor that is associated with survival, the selected criteria of salvage SRS for better outcomes need to be investigated in further large prospective studies. In the future, individualized precise multi-modality treatment will play an important role in patients with recurrent GBMs, including the combination of cytotoxic chemotherapy, angiogenesis inhibitors, or immunotherapy [76]. Salvage SRS with a combination of other treatment modalities may offer an alternative therapeutic method to manage patients with recurrent GBMs.

5. Conclusion

Our review suggests that salvage SRS is an important treatment protocol for managing patients with recurrent GBMs. The irradiation doses provided by SRS may improve the clinical outcome of patients with recurrent GBMs, which is not hampered by the standard case of 60 Gy prescribed for newly diagnosed GBMs. The dual role of salvage SRS and other cytotoxic chemoagents, such as temozolomide and bevacizumab, also seems to be effective in the management of recurrent GBMs. Further application of salvage SRS combined with other chemoagents or a new treatment modality needs to be investigated.
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Chapter 10
Anticancer Photodynamic Therapy Using Ruthenium(II) and Os(II)-Based Complexes as Photosensitizers

Pavel Kaspler, Arkady Mandel, Roger Dumoulin-White and Mark Roufaiel

Abstract
Photodynamic therapy (PDT) is an approved procedure using a photosensitizer (PS) activated by light to selectively destroy malignant/premalignant cells. Transition metal complexes, such as Ru(II)- and Os(II)-based PSs (Theralase Technologies Inc., Ontario, Canada), are activated in a wide range of wavelengths, are resistant to photobleaching and have a high singlet oxygen quantum yield and ability to produce cytotoxic reactive oxygen species (ROS). Their design allows fine-tuning of the photophysical and photochemical properties. They demonstrate Type I and II photoreactions, and some are activated in hypoxia. High PDT potency and activation under NIR light and even X-ray may provide an advantage over the approved PSs. Their ability to associate with transferrin (Tf) as an endogenous delivery system increases photobleaching resistance, ROS production, selective cellular uptake, and PDT efficacy in combination with a decreased systemic toxicity. This makes these PSs attractive for systemic therapy of recurrent/progressive cancers. Their PDT efficacy has been demonstrated in various in vitro and in vivo clinically relevant models. The unique properties of the mentioned PSs allow bypassing such limitations of PDT as low specific uptake ratio, insufficiently broad absorption band, and low efficacy in hypoxia. One of these PSs (TLD-1433) was successful against non-muscle invasive urinary bladder cancer unresponsive to contemporary anticancer therapies.
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1. Introduction
Photodynamic therapy (PDT) is an actively developing anticancer modality that offers advantages compared to conventional treatments (ionizing radiation and chemotherapy). PDT utilizes two components, light and a photosensitizing compound (PS) activated by light upon photon absorption and producing in its activated state highly cytotoxic reactive oxygen species (ROS) [1]. The attractiveness of PDT is in the use of safe nonthermal doses of light and nontoxic concentrations of the PS and evoking cytotoxic and immunologic effects upon activation of the PS by...
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1. Introduction

Photodynamic therapy (PDT) is an actively developing anticancer modality that offers advantages compared to conventional treatments (ionizing radiation and chemotherapy). PDT utilizes two components, light and a photosensitizing compound (PS) activated by light upon photon absorption and producing in its activated state highly cytotoxic reactive oxygen species (ROS) [1]. The attractiveness of PDT is in the use of safe nonthermal doses of light and nontoxic concentrations of the PS and evoking cytotoxic and immunologic effects upon activation of the PS by
light. PDT is supposed to selectively destroy unwanted and/or malignant cells while largely sparing the surrounding healthy tissue. Another desirable property is the ability to induce antigen-specific therapeutic and/or protective immune responses.

Preferential PS uptake by the tumors would make them exclusive targets for cytotoxicity while sparing normal tissues. Light delivery (both source location and emitted energy) can also be controlled more carefully (within the confines of the effective light attenuation in the tissue), which could make PDT a very efficient and safe modality. PDT effects reply upon a variety of photoreactions. The most commonly considered are the two types dependent on oxygen and associated with ROS production: electron transfer from the excited PS generating hydroxyl radical OH among other species (Type I) and energy transfer to a ground-state molecular oxygen 3O2 generating singlet oxygen 1O2 and superoxide radical anions (Type II) [2]. It is proposed that two more types are possible and are oxygen-independent: Type III as the interaction of the activated PS with native free radicals and Type IV as light-induced structural changes in PS allowing it to bind to subcellular targets [3].

PDT has been approved almost 20 years ago as an anticancer treatment. Nevertheless, despite the potential advantages, it is still underutilized clinically. Only a small number of porphyrin- and chlorine-like photosensitizers, as well as one bacteriochlorophyll-based PS, are approved. The number of indications for each photosensitizer is also very limited and includes primarily superficial cancerous/pre-cancerous lesions and other conditions such as actinic keratosis, basal cell carcinoma, high-grade dysplasia in Barrett's esophagus, and age-related macular degeneration. As a palliative measure, PDT is approved for obstructive esophageal or lung cancer and centrally located lung cancer [4, 5]. There are several reasons for this.

One of them is a small depth of penetration of visible light into the tissues restricting PDT to superficial lesions with a thickness not exceeding few millimeters. For deeper organs/tissues, an invasive direct delivery of light is required. Light absorbance of longer wavelengths by the PSs is therefore very advantageous. Light in the range of 650–1350 nm (known as “near-infrared window”) [6] has the greatest penetrating ability into biological tissues. This includes parts of red (625–740 nm) and near-infrared (>750 nm) range that can be used for the PS activation.

Another problem is an unsatisfactory selectivity for malignant tissues resulting in PDT-associated damage of normal tissues. For example, Photofrin® is known for this [4]. Prolonged retention of many porphyrin-based PSs in healthy tissues leads to a problem of sensitivity to sunlight and potentially serious damage to the patients’ skin and eye [7, 8]. This could be mitigated by delivery systems selectively targeting malignant cells. These systems employ two modes of action [9]. Passive targeting relies upon the morphological and physiological peculiarities of tumor tissue in combination with physicochemical properties of the PS carrier. Active targeting, in contrast, is based on a molecular recognition of the PS carrier by cancer cells such as binding of specific ligands or antibodies to overexpressed cancer cell receptors. Passive PS delivery systems include nanoparticles, fullerenes, and liposomes and have the advantage of protecting the PS from degradation upon injection. Active systems, on the other hand, have the advantage of improved uptake of the PS. The carriers belonging by themselves to passive targeting systems can be nevertheless supplemented with molecular recognition capacity belonging to the features of active systems, such as decoration with Tf to target Tf receptors overexpressed in malignant cells [10–12]. Nevertheless, smaller active targeting systems (such as PS-Tf conjugates discussed further in this chapter) could have an advantage of greater mobility upon intracellular uptake and potentially the advantage of the blood-brain barrier crossing.

Lastly, PDT-induced ROS production strongly relies upon oxygen availability, which is well known for the porphyrin-based PSs [13, 14]. Deep bulky tumors have
extensive hypoxic regions, which are also associated with the tumor aggressiveness [15, 16]. Although hypoxic regions still can be treated (at a slower rate) by application of fractionated exposure or inducing reperfusion [17, 18], hypoxia severely decreases PDT efficacy [19]. Together with the limited light penetration, this is another reason why PDT in its current state is usually limited to relatively superficial lesions. This problem could be bypassed by PSs employing photoreactions that have little or no dependency on oxygen.

Considering the said above, an advanced PS should have the ability for targeted delivery; penetration through the blood-brain barrier (BBB) and blood-tumor cell barrier (BTCB); activation by a wide range of wavelengths, including NIR light; and employing of different types of photoreactions enabling induction of immune responses to tumor antigens. Solubility in water and/or saline is a great asset for a successful PS as it makes its delivery both easier and safer, without the use of excipients with potential toxicity/side effects on their own.

Metal-based coordination complexes are among the obvious candidates to satisfy these requirements. Specifically, transition metal complexes possess a wide range of metal oxidation states and the complex geometries [5, 20]. These complexes (e.g., Ru(II) polypyridyl complexes) are of increasing interest as PSs in photodynamic therapy (PDT) and, more recently, for photochemotherapy (PCT) [21]. Importantly, they can have their properties fine-tuned by choosing the central metal and organic ligands (such as bipyridine and 2,2′-biquinoline). These PSs can employ a great variety of excited states associated with the central metal, ligands, or metal-ligand interactions. This is manifested in photoreactions that are ROS-dependent (Type I/II) or ROS-independent (electron transfer to substrates other than molecular oxygen), excitation at different wavelengths, solubility, systemic toxicity, and finally PDT efficacy. Historically, Pt(IV)-, Ru(II)-, and Rh(III)-based complexes were most actively studied as PSs followed by Ir(III) and Os(II) complexes; see the review by Monro et al. [5]. The examples of the most recent studies [22–26] include a summary on the use of ruthenium complexes as PSs in PDT [27].

This chapter reviews the results obtained by our group and collaborators. The properties and PDT efficacy of Theralase Technologies Inc. PSs [28] and Ru(II)- and Os(II)-based complexes are discussed in the perspective of their clinical application.

2. Physical and chemical properties of the transitional metal-based PSs

2.1 Molecular structure

The molecular structure of Ru(II)- and Os(II)-based PSs (later referred to as Ru- and Os-based) is shown in Tables 1–3. These are relatively small (approximately 1 kDa) complexes with the ligands involving bipyridine (bip), 2,2′-biquinoline (bq), imidazo[4,5-f][1,10]phenanthroline, and a variable number of thiophene units. A variety of the ligands defines some of the PS properties. For example, the bip ligand is responsible for relatively good absorbance in near-infrared (NIR) light, while the number of thiophene units may be associated with the PS solubility in water [5]. Water solubility, as it was mentioned, represents a serious advantage for this group of PSs as many of the established PSs have poor water solubility [29, 30]. Ru-based PSs are characterized by O2 quantum yield that is much higher (up to 99%) than for the established (FDA-approved) porphyrin-based PSs: PPIX, an active metabolite of ALA (0.56) and Photofrin (0.89).
Table 1.
Ru(II)-based complexes. Quantum yields are measured in solution rather than in cells.
Table 1.
Ru(II)-based complexes. Quantum yields are measured in solution rather than in cells.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complex</th>
<th>MW</th>
<th>$^1\text{O}_2$ quantum yield</th>
<th>Fluorescent quantum yield</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TLD-1011</td>
<td>868.8</td>
<td>≈ 0.74</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLD-1411</td>
<td>950.9</td>
<td>≈ 0.99</td>
<td>&lt; 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLD-1611</td>
<td>1033.1</td>
<td>n/d</td>
<td>n/d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLD-1433</td>
<td>1007.1</td>
<td>≈ 0.99</td>
<td>&lt; 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLD-1633</td>
<td>1089.2</td>
<td>n/d</td>
<td>n/d</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.
Molecular structures of Os(II)-based complexes. Quantum yields are measured in solution rather than in cells.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complex</th>
<th>MW</th>
<th>$^1\text{O}_2$ quantum yield</th>
<th>Fluorescent quantum yield</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TLD-OsH2B</td>
<td>954.0</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.0011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLD-OsH2IP</td>
<td>994.0</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>0.0008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLD-Os10H</td>
<td>1158.2</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.0013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLD-Os14H</td>
<td>1240.3</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.0009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLD-OsH2dppn</td>
<td>1106.1</td>
<td>n/d</td>
<td>n/d</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2 Absorbance spectra

The absorbance spectra of the Ru- and Os-based PSs are shown in Figure 1. Among the Ru-based PSs, methylation of bidentate ligands (bip) decreases absorbance. An increase in the number of thiophene rings redshifts the main absorbance peak and eventually results in a considerable increase in absorbance at longer wavelengths (see TLD-1633).

Os-based PSs having biq ligands, in contrast to the Ru-based PSs, have similar spectra. They demonstrate rather uniformly located strong main peak at approximately 340 nm attributed to ligand-centered transitions and a characteristic secondary peak at ≈550 nm attributed to metal-to-ligand charge transfer (MLCT) centered on the non-biq ligands. Importantly, these PSs demonstrate consistent

Figure 1.
Absorbance spectra of the Ru(II)- and the Os(II)-based PSs (panels A and B, respectively) in water.
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centered on the non-biq ligands. Importantly, these PSs demonstrate consistent absorbance at longer wavelengths (red to NIR range). The NIR absorbance is attributed to MLCT that involves biq ligands. Altogether, the spectra similarity suggests similar accessible electronic transitions and ground and excited states. Broad absorption band of the Os-based PSs allows for a wider range of photon attenuation coefficients. Considerable absorbance in a clinically important PDT window of 700–900 nm suggests a capacity for one-photon absorption [31]. This asset is emphasized by a good solubility of these PSs in water. Poor solubility in water may hamper PDT potential of PSs even with a good absorbance in this range of the spectrum, as in the case of porphyrin- and phthalocyanine-based PSs [32]. The inclusion of thiophenes and the increase in their number in the ligands (from TLD-OsH2B to TLD-Os14H) not only decreases the main absorbance peak but also markedly redshifts its shape, with a minimal effect on the secondary peak and absorbance in the longer wavelengths (Figure 1B).

2.3 Photobleaching resistance

If the PS is resistant to photobleaching, this allows less PS being destroyed by the light exposure. In turn, this makes ROS production and subsequent cytotoxic action more efficient, because the process of conversion of photons to cytotoxicity becomes catalytic without stoichiometric consumption of the PS. This allows making the efficacy of PDT treatment independent on the availability of the PS during the treatment.

The bleaching resistance is hence a very valuable property, especially if the delivered light energy must be increased to achieve the desired PDT efficacy. This could be a drawback though in the case of bleaching-based dosimetry during the treatment [33, 34].

Ru-based PSs show notable bleaching under exposure to green light (525 nm). TLD-1433 is slightly more bleeding resistant than TLD-1411 although they have almost identical absorbance at 525 nm. Nevertheless, more than 50% of each PS remains intact even after 200 J cm⁻² of radiant exposure corresponding to 6.6x10¹⁹ absorbed photons per cm³. Moreover, while bleaching results in the deterioration of the 416–417 nm UV peak, TLD-1433 absorbance in clinically useful range rapidly increases (1.7-fold at 525 nm, 2.0-fold at 625 nm, 1.8-fold at 800 nm) and remains at this level up to the end of light exposure (200 J cm⁻²).

Os-based PSs having biq ligands show variable bleaching resistance under green light (525 nm); TLD-OsH2B is the most resistant and TLD-OsH2dppn the most vulnerable. Compared to the Ru-based PS, the bleaching resistance of the Os-based PSs with biq ligands is greater in general, with at least 75% of their initial absorbance retained. The best performers, TLD-OsH2B and TLD-OsH2IP, showed no more than 10% loss of absorbance in the UV peak, with no absorbance loss in green-NIR range. This provides the photobleaching rates in aqueous solution (calculated based on the incident irradiance) equal to 8.7x10⁻²⁸ M h⁻¹ cm⁻² for TLD-OsH2dppn, 4.1x10⁻²⁷ M h⁻¹ cm⁻² for TLD-OsH2IP, and 1.5x10⁻²⁶ M h⁻¹ cm⁻² for TLD-OsH2B [31]. For comparison, the photobleaching rate for the approved PSs can be much higher (by several orders of magnitude): 5.6x10⁻²⁴ M h⁻¹ cm⁻² for benzoporphyrin derivative mono acid A (BPD), 7.3x10⁻²⁵ M h⁻¹ cm⁻² for PPIX, and 4.8x10⁻²⁶ M h⁻¹ cm⁻² for curcumin [35–37].

2.4 ROS production

Production of ROS represents a final event of the PS activation by light leading to PDT cytotoxicity. Ru-based TLD-1433 is able to generate hydroxyl radical *OH under red light (625 nm, 119 mWcm⁻²), although singlet oxygen Ω₂ production is not detected. Importantly, ROS is generated despite very low
absorbance of TLD-1433 in red light. This, however, requires certain molecular and ionic environment because ROS is generated only in incomplete DMEM cell culture medium (not complemented with FBS and antibiotics) but not in DI water despite almost identically low absorbance. Exposure to NIR light (808 nm, 720 mW cm\(^{-2}\)) produces some amount of ROS (\(^{*}\)OH), but it at least an order of magnitude less than under red light. This occurs despite a similar number of absorbed photons and absorbance at 808 nm only 18% less than at 625 nm and greater delivered energy. This may suggest that not only the total delivered energy and number of the absorbed photons but also the photon energy is important for the efficacy in ROS production.

3. Association of the PSs with transferrin

3.1 Delivery platforms

To address the challenge of selective uptake of the PSs by tumors, it would be attractive to utilize serum proteins and natural transmembrane transporters as delivery vehicles. Despite numerous approaches for targeted delivery of the PSs including receptors-assisted uptake (as mentioned in the chapter introduction), neither is related to the use of Tf as a vehicle for transition metal-based complexes. The notable exceptions are the works on the interaction between Tf and Cr(III) complexes [38, 39]. It is also known that Ru(II) complexes can associate with albumin and iron transporter transferrin (Tf) [40, 41]. In addition, overexpression of Tf receptors is a common feature of malignant cells that tend to have an increased Fe\(^{3+}\) uptake [42]. The effect of the association of Ru(II)-based PSs with Tf on their photophysical and photobiological properties needs however more elucidation.

3.2 Association signatures and effect of Tf on absorbance spectra

Upon subtraction of the spectra of the complex and Tf from the spectrum of their premix, a characteristic signature of association between the Ru-based complex and Tf can be detected, with two peaks in UV and visible range. The UV peak indicates conformational changes in aromatic rings (the complex itself or transferrin molecule), and the visible range peak is interpreted as an indicator of LMCT (ligand to metal charge transfer) that represents the interaction between the complex and transferrin [43].

Premixing of Ru-based complexes with apo-Tf (the Tf not saturated with Fe\(^{3+}\)) at 4:1 molar ratio demonstrates the signature with UV and visible range peaks (Figure 2A). The absorbance increase in UV range could be due to conformational changes either in the Tf molecule or the complex (as both have UV maxima at similar wavelengths). The peak in visible range indicates a new spectral component distinct (redshifted) from the comparable absorbance peak for the PS alone. This indicates the complex-Tf association and is related to the interaction between the metal in the complex and the Tf molecule.

There is also an increase in absorbance between the signature peaks and, importantly, in the long wavelength tail of the spectrum in the visible range and further into the NIR, which is clinically relevant for PDT. Notably, the absorbance of TLD-1433 alone is very low in red to NIR. The increase in absorbance upon the association with Tf is 16.2-fold (MEC = 3125 vs. 193 M\(^{-1}\) cm\(^{-1}\)) in red (635 nm) and 5.7-fold (MEC = 1676 vs. 294 M\(^{-1}\) cm\(^{-1}\)) in NIR (800 nm), compared to 5.0-fold (MEC = 8027 vs. 1600 M\(^{-1}\) cm\(^{-1}\)) increase in the green (535 nm). Notably, the ability of the PS to associate with Tf depends on the number of thiophene rings in the complex. One
thiophene ring is not enough for this as evident for TLD-1011. Hence, not only metal but also organic ligands play a role in the association of the complex with Tf.

The association signatures seem to be insensitive to the source of apo-Tf and are very similar for bovine and human Tf. The signatures resemble the signature of Fe$^{3+}$–Tf binding but are not identical to it. Notably, TLD-1433 can also be associated with Fe$^{3+}$ saturated holo-Tf although the magnitude of the association signature is lesser than for apo-Tf [43].

Os-based PSs with big ligands are also able to associate with apo-Tf, but their signatures (Figure 2C) are distinct from those of Ru-based PSs. The visible range peak (observed for TLD-OsH2B and TLD-OsH2dppn but not for TLD-OsH2IP) is however more redshifted (in the range of 500–600 nm), and the signature magnitude is much lesser.

### 3.3 Stability of the TLD-1433 + Tf association at low pH

Physiologically, when Tf bound with Fe$^{3+}$ is taken up into a cell, it releases iron in endosomes when pH is decreased to ≈5.5 [44]. TLD-1433-Tf conjugate, in contrast, remains stable during the gradual acidification emulating this process [43]. This is evident by the stability of absorbance at the two peaks of the signature across different pH values.

Notably, an association of TLD-1433 with holo-Tf also survives the acid environment. The magnitude of the signature peaks is 31–33% lower than for TLD-1433 & apo-Tf at pH = 7.4, but by pH = 5 it increases so the UV peak magnitude catches up with that of TLD-1433 & apo-Tf, and the visible peak magnitude even becomes about 20% greater. Hence, TLD-1433 may remain associated with Tf in the acidic endosome environment. Acidification resistance does not hold however for the
increased absorbance in green to NIR range. The increase in red-NIR range due to the association of TLD-1433 with Tf deteriorates completely at low pH, and only in the green range, it shows some resistance: 16% remaining for TLD-1433 & apo-Tf and 66% for TLD-1433 & holo-Tf.

3.4 Effect of Tf on photobleaching

Association with Tf markedly decreases the extent and rate of photobleaching of TLD-1433 under green light (525 nm, 130 mWcm$^{-2}$). At 0.93*10$^{20}$ absorbed photons per cm$^3$, more than 59% of TLD-1433 remains intact in 1:1 TLD-1433 & Tf premix. At the comparable absorbed light (0.23*10$^{20}$ absorbed photons per cm$^3$), 74% of TLD-1433 in the premix persists compared to 45% of TLD-1433 alone [43]. As mentioned above, a decreased bleaching allows for more efficient ROS production with less PS expended, so the advantage of TLD-1433 & Tf conjugate is evident.

3.5 Effect of Tf on ROS production

Association of TLD-1433 with Tf dramatically increases ROS production upon irradiation with red light (625 nm, 119 mWcm$^{-2}$). In this case, $^1$O$_2$ is generated, which does not happen with TLD-1433 alone. The production of $^*$OH is increased twofold at 1.9*10$^{22}$ absorbed photons per cm$^3$ [43]. The association with Tf is therefore advantageous for ROS production considering that $^*$OH is not only an extremely cytotoxic ROS but can also be produced from $^3$O$_2$ [45]. The association with Tf is, however, unable to improve ROS production by TLD-1433 under NIR (808 nm, 720 mWcm$^{-2}$) despite the increase in absorbance in this range.

4. In vitro PDT

Transition metal-based PSs hence are able to absorb light at clinically relevant wavelengths and produce cytotoxic ROS, and the association with Tf is beneficial in that. This warrants assessment of this capacity in biological systems. In vitro, the PDT effects are tested using clinically relevant human cancer cell lines (human glioblastoma U87 cells, human bladder cancer HT1376 cells) or nonhuman cells relevant for preclinical models (rat bladder cancer AY27 cells).

4.1 Ru-based PSs

The comparative efficacy of the Ru-based PSs on U87 cells is shown in Table 4. PDT efficacy of the Ru-based PSs can be very efficient in green light (LD50 in sub-nanomolar range) and moderately efficient in red light (LD50 in micromolar range in red light), but they are not active in NIR light. Notably, the efficacy of the PSs in red light is observed despite negligible absorbance (measured in water). In complete cell culture medium (and potentially intracellularly), absorbance in red is increased due to association of the PSs with proteins but is still low compared to that at the shorter wavelengths.

Depending on the PS, the maximal PDT effect did not reach 100% cell kill. The data at 45 Jcm$^{-2}$ PDT are not shown, but the increase in the light radiant exposure from 45 to 90 Jcm$^{-2}$ significantly (P < 0.05) decreased LD50 for the PDT effect in green light. In red light, the PDT efficacy also could be increased with the increase in the radiant exposure from 45 to 90 and then to 180 Jcm$^{-2}$. This can be explained by the insufficient number of incident photons per a given concentration of the PS at lower radiant exposure but not by a difference in quantum efficacy of the PDT that
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>U87 cells</th>
<th>Dark</th>
<th>Green</th>
<th>Red</th>
<th>NIR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>530 nm</td>
<td>625 nm</td>
<td>808 nm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>90 Jcm⁻²</td>
<td>90 Jcm⁻²</td>
<td>400-600 Jcm⁻²</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LD50 (μM)</td>
<td>108 mWcm⁻²</td>
<td>125 mWcm⁻²</td>
<td>150 mWcm⁻²</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLD-1411</td>
<td>101.5 (CI95 = 87.8–117.4)</td>
<td>0.00595 (CI95 = 0.0050–0.0074)</td>
<td>0.909 (CI95 = n/d-12.36)</td>
<td>Insufficient cell kill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maximal kill (%): 49.41 (CI95 = 46.9–52.0)</td>
<td>Maximal kill (%): 71.17 (CI95 = 33.7–124.1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N = 28</td>
<td>N = 9</td>
<td>N = 5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEC (water)</td>
<td>2520</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>86</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLD-1433</td>
<td>192.9 (CI95 = 146.8–253.3)</td>
<td>0.00702 (CI95 = 0.00261–0.01891)</td>
<td>3.57 (CI95 = 2.99–4.40)</td>
<td>Insufficient and low cell kill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maximal kill (%): 65.9 (CI95 = 59.1–72.8)</td>
<td>Maximal kill (%): 76.2(CI95 = 66.7–85.8)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N = 118</td>
<td>N = 32</td>
<td>N = 32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEC (water)</td>
<td>3094</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>294</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLD-1611</td>
<td>62.9 (CI95 = 44.9–92.5)</td>
<td>0.002 (CI95 = 0.0017–0.0040)</td>
<td>Inconsistent and low cell kill</td>
<td>No cell kill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maximal kill (%): 74.8 (CI95 = 65.7–83.9)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N = 31</td>
<td>N = 9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEC</td>
<td>24,263</td>
<td>4635</td>
<td>1167</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLD-1633</td>
<td>31.13 (CI95 = 14.85 to 63.68)</td>
<td>0.000574 (CI95 = 2.403e-006–0.005691)</td>
<td>Inconsistent and low cell kill</td>
<td>No cell kill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maximal kill (%): 100.8 (52.2–171.0)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N = 14</td>
<td>N = 6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEC (water)</td>
<td>7468</td>
<td>741</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photofrin®</td>
<td>29.74 (CI95 = 24.55–36.027)</td>
<td>0.20 (CI95 = 0.16–0.25)</td>
<td>0.23 (CI95 = 0.17–0.31)</td>
<td>No cell kill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maximal kill (%): 79.7 (CI95 = 72.5–87.0)</td>
<td>Maximal kill (%): 91.8 (CI95 = 83.2–100.4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N = 45</td>
<td>N = 18</td>
<td>N = 26</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEC (water)</td>
<td>6947</td>
<td>3046</td>
<td>209</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The cells were incubated with the PS for 4 h, and the PS was removed before PDT. The dose–response provides LD50 (μM) and maximal cell kill (%) for a green and red light and a cell kill for a fixed PS concentration for NIR light. The data are presented as means and their 95% confidence intervals (SEM for NIR PDT).

**Table 4.**

*In vitro* PDT efficacy of Ru(II)-based PSs on U87 cells, in comparison to the FDA-approved Photofrin®.

depends only on the photon energy but not on the radiant exposure. The increase in the number of thiophenes in the PS complexes decreases LD50 for the green light and hence increases PDT efficacy. The dark toxicity is however also increasing. In HT1376 cells, LD50 in red light (90 Jcm⁻²) is 15.0 μM (CI95 = 9.1–24.9 μM, N = 30).
This is a greater value than for U87 cells and suggests lesser PDT sensitivity. The total PDT cell kill is however high, 98.5% (CI95 = 85.6–111.4%). Dark toxicity is, in contrast, low, with LD50 exceeding 200 μM. Importantly, the efficacy of the Ru-based PSs exceeds the efficacy of FDA-approved Photofrin® in green light, although not in red light (Table 4). Judging by LD50, the Ru-based PSs have higher dark toxicity than Photofrin®, but this is of less importance because, in addition to their solubility in water, they are effective at much lesser, nontoxic concentrations.

Pure PDT effect elucidates the PS efficacy for PDT neglecting its dark toxicity, which is justifiable scientifically to reveal mechanisms of the PS action. Clinically, however, in the case of selective uptake of the PS into cancer cells vs. normal cells, cancer cell kill can be achieved both by PDT-mediated and cytotoxic mechanisms, and the total PDT-induced cell kill becomes relevant. Considering this, total cell kill close to 100% can be achieved in green light in sub-micromolar (20 nM for TLD-1433, 30 nM for TLD-1433, and 200 nM for TLD-1411) or even sub-nanomolar range (0.5 nM for TLD-1611). For comparison, Photofrin® achieved 100% total cell kill in U87 cells only at concentrations above 300 nM.

Clinically, the balance between the efficacy and safety of the PS is characterized by the therapeutic ratio that indicates how far a dose for a desired therapeutic effect is from the dose that causes undesired toxicity. Dividing PDT effect LD50 to dark toxicity LD50 provides small numbers that are not convenient to operate with. It is easier therefore to use inverted therapeutic ratio, ITR = Dark LD50/PDT effect LD50. In U87 cells, ITR = 14,870 for Photofrin®, and shows thus a clear clinical advantage of Ru-based PSs over an established porphyrin-based PS.

### 4.2 Os-based PSs

The comparative efficacy of the Os-based PSs on U87 cells is shown in Table 5. Additionally, in HT1376 cells, TLD-OsH2IP has a dark LD50 > 200 μM, N = 43, red light PDT LD50 = 15.0 μM (CI95 = 9.1–24.9, N = 30), and a NIR light PDT LD50 = 39.0 μM (CI95 = 30.6–49.6, N = 5). TLD-OsH2dpnn has dark LD50 = 203.2 μM (CI95 = 190.2–2171, N = 61), red light PDT LD50 = 4.1 μM (CI95 = 2.9–5.7, N = 26) and NIR light PDT LD50 = 27.4 μM (CI95 = 7.2–100.4, N = 9).

The presence of imidazo[4,5-f][1,10]phenanthroline and adding dppn to the complex increase PDT efficacy of the Os-based PSs, although it does not exceed the efficacy of Ru-based PSs. Similarly to the PDT LD50, ITR of the Os-based PSs in red light is also not better than that of Photofrin®; in U87 cells, ITR = 4.9 for TLD-OsH2B, 24.8 for OsH2IP, and 14.7 for TLD-OsH2dpnn. In HT1376 cells, ITR > 13.3 for TLD-OsH2IP and equals to 49.6 for TLD-OsH2dpnn. The advantage of the Os-based PSs, however, is their PDT activity in NIR light, which both Ru-based PSs and Photofrin® are lacking. ITR for NIR PDT is greater than 5.1 for TLD-OsH2IP and equal to 7.4 for TLD-OsH2dpnn.

Another set of experiments focused at three Os-based PSs with bis ligands [31] supplements the data on red light PDT (625 nm, 90jcm⁻², 450 mWcm⁻²). In U87 cells, TLD-OsH2IP is the most efficient PS (LD50 = 57 ± 4 μM) exceeding both TLD-OsH2dpnn (LD50 = 87 ± 12 μM) and TLD-OsH2B (125 ± 12 μM). In HT1376 cells, TLD-OsH2dpnn is the most efficient (LD50 = 83 ± 4 μM); the remaining two PSs have similar LD50 (121 ± 10 μM for TLD-OsH2B and 141 ± 14 μM for TLD-OsH2IP). The inferiority of TLD-OsH2B in red light over the two other PSs is best reproduced across the presented datasets although comparative efficacy of TLD-OsH2IP and TLD-OsH2dpnn is less consistent.
Importantly, the dataset presented in [31] provides LD50 for NIR PDT (808 nm, 600 J cm\(^{-2}\), 900 mW cm\(^{-2}\)), in contrast to the cell kill at a single concentration presented in Table 5. TLD-OsH2IP proves to be most effective among the three in U87 cells (LD50 = 45 ± 5 \(\mu\)M), whereas TLD-OsH2B was the most effective PS for HT1376 cells (LD50 = 121 ± 8 \(\mu\)M). For this wavelength, therefore, the efficacy of TLD-OsH2dppn was the lowest, in contrast to the red light PDT.

Concentration-wise, the PDT efficiency is almost always similar in red and NIR light. The exception is greater efficacy of TLD-OsH2dppn in red vs. NIR in HT1376 cells (\(P < 0.001\)). In U87 cells, ITR is 3.3–9.6 for red PDT and 4.2–12.0 for NIR.
PDT. In HT1376 cells, it is, respectively, 4.6–6.1 and 2.6–6.1. As in the dataset shown in Table 5, this is far behind the ITR value for Photofrin®, but considerable PDT activity in NIR is a decisive asset. This advantage is reinforced by the similar LD50 for red and NIR PDT, which means that (at certain light exposure conditions) NIR PDT can be at least not worse than red PDT.

One should remember however that NIR PDT needs much more energy to be delivered, NIR range photons carry less energy, and absorbance is lesser than for the red range. Red light PDT is still more efficient per absorbed photon than NIR PDT because similar LD50 in μM is achieved at a much lesser number of absorbed photons (P < 0.001). Hence, the NIR PDT advantage of the Os-based PSs must be realized by increasing the delivered energy of light. This does not pose a problem because no thermal effects are observed for 808 nm at 600 J cm⁻².

4.3 Effect of Tf on in vitro PDT efficacy

Additional apo-Tf increases red light PDT efficacy of the Ru-based TLD-1433 in AY27 cells, together with a decrease in dark toxicity [43]. The PDT improvement effect is however significant (PDT effect LD50 = 11.6–11.9 μM vs. 17.0 μM with no additional Tf, P < 0.05) only after a relatively short (30 minutes) TLD-1433 incubation before PDT. If the incubation time is increased to 90 minutes, the beneficial effect of the additional Tf is not anymore evident, masked by the increased TLD-1433 PDT efficacy.

4.4 PDT efficacy in hypoxia

Hypoxia in tumors is one of the major challenges for anticancer therapy because both conventional radiotherapy and PDT rely upon oxygen, a mediator of damage to cancer cells. It is known at the same time that the tumors with hypoxic cores are clinically more aggressive [15].

This means that any modality effective under hypoxic conditions is extremely valuable. Among the four Ru-based and six Os-based PSs, Ru-based TLD-1633 and Os-based TLD-OsH2B proved to be active in hypoxic conditions (at 0.1–0.5% O₂) after red light PDT (625 nm, 90 J cm⁻², 125 mW cm⁻²). Incubation with ALA (having its metabolite PPIX as photosensitizer) is used as a negative control (an oxygen-dependent PS). For TLD-1633, hypoxia resistance is observed at a concentration as low as 4 μM, with significantly non-zero PDT effect = 67.3% cell kill in normoxia (P = 0.022) and 46.2% in hypoxia (P = 0.036), at moderate (25% cell kill) dark toxicity. For TLD-OsH2B, PDT effect is evident only at 320 μM. PDT effect reaches significantly non-zero effect: 59.8% in hypoxia (P = 0.006) vs. 42.2% in normoxia (P = 0.0006), and at considerable (53% kill) dark toxicity. For both PSs, hypoxia resistance occurs at concentrations above the PDT LD50.

It is noteworthy that TLD-1633 is active at low oxygen concentration corresponding to pO₂ = 0.76 mmHg. It is very encouraging because it is known that anticancer efficacy of conventional treatment progressively decreases at pO₂ below a critical threshold of 15–35 mmHg [46, 47].

High dark toxicity of the OsH2B hypoxia-effective concentration is a clear limitation, but this demonstrates anyways a possibility of hypoxia-effective Os-based PSs that, as it was shown, have also PDT activity in NIR. NIR light has greater penetration depth into tissues than visible light, and this, together with the PS activity under hypoxia, will pose a double benefit for PDT of bulk tumors.
5. In vivo PDT

5.1 Selective uptake by tumors

Intracellular accumulation of TLD-1433 was detected earlier, and association with Tf facilitated this process [43]. Hence, one needs to explore whether this translates to the selectivity of TLD-1433 uptake into tumors in vivo.

TLD-1433 is able to accumulate selectively in tumor tissue vs. normal tissues even without premixing with Tf. In AY27 rat urinary bladder tumors, characteristic staining can be seen co-localized with tumors (Figure 3) 1 h after instillation of 50 μg/mL TLD-1433.

TLD-1433 accumulation in the tumors is at least one order of magnitude greater than in the adjacent apparently normal tissue: 77 ± 18 mg/kg, N = 6 vs. 0.4 ± 0.09, N = 6, P = 0.007.

The concentration in a tumor, therefore, reaches estimated 76 μM, which is far exceeding in vitro PDT effect LD_{50} for U87 cells in green light (Table 4). Moreover, the foci of coloration are visible outside of a major tumor. This suggests a possibility of detection of very small malignant lesions not readily visible macroscopically without staining by the PS.

Association of TLD-1433 with apo-Tf is able to increase selectiveness of the PS accumulation in subcutaneous CT26.WT (murine colon adenocarcinoma) tumors in BalbC mice (Figure 4). Four hours after systemic injection of 10 mg/kg TLD-1433 premixed with apo-Tf (molar ratio = 1:1), significantly more TLD-1433 is found in a tumor vs. adjacent muscle tissue (P = 0.038); the selectivity ratio is about 1.8. With TLD-1433 injected, the uptake into a tumor is not significantly different from the adjacent muscle tissue.

Averaging of the individual tumor/muscle uptake ratios for each animal confirms the results shown above. The ratio is significantly above 1 upon injection of the TLD-1433-Tf premix (1.81 ± 0.14, N = 5, P = 0.005) indicating the uptake selectivity. With TLD-1433 alone injected, the uptake into the tumors is not selective (0.74 ± 0.18, N = 4, P = 0.247). This firmly suggests that the association of TLD-1433 with apo-Tf increases selectivity of TLD-1433 uptake by a tumor. Apo-Tf per se cannot be taken up because it has to bind Fe^{3+} to be recognized by the cell surface TfR. Since selective improvement of the uptake of TLD-1433 & apo-Tf premix by the tumors is...
Light attenuation in a phantom tumor (proportion of energy penetrating to the bottom of 1-cm-thick phantom vs. surface) in green (525 nm), red (635 nm), and NIR (808 nm) light.

Table 6.
Light attenuation in a phantom tumor (proportion of energy penetrating to the bottom of 1-cm-thick phantom vs. surface) in green (525 nm), red (635 nm), and NIR (808 nm) light.
skin and 1/20 cm$^{-2}$ in a tumor that has a higher density of vasculature and hence more absorbing chromophores [48]. High absorbance of light by the PS is a very desirable property contributing to its efficacy. This could be a double-edged sword however because high absorbance of the PS close to the tumor surface can shield the deeper tissue from the light exposure and hence result in undertreatment of a tumor. The measurements using a tissue-emulating phantom (a piece of meat having a size of an experimental tumor with an overlaying piece of shaved mouse skin) show indeed that the Os-based PSs (TLD-OsH2B, TLD-Os2IP, and TLD-Os14H) affect the penetration of light into a tumor at different wavelengths. Without PSs, 85–90% of energy is lost across the tumor thickness (about 1 cm) for green (525 nm, 40 mWcm$^{-2}$), 40% for red (635 nm, 150 mWcm$^{-2}$) and 45% for NIR (808 nm, 300 mWcm$^{-2}$) photons. The PSs injected into a tumor further diminishes the light penetration (Table 6).

It is noteworthy that the increase in light attenuation across the wavelengths is PS-specific. At the minimal used dose for each PS, TLD-OsH2B does not attenuate green light penetration, TLD-Os2IP does not attenuate in red and NIR, while TLD-Os14H does this at all three wavelengths. Also, the increase in the PS concentration results in a progressive and disproportional increase in light attenuation. Notably, the absorbance of the PS measured in water (see Figure 1) is not translated directly into the PS-dependent light attenuation in the tumor phantom.

The limitations of light penetration can be also illustrated by the distribution of PDT-induced damage in tumors. The damage inflicted by red light (660 nm, 90 J/cm$^{-2}$, 125 mWcm$^{-2}$) PDT to CT26.WT subcutaneous tumors in BalbC mice after systemic administration of 10 mg/kg of the 1:1 TLD-1433 & apo-Tf premix clearly diminishes as it goes deeper into a tumor (Figure 5C, D). The damage area is not necessarily decreased, but the magnitude of the damage has a definite gradient with coagulative necrosis near the surface and the “general damage” that cannot be defined as coagulative necrosis. The damage is incomplete even when TLD-1433 is associated with apo-Tf (which is expected to facilitate PDT effect as evident from in vitro experiments). Notably, the skin on the way of the light beam is not damaged, which can suggest selectivity of the PS uptake into a tumor. Considering that red light is still delivering 60% of the incident energy at 10 mm depth (Table 6), much more shallow damage (up to about 3 mm) suggests a steep gradient of PDT efficacy as the delivered energy falls below a certain threshold.

The observed damage should be clearly attributed to PDT but not dark toxicity of the PS in a tumor because, without light, there is no visible damage (Figure 5B).

Figure 6 shows representative examples of coagulative necrosis as a result of damage and a pattern of gradual transition of the damaged zone from an intact tumor to the necrotic area.

5.2.2 Thermal effect

Thermal effect is another consideration because it can potentially occur in a tumor upon light irradiation. For green light, this is possible due to absorption by intrinsic hemoglobin. Hyperthermia is known and used as an anti-tumor modality [49], but in PDT studies, the thermal effect may mask PDT-specific mechanisms of tumor damage.

In the subcutaneous tumor model (CT26.WT tumor in BalbC mice), continuous-wave irradiation with red (635 nm, 150 mWcm$^{-2}$) or green (525 nm, 40 mWcm$^{-2}$) light does not show any signs of overheating at the tumor surface. The temperature does not exceed 31–35°C at the end of irradiation even with TLD-Os14H injected intratumorally.
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Within a tumor, a combination of deeper-penetrating light and less absorbance by the PS also does not result in considerable thermal effect. Under NIR light alone (808 nm, 600 Jcm\(^{-2}\), 300 mWcm\(^{-2}\)), the temperature increases only by 4.8°C (from 26.9 to 31.7°C) during 30 minutes of irradiation. In the presence of Ru-based TLD-1433 (50 mg/kg intratumorally in 100 μL per 20 g BW), the temperature rapidly increases from 28.4°C to 33.6°C (by 5.2°C) at 50 Jcm\(^{-2}\) delivered to a tumor and only by 8.1°C at the end (600 Jcm\(^{-2}\)). The temperature reaches no more than 36.5°C showing no PDT-dependent thermal effect. TLD-1433 is responsible only for 3.3°C (41%) of the total PDT-induced increase. Notably, in euthanized animals, the total increase in temperature is similar to that in live animals (although with more linear increase dynamics). This may mean that the active removal of heat by circulating blood is not critical in maintaining the temperature within the safe range during PDT.

5.2.3 PDT effect

In CT26.CL25 subcutaneous tumor model in BalbC mice, intratumoral injection of TLD-1411 or TLD-1433 at 1/20 MTD (1.8 and 5.2 mg/kg, respectively) green (525 nm, 192 Jcm\(^{-2}\), 200 mWcm\(^{-2}\)) light PDT resulted in a fast reduction or complete regression of the tumors and a temporary (8–9 days) delay in their growth [50]. This effect was statistically significant (P < 0.05) only for TLD-1433 translating to an increased survival (about 15% of the animals surviving beyond the 90 days follow-up period).

The dose of both PSs has to be increased to 1/2 MTD (18 and 52 mg/kg, respectively) to obtain significant (P < 0.01–0.05) PDT effect of greater magnitude, with only continuous-wave PDT effective. About 50% of the animals survived beyond 60 days for TLD-1411 and about 75% beyond 90 days for TLD-1433. Figure 7 shows an example of the PDT-induced tumor damage and subsequent regression.

Figure 5.
Tumor damage (H&E staining) after red light (660 nm, 90 Jcm\(^{-2}\), 125 mWcm\(^{-2}\)) PDT to CT26.WT subcutaneous tumors in BalbC mice after systemic administration of 10 mg/kg TLD-1433 as 1:1 TLD-1433 & apo-Tf premix. The PDT was performed 4 h after the administration, and the tumors harvested 2 days post-PDT. The Panel a shows untreated tumor, the Panel b shows PS-injected tumor with no irradiation, and the Panels c–d show PDT-treated tumors.

Figure 6.
Coagulative necrosis and "general damage" in a PDT-treated tumor. The Panel a shows an example of coagulative necrosis area; the Panel b shows a gradient transition from non-damaged tumor area to the necrotic one through the area of "general damage".
Within a tumor, a combination of deeper-penetrating light and less absorbance by the PS also does not result in considerable thermal effect. Under NIR light alone (808 nm, 600 Jcm\(^{-2}\), 300 mWcm\(^{-2}\)), the temperature increases only by 4.8°C (from 26.9 to 31.7°C) during 30 minutes of irradiation. In the presence of Ru-based TLD-1433 (50 mg/kg intratumorally in 100 μL per 20 g BW), the temperature rapidly increases from 28.4°C to 33.6°C (by 5.2°C) at 50 Jcm\(^{-2}\) delivered to a tumor and only by 8.1°C at the end (600 Jcm\(^{-2}\)). The temperature reaches no more than 36.5°C showing no PDT-dependent thermal effect. TLD-1433 is responsible only for 3.3°C (41%) of the total PDT-induced increase. Notably, in euthanized animals, the total increase in temperature is similar to that in live animals (although with more linear increase dynamics). This may mean that the active removal of heat by circulating blood is not critical in maintaining the temperature within the safe range during PDT.

5.2.3 PDT effect

In CT26.CL25 subcutaneous tumor model in BalbC mice, intratumoral injection of TLD-1411 or TLD-1433 at 1/20 MTD (1.8 and 5.2 mg/kg, respectively) green (525 nm, 192 Jcm\(^{-2}\), 200 mWcm\(^{-2}\)) light PDT resulted in a fast reduction or complete regression of the tumors and a temporary (8–9 days) delay in their growth [50]. This effect was statistically significant (P < 0.05) only for TLD-1433 translating to an increased survival (about 15% of the animals surviving beyond the 90 days follow-up period).

The dose of both PSs has to be increased to 1/2 MTD (18 and 52 mg/kg, respectively) to obtain significant (P < 0.01–0.05) PDT effect of greater magnitude, with only continuous-wave PDT effective. About 50% of the animals survived beyond 60 days for TLD-1411 and about 75% beyond 90 days for TLD-1433. Figure 7 shows an example of the PDT-induced tumor damage and subsequent regression.

Figure 7.
An example of successful tumor destruction by 53 mg/kg TD1433-mediated PDT under continuous-wave green light (525 nm, 192 Jcm\(^{-2}\), 200 mWcm\(^{-2}\)).
These results are obtained with a green light that has only a superficial light penetration. TLD-1433-mediated (50 mg/kg = 47% MTD) PDT using deeper-penetrating NIR light (808 nm, 600 J cm\(^{-2}\), 400 mW cm\(^{-2}\)) does not reach however the efficacy of green light PDT despite 6.7 times greater radiant exposure [43]. Only a trend to improvement in survival (P = 0.164–0.179 vs. dark toxicity and light only) could be observed. This is not surprising by itself considering that TLD-1433 has extremely low absorbance in NIR. Nevertheless, the P values allow hypothesizing that a significant effect could be achieved with more powerful experimental design or greater delivered light energy.

More encouraging is a beneficial effect of combining TLD-1433 with Tf. A highly significant PDT effect in the animals survival can be observed when 4:1 TLD-1433 & apo-Tf premix (50 mg/kg TLD-1433) is injected instead of TLD-1433 only (P = 0.0182–0.0032 vs. dark toxicity and light only). No dark toxicity for tumors (effect of the premix with no light on tumor growth) is detected. Although the difference vs. TLD-1433-induced PDT (P = 0.0633) still does not reach statistical significance threshold, the P value, again, is small enough to talk about a trend toward the improvement. The result reinforces the valuable finding of the benefit of TLD-1433-Tf premix in PDT efficacy improvement under NIR light. This is especially noteworthy because the absorbance of TLD-1433-Tf in NIR range is still very low compared to the absorbance in green light despite the facilitating effect of Tf.

Anyways, 600 J cm\(^{-2}\) NIR PDT is able to maintain about 70% of the animals surviving beyond 90 days follow-up (vs. only about 30% after PDT mediated by TLD-1433 that was not mixed with Tf), which is not less than survival after 192 J cm\(^{-2}\) green light PDT. This is especially encouraging considering that NIR PDT is not effective in vitro, either with or without Tf. The failure to detect in vitro PDT effect in NIR is possibly because the short-term viability assay (reflecting metabolic suppression rather than actual cell death) could be not sufficient to detect the effect of NIR that has less energy per photon. The effect in vivo, in contrast, is assessed by the long-term follow-up of tumor growth. The activity of the Ru-based complexes under NIR is known from literature [51] but involves multiphoton excitation. In contrast, the results presented above demonstrate the ability of the PSs to be activated by NIR in a continuous-wave regime via single-photon excitation. Moreover, TLD-1433-Tf premix has an additional benefit of decreased systemic toxicity, with MTD more than twofold greater than that for injection of TLD-1433 only [50].

This double benefit of using apo-Tf as a delivery vehicle for TLD-1433 resembles the already mentioned effect in vitro for red light PDT using AY27 cells where TLD-1433-Tf decreased dark toxicity and increased PDT efficacy. Note however that in vitro experiments using cancer cell line determined dark toxicity in cancer cells and hence can be rather an estimate for dark toxicity of the PS in tumors. In contrast, in vivo model considered the benefit for systemic toxicity.

NIR PDT efficacy in vivo can be also demonstrated by direct quantitation of the tumor damage. Even suboptimal PDT (200 instead of 600 J cm\(^{-2}\)) shows a trend (P = 0.104, df = 8, one-tailed) to an increase in the relative area of damage in a tumor as compared to the tumors not subjected to PDT (dark and tumor alone data pooled). The damage area is increased to 33.4 ± 10.2% (N = 4) vs. 17.1 ± 2.5% (N = 6). The effect is only moderate and does not reach statistical significance, but this could be because of suboptimal (200 J cm\(^{-2}\)) radiant exposure.

Among the Os-based PSs (TLD-OsH2B, TLD-OsH2IP, TLD-OsH2dppn), the MTD values vary. TLD-OsH2B is the most toxic (MTD = 1.25 mg/kg) and TLD-OsH2dppn the least toxic (MTD = 47 mg/kg), which is more than one magnitude of difference [31]. For comparison, in vitro dark LD50 for three PSs were much closer
to one another (416–617 μM for U87 cells and 476–744 μM for HT1376 cells). As it was mentioned already, however, in vitro dark toxicity for cancer cells and in vivo MTD as systemic toxicity is not directly comparable.

TLD-OsH2IP-mediated (3 mg/kg = 1/2 MTD) continuous-wave red light PDT (635 nm, 192 or 266 Jcm\(^{-2}\)) significantly slows down the tumor growth and increases survival vs. light only group (P < 0.01). The effect is however temporary (like TLD-1433, as discussed above). Increasing the radiant exposure to 266 Jcm\(^{-2}\) allows for a better result, with the cases of tumor regression and survival significantly increased vs. both dark and light only groups (P < 0.01) and about 80% of the animals surviving beyond the 50 days follow-up. Considering high photostability of TLD-OsH2IP, further increase in power and energy density for red light PDT is possible. This could potentially allow achieving complete tumor-suppressing success, at least in the framework of this in vivo model.

We have discussed previously that NIR effect is potentially possible even at suboptimal settings with Ru-based TLD-1433-Tf formulation. This formulation has an absorbance in NIR higher than TLD-1433 but still lower than Os-based TLD-OsH2dppn (MEC = 777–1459 vs. 2273 M\(^{-1}\) cm\(^{-1}\), respectively). Hence, we could expect NIR PDT effect for TLD-OsH2dppn because this PS absorbs much better in NIR than TLD-1433. The PDT effect is indeed observed at 3 mg/kg of the PS and 800 nm and 600 Jcm\(^{-2}\), with about 60% of the animals surviving beyond 50-day follow-up vs. dark and light only groups (P < 0.01 and 0.0001, respectively). This result further demonstrates the potential of NIR PDT application using transition metal-based PSs. The NIR PDT still requires delivery of at least 3 times more.

![Figure 8](http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/intechopen.88519)

**Figure 8.**
Damage to muscle noninvasive AY27 tumor induced orthotopically in fisher rats' urinary bladder 2 days after TLD-1433-mediated green light (535 nm, 90 Jcm\(^{-2}\)) PDT. TLD-1433 at 6 mg/mL was instilled into bladders, and PDT performed after 1 h of incubation and TLD-1433 washing out of the bladder cavity. The macroscopic image and He\(^{+}\)E images are shown.
Another anticancer application of PDT using transition metal-based PSs is urothelial non-muscle invasive bladder cancer [52]. As it was mentioned above, Ru-based TLD-1433 accumulated selectively in the orthotopic urinary bladder tumors (instillation with 0.05 mg/mL). At higher concentration of TLD-1433 (6 mg/mL) that is more relevant for the future clinical applications, green light (535 nm, 90 J cm\(^{-2}\)) PDT causes full depth (2–3 mm) necrosis in a tumor that showed a deep red coloration (Figure 8). Importantly, PDT spared the muscle and urothelial tissue adjacent to the tumors, with only a transient local inflammation of the adjacent urothelium. This is a decisive advantage because the collateral muscle damage impairing the bladder function was a reason for the failure of the prior clinical trials on bladder cancer PDT.

6. Clinical PDT efficacy

The results of the preclinical research allowed planning and initiation of a clinical trial for non-muscle invasive bladder cancer (NMIBC) at the Princess Margaret Cancer Center in Toronto, Canada. It is noteworthy that although several other Ru-based complexes (NAMI-A, KP1019, and KP1339) have currently entered clinical trials as antineoplastic drugs, TLD-1433 is meanwhile the only transition metal complex tested in a trial as a PS for PDT [5, 53].

TLD-1433-mediated PDT (525 nm, 3 W, target dose = 90 J cm\(^{-2}\)) with intravesical irradiation demonstrated safety and efficacy of the PS in patients with non-muscle invasive urinary bladder cancer (NMIBC) who were previously unresponsive to contemporary anticancer therapy, including the intravesical therapy with Bacillus Calmette-Guérin (BCG) [54]. At therapeutic dose (0.70 mg per cm\(^2\) of bladder surface), 2 of 3 patients were tumor-free at the 180-day posttreatment, with no essential adverse effects and minimal systemic absorption of the PS (complete clearance from the plasma within 72 hrs) and no photosensitivity reactions. This outcome is successful enough to warrant further advance to a phase II trial.

7. PS activation by ionizing radiation

It is worth noting that at least one of the PSs under discussion, TLD-1433, can be activated not only by nonionizing electromagnetic radiation but also by ionizing one (X-ray). Transition metal complexes are theoretically prone to this because the atoms of transitional metals can attenuate X-rays. For example, Ru attenuates X-ray photons at 75 keV to an extent comparable to iodine, an established X-ray imaging agent [55]. Activation of the PS by X-ray is very advantageous because it allows treatment of the tumors located considerably deeper than reachable by NIR. TLD-1433 retains its functionality after 75 keV irradiation at doses up to 20 Gy and retains its ability to generate postirradiation OH signal under subsequent red light exposure. In cultured human glioblastoma U87 cells, 20 μM TLD-1433 exerted non-zero radio-enhancement effect after 75 keV X-ray exposure (5 Gy) at the magnitude of 37% cell kill (P = 0.020, df = 3), at dark toxicity of 20% cell kill (P = 0.009, df = 3). Moreover, the effect can be detected in vivo in CT26.WT tumors induced in BalbC mice. At 1 Gy, X-ray resulted in a 2.9-fold increase in coagulative necrosis area in the tumors on day 2 postexposure vs. TL1433 alone and X-ray alone groups pooled.
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(0.0003°C) increase in temperature.

8. Conclusions

In vitro and in vivo data suggest that transition metal-based complexes
are versatile as PSs with diverse photophysical, photochemical, and biological
properties. This includes activation over a wide range of wavelengths and high
singlet oxygen yield and photobleaching resistance. The Ru(II)-based PSs may
have very high cytotoxic efficacy far exceeding the established porphyrin-based
PSs. The Os(II)-based PSs are notable in their PDT activity at deeper-penetrating
NIR light PDT. Moreover, even Ru(II)-based PSs could be effective in vivo under
NIR light. Transition metal-based PSs demonstrate both Type I and Type II
photoractions and can be active in hypoxic conditions, presenting the potential
for the treatment of bulky hypoxic tumors. These properties are further facil-
itated by their ability to associate with endogenous metal transporter molecules,
like human apo-Tf, which enables their targeted endocytosis. Furthermore, the
association with Tf increases absorptivity at longer wavelengths (far red to NIR
range), ROS generation, and finally tumor destroying potential. The observed
capacities of the PSs may allow overcoming notorious challenges of PDT: the
necessity for deeper light penetration, the selectivity of accumulation in tumors,
and activity under hypoxic conditions. Finally, the research has led to the first
clinical trial for this class of PSs, with a successful outcome and potential to
further clinical advance. This raises justified hopes that with the ongoing tech-
nological improvements, such as the development of transition metal complexes
(including the advanced Theralase PSs discussed above), and personalized
dosimetry with a treatment planning approach, PDT has the potential to become
integrated into the mainstream of cancer treatment.
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Abstract
Recent advancements in graphene-based nanomaterials provide the opportunity that compliments the limitations of conventional drug delivery systems (DDSs) through simultaneous targeting of the anticancer drug to the cancer cell by reducing the side effects of other administration routes. Graphene with its extraordinary electronic properties like larger surface area, possibilities of surface modification, can efficiently target the tumor cell. At the same time, nanocarriers have the advantages of immune clearance adulteration of physicochemical properties of anticancer drug. The DDSs can be made by biodegradable nanocarriers such as proteins, peptides, biocompatible polymers, antibodies, polymer-drug conjugates, etc. Graphene-supported DDSs in cancer therapy also supports the co-delivery of therapeutic agents, antioxidants, SiRNA, shRNA, etc. as the co-delivery approach, which provide additive or synergistic therapeutic efficacy and can reduce toxic effects.
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1. Introduction
As a promising interdisciplinary field, nanotechnology acts as a bridge for various disciplines, such as material sciences, engineering, physics and chemistry, and is dedicated to the production of different materials in the nanometer scale (<100 nm), with assorted physical, chemical and mechanical properties. Although nanoscience and nanotechnology are new research interests, the application of nanomaterials for humankind was well-known since ancient times. Among the periodic elements, carbon has the intense ability of catenation and great tendency to form various hybrid orbitals (e.g., sp, sp2, and sp3) which results in the formation of various smart compounds having different physical and chemical properties according to their structure [1, 2]. Due to the properties mentioned above, carbon have tendency of forming different allotropes of different dimensions, like quantum dots (0D), carbon nanotubes (1D), fullerenes (0D), graphene (2D), graphite (3D), among which, graphene got lot of attention in the past decade. Graphene has hexagonally packed honeycomb like geometry in which a unit layer of carbon atoms are arranged...
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1. Introduction

As a promising interdisciplinary field, nanotechnology acts as a bridge for various disciplines, such as material sciences, engineering, physics and chemistry, and is dedicated to the production of different materials in the nanometer scale (<100 nm), with assorted physical, chemical and mechanical properties. Although nanoscience and nanotechnology are new research interests, the application of nanomaterials for humankind was well-known since ancient times. Among the periodic elements, carbon has the intense ability of catenation and great tendency to form various hybrid orbitals (e.g., sp, sp², and sp³) which results in the formation of various smart compounds having different physical and chemical properties according to their structure [1, 2]. Due to the properties mentioned above, carbon have tendency of forming different allotropes of different dimensions, like quantum dots (0D), carbon nanotubes (1D), fullerenes (0D), graphene (2D), graphite (3D), among which, graphene got lot of attention in the past decade. Graphene has hexagonally packed honeycomb like geometry in which a unit layer of carbon atoms are arranged
in two-dimensional (2D) lattice [3–6]. The hybrid orbital of carbon-carbon atoms are in \( sp^2 \) hybridized form, in which the in-plane \( \sigma \) (C–C) bonds are much stronger than the out-of-plane \( \pi \) (C–C) bonds, which is highly accountable for the delocalized array of electrons and come up with the weak polar interaction between graphitic layers of the graphene sheets as well as with graphene and other molecules.

In scheming a potent drug delivery carrier, besides its physicochemical constancy in the biological surroundings, reactivity and toxic issues, diffusivity, immunogenicity, interactions with biological systems, drug loading and release characteristics, blood circulation half-life, drug transportation ability of the biological medium to aim the cells within tissues, etc. are the significant issues. Due to the electrostatic interaction and presence of different alkali and alkaline earth metal ions \( \text{viz. Na, Mg, etc.} \) in the physiological medium, the graphene sheets tends to agglomerate which results in reduction of their surface area, decreasing their solubility and increasing their toxicity. Therefore, surface modification of graphene nanosheets is required to overcome such physical and biological effects. Covalent functionalization and noncovalent physisorption are the two well-known strategies universally applied for surface modification to construct desired modified graphene nanosheets [7–9].

Number of research groups have been investigating the surface modification of GO with different kinds of biocompatible polymers as a nanodrug carrier for development of targeted drug delivery systems. The polymers are selectively preferred according to their functional groups, bioavailability and compatibility in the cell medium [10]. Therefore responding to specific stimulus, surface fabrication of GO with various polymers for this particular drug delivery application is limited [11]. For well-organized diagnosis, expressive intracellular drug release is elected over the contemporary arrival of the drug in the system.

With the innovation of the smart material graphene, the curiosity of researchers remarkably moved toward graphene and its oxygenated derivatives from the previously invented other nanomaterials of carbon family, and various scientists are working to organize the surface modification of graphene through the spacious understanding of different functionalization methods [12–14]. From the chemical

---

**Figure 1.**

Properties and applications of graphene oxide.
point of view, production of graphene oxide that possesses many reactive oxygen-containing groups is appropriate for advance modification and relative aspects of GO sheets, or we can say that the reactivity of GO is highly desirable.

Beside this, graphene is sparingly soluble in the water, polar solvents and in the cell environment due to aromatic character [15]. Graphene oxide on the other hand has water contact angle of 30.7° [16] and proficient of composing weak hydrogen bonds and metal incorporated complex ion due to the polar oxygenated groups present on the basal plane and negatively charged carboxylic groups present on the edge site [17–20]. The distinctive arrangement of graphene oxide and its strong carbon–carbon covalent bonding provides outstanding thermal and electrical conductivity with very low thermal expansion quotient. These properties of graphene are also significantly affected by alteration such as edge scattering defect [21] and isotopic doping [22] due to diffusion or localization of phonons at the defect sites. Light absorption and optical imaging are highly dependent on the total number of layers present in GO sheets, as they increase accordingly with the number of layers present in GO [23]. Optoelectronic devices based on GO derivatives are developed as tunable IR detectors, modulators and emitters by electrophysiology and charge multiplexers [24]. This capability to organize the rearrangement and partition of surface electrons can be oppressed in emergent bio-imaging applications [25, 26].

The GO sheets are highly influenced by the divalent ions and some specific polymers which play a crucial role in mechanical properties of GO sheets by inter connecting both the molecules [27, 28]. Due to the superior mechanical properties of GO, it has been reported that by incorporating the different polymers with it, the tensile strength of the respective polymer increases. Graphene supported poly-methyl methacrylate (PMMA) and poly-l-lactic acid (PLLA) drastically amplifies the young’s modulus and hardness of these polymer nanocomposites for mechanical applications [29].

With reference to different physicochemical properties of nanomaterials of graphene family, it can be projected that they will demonstrate numerous mutual connections with biological moieties such as cells and tissues depending on chemical modification, thickness and dimensions of graphene sheets, etc. [30, 31]. With more supplementary data of graphene application in biomedical field, research on its cellular activity and other intracellular processes is rising. Introduction of polar and reactive oxygenated functionalities give rise to oxidative force in objective cells is supposed to be the effective mechanism for potency of graphene oxide [32, 33].

Due to their dose dependent cytotoxicity and bactericidal activity, graphene-based materials are being explored for applications in antimicrobial products. A number of studies have been performed reporting the antibacterial activities of CNTs, graphene, GO and rGO against Escherichia coli and Staphylococcus aureus bacteria with rGO having the strongest antibacterial effectiveness [34–38]. With reference to the various studies discussed above, it is apparent that shape and size, of graphene-based materials importantly take part in determining their interactions with cell membrane and intracellular uptake. Moreover in vitro studies in various cell lines along with broad perspective of various mechanisms dependent on graphene-based materials are being increasingly explored for various applications in antimicrobial products. In the end, we will briefly discuss the prospects and future challenges regarding graphene-based materials as cancer imaging, targeting and treatment applications.

2. Synthesis of graphene oxide and its surface modification

Different methods are used to set up the preparation of graphene sheets according to its structural and chemical behavior with various biocompatible molecules.
The methods are widely categorized as colloidal suspension (size specific), arc discharge (electric charge specific), and chemical or mechanical exfoliation. For the broad and extensive production of graphene sheets, mechanical exfoliation method were not used as it is expensive but for the fabrication of electronic devices it is widely applied. Graphene oxide (GO) the oxygenated derivative and replacement of graphene is synthesized by the chemical exfoliation method, in which the sp2-hybridized C–C hybrid orbitals breaks and the different oxygenated groups such as hydroxyl, carboxyl and epoxy are introduced [39]. The surface modifications of the graphene sheets are site specific as the bulky group carboxyl attached toward the edges of the sheets while on the other hand hydroxyl and epoxy groups tends to form bond with the basal plane of the graphene sheets [40, 41]. These oxygenated and highly reactive functional groups offers reactive handles for a range of surface-functionalization reactions covalently and non-covalently, which can be used to build up surface modified GO, its biocompatible composites. For the large-scale synthesis of graphene, the most common methods required exfoliation of graphene. The only variances among graphene made by different methodologies are the defect content and yield of their products [42]. Various methods are available for graphene synthesis, but for the large production of graphene oxide (GO) oxidative-exfoliation methods give excellent results. There are some additional treatments required to reduce typically defective graphene-like nanosheet into reduced graphene oxide (RGO) [43]. During the oxidation process of graphene, functional groups containing oxygen attached to the surface increase the distance among graphitic layers and responsible for enhancing the exfoliation by weakening the van der Waals forces [44]. After the oxidation process, several washing steps are required so that oxidizing agents and some other impurities removed from graphite oxide to enhance the exfoliation. For large-scale washing of graphite oxide, different conventional approaches such as filtration process [45], centrifugation process [46], and dialysis process [47] are mostly used. Among all these processes infiltration processes, after some time, particles of graphite oxide choke the filter pores and make it time-consuming process.

2.1 Synthesis of graphene oxide (GO)

For the synthesis of graphene oxide, the most used source of graphite is flake graphite, which occurs as a natural mineral which further use to purify to remove heteroatomic contamination [48]. GO prepared by the use of flake graphite have the property to easily dispersed in water hence used on a large scale [49]. This expanded form of graphite powder has been used for the synthesis of GO sheets by the following method.

2.1.1 Modified Hummer’s method

Graphene oxide is synthesized by modified Hummer’s method using graphite powder [50]. In this method, in a round bottom flask, a mixture of 1 g of NaNO3 and calculated graphite powder are mixed. In this mixture drop by drop, 46 mL of H2SO4 was added in an ice water bath with continuous stirring. After 4 h stirring without any pause at 32°C temperature, 6 g of KMnO4 was poured into a slurry mixture of NaNO3 and graphite. Later 2 h continuous stirring 92 mL of DD water was combined in it at 95°C. Again after 2 h, 200 mL of DD water was poured in it and leave for 1 h for constant stirring. Lastly, at room temperature, 20 ml of H2O2 was mixed and mixed it repeatedly for 1 h. The obtained supreme oxidized product washes by 10% HCl solution for purification by abundant quantity by ion free water. Finally, it is filtered by 0.2 μm Nylon membranes until neutralizing the final product.
2.2 Surface functionalization of GO

From the last decades, the interest has increased in the scientific community for the use of graphene oxide (GO) in biological and biomedical field applications [51]. GO is a two dimensional material with a large surface area containing single-layer sheets of carbon atoms with sp² hybridization and carbon sites with sp³ hybridization in which hydrophilic functional groups with oxygen are present [52]. Thus, GO has many possibilities for surface functionalization due to outstanding solubility in water [53]. There are different methods for the functionalization of the surface of graphene oxide; some of them are discussed below (Figure 2).

The nanocarrier thus synthesized was characterized by some advanced spectroscopic techniques, like Raman (Figure 3), Fourier Transform infrared (FT-IR) (Figure 4), Transmittance Electron Microscope (TEM) (Figure 5). Thermal stability and quantitative analysis were characterized by Thermo gravimetric Analyzer TGA under a nitrogen atmosphere at a heating rate of 10°C/min from 30 to 600°C (Figure 6).

2.2.1 Covalent functionalization of GO

During the processes of oxidation and exfoliation of graphite, there is a large extent of carboxylic group forms on the graphene surface. These groups better modified by different methods; one of them is covalent functionalization. In covalent functionalization, graphene is coupled with reagents, such as 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide (EDC) and N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) [54], or can also be converted to acyl chlorides using thionyl chloride (SOCl) [55]. Covalent functionalization is a multipurpose methodology for modification
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1. Types of Functionalization of GO

1.1. Covalent functionalization of GO

The method of GO functionalization by covalent functionalization depends on the environments of the reaction, nature of solvent, temperature condition, different functional groups of the incoming molecules, and other factors like reaction time. When polymer attach to the GO nanosheets it creates stress on GO surface, the covalent mode of functionalization is helpful in controlling the chemical properties of GO and reduces the stress caused by polymer [57]. GO surfaces have the ability for excellent covalent functionalization which makes it a unique nanomaterial which is helpful in developing studies of biological system. According to previous studies functionalization of GO shows excellent results when perform its use in targeted drug delivery applications [58]. There are chances of this because GO surface has the affinity for the adsorption of huge amount of hydrophobic drugs easily and due to specificity of covalent functionalization it releases the drug to particular regions of organisms. This functionalization of GO is also applicable in other biological activities like anti-bacterial activity, bioimaging [59], and photo-dynamic therapy [60]. Even though some procedures of graphene surface modification by covalent functionalization have validated efficient results but some methods generate some supplemental defects on the surface of graphene which are responsible for the changes in graphene structure.

2. Non-covalent functionalization of GO

Non-covalent functionalization is a more effective method in order to make maximum use of the inherent structure and mechanical properties of graphene oxide or graphene. Non-covalent functionalization is largely preferred in place of covalent functionalization as it does not alter the structure and electronic properties of graphene and it simultaneously introduces new chemical groups on the surface. The most common examples of non-covalent functionalization on graphene surface include polymer wrapping, π-π interactions, electron donor-acceptor complexes, hydrogen bonding, and van der Waals forces. Non-covalent functionalization of graphene results in the enhancement of dispersibility, biocompatibility, and reactivity, binding capacity, or sensing properties. Non-covalent interactions also known as supramolecular interactions are found in all types of materials that experience...
of graphene surface which tailoring the chemical properties as well as electronic properties of graphene [56]. The methodology of GO functionalization by covalent functionalization depends on the environments of the reaction, nature of solvent, temperature condition, different functional groups of the incoming molecules, and other factors like reaction time. When polymer attach to the GO nanosheets it creates stress on GO surface, the covalent mode of functionalization is helpful in controlling the chemical properties of GO and reduces the stress caused by polymer [57]. GO surfaces have the ability for excellent covalent functionalization which makes it a unique nanomaterial which is helpful in developing studies of biological system. According to previous studies functionalization of GO shows excellent results when perform its use in targeted drug delivery applications [58]. There are chances of this because GO surface has the affinity for the adsorption of huge amount of hydrophobic drugs easily and due to specificity of covalent functionalization it releases the drug to particular regions of organisms. This functionalization of GO is also applicable in other biological activities like anti-bacterial activity, bioimaging [59], and photo-dynamic therapy [60]. Even though some procedures of graphene surface modification by covalent functionalization have validated efficient results but some methods generate some supplemental defects on the surface of graphene which are responsible for the changes in graphene structure.

2.2.2 Non-covalent functionalization of GO

Non-covalent functionalization is a more effective method in order to make maximum use of the inherent structure and mechanical properties of graphene oxide or graphene. Non-covalent functionalization is largely preferred in place of covalent functionalization as it does not alter the structure and electronic properties of graphene and it simultaneously introduces new chemical groups on the surface. The most common examples of non-covalent functionalization on graphene surface include polymer wrapping, \( \pi-\pi \) interactions, electron donor-acceptor complexes, hydrogen bonding, and van der Waals forces. Non-covalent functionalization of graphene results in the enhancement of dispersibility, biocompatibility, and reactivity, binding capacity, or sensing properties. Non-covalent interactions also known as supramolecular interactions are found in all types of materials that experience
attractive as well as repulsive forces between them. These type of interactions are found in many natural and synthetic systems [61, 62]. In comparison to covalent bonds the energies of individual non-covalent interactions are normally lower [63]. In graphene, two types of $\pi-\pi$ interactions occur between the electron-rich and electron-poor regions, which influence its interaction with other molecules or nanomaterials. This is commonly seen in the face-to-face and edge-to-face arrangement [64]. Graphene materials, with the $\pi-\pi$ interactions have dissociation energies less than 50 kJ mol$^{-1}$. The weakest forces, that is, London-dispersion forces or van der Waals interactions are responsible for the non-covalent interaction affect all atoms in close proximity. The hydrophobic effects caused by different types of interactions are influence not only dispersibility of GO but recognition interactions [65, 66].

3. Challenges in nanotheranostics designing

In forthcoming nanotheranostics will be accepted as an efficient nanomedicine due to their unique properties like imaging, target selectivity and ability to load the drug in nanocarrier. In the process of nanotheranostics evolution as a potential nanoplatform various challenges encountered for detection of clinical complications. An appropriate technology is required for the treatment and selection of effective therapeutic agents for respective diseases like metallic nanocrystals, image-contrasting agents and choosing an efficient therapeutic agents for corresponding diseases like metallic nanocrystal and concatenate them as nanomaterial. The advanced nanomaterial high selectivity to the target site is required for advance nanotheranostic for excellent delivery of drug targeted nanotheranostic should contain delivery and loading capacity. The biocompatible material should be used in the preparation of nanotheranostics the normal tissue should not damage and easily excreted by human system. Whole designing of nanotheranostics will cheap with no side effects to body.

3.1 Pharmacokinetic and toxicological aspects

The introduction of a new drug to the site is not only expensive, but also time consuming. It includes discovery, clinical testing, development, and approval. Improving safety/efficacy ratio of marketed drugs is more cost-effective. All this can be done by controlling the time, rate, and place of drug release in the body through a drug-delivery system. Hence, a drug-delivery system could be seen as an interface between the patient and the drug [67]. Since past decades, a growing number of drugs were discovered and were optimized for an enhanced efficiency. However, about 40% of the new drugs, especially those based on biomolecules, like peptides, nucleotides, or proteins, often present a low bioavailability and are rejected by the pharmaceutical industry [68]. For controlled release the ideal materials must control certain important issues like easy reach to the target site in the body, ability to transport the necessary volume of active compounds, and a certain level of release with a certain speed, apart from the properties needed to ensure a better and safe interaction with the human body [69].

4. Graphene-based composites in various biomedical application

Graphene is considered as the finest and most durable monolayer capable of free existence. The specific 2D geometry and presence of pi electrons in graphene basal plane further applied for valuable drug loading via hydrophobic interactions and
Graphene is considered as the finest and most durable monolayer capable of free existence. In graphene, its 2D structure and presence of delocalized π electrons on its surface can be used for effective drug loading via hydrophobic interactions and π-π stacking. Furthermore, large surface area of graphene allows for high density surface fabrication via different surface modification. A number of research on the in vivo behavior and bioactivity of graphene (Figure 7) has been investigated previously.

4.1 Drug delivery

Graphene is the finest and most durable monolayer material which is capable of free existence. In graphene, its 2D structure and presence of delocalized π electrons on its surface can be used for effective drug loading via hydrophobic interactions and π-π stacking. In addition to this, large surface area of graphene allows it for high density bio-functionalization via both covalent and non-covalent surface modification methods. Various studies based on the in vivo behaviour and bioactivity of graphene shows that the nanocarriers interact with the cell membranes and enter into the cells by endocytosis. For targeted drug delivery to the cell nucleus, it is essential that the drug carrier escapes endosomal compartment and release loaded drug into the cytosolic compartments [70, 71]. This process proposed a strategy to reverse cancer drug resistance in DOX resistant MCF-7/ADR cells by loading DOX on graphene oxide surface via physical mixing [72]. High pH dependent release for drug loading with of DOX was observed in vitro. GO enhanced accumulations of DOX in MCF-7/ADR cells causing higher cytotoxicity in comparison to free DOX. It is well known that pH is acidic in the cancer micro environment, intracellular lysosomes and endosomes. This fact has been exploited to achieve active drug release in the tumor tissue/cells using chemical modification of graphene [73–76]. For chemotherapeutic efficacy use of graphene-based materials has also been explored for co-delivery of multiple drugs. Zang et al. [77] Loading of DOX and CPT in controlled way inside the same drug delivery system resulted in remarkably higher toxicity in MCF-7 cells compared with GO-loaded only with DOX or CPT. Thus, graphene and GO-modified magnetic nanoparticles results in various biomedical applications in the field of drug delivery, MRI and bioimaging.

Figure 7.
Graphene-based composites for various biomedical applications.
Attachment of nanoparticles such as iron oxide with graphene-based nanomaterial makes them super paramagnetic in property and can be useful in drug delivery applications [78]. The resulting magnetic hybrids dispersed uniformly in aqueous solution before and after loading of DOX. Magnetic hybrids show agglomeration behavior in acidic medium and redispersion behavior observed in basic medium. This pH triggered magnetic behavior of GO-Fe₃O₄ nanoparticle hybrids can be help in controlled drug delivery. Similar pH-dependent drug release system was reported for 5-FU-loaded nanohybrid system composed of graphene nanosheets (GN), carbon nanotube (CNT) and Fe₃O₄ [79].

4.2 Gene delivery

Gene therapy is used in many expanding area to treat genetic disorders like Parkinson’s disease, cystic fibrosis and cancer. An effective gene therapy needs efficient and safe gene vectors that also protect DNA from nuclease degradation as well as facilitate DNA uptake with high transfection efficiency [80, 81]. According to review of literature, graphene has been reported for wide applications in the field of gene delivery, gene-drug co-delivery and protein delivery with. PEI has been extensively investigated as nonviral gene vector having strong electrostatic interactions with negatively charged phosphates of RNA and DNA. Chemical modification is very easy in PEI which offers increased transfection efficiency, cell selectivity and reduced cytotoxicity however low biocompatibility and high toxicity of (Polyethyleneimine) PEI limit its use for biomedical applications [82]. Chitosan-GO complex are also used for simultaneous drug and gene delivery [83]. Chitosan-GO converts pDNA into stable nano-sized complexes. Amineterminated PEGylated GO was effectively used to deliver high protein payloads due to non-covalent interactions with surface of PEG-GO [84]. Bone morphogenetic protein-2 (BMP-2) was loaded onto Ti substrate coated with alternate layers of positively (GO-NH₃⁺) and negatively (GO-COO⁻) charged GO nanosheets with high loading efficacy and conserved bioactivity. Osteogenic differentiation of MSCs was enriched on Ti coated GO surfaces carrying BMP-2 than only Ti surface with BMP-2. In vivo studies in mouse also exhibited vigorous new bone formation with Ti-GO-BMP2 implants compared to Ti or Ti-GO or Ti-BMP2 implants and making the new composite a very effective carrier for therapeutic drug delivery [85]. All above studies have highlighted potential of graphene-based materials as drug and gene delivery vehicles in vitro studies though there is a necessity to validate their potential in vivo with particular focus on safety, biodistribution and efficacy.

4.3 Tissue engineering

Tissue engineering is an interdisciplinary field that endeavors to develop biological substitutes to resolve, retain or enhance functionality of a tissue or whole organ [86]. Recently, graphene-based materials have been used to treat wound healing, stem cell engineering, regenerative medicine and tissue engineering. Hydrogels have viscoelastic and transport properties to mimicking natural tissues [87], but their weak mechanical properties can limit their use in many tissue engineering applications. Graphene has a platform for tailoring various functionalities on flat surfaces with outstanding mechanical properties like high elasticity, strength, flexibility. Potentially, graphene has a wide range of applications in the field of hydrogels, biodegradable films, electrospun fibers and other tissue engineering scaffolds. When GO incorporated into PVA-based hydrogels it potentially increases tensile stability (132%) and
compressive strength (36%) of composite hydrogel without altering their cytoaffinity [88]. According to Lu et al. graphene-based composite materials are applicable for wound healing by formulating graphene containing chitosan-PVA nanofibrous scaffolds. These three groups, chitosan-PVA-graphene electrospun fibers, chitosan-PVA fibers were also studied without graphene and control (no scaffold), to check wound healing affinity in mice and rabbit [89]. Graphene containing samples healed the wound completely in faster rate in comparison to without graphene-based samples in both mice and rabbit. Graphene-based materials also have applications in the area of musculoskeletal tissue engineering using mouse myoblast C2C12 cell lines [90]. Cellular behavior on graphene derivatives are enhanced by the Surface roughness and surface oxygen content and adsorption of serum proteins. Thus, graphene materials can be useful in reinforcing tissue engineering scaffolds due to its mechanical and electrical properties. Graphene materials have properties like large surface area which adsorb proteins/DNA and can be useful in many therapeutic applications. For instance, Mahmoudi et al. [91] recently reported protective role of GO and protein-coated GO surfaces in amyloid beta fibrillation process, which is implicated in various neurodegenerative disorders. However, along with detailed in vitro characterization of scaffolds, more emphasis should be placed on their evaluation in vivo with respect to inflammatory responses, biocompatibility and regenerative potential.

5. Application of graphene in bioimaging

Graphene-based nanomaterials have been widely explored in biomedical fields such as bioimaging, drug delivery, theranostics, and so on. The recent advances in bioimaging of graphene-based nanomaterials, including graphene, graphene oxide, reduced graphene oxide, graphene quantum dots, and their derivatives, the synthetic methods of graphene-based nanomaterials are included in situ synthesis and binding method. The bioimaging modalities, including optical imaging (fluorescence [FL], two-photon FL), positron emission tomography/single-photon emission computed tomography, magnetic resonance imaging, photoacoustic imaging, Raman imaging, and multimodal imaging are highlighted (Figure 8).

Figure 8.
Different types of bioimaging graphene-based bioimaging.
5.1 Optical imaging

GO- and rGO-based composites are extensively used in the bioimaging field as the arrangement of tissues were comprehend with the help of optical imaging and with the application of unique characteristics of photon-based visible light [92]. As compared to the other progression GO derivatives has immense superiority including high-sensitivity non-ionizing energy, relative and economical advantage, real-time imaging, multiplexing capability, short range free space optical communication [93]. Although, this advancement is affected by low tissue penetration (0–2 cm), high tissue spreading of photons in the visible spectra region and considerable conditions because of tissue auto fluorescence and light absorption by macronutrients, oxygen binding groups and even by water molecules [94]. GO-based composites were dynamically developed for future aspects of different optical imaging techniques, such as (Fluorescence Imaging) FL imaging and (Two-Photon Fluorescence Imaging) TPFI.

5.1.1 Fluorescence imaging

Fluorescence imaging is a nonpersistent technique depends on the intensity of photons emitted from the probe used for fluorescent imaging [95]. A number of research groups focused on organic fluorescent dyes to fabricate GO and rGO in vitro and in vivo FL optical imaging. Liu and coworkers subjugated firstly a visible near infrared fluorescent dye, Cyanin 7 (Cy7), complexed with nGO-PEG and form a imaging system (nGO-PEG-Cy7) for in vivo FL imaging of tumor xenografted mice. The nGO-PEG-Cy7 supposed to be enriched in the tumor over time after intravenous vaccination. Prominent uptake of nGO was observed in the infected area compared with other healthy parts of the mouse after 24 h postinjection for different types of tumor modalities. The result shows high tumor accumulation of nGO-PEG-Cy7 based on the improved permeability and retention effect of malignant tumors [96]. Apart from compiling with organic fluorescent dyes, the other non-fluorescence dyes or porphyrin rings are also directly coated on the graphene surface for this particular imaging. Chen and coworkers reported GO conjugated multifunctional system composed of VEGF-loaded (vascular endothelial growth factor) IR-Dye-800 (e.g., GO-IR-Dye-800-VEGF) for fluorescence imaging of ischemic limb cells in the aquatic posterior limb ischemia mold [97]. Further IR-800 dye was firstly compile with the six headed amino groups of poly ethylene glycol (PEG), then later VEGF was loaded onto the two available basal planes of GO via physisorption. The IR-800 shows the same account of FL emission spectra variation even after combing it with various other components at the particular specific maximum wavelength of 800 nm. This specific imaging property of the fluorescence active compounds is used extensively in the imaging application of the GO-based compounds. When we compared the ischemic limbs with the nonischemic limbs the fluorescence intensity ischemic limbs are stronger than that of nonischemic limbs at after intravenous vaccination, explains that GO-IR800-VEGF could exclusively be used to target ischemic limb sowing the enlarged permeability of blood cells. At 24 h time point p.i., the mice were sacrificed and organs of GO-IR800 and GO-IR800-VEGF-injected mice were harvested for ex vivo imaging. Interestingly, both of GO-IR800 and GO-IR800-VEGF were mainly distributed throughout the entire ischemic tissue below the ligation site. When we functionalized a biocompatible polymer on the GO surface it acts as a linkage between the GO and these fluorescence active dye [98]. Recently graphene quantum dots are also came into the scenario as they show some photoluminescent properties when incorporated with GO. The lattices inside the GQDs play an important role in
functionalization process as well as show some extraordinary characteristics such as zig zag geometry, electron hole mobile electron carriers, high photostability and lower toxic index [99]. Nahain and its research group demonstrate the particular sized GQDs with the fluid known as hyaluronic acid for proficient CD44-targeted delivery to tumor-effective BALB/c mice, representing the intense fluorescence image of the tumor cell line [100]. However, the QY of GQDs still needs to be improved for further bioimaging applications. Meanwhile, further surface modification is also necessary to improve the optical belongings of GQDs and improve the tumor accrual rate.

5.1.2 Two-photon fluorescence imaging

Due to some background noise disturb the fluorescence imaging due to single photon fluorescence imaging Two-Photon Fluorescence Imaging came into the picture. Two-Photon Fluorescence Imaging has fascinated much concentration because of its potential applications in fundamental study and medical diagnostics [101]. With the help of TPFI more detailed examination of various in vivo activities of deep located tumorous cells. Compared with one photon excitation using simple continuous-wave lasers, two-photon nonlinear excitation usually uses a nonlinear femtosecond laser to obtain a high reflux of excitation photons. Recently, graphene-based nanomaterials aroused considerable interest in the field of TPFI. Wang and Gu et al. first reported transferrin functionalized GO-PEG with strong two-photon luminescence as a nonbleaching optical probe for three-dimensional TPFI and laser-based cancer microsurgery, using an ultrafast pulsed laser as the excitation source [102]. Gong group employed nitrogen doping GQDs (N-GQDs) with an average size of ~3 nm as efficient two photon fluorescent probes for cellular and deep-tissue imaging [103]. Taking dimethylformamide as solvent and nitrogen sources, the nitrogen was successfully doping to GQDs by a facile one-pot solvothermal method. Obviously, the TPFI using N-GQDs as fluorescent probe is particularly suitable for in vivo investigation of biostructures in the 800–1500 μm region.

5.2 Radionuclide-based imaging

Optical imaging cannot provide quantitative results and sometimes may be interfered by FL quenching of fluorescent dyes, light absorption and scattering of tissues, and autofluorescence background. Radiolabeling method would be able to accurately track the labeled substances in vivo in a quantitative manner with excellent sensitivity (~10–11–10–12 mol/L) and nearly no penetration depth limit. The radionuclide-based imaging mainly contains PET and SPECT. PET and SPECT images are acquired over a nominally low background signal and require little signal amplification [104]. Graphene-based nanomaterials as promising nanoplatforms are playing an important role in PET/SPECT imaging. In 2011, Liu et al. reported a method to label nGO-PEG with 125I by anchoring iodine atoms on the defects and edges of GO [105]. After that a number of studies have been developed based on this method. Cai group explored in vivo active tumor targeting using 64Cu-labeled nGO-PEG [106]. In comparison to PET, SPECT is ~10 times less sensitive (~10–10–10–11 mol/L); however, SPECT enables concurrent imaging of multiple radionuclides of different energies [107]. Cornelissen et al. explored the use of anti-HER2 antibody (trastuzumab)-conjugated nGO, radiolabeled with 111In-benzyl-diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid (BnDTPA) via π-π stacking, for in vivo targeting and SPECT imaging. The radiolabeled nGO-trastuzumab conjugates demonstrated better pharmacokinetics compared with radiolabeled trastuzumab without NGO, with more rapid clearance from the circulation [108].
5.3 Magnetic resonance imaging

Noninvasive technique MRI have been extensive used for the detection of morphological feature of tissue related bioscience in comparison to other optical imaging. But somehow the lower sensitivity for the detection of different concentration and inappropriate signaling time has been assigned as the huge drawbacks of MRI [109]. While the biomolecules and ions with paramagnetic nature of metal ions having manganese (Mn) and gadolinium (Gd) as major contributions are reported as the toxic in most of the cases [110]. Whereas such metallic ions can be incorporated with GO utilizing chelation procedure in between metals and different graphene layers [111]. The Gd (gadolinium) incorporated graphene oxide and amidoamine polymer dendrimer-based composite for the delivery of anticancerous drugs on the targeting sites have been reported by Wei et al. [112]. The composite of nitrogen doped graphene oxide have been studied for the detection of tumor containing sites on the defective cells. Starting from GO andiron hydrate the reduced graphene oxide-based composites were synthesized by Liu et al. following autoclave-based thermal treatment methodology. The hydrophobic interaction-based functionalization of polyetheneglycol and maleic anhydride-alt-1-octadecene molecule with iron-based nanoparticles were reported by the same to restore the magnetic properties along with the enhancement of thermal stability of developed solutions [113]. Graphene oxide/iron oxide nanoparticle-based system was fabricated to study and diagnosis of pancreatic cancer by Fu et al. [114]. The graphene and iron nanoparticle-based composite was reported as the magnificent composite to help the surgeons into the preparations of cancer cells. The dual mapping is main device that can easily radiate the difference in between normal and RLN tissues, thus further the lymph nodes can be treated with laser. The penetration effects of lower energy waves are much larger and deeper, while the radio waves worked as the low scatter for biomedical systems, i.e., tissues, cells or organs, etc. the PA1 cells photographic technique, which take advantage of the absorption of longer wavelength containing waves into thermal energy for thermal expansion [115].

5.4 Photoacoustic imaging

The reduced graphene nanomaterials are irreplaceable candidates to absorb near infra-red light in comparison to graphene oxide that reflects sp² hybridization of carbon [116]. The reduced nature of reduced GO reflects hydrophobic nature of the graphene oxide thus finally result its poor water solubility. In order to find out a unique solution, the microwave heating-based-reduced graphene sheets having lower oxygen containing functional groups were synthesized by Patel et al. [117]. The Hummers method has been utilized to reduce the major oxygen content present in the graphitic powder, the methodology of Hummers method includes the acidic oxidations. The GO sheets can also be reduced to rGO by single step thermal reduction methodology and reported rGO possess excellent stability and lesser cell toxicity [118].

5.5 Raman imaging

The advanced characterizations technique, i.e., the RAMAN technique is excellently advanced tool for the analytical and experimental extension for the detection of related various biochemical problems. The RAMAN spectrum including D and G bands exactly mentions and elaborates the enhancements of combinations of various nanoparticles [119]. The folic acid hybrid incorporated Ag/GO composite have been developed for specifically targeting of defective cancerous cells [120].
The in situ synthesis of gold- and GO-based composites have been incorporated in HeLa 229 cells which have been found to display excellent peaks and shifts in Raman spectra. The gold nanoparticle incorporated with nitrogen doped graphene oxide was reported by Ma and coworkers. The in situ synthesis of gold nanocomposites were also assumed to have physical forces of attraction between NOPs and gold particles. The further modifications of GO and reduced graphene sheets with 2-mercaptopipryidine were reported by the non-covalent linkage [121]. Gold-based GO composites were reported for the development of good substrate than the Au NPs. Similarly, polyethylene glycol functionalized gold/copper nanoparticles along with graphene were incorporated through CVD method by the group of Tan et al. [122]. The unique Raman signals of graphite-based nanoparticles were reported along with further cell labeling and SERS detection. Recently, bio-imaging applications with more modalities have gained excellent popularity in recent decade [123].

5.6 Multimodal imaging

The multimodality of such imaging applications has been referred as the better technique over the individual imaging technique for the higher accuracy and for the better diagnosis [124, 125]. While the multiphase analysis of single agent lack the potential problem on the probe, i.e., tissues blood for the further removal of impurities along with several doses [126]. Liu et al. have developed rGO-IONP for triple modulation, i.e., FL, PA along with MR [127]. The rGO-based composites of iron and GO have been synthesized via hydrothermal methodology where the polyethylene glycol was incorporated with poly(maleicanhydride-alt-1-octadecene) (C18PMH-PEG), further NIR was performed for the detection of magnetic absorbance. Similarly, Chen et al. reported the graphene oxide-based composite of PEG having non-covalent interactions, i.e., π-π stacking for the detection of tumorous cells. The recent reports of Wu et al. have synthesized the BaGdF5 nanoparticles which were reported to formulate on the graphene oxide sheets in moderate presence of polyethylene glycol. In the transmission electron microscopy (TEM), the exact morphology of GO/BaGdF5-based PEG composite was shown. This showed excellent separation of layers, along with the accuracy in size of sheets, where the size was reported to exist as smaller than corresponding pure GO sheets. While the SAED (selected area electron diffraction) spectra showed the excellently good crystal nature of BaGdF nanoparticles having cubic shape [128].

6. Conclusion and future prospects

The unique ability of catenation of carbon and tendency to form various hybrid orbitals results in the formation of various smart compounds with different physical and chemical properties. Its 2D hexagonally packed unique structure of in-plane sigma C–C bonds accounts for certain physical and chemical properties in biological media has led to its varied applications in the field of drug delivery, gene delivery, tissue engineering and various imaging techniques, etc. The electrostatic interaction and presence of metallic ions in biological media tends to agglomerate and reduces the surface area of graphene sheets. Therefore, covalent and non-covalent methods of surface modifications are used to increase the efficacy of graphene sheets. Further surface fabrication of GO with various polymers allows its use in the fields of drug delivery, tissue engineering and different imaging techniques. Surface modification by way of exfoliation is used for large scale synthesis of graphene. Modified Hummer’s method is a common procedure of synthesizing GO from the
natural mineral source, i.e., flake graphite. The carboxylic group is found on the surface of graphite during the process of oxidation and exfoliation is modified by covalent functionalization making its use possible in the studies of biological systems and also found applications in biological activities like anti-bacterial activity, bioimaging and photodynamic therapy. Non-covalent functionalization has added advantage of not altering the structure or electronic properties of graphene while introducing new chemical groups on its surface. This results in enhancement of its dispersibility, biocompatibility, reactivity, binding capacity and sensing properties. Graphene has the properties of high surface region, distinctive geometry and structure, flexibility, extra ordinary physico-chemical properties, counting the high fracture strength, high Young’s modulus, great thermal and electrical conductivity, highly mobile charge carriers and biocompatibility. All mentioned properties makes graphene a valuable and important material for applications in biological systems and other biomedical processes.

In contrast to pristine graphene synthesized GO has high dispersibility in physiological media leading to better contact with biologically important organic molecules. Outstanding thermal and electrical conductivity and very low thermal expansion quotient of GO allows its use in energy conversion storage devices and bio sensors. GO derivative-based optoelectronic devices have been developed as IR detectors and electrophysiological modulators and emitters. The optical properties like intense light transmittance, fluorescence, photoluminescence and high mobility of charge make graphene an important material for application in MRI and biomedical imaging. Superior mechanical properties of GO like high tensile strength and extensive stiffness has enabled its use in the field of biomedical implant and tissue engineering. Cell-graphene and biomolecule-graphene studies have opened a vast area of GOs exploration in the fields of cellular biology, genomics and development of antibiotics, etc. Despite its varied uses certain challenges still remain in the field of nanotheranostic designing in terms of bioavailability, selectivity, biocompatibility and safety. In the field of pharmacology, better targeted and relatively lower dose drug delivery with graphene complex has proved cheaper and efficient than the discovery of newer drug. Graphene-based materials as drug and gene delivery vehicles have used successfully in in vitro studies, however much research in in vivo studies is still in early stages. Many researchers have focused on developing graphene-based materials for wound healing, stem cell imaging, regenerative medicine and tissue engineering. Graphene finds its application in bio imaging by way of optical imaging, fluorescence Imaging (FL) and two photon fluorescence imaging (TPFI), etc. High sensitivity non-ionizing energy, real time imaging, multiplexing capability, short range free space optical communication and economic advantages makes GO derivative superior for use in optical imaging. However, low tissue penetration, high tissue spreading of photons in the visible spectra, tissue auto fluorescence and light absorption by oxygen binding groups and water limits the use of GO derivatives in optical imaging. Labeling of fluorescent dyes on GO surface and their detection by photons emission from probe has been enabled the development of fluorescent imaging technique for the study of biological systems. Recently certain desirable properties of GQDs like luminescence, zigzag geometry, electron hole mobile electron carriers, high photostability and lower toxic index have enabled development of better FL imaging system. The limitations of FL imaging leads to development of TPFI using non-linear femto second laser to obtain a high reflux of excitation photons, thereby enabling the development of better and deeper fluorescent imaging probes. Radio labeling of graphene-based nanomaterials has increased the sensitivity of qualitative imaging studies like PET/SPECT further doped GO has found its application in MRI for detailed study of different tissues in humans. Past few years have witnessed the development of
graphene from a little known nanoparticle to wide spread interest in the field of development of graphene-based nanomaterial for applications in biochemical and biophysical systems and processes. However, much research work is still desired to enable commercial scale applications of GO-based nanomaterials.
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Chapter 12

Tumor Malignancy Characterization in Clinical Environments: An Approach Using the FYC-Index of Spiculation and Artificial Intelligence

Fernando Yepes-Calderón, Flor M. Medina, Nolan D. Rea and José Abella

Abstract

According to the World Health Organization, cancer is the second leading cause of death in the world. The myriad of variations, paths of development, and mutations make this abnormality challenging to treat. With the advent of medical imaging, complex qualitative information is collected with the aim of characterizing the pathology; however, the uncomfortable and time-consuming histology remains the state of care within hospitals. This manuscript presents a strategy to extract quantifiable features from the images. The method captures shape perturbation as variations in reference to a perfect circle that is used in a standardized dimensional space. A multifeatured scheme is created when the quantification is applied in all slices produced by imaging modalities such as computed tomography, magnetic resonance imaging, and tomosynthesis. Later, the numbers obtained by the introduced algorithm are used in an artificial intelligence pipeline that correlates spicularity with aggressiveness using the histology as supervising factor.
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1. Introduction

Classifying cancer lesions in form and intensity from the images is of interest in radiology units [1–3]. Currently, histology is the gold standard to define cancer type, stage, and grade; nevertheless, histology comes with its associated costs and delays and has been reported to increase morbidity [4, 5]. When diagnosing from the images, the desired classification is accurate and repeatable only if the operator includes the quantitative domain to the set of available tools that are mostly from the qualitative domain. The quantification is accomplished by separating the neomass from the anatomical parts in the image employing segmentation.
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Regarding segmentation, authors have proposed assisting techniques that partially or fully accomplish the tasks with different levels of accuracy [6–8].

After segmentation, the challenge is finding a repeatable and performant method for all kinds of cancer manifestations. Some quantifying approaches target cancer in specific parts of the body [9, 10], while others focus on particular kinds of cancer [11, 12].

Although technology has invaded the medical facilities, currently assisting tools are not of help in diagnosing cancer. The tasks are still performed by human experts employing purely qualitative judgment. There is a need to quantify and thus abandon the uncertainty produced by human variability.

In practice, qualitative features suggested by X-rads [13, 14] such as roughness and stiffness are difficult to conceptualize with mathematical models; therefore, indexes based on these features are complicated to model [15]. However, the shape of the captured objects is a stable feature in the field of view [16, 17] and, conveniently, has the required sensibility across all cancer manifestations because it captures the core manifestations of the disease, the disordered growth pattern [18, 19]. More importantly, tumor shape is quantified in a feature-enriched scheme to favor further machine-learning implementation. In this document, we employ the FYC-Index of spiculation [20] to assert quantification on the edges of breast tumors imaged with tomosynthesis [21, 22]. The numbers yielded by the FYC-Index strategy are fed to an artificial intelligence classifier that initially differentiates between benign and malignant neo-masses, showing a high degree of accuracy in supervised experiments. The presented strategy is equally performant in all imaging techniques that generate volumetric representations by slicing, including MRI, CT, and tomosynthesis.

2. Materials and methods

2.1 Clinical data

A cohort of 48 breast tomosynthesis images underwent segmentation performed by an expert radiologist. Histology was performed on the 48 masses yielding 29 malignant cases and 19 benign. The resulting masks hold the specifications of the original images regarding the field of view and spatial resolution. Since the algorithm explained in Section 2.2 is immune to resolution changes and the field of view is standardized, records of the images’ specifications are not provided in this document.

2.2 The FYC-Index of spiculation

The reader is invited to refer to Figure 1. Recall that the procedure explained below is used on both views, axial and sagittal.

**Block I.** Images of CT, MRI, or tomosynthesis are suitable for this processing due to their slicing nature. The FYC-Index re-sample all masks to isometric densities.

![Figure 1](image_url)

*Figure 1.*

*Block diagrams for the FYC-Index pipeline.*

\[ Eq. 1 \]

\[ Eq. 2 \]
voxels of 1 mm before selecting the biggest mask through area calculation. Next, the dimensions of the biggest bounding box are used as a dimensional template. Then, the other slices in the study—including those of other tumors in case we are working with a population—are scaled to the dimensions of the biggest bounding box. This process also centers the masks. Distortion in the mask growing process is avoided by using the adaptive supersampling method [23, 24]. After scaling, all the images share the same field of view (FOV) and therefore, the same planar coordinates for the center point.

**Block II.** Then, the edges of the masks are detected using the Canny edge detector [25].

**Block III.** As the Canny detector does not create single-pixel edges, the system detects two paths corresponding to the outer and inner edges. The Euclidean distance from the artificially created center of coordinates to each point in the edge is saved in two arrays, one corresponds to the outer edge and the other to the inner edge. The two arrays are averaged in an ordered array of distances (AoD). The run along the edge that creates the AoD is standardized by starting the distance calculation at the top center of the image and taking the edging points in a clockwise fashion until the starting point is located at a distance of $\sqrt{2}$ mm of the current point or below. Recall that voxels are all set to 1 mm.

**Block IV.** The AoD is Gaussian filtered creating the FAoD. This filtering is intended to eliminate the high-frequency components produced by the digital grid. The filter is implemented in the frequency domain, keeping 80% of the original spectral power. According to [26], maintaining the 80% of the signal spectral power assures that the important content of the signals is kept.

**Block V.** A five-point differentiation is applied to find the regions of rapid change; next, a second five-point differentiation is executed to recover the inflection points. These operations are generalized to each point in FAoD as shown in Eq. 1:

$$p'_n = [(d_n - d_{n-2}) + (d_n - d_{n-1}) + (d_{n+1} - d_n) + (d_{n+2} - d_n)]/4$$  (1)

The second derivative “p”—obtained with the second pass of Eq. (1)—is where peaks are detected. The peak elements on FAoD are exalted, while regions of low dynamics in the same array are diminished when raising FAoD to the fourth power.

**Block VI.** A moving window integration selects peaks in the exponential second derivative. Given points $p(s) = (s, d)$, the area ($A$) under the curve section with a width ($N$) is calculated for step ($s$), as it is shown in Eq. (2). If $A(s) > T$ for a chosen value of $T$, $s$ is added to this list of locations of peaks:

$$A(s) = \sum_{i=-\frac{N}{2}}^{\frac{N}{2}} p \left[ \left( \frac{sN}{2} \right) - \left( \frac{N}{2} + i \right) \right]$$  (2)

**Block VII.** The spiculation quantifying process is executed in axial and sagittal views.

**Block VIII.** The location of the detected peaks is then crossed; we only kept the points that coincide in both views.

**Block IX.** These points when mapped back in the images uplift the regions where the tumor presents a highly disorganized growing pattern.

**Block X.** Each slice in the study contributes to the histogram signature of the tumor. The FYC-Index defines the span of the histograms by using the maximum and minimum amount of points found in the slices when working on a single mass or among all analyzed tumors when working on populations.
Under the FYC-Index domain, while more spiculation, the histogram profiles are more populated in the right side.

2.3 Proof of concept on synthetic data

Testing on extremes is a common practice in engineering. Unfortunately, finding extremes on clinical data is cumbersome. The difficulty relies on the nature of the information; in the clinics, where the patients are imaged on the presumption that some abnormality is present, the images often yield moderately spiculated masses, posing a problem overall for the lower extreme reference. Regarding the highly spiculated reference, one can use the histogram signature to pinpoint the slice yielding the most right-filling pattern. However, a sounded proof of concept should comply with the common complexity found in the clinics, where two masses can have similar volumes and have a different nature regarding malignancy; thus, conventional methods are unable to detect differences. To overcome this problem, we have created a synthetic framework where lower references are created by stacking the less spiculated slice among all the data analyzed. A mildly spiculated mass is created by stacking a mildly spiculated slice among the study, and, analogously, the extreme spiculated sample is created by stacking the most spiculated slice found in the study. For the three samples, the stacking is driven in a manner that the masses end by having a similar volume.

2.4 Artificial intelligence (AI) implementation

Every column in the histogram signature created by employing the procedure in Section 2.2 is seen as a feature in classification postulate that aims to distinguish between malign and benign samples. This is possible due to the independence of the peaks counting in a slice by slice fashion. In general, the perturbations on the slice do not have any correlation with the perturbations on slice m; therefore, orthogonality is granted. In addition to the bins counting, the number of bins fulfilled—some bins may end empty—those filled from the middle bin to the right and those filled to the middle bin to the left, is also used in the featuring space.

Every tumor population has a different span in the histogram signature; however, the amount of peak-counting-derived features have been set constant by forcing seven equally spaced bins regardless of the peak-counting range. Thus, the experiments always create an analyzing matrix containing 11 columns, 10 columns for the features, and 1 column to register the supervising factor provided by the histology. The current exercise presents a boolean support vector machine (SVM) classifier, where the machine is trained to provide a benign or malignant verdict.

The classifier estimators are proved by cross correlation where the train and test samples are gathered from the original dataset using (0.7 : 0.3) (train:test) in a fivefold experimental scheme. For the classification experiments, Scikit-learn [29] is employed.

Listing 1: Python code use to run the SVM classifier while progressively adding features.

```python
def run Features Testing Classification (features, mdata, lbls):
atregs = []
ascores = []
for i in length(features):
est = feature_selection.SelectKBest (k=i)
est . fit (mdata, lbls)
tregs = est . get_support (indices = True)
escore = np . mean (cross_validation . cross_val_score (gs, ndata, lbls, n_jobs=5))
ascores.append (escore)
atregs.append (tregs)
```
As it is shown in Listing 1, the SVM classification is done after progressively adding features which are grabbed from the \( mdata \) matrix using the indexes saved in the features’ array. The accuracy records presented in Section 4 correspond to the experiment that yielded the highest accuracy values per folding.

### 3. Results

#### 3.1 FYC-Index extraction

Figure 2 shows how the algorithm yields two different outcomes based on the tortuosity of the two analyzed shapes. The small shape refers to a mostly rounded region of interest (ROI), therefore, does not present abrupt changes in the distances from the edging points to the center of FOV. In contrast, the same measure yields rapidly changing distances in the big ROI. Those rapidly changing distances are captured by the first derivate and framed in their inflection points by the second derivate. Later, those points are amplified and made all positive by the fourth power function, while the same fourth power function diminishes changes in which the derivate yielded values in the range \((-1, 1)\). As the moving window adds up all values encountered in its domain, the regions of rapid change represented by large values compute to higher numbers within the domain of the moving window, and that is where the enhanced points appear in the plot. As all the points are mapped with their original coordinates, a crossing of 3D positions among the selected points.

Figure 2
FYC-Index extraction. The inner loop is the detailed block diagram similar to the one shown in Figure 1 but specific for tomosynthesis images. The outer loop shows sampling images on each block.
in two image views filters out positions erroneously selected. Finally, the presented procedure allocates an item of frequency in a histogram where the bins contain ranges of point counting. Naturally, highly spiculated slices contribute mostly to the right bins of the histogram. When all slices in a tumor have been analyzed, the operator could be sure that the histogram is descriptive of the degree of homogeneity of the mass which is also associated with aggressiveness (see Figure 3).

A sample of the process where the 3D reconstruction of the masses together with the respective normalized FYC-Index histogram is presented in Figure 4.

3.2 Analysis of synthetic data

As explained in Section 2.3, extreme references are created to demonstrate the span of the method and the capacity to deliver a representation of easy interpretation. The synthetic creations are shown in Figure 5.

The results obtained on synthetic data corroborate that the FYC-Index is sensitive to the changes in the edges that distinguish between malign and benign masses. In contrast, commonly used geometrical indexes are not sensitive to changes. In this exercise, we have isolated the spiculation by equalizing the volumes of the studied software objects. A complete set of 3D geometrical functions are applied on the clinical data in use, with the aim of comparing the performance of standard of care tools in the clinics, and the FYC-Index is shown in Figure 6.

4. Verdicts dictated by (AI) implementation

The fivefolding SVM exercise proposed in Section 2.4 was executed using a Python-Pandas dataframe and Scikit-Learn SVM. The results are registered in Table 1.

The strong-force algorithm presented in Section 2.4 executed the supervised classification with a high degree of accuracy. The design of the experiments turns the classification into the capacity to differentiate whether a mass is benign or malign.
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Figure 3.
Histogram signature of the FYC-Index on two tumors and intermediate steps (b, c, d, g) of processing. The circles in frames in (c) and (g) correspond to perfectly rounded regions where the area is equal to the one of the mask.

Figure 4.
A sample of the processed tumors and their FYC-Index signatures.

5. Discussion

The proposed method is sensitive to slight changes in the edges of the masses that are characteristically malignant. The same method includes a stage of quantification that has proven to be descriptive at a simple glance even for nonspecialized operators. Since the procedure has been automated, it is compliant with the confidentiality regulations and, therefore, can be easily implemented in hospitals and clinics. The FYC-Index is a flexible method equally performant when analyzing masses in individuals and populations. The method presents a signature which results in a measure of lobularity. This strategy works regardless of factors such as size and spatial resolution. Moreover, the results are direct and easy to interpret.
The specifications of the FYC-Index make it suitable to analyze all sort of cancer manifestations, regardless of localization or pathogenic roots. The presented strategy uses a machine-learning classifier to rapidly characterize the malignancy of a mass. However, the real challenge consists of defining malignancy together with aggressiveness. Such an approach requires more rounds of training/testing sessions.

Figure 5.
Performance of the FYC-Index in software-created references. On the right, a table with records of often used 3D geometrical indexes. Note that these indexes are not sensible within the characteristics that require to be quantified.

Figure 6.
The two boxes per colored column correspond to the clinical data detailed in Section 2.1. Normality was discarded by Kolmogorov test [30] done in the two groups separately. As normality was not met, the nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis test [31] was employed. The p-values are mapped back and forward in the chi-square distribution.

The specifications of the FYC-Index make it suitable to analyze all sort of cancer manifestations, regardless of localization or pathogenic roots. The presented strategy uses a machine-learning classifier to rapidly characterize the malignancy of a mass. However, the real challenge consists of defining malignancy together with aggressiveness. Such an approach requires more rounds of training/testing sessions.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Folding</th>
<th>Accuracy (%)</th>
<th>Sensibility (%)</th>
<th>Specificity (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>93.4</td>
<td>92.1</td>
<td>89.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>91.3</td>
<td>92.4</td>
<td>90.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>90.3</td>
<td>90.2</td>
<td>89.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>92.7</td>
<td>90.1</td>
<td>89.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>89.9</td>
<td>90.0</td>
<td>89.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Results for the fivefolding experiments on histograms acquired with the FYC-Index of spiculation.

with sufficient samples in all grading range. This multilevel classification should be designed to follow the classification directives presented in the X-RADS standards; thus, the existing automatic tools can also provide insights for selecting more accurate treatments. To the best of our knowledge, no other authors are integrating the tools as we have proposed. The use of the features we have proposed is a novel view of the solution; therefore, we do not include in this report a comparison with other methods.

6. Conclusion

Cancer is the second most threatening disease which humanity has not been able to neutralize. Other diseases that were considered pandemics in the past, costing millions of human lives, have been eradicated through vaccination. Rapidly mutating diseases such as AIDS have been downgraded from mortal to chronic. Maladies like high blood pressure, stroke, or cirrhosis among several other chronic afflictions have been associated with race, genetics, habits, or exposition factors, providing a way to reduce the probability of acquiring them or a path of development where scientists still have space to explore. Cancer instead affects all humans regardless of any factor. The only aspect that increases the surviving expectations, without a doubt, is early detection, and it is here where the method presented in this manuscript gains relevance. Detection from the images is possible, and automatic diagnosis not only avoids the painful and uncomfortable biopsy, but it also contributes to faster and more accurate verdicts.
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This book offers significant coverage on different aspects of cancer from risk factors to the mechanisms leading to tumor progression and metastasis. Although tremendous progress has been made in cancer research and treatment, cancer metastasis remains a major unmet clinical need. The life and death of many cancer patients hangs on the degree of metastasis. This book provides new perspectives for diagnosis and cancer therapy. It includes new technologies and a new basis for current cancer therapies. To guarantee the high quality of this book, important topics are included and rigorously discussed in a simple and authentic way. The book addresses important challenges governing tumor progression and metastasis and brings new responses to both diagnosis and therapy. This book is a great source of knowledge and will be useful for researchers, medical doctors, oncologists, graduate and medical students, continued medical educators, health care providers, and all individuals interested in understanding cancer and its challenges.